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Introduction

On the face of it, the question "Shall America be defended?"
appears to be totally rhetorical . The answer one would expect
is an unequivocal "Yes, of course." Common sense can discover
no reason why the free inhabitants of any country should do
other than put up the best defense they can for their lives and
homes against armed attack from abroad. Research of times
before our own yields no example of polities who have ever
believed that political independence could be maintained with-
out military defense, or that there was a reasonable alternative
to defense short of simple surrender. History records countless
polities where life was far less pleasant than in America, and
which were confronted by enemies relatively more powerful,
who defended themselves fiercely and well. Certainly, if the
question "Shall America be defended?" were to be put to every
American, all but a handful would react with incredulity . The
question would be treated as more than a little strange . Of
course, many Americans in recent years have expressed un-
kind opinions of their country, and have pointed to its real or
imagined insufficiencies . Yet, one may fairly suppose that all
but a few of these critics would answer with the bulk of their
fellow citizens-of course America ought to be defended. Who
ever thought otherwise? Besides, why have we been paying
billions of dollars for soldiers and weapons except to "provide
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for the common defense"? The only argument, the questioner
would be told, is how to make plans and purchases so that, in
case of war, the American people could enjoy the best protec-
tion that money can buy .

Yet in governmental and official circles, questions regarding
the "common defense" of the United States have not been ad-
dressed by common sense for a generation . After the end of the
second world war influential academics, journalists, politi-
cians, "policy analysts" and even some military men came to
believe that any future war involving nuclear weapons would
result inexorably in the end of life on this planet . In the nuclear
age, war-especially its defensive aspects-made no sense .

"We will all go together when we go ." Thus the lyrics of the
humorist Tom Lehrer express a feeling that, by the 1960s, had
acquired the status of conventional wisdom no polite person
would dare challenge . America could not be protected, no mat-
ter how one tried . In America, discussion of war lost all connec-
tion to reality . If "the balloon goes up," so convention has
dictated, the nuclear powers would quickly disgorge their nu-
clear arsenals upon the world, destroying it so thoroughly that
the very pilots of bombers destroying the enemy's country
could not hope to come home to anything but piles of radioac-
tive rubble. Once "the war" started, everything would be over,
finished forever, for everyone alike . If "the war" ever started,
Americans, no more or less than the rest of mankind, would
have lost it already . Nuclear war is supposed to be so total as
to produce only total losers. A generation of American leaders
has not considered the possibility that either the United States
or the Soviet Union could actually use nuclear weapons against
the other to defend itself or any of its interests . Nuclear weap-
ons are supposed to be useful precisely because they are so
terrible that no one would ever actually use them . For a genera-
tion, American leaders have deemed the threat of nuclear
weapons so efficacious as to practically eliminate the possibility
of war between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. According to the
wisdom prevailing among American leaders, major war would
be banished from the world so long as both the United States
and the Soviet Union were able to destroy one another and,
conversely, neither could protect itself. All of this was summed
up by President Carter in his address on the State of the Union
January 18,1979. Only one American missile-firing submarine,
he said, could destroy every large and medium-sized city in the
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USSR. According to President Carter and to eminent men of
his persuasion, the safety of the world and of the United States
is the direct result of its complete defenselessness .
This kind of thinking, though far from widespread, has

shaped our armed forces . As a consequence they have neither
the weapons nor the plans to actually protect the United States
in case a nuclear war with the Soviet Union should prove unav-
oidable. Indeed, one of the chief tenets of this approach is the
belief that if either the United States or the Soviet Union
builds any weapons or makes any plans meant to reduce dam-
age to itself in case of war, those very weapons or plans will
increase the level of international tension, make war more
likely and thus defeat their own purpose in a massive way .
Therefore for years official U .S. government circles have an-
swered the question "Shall America be defended?" with a clear
(if none too loud) "NO." Going against the grain of common
sense, they have judged that nothing would so endanger Amer-
ica as an attempt to defend it against Soviet nuclear weapons .

In official circles at least, the question "Shall America be
defended?" seemed to be closed. Those who disapprove of this
approach to nuclear weapons have been largely banished from
official circles over the years beginning about 1965 . In 1960
Herman Kahn, in the first edition of On Thermonuclear War,
wrote that the American people had been largely oblivious to
the formulation of the nation's nuclear strategy. Everyone had
heard of "the bomb," but few had paid attention to the debates
among the "experts" on how it ought to be used . During the
1960s the debate on nuclear weapons became well nigh impossi-
ble to follow because a whole class of academic and governmen-
tal analysis fenced itself in with impenetrable jargon. During
1969-70 the debate almost broke out of its professional confines
while the Senate deliberated on whether to build missiles capa-
ble of shooting down-and therefore of defending against-
incoming missiles. For the first time since the mid-1950s, more
than a handful of Congressmen and journalists were discussing
whether and under what conditions it would be possible to
actually frustrate an enemy attack on the United States . But
debates require at least two sides . The military proponents of
antimissile missiles had the misfortune of being led by Presi-
dent Richard Nixon and his adviser Henry Kissinger . During
the 1960s the latter had joined the professional consensus that
safety lies not in defense but in doing as much harm unto
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others as they can do unto us. Since in 1970 everyone agreed
that, at least until the next election, the United States could go
eye for eye and tooth for tooth with the Soviets in terms of
offensive nuclear weaponry, the debate fizzled.

Since about 1974, however, the debate has become livelier
and more widespread than ever. The fundamental reason is
that, undeniably, the United States can no longer inflict as
much harm on the Soviet Union as the Soviet Union can inflict
on the United States . Indeed, no one denies that the Soviets
have built missiles that, once deployed in sufficient number,
will be able to destroy a goodly chunk of the American force,
and thus will be able to limit sharply what we would be able
to do to the Soviets in retaliation . In January 1979 the growing
recognition of this fact led Henry Kissinger to the unprece-
dented (for him) act of admitting publicly that he had been
wrong .

The debate itself is not over what each Soviet or American
weapon can do-there is widespread agreement on that. No one
disputes the proper use of any given nuclear weapon . Each side
would simply employ any given weapon in a way calculated to
keep itself as little damaged as possible, while damaging the
other's military forces as much as possible . By analogy, a man
confronted by an armed assailant and his unarmed wife would
not try to deter the assailant by aiming his own weapon at the
wife, about whose relationship with the assailant he was un-
sure. Rather one would aim at the man holding the gun, while
putting on a flak jacket and calling for an ambulance to stand
by. It would seem, then, that there should not be much debate
at all on the most reasonable way for either side to use its
weapons in war . The debate in fact is over whether what is
rational regarding the use of any single weapon is rational
regarding the use of large nuclear forces.
Up to the mid 1960s there was a fairly lively debate within

the executive branch of government and within the U .S. mili-
tary establishment over questions of nuclear strategy . Up to
the mid-1960s the question of balancing offense and defense
was still open; as was the question of whether offensive forces
existed to limit damage to the United States in case of war, or
merely to heap destruction on the cities and peoples of the
Soviet Union. This debate was debilitated and finally stifled by
a combination of factors : first, the McNamara approach to de-
fense matters, which replaced the military emphasis on strat-
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egy with the businessman's emphasis on immediate return for
the dollar (offense alone is of course cheaper than offense and
defense); the fixation within the U .S. Air Force on the "ulti-
mateness" of strategic bombardment; and the complacency of
intelligence toward Soviet capabilities and intentions stem-
ming from a long period of U .S. strategic superiority .

By the early 1970s the clearest voices to be heard speaking
out against the prevailing complacency and voicing alarm at
the shift in strategic power to the Soviets came from outside
official circles . Some resistance was displayed by men still in
government. James Schlesinger (who lost his job in large part
thereby), Fred Ikle (who warned of the potential of Soviet stra-
tegic weaponry others chose to ignore as "nonstrategic"), Leo
Cherne and his colleagues on the President's Foreign Intelli-
gence Advisory Board, and a vocal minority of U .S. intelligence
officers tried to point out the ominous shifts of military power
in favor of the USSR and the glaring inadequacies of U .S .
military doctrines. However, the focus of opposition was out-
side government, voiced by prestigious academics such as Al-
bert Wohlstetter, formerly of the University of Chicago, Rich-
ard Pipes of Harvard, Eugene Rostow of Yale, and William Van
Cleave of the University of Southern California .

These men and others, joined by outspoken retired military
men increasingly demanded that common sense be applied to
military matters. They have argued and still argue that our
present strategy of deterring attack by threatening reprisals
involves an unreasonable use of our weapons-so unreason-
able, in fact, as to be unbelievable . They claim that while the
Soviets are arming and planning in ways that will enable them
to fight and win a nuclear war, we are doing things that are
playing right into the Soviets' hands .

To put it briefly, then, the "officials" say that America cannot
and should not be defended, and that America can rely for its
safety on the fact that nuclear war is too horrible to happen .
Many "outsiders," whose knowledge is not inferior but who are
not in positions of power, argue that America can and should
be defended . Moreover they argue that if the United States is
not prepared to fight, survive and win a nuclear war, it will not
be able to frighten the Soviet Union out of starting one . They
go on to claim that any country that believes it will not be able
to prevent itself from being wiped off the face of the earth will
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not be able to resist threats of nuclear war and will be bullied
into submission .

There is more than a little irony in the way both sides are
discussing the question. The "officials" tend to deal in cataclys-
mic words. Because they see nuclear weapons as "absolute"
weapons, their plans for nuclear war at least on the surface are
simple: annihilate the other side while America is being an-
nihilated. Yet they couple talk of disaster with expectations
such as "a world free of the specter of nuclear war," and "a new
stable world order based on mutual deterrence ." In other
words, the people in charge of the nation's defense deal in an
intellectual currency which is simple, full of absolute fears and
laced with very optimistic expectations . The "outsiders" are
basing their case on the specific effects of nuclear weapons, and
on the reasonable-if admittedly awesome-uses to which they
can be put. They point out that even if every nuclear weapon
in the world's arsenals were to be exploded, humanity would
not end. But, above all, they point out that it makes an enor-
mous difference how nuclear weapons are used . They realize
the Soviet arsenal will soon be capable of carrying out the
Soviet leadership's longstanding contingency plans: destroy
much of the American nuclear force with only a small portion
of the Soviet force, then deter the Americans from using what
forces they have left. The "outsiders" worry about concrete
threats. They make no promises, but instead point out that it
makes an enormous difference to a country if a war results in
ten million or one hundred million dead, in the preservation or
the destruction of its institutions and governments.

At this point the reader may be tempted to believe that the
"officials"' position has been presented unfairly here. Reason-
able men can hardly help but be drawn to the positions ascribed
here to the "outsiders." How could responsible officials neglect
them? Are they straw men? They are not .
The reader should be aware that the phenomenon of highly

educated, well-intentioned professionals who fail to see facts as
plain as the nose on their face is anything but new . From
time-out-of-mind people have noticed that professionals
trained to see their subject-from economics to agronomy and
medicine-according to strict academic discipline forget what
they had known of the subject before, and become incapable of
learning anything new about it except in the terms they have
been taught . Thus are professionals often undone by new devel-
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opments which they have been rendered incapable of under-
standing .
There is even a name for this phenomenon : "Educated In-

capacity." The term was first adapted by Herman Kahn from
an earlier formulation by Thorsten Veblen. Kahn has de-
scribed the symptoms of the condition, not the causes . These lie
in the fact that since Descartes science has made excessive use
of artificial definitions . But they are far beyond our scope here .
Suffice it to say, along with Kahn, that very bright people
engaged in the task of differentiating between shades of gray
can easily make themselves unable to distinguish between
black and white . The list of examples of educated incapacity
could be lengthened at will. But let us be satisfied with a few
examples of official judgments of the U .S. Government, which
have been shown wrong.

"Minimum wage laws improve the lot of the lowest
paid workers."
"In Vietnam, military victory is impossible for ei-
ther side."
"Racial integration of schools improves the perform-
ance of minority pupils ."

But surely the most significant example of educated in-
capacity is the American Establishment's treatment of nuclear
weapons. This is why the extension of the debate over them,
which began in 1974 and which promises to widen even further,
is so significant. How this is so may be gauged by an incident
that occurred after a lengthy speech by Paul Warnke, former
director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
before an audience of civic leaders in a major city. After Mr.
Warnke had explained why Americans ought not to be con-
cerned about the character of the Soviet strategic forces and
their growing superiority because of the absolute character of
nuclear weapons, an unknown voice commented that he hoped
Soviet party leader Brezhnev was as sophisticated as Mr .
Warnke "or else he'll kick the sh-- out of us ." Judging from the
audience's reaction, educated incapacity is not a very infectious
disease .

The immediate cause of the debate's spread is the U .S. Sen-
ate's consideration of the second strategic arms limitation
treaty between the U .S. and the Soviet Union, popularly
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known as SALT II. Long before the Carter Administration had
signed the treaty, the Senate had turned its attention to it
informally but seriously . There are several differences between
the debate over strategic arms brought on by the SALT II
treaty and previous editions of the debate . Above all, the SALT
debate is over how to deal with a specific, clearly visible Soviet
capability to defeat the United States, whereas in previous
years the debate had dealt with rather uncertain threats to our
military superiority that lay several elections away . Just as
important, those who are taking part in the debate of 1979
recognize for the most part that the decisions at stake are
irrevocable . If, on the threshhold of the 1980s and in the face
of changing technology, the United States were to hold fast to
the orthodoxy of the 1960s-that safety lies in vulnerability-
it could not hope to reverse its decision a few years hence . The
Soviet Union would have amassed enough power to prevent it .
The United States' future would depend exclusively on the
validity of the strategic doctrine of the 1960s . On the other
hand, were the United States to reject the doctrine of safety-
through-vulnerability, it would have to scrap some old weap-
ons, building new and expensive ones . Once that were done and
the American people had the feeling of being protected, a re-
turn to the old doctrine would be impossible, politically as well
as materially. This is the fundamental choice at stake in the
debate surrounding SALT . The treaties and agreements which
have come out of the SALT negotiations are important only
insofar as they bear on this choice.

Therefore, this book is not simply about SALT. It is a sum-
mary of the vast field of facts and arguments surrounding the
central question "Shall America be defended?" The final chap-
ters do lay out the details of the SALT I and SALT II treaties,
as well as the controversies surrounding those details . This
author's opinion is that the details of these treaties spell seri-
ous trouble for the United States and make the defense of the
American people much more difficult than it need be. Yet in
this author's view, the details of the SALT agreements do not
harm American defense irreparably. If a wise American Presi-
dent, backed by an equally wise and willing Congress, were
disposed to use every possible opportunity allowed by the SALT
agreements to defend the United States, an effective defense
might well be built within the constraints of these agreements .
But this author is certain that the significance of SALT lies not
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so much in the details of treaties as in the spirit with which
American officials have approached both our nuclear weapons
programs and the negotiations to limit them . That spirit is the
doctrine that safety for both the U .S. and USSR lies in the
absolute vulnerability of each to the other's weapons . As long
as American officials entertain this doctrine they will not want
to take advantage of the opportunities for defense afforded by
technology or by treaties. The SALT II treaty, for example,
would allow the U .S. to build and deploy 820 MX missiles, even
on a crash basis. However, there are no plans to build more
than 200 MX's, while the biggest concern is not how quickly
they may be built but how they will affect the environment of
the desert where they will be installed. It is therefore almost
useless to argue about what this or that provision of a treaty
allows the U.S. to do, so long as American officials are bound
by a doctrine which tells them not to do anything which would
limit damage to the United States. This doctrine, if adhered to
into the 1980s, would harm the United States irreparably . This
book, then, is primarily about the spirit in which American
officials have approached nuclear weapons and SALT .

This book is intended to show the reader how the invention
of nuclear weapons affected the military strategy of the United
States, and how the United States came to adopt the above
mentioned peculiar doctrine regarding their use . It also de-
scribes how the Soviet Union came to regard nuclear weapons,
and outlines the strategy and the forces it has developed for
winning wars in the nuclear age. The book then explains the
basic facts of life and death concerning nuclear weapons . They
are tools with limited, though awesome, effects . It will become
clear that different weapons are suited to vastly different pur-
poses. This book means to lay to rest the widespread notion that
no defense is possible against nuclear weapons . Unfortunately,
and most ironically, the chief examples of efforts to protect
civilization from nuclear war must be taken from the plans and
practices of the Soviet Union . Only then will the reader be
asked to look at the history of our negotiations with the Soviet
Union on limiting strategic arms . That history is not so much
one of Soviet duplicity as it is one of American self-deception .
Throughout the late 1960s and 1970s the U .S. enjoyed a false
sense of security. The Soviets certainly tried to foster it. But
they were not its main authors. Deception seldom succeeds if
the party that is deceived does not cooperate . American officials
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so entangled their own thoughts in the SALT process that they
have, in effect, told the Congress and the people that America
need not worry about Soviet violations of agreements and un-
derstandings so long as these do not result in massive disadvan-
tages for the United States, and, on the other hand, that Amer-
ica has no right to worry about Soviet moves which result in
massive disadvantages for the United States as long as these
moves do not violate any agreements or understandings . The
reader, equipped with the basic facts, and keeping a normal
quotient of common sense, should be able to understand the
SALT process better than most of our American SALT negotia-
tors .

Essentially, this book argues that defense of the United
States in the nuclear age is both possible and desirable . It is
possible because technology has given our superior economy
the wherewithal to do it. It is desirable because unless we can
plan to come out of any war less damaged than the Soviet
Union, we will not be able to escape such a war-except by
surrender. Consider: If, given the state of our armed forces, the
Soviets would be better off by carrying out a surprise attack,
why should they not do it, or at least threaten to do it? If the
United States becomes liable to such an attack or such a threat,
which nations of the world would stand with the U.S.? If the
U.S. cannot keep itself from harm in war while the USSR can,
how can the U.S. expect to keep even Europe and Japan as
allies? Above all, it is desirable to defend the United States of
America because it is perhaps the most decent polity and soci-
ety the world has ever known. In a world where decency is
becoming scarcer by the day, America becomes ever more pre-
cious .

The question of whether America shall be defended lies at
the heart of the SALT II debate . Fundamentally the issue is
this: Can the United States continue to stake its security on
arms control agreements with the USSR under the risky as-
sumption that the Soviets share the view that nuclear weapons
are too destructive to be used in actual warfare? The essence
of the issue is distilled in the titles of two films put out by
organizations who take opposite sides in the debate over SALT .
The American Security Council produced an educational film
titled "The Price of Peace and Freedom." The disarmament
lobby represented by the Coalition for a New Foreign and Mili-
tary Policy put out a counter film titled, "There Is No Defense ."
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The first film points out the tremendous Soviet efforts to
achieve global military superiority and decries the deliberate
dismantling of U .S. defenses; the second dwells on real and
imagined terrors of nuclear war and declares all defense to be
vain .
Despite sophisticated arguments which attempt to blend

both pleas for stronger U .S. defense and the notion that nu-
clear war is unthinkable and unwinnable, SALT II if ratified
will be the result of the political pressure from those who would
abandon the proposition that America can or should be de-
fended. It would signal another seven years of military decline
for the United States . If SALT is not ratified it would probably
be the result of growing public awareness, reflected in the Sen-
ate, that America faces an ominous and growing military
threat from the Soviet Union which can be and must be met
with American strength, not fragile agreements . Nonratifica-
tion of SALT II should only be based on the belated realization
that the Soviets believe nuclear war to be both thinkable and
winnable, and have backed their conviction with an unprece-
dented buildup of forces, offensive and defensive .

One need not quote the opponents of SALT II to find the proof
that a good defensive posture can drastically reduce the de-
structive effects of nuclear war and that these effects are nur-
tured by the doctrinaire insistence that "there is no defense."
A CIA study, of July 1978, "Soviet Civil Defense" reveals the
stark reality. If the Soviets attack the United States after put-
ting their civil defense system into operation, U .S. retaliatory
strikes would produce some 10 to 20 million Soviet fatalities .
Meanwhile, as the U.S. Government concedes, the undefended
American population would suffer 140-160 million fatalities .
This awesome imbalance in results of a nuclear exchange,
verified by the Carter Administration itself, derives precisely
from the Soviets' long-standing rejection of the doctrine that
nuclear war is unthinkable and unwinnable. They are well
along the road to creating a military reality in which a nuclear
war, World War III, would do less damage to the Soviet Union
than the conventional World War II .

Typical of the tenacity with which self-deceit persists in offi-
cialdom, however, is the CIA summation of its estimate: "We do
not believe that the Soviets' present civil defenses would em-
bolden them deliberately to expose the USSR to a higher risk of
nuclear attack. " Closely examined, this summation is rather
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meaningless. It cleverly dodges the real question : Would the
imbalance of results of nuclear war embolden the Soviets to
face the US down in a series of crises far more important than
the Berlin Crisis or the Cuban Missile Crisis? Of course, it
would! This summation is another example of policy considera-
tion destroying the value of intelligence . After citing the alarm-
ing facts gleaned from photographic and other evidence which
shows clearly the Soviet determination to win a nuclear war,
the CIA (no doubt in part because of the necessity to coordinate
the results with the State Department and the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency) adds this final judgment based on
speculation only that says, "but don't worry about it ."
As might be expected, the one sentence of the summation

quoted above has been cited incessantly by the Administration
and the arms-control lobby. The only other position of the CIA
study that has been given wide publicity is a figure of 113
million Soviet fatalities. Gene R. Laroque's Center for Defense
Information, fountainhead for anti-defense information, in-
sists in its February 1979 issue of the Defense Monitor on this
figure as representing Soviet fatalities in nuclear war . The
figure derives from a scenario in which the United States Presi-
dent decides one day, in the absence of a crisis, to launch the
entire U.S. nuclear force against the USSR-not striking mili-
tary targets, but in a deliberate attempt to slaughter the maxi-
mum number of Russian civilians. This attack would indeed
kill 113 million people in the USSR . Of course, since such an
attack would leave Soviet forces intact, 140 to 160 million
Americans would perish shortly thereafter. That the pro-SALT
lobby would base their case on the results of this incredible and
obscene scenario is a measure of the intellectual and moral
bankruptcy of their position .

This book is an attempt to describe the realities of military
situations, the doctrines that have led us into serious military
vulnerability, and their relationship to the SALT II debate .
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1 .

The Dawn
of the Nuclear Age

The American Tradition and the U.S.
Military

It is not difficult to understand why Americans have treated
nuclear weapons as they have and why the Soviet leaders have
treated them differently . Although each side's behavior was
not foreordained by its characteristics, and although Ameri-
cans and Soviets could have come to conclusions that differ
substantially from their predispositions, still it is instructive to
examine some of the basic characteristics of Americans, and of
Soviet Marxists, which have affected their actions in the nu-
clear era. Having done so, we will look at each side's basic
military attitudes, as well as at how they first reacted to the
invention of nuclear weapons .

Volumes have been written on the American character .' But
any American who has lived abroad, especially outside the
areas that have adopted American ways, can report what the
American character consists of. For example, hardly an Ameri-
can will refuse a deal simply because that deal would also
benefit someone beside himself. That illustrates the belief of
most Americans that the different interests of different people
are usually compatible . One man's gain is not per se another
man's loss. John Locke's Second Treatise, James Madison's
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Federalist No. 10, the writings of Herbert Spencer, Horatio
Alger, the teachings of Dale Carnegie courses, of basic capital-
ist economics, have taught Americans that prosperity is the
result of cooperation, and that a "good deal" for one side is
probably a good deal for all . The Yankee trader was taught to
drive a hard bargain, but also that he could never hope to get
rich unless he satisfied his clients in the long run. The most
successful, we are taught, are those who best find how to hitch
their own particular interest to the interests of the greatest
number of their fellow men . Americans are well acquainted
with conflicts of interest . But their peculiar characteristic is to
look beyond the conflicts. For in Locke's system, in Madison's
Constitution, in the American way of life, there are to be no
losers except the lazy, mean-spirited and short-sighted .
Nowhere as in America has war seemed so foreign to the

human condition. The United States has been at war almost as
often as other nations . But Americans have looked at war in a
unique way. First, Americans regard war as unnecessary . If
people would only forget ancient hatreds or immediate cupidity
and look at the balance sheet, they would find that neither
domestic nor international conflict pays . Through the mid-
twentieth century the American statesman's standard re-
sponse to trouble abroad (and at home as well) was to offer
grand schemes for development-recall President Johnson's
plan to develop North Vietnam's economy-and money, as in-
centives to "look beyond" the conflicts of the moment . Most
conflicts, in the standard American scheme, are caused by
short-sighted reactions to deprivation . As the wag in West Side
Story said of a juvenile delinquent : "He's depraved on account
of he's deprived."

But Americans have also accepted the fact that sometimes,
rarely, people are so blind or so evil as to wholly disregard their
own interests. Then they have decided these aberrations must
be utterly destroyed . Then another facet of the American char-
acter has come into play ; that expressed in the third stanza of
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" :

I have seen a fiery gospel, writ
in burnished rows of steel. As
ye deal with my condemners, so
with ye my grace shall deal .
Let the hero born of woman crush
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the serpent with his heel,
As God is marching on .

This facet of the American character made possible episodes
such as Sherman's march to the sea, the bombing of Dresden
and Hiroshima. The messianic streak in American history has
sometimes been so strong that the American people have be-
lieved that if only one particular evil were wiped off the earth,
mankind would thereafter live in endless tranquility . The Civil
War was shot through with expectations that liberation of the
negroes would lead to a perfect world. Therefore the slave
states had to be punished severely . World War I was presented
to the American people as a crusade against monarchy in Cen-
tral Europe. Its abolition in favor of national democracies
would "end all wars ." World War II soon became the war of the
United Nations against the barbarians . Once these were ut-
terly defeated, the UN would govern the world by majority
vote. The unnecessary slaughter brought about by these senti-
ments pales in significance before the mischief they wrought
after these wars were over. We have not wholly overcome the
discord between sections and races caused by a civil war fought
for unlimited ends . Central Europe has not overcome the disas-
ter of the abolition of the Habsburg monarchy . The world is a
long way from feeling the last ill-effects of our ill-advised total
trust of the "United Nations" in World War II .

America thus expects, nay demands, final just solutions to
international problems. As befits a commercial people, it tends
to define justice as the keeping of treaties-including their
"spirit." Americans are ever ready to demand that disputes be
submitted to arbitration and that all parties define the results
of judicial proceedings as justice . In the American view, to
refuse to submit to law, to cross any border or break any treaty,
is the mark of immorality. All parties must negotiate their
disputes, and the negotiations must succeed . This inflexible
demand for success of negotiations and arbitration brings forth
devices all-too-familiar to Americans schooled in positivism . 2 If
two nations are at loggerheads about absolutely fundamental
matters-i .e., if they hate each other for racial, religious, ideo-
logical or historical reasons-Americans, as likely as not, will
refuse to recognize that the two parties' purposes are mutually
incompatible. They will break the "problem" into "issues"
which may be more easily resolved, and will assume that these
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"issues," which are, after all, the American's own artificial
constructs, add up to the totality of the "problem." Americans
then "resolve" these issues and, by their own definition, resolve
the "problem ." Of course this sort of thing amounts to self-
deception. Sometimes, especially since World War II, American
negotiators have sought agreement on intractable matters so
eagerly that they have resorted to an even more radical device .
They have worded agreements specifically so that different
sides could understand them differently . This sort of solution
is a testimony to the power of the will over that of the mind .
Positivism, like Marxism, also teaches that states of mind are
produced by external conditions. Change conditions, and minds
will change also . Therefore Americans have believed that atti-
tudes can be improved by improving economic conditions .
This is not to suggest that the American character must

inevitably produce an unequivocally foolish approach to for-
eign policy. The Founding Fathers of the United States were
influenced by the same features of the American character
(except positivism) as Americans two-hundred years later . But
the Founding Fathers resolved these influences differently .
They believed that the cause of America, in Franklin's words,
is " . . . the cause of all mankind . . . assigned us by Providence ."3
But they had no illusions about the adjustability of all conflicts .
Jefferson, perhaps the chief pacifist among them, wished for
the day, not long distant, when "We may shake a rod over the
heads of all which may make the stoutest of them tremble .""
But the Founding Fathers, and their successors in the nine-
teenth century, picked their conflicts carefully and won them .
They swung neither to "moralism" nor to "pragmatism ." 5 They
were eminently sober men, who advanced their country's
safety and its view of "inalienable rights" in a prudent manner .
The Declaration of Independence called on America to be a
beacon to the rest of the world-not its conqueror nor its social
worker. During the founding period, as two-hundred years
later, the American character, and therefore American foreign
policy, was up for grabs. Now as then there are heated discus-
sions over what is to be done . Both the American character and
its approach to the problems of war and peace depend on the
outcome of such discussions. De Tocqueville noted that free
America is under the absolute, if fickle, tyranny of public opin-
ion .

These traits of the American political character have ex-
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pressed themselves in American military and strategic
thought. The United States lacks a history of grand strategy,
in the Continental European sense of the integration of politi-
cal, economic and military assets in the pursuit of defined na-
tional objectives .

In the first decades after independence, the United States
developed what one observer has identified as the gap between
"dream and design" in American foreign policy. The United
States was spared the task of resolving this dilemma during the
nineteenth century by its geostrategic position and by the Pax
Britannica which ensured that the Atlantic remained a protec-
tive moat. Therefore, .when the U .S. finally entered the world
of great powers, it did so without the sobering experiences of
conflict and defeat which other nations had suffered and with
its messianic vision intact . In a sense, the United States missed
the great age of European statecraft . The United States was
ill-prepared to deal with the realities of permanent and persist-
ent conflict, that is, with the essence of interstate relations,
particularly in the twentieth century .

In a passage familiar to most students of American foreign
policy, John Spanier has noted this Wilsonian view of war,
peace and democracy :

. . . undemocratic states are inherently warlike and
evil; democratic nations, in which the people control
and regularly change their leaders, are peaceful and
moral. Power politics is thus a temporary historical
phenomenon which will be eliminated as authoritar-
ian and militaristic governments disappear and are
replaced by democratic, or "peace-loving" govern-
ments."

Deeply imbedded in the American character is the view that
war and peace are diametrically opposed conditions to be gov-
erned by wholly different considerations and sets of rules .
There follows a reluctance to think of military force as a politi-
cal tool. Foreign policy in peacetime is to be conceived and
executed with minimal concern for consideration of military
power. It must be noted however, that at the end of the nine-
teenth century, America's most influential strategic thinker,
Alfred Thayer Mahan did, of course, develop a strategy for sea
power fully in consonance with America's strategic position at
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the time. No strategist, however, came forth after World War
II to define a similar role for Americans in the nuclear age . In
Spanier's words, "The result of this depreciation of power and
moralistic approach to foreign policy is the inability of the
United States to relate military power to political objectives ."'
In the nuclear age this way leads to a fitful and absolutist
approach to military strategy . The United States is seldom
prepared for war. In a state of blissful isolation, unmindful of
the need for security felt by other nations and believing mili-
tary spending to be "wasteful," the U.S. has refrained from
maintaining large peacetime forces . The lack of forces-in-being
has also led America to rely upon high technology and its
unique industrial capacity in order to defeat its enemies . Be-
fore World War II, America (likewise the European Allies) neg-
lected its forces until the foreign menace had become so obvious
that it could no longer be ignored . Even then the United States
apparently required the horror of Pearl Harbor in order to
mobilize .
Slow to anticipate war, however, the United States has

tended to commit itself totally when fighting. The abnormal
condition of war profoundly and dramatically reverses the
American character . Force becomes supreme and supremely
justified by abstract moral principles . America turns her full
vengeance on the aggressor and maximum righteous force is
applied until there is unconditional surrender . As one student
of American strategic thought has noted :

At least since General Grant, American strategy
has rested on the proposition that the most certain
path to victory in war lies in maximizing the amount
of military power brought to bear on the enemy in
a conclusive military engagement. 8

Attempting to explain why American policy frequently over-
simplifies the "complexities, conflicts and crises" of the world,
Stanley Hoffman has remarked that :

The strategic design may be confused, the rele-
vance of the act to the objectives may be dubious,
and yet there goes into the undertaking not
merely a puritan sense of duty but an exuberant
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(albeit disciplined) sense of mission and aptitude-
in a word, a calling . . . 9

With an almost unique regard for individual life and there-
fore extremely sensitive to the number of its own casualties,
the United States in particular preferred capital-intensive
rather than labor-intensive wars. American wars are to be won
with technology, not lives. Vastly increased firepower, which
made high-technology, low-manpower warfare possible, has of
course, another aspect: indifference to the casualties inflicted
on the enemy. As Richard Pipes has noted :

Paradoxically, America's dread of war and casual-
ties pushes it to adopt some of the most brutal forms
of warfare, involving the indiscriminate destruction
of the enemy's homeland with massive civilian
deaths . 10

Stanley Hoffman has argued correctly that these apparent
contradictions can not be explained as the result of hypocrisy
or deceit on the part of Americans, rather they stem from a
deeper influence : the fact that the nation's values "point simul-
taneously in opposite directions ." Hoffman attributes this once
again to peculiar American views of the nature of conflict:

Yet at heart, America-proud of its unique har-
mony, its lack of ideological stances, its capacity to
absorb and fuse diverse experiences and peoples, its
repudiation of power politics-dislikes the very vio-
lence that is its spontaneous response : horrendous
proof of the fragility of the dream it likes to think it
lives. Americans believe that violence is evil, per-
haps because of their admirable, if slightly startling,
conviction that tragic conflicts of ends are not a nec-
essary part of life, and because force gives to clashes
that ought not to exist a sharper reality . . . And it
is this lingering awareness of the evils of violence
that lessens the role of force in American history . So
the only excuse for violence is provided by high prin-
ciples, but these in turn release in full the passion for
unbridled violence . In the last analysis, violence is
justified by only one ideal, which subsumes all those
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principles: not merely the final elimination of force
from history, but the final ironing out of conflicts of
ends .' 1

This characteristic tendency to shift from reliance on ideals
alone to reliance only on the threat of war, together with the
belief in the basic dichotomy of peace and war has prepared the
way for acceptance of the nuclear bomb as the absolute weapon
and the conviction that nuclear weapons have little or no politi-
cal utility but nevertheless may be capable of ushering in a
"new era" of peace .

In America, dislike for war has often translated itself into
dislike for the military and its ways . However, the worst fea-
tures of American military thought were produced not by
American soldiers but by civilians . Moreover they resulted
from the civilians' very dislike of things military . Samuel
Huntington has noted that :

The professional military mind is concerned with
military security not military victory . The very
points most emphasized by critics-unconditional
surrender and [in World War II] the rejection of the
Balkans in favor of western Europe as a scene of
operations-were political decisions supported by al-
most all the political leaders of the government and
virtually required by the prevailing complexion of
American public opinion ."

By the late 1950s the antimilitary view had been trans-
formed into an explanation for what was perceived as a nuclear
arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union .
According to this hypothesis, senior military officers trying to
protect the particular "organizational essence" of each service
were seeking increasingly larger budgets and increasingly
more sophisticated weaponry not out of any real need to defend
the nation but rather to increase their own prestige and influ-
ence. The professional military, by nature war-like and holding
simplistic and extreme views of the international capabilities
of the Soviet Union, were allegedly joined by the weapons mer-
chants of the military-industrial complex and congressmen vot-
ing pork-barrel legislation for their home districts . Discussions
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of this widespread and popular view often replaced debate over
strategic issues .

American military thought was profoundly affected by the
development of air power which culminated in the strategic
bombing campaigns waged by the allies against Germany and
Japan in World War II . The development of the theory of stra-
tegic air warfare began in earnest in the years after World War
I. First articulated by the Italian General Giulio Douhet and
British Air Marshall Trenchard during World War I, "air
power" soon found a number of advocates in the U.S. World
War II, of course, saw the introduction on both sides of the
massive aerial bombardment of cities in attempts both to de-
stroy certain strategic war industries and to weaken the
morale of the hostile nation . Although it appears that in the
early days of World War II the United States was more commit-
ted to a "careful counterindustry" bombing campaign than
were the British, by the end of the war, American B-29s were
being stripped of all unecessary equipment so that they could
carry more incendiary explosives for the fire-bombing of Japa-
nese cities . The Strategic Bombing Survey which was critical
of the European strategic bombing campaign concluded never-
theless that it had been wise to try to bomb Japan into wanting
to surrender . Attacking industry became synonymous with at-
tacking cities .
George Quester has shown that the concept of deterrence

itself developed simultaneously with theories of strategic
bombing and that the theory of using "pain-inflicting" (coun-
tervalue) weapons actually antedates the development of those
weapons.' 3 In fact the implications of the strategic conse-
quences imposed by bomber aircraft actually were apparent
long before 1945. Quester has stated that "early in the twen-
tieth century . . . the introduction of aircraft systems . . . first
led governments to assume the bomb-delivery capabilities that
only now exist."" After World War II, nuclear weapons
fulfilled those assumptions and lent substance to the deterrent,
punishing and disabling capabilities of air power. Moreover it
was assumed that the offensive disabling capability of air weap-
ons dictated an advantage to the attacker, who could expect to
impose higher losses on the enemy forces than could possibly
be suffered by the attacker's force. The possibilities raised by
a condition in which both sides possessed a capability for "rapid
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and severe pain-infliction," and the perceived superiority of the
offense over the defense were also addressed in the pre-1945
period. In 1942, Alexander de Seversky argued in Victory
Through Air Power "the rapid expansion of the range and
striking power of military aviation makes it certain that the
United States will be exposed to destruction from the air,
within a predictable period, as are the British Isles today .""
His vision awaited only the long-range bomber and the nuclear
bomb. The perception that no defense was possible was also to
be confirmed by the new weapons in the minds of Americans .
In Bernard Brodie's words :

The effectiveness of strategic bombing as a way of
war could no longer be questioned . It at once became,
incontrovertibly, the dominant form of war . A
strategic-bombing program could be carried through
entirely with air forces existing at the outset of a
war, and at a speed which, however variously es-
timated, would be phenomenal by any previous stan-
dard. Also, because any payload sufficient to include
one atomic bomb was quite enough to justify any
sortie, strategic bombing could be carried out suc-
cessfully over any distance that might separate the
powers involved . If the limited ranges of the aircraft
made a refueling necessary, it was worthwhile.
These conclusions represented change enough from
the conditions of World War II . They served, among
other things, to end completely American invulnera-
bility. ) 6

These historical trends in American strategic and military
thought therefore prepared the way for Americans to accept
the nuclear bomb as the absolute weapon, to believe that the
horror of the possibility of nuclear conflict had finally divorced
force and politics, and to believe that the "new era" could be
brought about within a balanced budget .

The Russian Tradition and
the Soviet Military
Life in Russia has never encouraged exaggerated expecta-

tions about human benevolence, or about the compatibility of
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human interests. Russian historical memories are full of im-
ages of Russian slaves being carried off eastward by Tartars
and of Russians bringing home the loot from Poland . Mild
slavery or quick death were the very best consequences one
could expect to follow the loss of a battle against external or
internal foes. The cruelties of Ivan the Terrible stand at the
beginning of modern Russian nationhood somewhat as the Pil-
grims' sufferings at Plymouth Rock stand at the beginning of
America's. But while the latter teach the lesson that pain may
be banished from all by cooperation, the former teach that only
the powerful enjoy precarious safety .

The Marquis de Custine, visiting Russia in 1839, observed a
society which came closer to Hobbes' description of the State of
Nature than anything he could have imagined ." Health and
wealth depended on political power . Rank meant everything .
Food, clothing, shelter came from political connections . Those
on any given level derived their livelihood and their satisfac-
tion in life from lording it over their subordinates . Even traffic
in the streets of St . Petersburg flowed according to the position
in the pecking order of those who happened to be on them at
any given time . Of course, that was the capital, and ways of the
court were not followed so stiffly throughout a vast land . There
is more to Russian history than mutual depredation . Neverthe-
less, the political system set the tone for Russia, as did the
invasions by each and every one of Russia's neighbors over the
centuries: Swedes, Prussians, Turks, Mongols, French, Ger-
mans, all have invaded the country . Russia, in turn, has in-
vaded each and every country which borders it, and more often
than not has stayed on . For Russia, even more than for Ger-
many, international relations means conflict, and conflict
means taking or being taken . One need only compare Russia's
behavior in the territory it occupied in World War II with
America's. Russia took everything that was not bolted down,
and much that was. America rebuilt its defeated foes .

Marxism is congenial with part of the Russian tradition . The
fundamental tenet of Karl Marx is that no man's interest is
compatible with any other's, and that, therefore, the basic
human relationship is that of exploiter and exploited . Slavery,
says Marx, is latent even in the prototype of human society, the
family." Friedrich Engels elaborated this theme in The Origin
of the Family, Private Property and the State . 19 Because in-
dividuals necessarily exploit whom they can, any and all ex-
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change of goods or services amongst individuals can only result
in exploitation . For Marxists, the only differences between fam-
ily and society are ones of scale . The means of intercourse are
different. Nonetheless, someone, necessarily, is skewered .
Whether in the family, the farm, factory, city, nation, or world,
one man's gain is another's loss . The notion of the class struggle
follows directly from this . As Marx pointed out, most clearly in
his Critique of the Gotha Programme (1875), no state can be the
neutral arbiter of the class struggle. All states are, and cannot
help but be, oppressor states . The only question is who will
oppress whom . Once the working class takes political power,
said he, its proper role is to crush all other classes beneath the
overwhelming weight of its numbers and claims, so as to anni-
hilate all classes but itself. Thus would the classless society be
created. Lenin's principal work, State and Revolution, explains
how political power can be used to establish literally the last
word in oppressive class regimes-the class-state which is so
exploitive that it will end exploitation. Lenin's other well-
known book, Imperialism, argues that nations also behave ac-
cording to the "laws" of the class struggle . In this founding
work of Marxist-Leninist international affairs, Lenin states
that "imperialist" nations, like the bourgeoisie within nations,
are in a state of war with the peoples they oppress, and that,
sooner or later, the conflict between nations must end as the
class struggle must . The imperialist nations will lose the strug-
gle and be exploited so completely as to be wholly purged of
their imperialist character .
To Russians, then, Marxism-Leninism was not wholly for-

eign. To be sure, atheism is wholly repugnant to the deeply
religious Russian people . Nevertheless, despite their Christian-
ity, Russians had become inured to cruelty, and to the belief
that life is a zero-sum game . The Communists' declaration that
the average Russian had been stolen blind by his leaders, that
Russia itself was not getting its due from the world, and that
the average Russian has the right to demand and to take from
both near and far, proved to be effective politics as well as good
Marxism .

Therefore, for reasons both Russian and Marxist, the Soviet
Union does not draw a sharp distinction between peace and
war. Any visitor to any large Soviet city can see buildings
festooned with what appear to be-and are-exhortations to
battle : PEOPLE, RALLY AROUND THE PARTY!, CRUSH IMPERIALISM!
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INTENSIFY THE CLASS STRUGGLE!, DEFEAT WORLD-WIDE REACTION!
The battle is foremost against religious belief and political devi-
ation at home . Second, it is against deviations in the Socialist
camp. Third, it is against the "Imperialists ." The means by
which the Soviet Communist Party fights these battles are of
secondary concern. The first concern is that the battle be car-
ried on at all times . As Machiavelli has counseled, every man
is regarded as an enemy at any time, and plans for defeating
such enemies must be pursued as circumstances allow. Exter-
nal behavior will differ from time to time, but the mind must
remain at war . For the Soviet Union, conflict at all times in all
places, until the end of history, is the essence of life . War is
merely one form of that conflict .

If one were to examine Soviet policy toward any nation with-
out looking at Soviet policy as a whole, it would be difficult
(though not impossible) to distinguish it from the sort of policy
described by classic writers such as Thucydides . To be sure, one
would notice that the Soviets carry on their foreign policy by
"total" means. Whereas the typical foreign ministry at the
turn of the century (staffed with men steeped in international
law and without substantial power over their own societies)
was its country's sole agent for international affairs, the Soviet
foreign ministry commands the international relations of the
whole Soviet economy. Moreover, the Foreign Department of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union plays an important
role by orchestrating the actions of about 8 million foreign
communists around the world . The KGB, the Soviet agency for
intelligence and covert action, is a full partner in international
affairs, helping causes favorable to Soviet interests from
Jamaica to Afghanistan. The Soviet Union employs these
means without ideological predilection for any of them, but
strictly according to its judgment regarding how various means
might be combined most effectively at any given time . But this
is also true of classical foreign policy . Indeed, it is no more or
less than what flows from sobriety . Classical foreign policy, too,
has been known to make use of sympathizers in foreign na-
tions, of spies and agents, and of trade as a political weapon .
The difference between Soviet foreign policy and classical for-
eign policy is that the latter's purposes are limited in time and
geographic scope. But while the Soviet foreign policy is admira-
bly sober in a retail sense, it is intoxicated beyond reason with
regard to its ends .
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As we will see below, the basic tenets of Soviet military doc-
trine and strategy for the nuclear age were formulated in the
period 1953-1960 . A few basic ideas underlie this doctrine and
this strategy :

• Western "imperialism" is the implacable enemy of Soviet
"socialism" no matter what temporary accommodations
may be reached .

•

	

Nuclear weapons do not invalidate the Marxist-Leninist
ideology of history .

•

	

The USSR cannot make the world safe for "socialism" by
destroying it .

The USSR is duty bound to do whatever it can to hasten the
destruction of "imperialism" by the most effective and least
violent means possible. By Leninist definition, "imperialism" is
the highest state of "capitalism ." Consequently "imperialism"
is the dedicated, implacable and devious, if sometimes con-
fused, foe of"socialism ." In this tautological world view, "impe-
rialism" driven by "class hatred," is prone to war in general,
and dedicated to the destruction of "socialism" in particular .
The USSR cannot plead with U.S./NATO "imperialists" for
peace. It must force peace on the "imperialists" by the threat
of "socialism's" superior military forces .

Imperialism is devious . When the "imperialists" say "peace"
they mean "war." The publicly announced changes in Western
strategic concepts and policies are deceptive slogans designed
to mask unchanging aggressive intentions and aspirations, al-
though such changes in the imperialist line also may reflect the
realization that their prior policies had failed and that their
position has become weaker . Nevertheless, the imperialists
continue to plot surprise attacks on the USSR .

Since 1950 at least, the imperialist threat has been proxi-
mate: overseas U.S. bases, NATO, and other U .S. alliances . By
the late 1960s the Soviets counted some 6,700 U.S. and allied
military bases and facilities, most of them located in Eurasia .
Imperialist forces are viewed as large and technically formida-
ble .

It is fashionable to dismiss such Soviet perceptions and con-
cepts as "rhetoric" for public consumption . This is a mistake .
The Soviets believe these perceptions are validated by history,
that the "imperialists," Russia among them, started World
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War I and that England, France and the U.S. did their best to
induce Hitler to attack the USSR . The Allies delayed the sec-
ond front for two years in order to bleed Germany and the
USSR. All armed conflicts since World War II have been initi-
ated or instigated by the "imperialists ."
On occasion the destructiveness of nuclear weapons has

shaken the Marxist-Leninist ideology. Tremors reoccur from
time to time. In 1953 Malenkov said that nuclear war would be
the end of civilization. The statement was censored after the
fact. Subsequently the official position has been that a nuclear
war would be a catastrophe, it nevertheless would not be the
apocalypse. Although destruction would be unprecedented
even by the disastrous standards of World War I and World
War II, a nuclear war still can be fought and won if properly
prepared for and conducted . Contrary evaluations surface now
and then, but there is no reason to doubt the seriousness of the
official position. As we will see below, the Soviets have acquired
too much weaponry designed not just to deter but to fight and
"win" a nuclear war, and have expended far too large a portion
of their national product each year for such weaponry for us to
dismiss the official position as rhetoric. The Soviets are deadly
serious about their objectives, even though for several decades
their capabilities fell far short thereof.

Serious as they appear to be about fighting a nuclear war for
self-preservation and for worldwide hegemony (no Chinese con-
notation intended) of "socialism," the Soviets do not believe in
destroying the world in order to save it from the further rav-
ages of the "imperialists ." This has been one of the sorest points
in Sino-Soviet polemics ; Mao is reputed to have said that saving
the world from imperialism is worth half the world's popula-
tion. Whether from ideological conviction or the bitter experi-
ence of World War II, or both, the Soviets have found such
thinking repugnant. They have always rejected initiation of
nuclear war (surprise attack "out of the blue") merely to accel-
erate the Marxist-Leninist dialectic . In addition, their concept
of nuclear operations always has been to destroy the enemy's
military forces and top political leaders, not the enemy's popu-
lation and socio-economic infrastructure. Nihilistic, apocalyp-
tic, nuclear targeting is for the "imperialists ."
Short of this, however, anything and everything that can be

done to hasten history on its appointed course is fair game . This
has been a constant in Soviet conduct from the beginning . It is,
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however, generally a very prudent constant. The "imperial-
ists" must not be goaded too much . "National liberation" move-
ments, revolutionary client states and the like must be assisted,
but such assistance must be carefully calibrated from crocodile
tears in Pravda to massive assistance, depending upon the
existing "correlation of forces ." In no circumstances must such
assistance run serious risk, as best such risks can be weighed
in the Kremlin, of precipitating a nuclear attack on the USSR
or even serious risk of spilling Russian blood. Aid and provoca-
tion to the limit of prudent calculation is a duty ; beyond that
lies inexcusable adventurism. Which is which in any given
circumstance no doubt is the subject of much heated debate in
the Kremlin .

In general, the Soviets have been rather candid about their
objectives and intentions . Americans, however, are so preoc-
cupied with themselves that they don't listen, or refuse to un-
derstand, or both. At this writing, the Soviets are engaging in
some strategic deception, as Khrushchev had done in the late
1950s to early 1960s, but that is understandable . America's
structural naivete is too tempting to resist .

America and the Bomb
The bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki seized American

public opinion . They were inexhaustible fuel for talk . Here was
a newly discovered principle of nature . Here was power for
good and evil . The war had been ended. Clearly some sort of
new era was beginning. How new would it be? The answers
regarding the future varied, and, of course, none could be
proved. But the arguments in favor of greater newness tended
to drive out the opinion that men had merely invented one
more tool. The United Nations had won the war. There need be
no more enemies . Everyone was eager for the long-deferred
pleasures of peace. One bomb now could "wipe out" a city. This
was new. It should therefore be possible to use this instrument
to lengthen the peace-perhaps indefinitely. On the other
hand, if "the bomb" should ever be used against us, it would be
"the end." A glance at the American press, media, advertising
in the late 1940s is enough to reveal infatuation with things
"atomic."
The U.S. Government's first official policy with regard to

nuclear weapons was to place the "secret" of atomic power
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under the UN's tutelage, so that "the bomb" should never be
an instrument of any nation's policy. The plan for doing so,
devised by Bernard Baruch, would have required all nations
engaged in nuclear research to turn over control of their nu-
clear facilities to the United Nations, which would have fos-
tered the peaceful use of the atom, kept a small stock of weap-
ons, and punished any nation which tried to develop its own
nuclear arsenal . The United States would have been safe under
the arrangement, it was argued, because the vast majority of
the UN's members were then either democracies or otherwise
friendly to the United States . For that very reason, however,
the Soviet Union refused to have anything to do with the Ba-
ruch plan .

The Baruch plan's failure should have killed American hopes
that the atomic bomb's mere existence would bring about a
safer international environment . But those hopes lived on,
though in another form : Nuclear war is so awful it will never
happen. Among the scientists who had worked on the Manhat-
tan project, which had developed the bomb, some were moved
by feelings of guilt to spread the notion that their invention
really is a contribution to perpetual peace, though in an aw-
fully backhanded sort of way. Thus J. Robert Oppenheimer
founded the pretentiously named Bulletin of the Atomic Scien-
tists which, for over thirty years has propounded one nonscien-
tific theme above all others: Nuclear war would be the end of
the world .

The atomic bomb was so interesting that both journalists and
professors in large numbers entered the field of military analy-
sis, heretofore reserved for military men . Their influence has
done nothing but increase since 1946 . As publicists, they are
better able to present their case to the public and to politicians .
Among the disadvantages of analyses done by civilians is that
all but a few highly classified ones are literally irresponsible in
the sense that they seldom assume the responsibility-even on
paper-for the consequences of their recommendations.

The first and indeed the most influential civilian treatise in
this field was The Absolute Weapon, edited by Bernard Brodie
and published in 1946 .20 One may read it today without guess-
ing it was not written in 1979 . Indeed, in 1977 Bernard Brodie
replied to Richard Pipes' attack upon the book 21 by claiming
that his theses of 1946 are now simply orthodoxy, and that
therefore a heavy burden of proof lies upon anyone who would
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dispute them." The book expresses a number of attitudes, and
makes a number of claims, not all of which are consistent with
one another. On the one hand, its authors are clearly aware
that nuclear weapons have finite effects, though they exagger-
ate them. They are also aware that defensive measures can
reduce the number of weapons which could reach their targets,
and that proper planning for civil defense could reduce the
damage inflicted by an attack by orders of magnitude . Most
significantly, they are aware that, to the extent a nation pre-
pares itself to limit the damage it could suffer in war, that
nation discourages any other from attacking it . True, they as-
sume gratuitously that nuclear attack would be directed at
cities and (or) industry, but they realize that wars, even nuclear
wars, are finally won by invasions, and that therefore the
United States ought to have forces capable of repelling a Soviet
invasion, and of invading the Soviet Union .
On the other hand, the book contains eight propositions

which make up the following argument . Even one plane-load of
atomic bombs could make all of New York into "complete chaos
and horror." Therefore "before we can speak of a defense
against atomic bombs being effective, the frustration of the
attack for any given target area must be complete" 23 (emphasis
his). But such complete frustration is well-nigh inconceivable,
because the attacker has the incentive to apply vast resources
to getting each weapon to the target, and vast numbers of
intercontinental airplanes and rockets can be built . Moreover,
technology will probably never find a good defense against the
atom bomb. "Superiority in airforces . . . fails to guarantee
security," 24 because no matter how much harm we could do to
the Soviet Union, we could not thereby prevent it from doing
great harm to us. Therefore "superiority in the number of
bombs is not in itself a guarantee of strategic superiority,"25

because "if 2,000 bombs in the hands of either party is enough
to destroy entirely the economy of the other, the fact that one
side has 6,000 and the other 2,000 will be of relatively low
significance."" Finally, it matters little that the USSR is a
totalitarian state. That will not induce it to use any superiority
it might gain in nuclear weapons politically or militarily, if
that would mean taking a chance of absorbing an American
nuclear strike, because" . . . in no case is the fear of the conse-
quences of atomic bomb attack likely to be low ." 27

What, then, did the book conclude? Should Americans work
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as hard as possible to build the best possible defense against
enemy missiles and bombers? Should American scientists
search for ever newer defensive devices? Is nuclear war possi-
ble or not? Is superiority in nuclear forces meaningful or not?
Is civil defense worthwhile? What would be the most rational
way for the Soviet Union to attack the United States? What
would be the most rational way for Americans to defend them-
selves? There are facts and arguments in the book which would
support a variety of answers . But the book's thrust was a fatal
mixture of attitudes, among which exaggerated hopes and fears
acted as catalysts. Over the years the ambiguities in the posi-
tion set forth in The Absolute Weapon were resolved by those
catalysts, as civilian analysts urged upon the United States a
strategy which made a virtue of vulnerability and which reas-
sured them that, although the U .S. could make costly mistakes
in pursuit of nuclear superiority, it would likely run few risks
by allowing superiority to slip away . In time this view filtered
into the military. Thus, by 1956, General Maxwell Taylor
wrote :

The avoidance of deliberate general atomic war
should not be too difficult since its unremunerative
character must be clear to the potential adversaries
. . . a nation need only feel reasonably sure that an
opponent has some high-yield weapons no matter
how indefinite their exact number, to be impressed
with the possible consequences of attacking him ."

The statement is not false, but it gives the wrong impression
by begging all the precise military questions the author should
have addressed. What if an attacker can reduce his victim's
arsenal by striking first? What if he can manage to reduce his
own vulnerability to retaliation? How heavily would x or y
percent casualties weigh in the attacker's balance against the
prize of world power? How can the prospective rational use of
nuclear superiority cover an ambitious policy of conventional
military and political conquest?

During twenty years of overwhelming strategic superiority,
the United States failed to develop an adequate strategic doc-
trine for its nuclear arsenal and continued to exhibit the char-
acteristic American failure to reconcile military force with in-
ternational politics. Indeed, as this book suggests, America
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has yet to resolve this most vital question of national security .
The profound difficulties which the nuclear age presented for
American strategy were apparent from the very beginnings of
the Cold War. It is commonplace to note the revolution in world
politics and particularly in American foreign involvement
which occurred in the postwar world . But while The New York
Times could remark editorally that "the epoch of isolation and
occasional intervention is ended and is being replaced by an
epoch of American responsibility," it was by no means clear
that the United States was closer to bridging that gap between
"dream and design" in foreign policy that had existed through-
out its history . Indeed, the initial American response to the
postwar world was a desire to once again withdraw to the nor-
malcy of isolation. The illusion that great power cooperation,
especially with the Soviet Union, could build a stable and
peaceful international order on the ruins of the old soon en-
countered the challenge posed by the expanding threat of the
Soviet Union to the security of the West . Cold War battles were
soon joined .

The Truman and Eisenhower years saw the development not
of a nuclear strategy prepared to answer the Soviet challenge,
but rather of a doctrine of nuclear deterrence which by the end
of the Eisenhower years, had become incredible to friend and
foe alike .

The immediate postwar period, saw the dramatic demobili-
zation of American forces (from 12.3 million men in 1945 to
670,000 by 1947) only to be followed by a slow rearmament
brought on by the confrontation and conflict of the developing
rivalry with the Soviets. During the period before Korea, the
United States in all likelihood did not possess "in being" the
massive nuclear striking force which is today assumed to be
necessary to assure destruction of a hostile power. The U.S. had
only one nuclear bomber group . Some observers estimate that
in 1947, the U .S. had fewer than 100 nuclear bombs . Neverthe-
less, this force represented an unchallengeable military superi-
ority. However, not until the Eisenhower Administration did
the U.S. attempt to define a strategic doctrine for its new
power. Not surprisingly this development, known as the "New
Look," placed increased reliance on strategic nuclear power
and was born of a marriage of the familiar themes of minimal
defense expenditure and reliance on technological advantage .
The Eisenhower Administration was committed to a balanced
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budget, impressed by the possibilities of the long-range air
power of the Strategic Air Command (B-47 jets were coming
into substantial force by this time) and hopeful that new tacti-
cal nuclear weapons could redress the imbalance of conven-
tional forces in Europe . It thus decided to base its military
strategy on the ability of nuclear weapons to retaliate against
aggression . The catch phrase was "more bang for the buck"
("maximum safety at minimum cost" as Eisenhower had origi-
nally formulated it). The President explained :

With the shift in emphasis to the full exploitation of
air power and modern weapons, we are in a position
to support strong national security programs over an
indefinite period with less of a drain on our man-
power, material, and financial resources . 29

Observers generally agreed with Eisenhower's analysis :

The theory of nuclear deterrence was particularly
attractive to the new Administration, which felt that
it owed its election largely to the unpopularity of the
protracted ground combat, long casualty lists, and
high defense expenditures of the Korean War . It was
claimed that the threat of nuclear retaliation, re-
quiring mainly air power and nuclear weapons, in
which the United States, at that time, enjoyed a
tremendous advantage over the Russians, would
offset the manpower advantage of the Communist
world, thus reducing defense costs and limiting the
number of young men who must sacrifice several
years of their lives to military service ."

Given American superiority, the strategy with which the
New Look would be implemented was one of pure deterrence .
Indeed, as one observer has argued, nuclear deterrence had not
been seriously questioned initially :

The idea of atomic deterrence was accepted because
it seemed so obvious: What else was stopping the Red
Army from marching to the channel? The means of
deterrence were a legacy from World War II . . . no
substantial new effort was required to supplement it
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or even to maintain it. Deterrence was easy and un-
controversial, an accident of history not a creature
of policy."

The relationship between nuclear doctrine and American
foreign policy goals remained difficult, however . In January
1954, Secretary of State Dulles announced the new strategy of
nuclear deterrence: The U.S. would now be prepared to meet
aggression with the threat of instant and massive nuclear re-
taliation. The best way to deter aggression was "to depend
primarily upon a great capacity to retaliate, instantly, by
means and at places of our own choosing" .32 Moreover, the
threat of massive retaliation by U.S. nuclear forces was in-
tended to deter not only nuclear attack on the United States .
and its allies, but a broad range of lesser conflicts as well . Said
John Foster Dulles,

A potential aggressor must know that he cannot al-
ways prescribe battle conditions that suit him . Oth-
erwise, for example, a potential aggressor, who is
glutted with manpower, might be tempted to attack
in confidence that resistance would be confined to
manpower. He might be tempted to attack in places
where his superiority was decisive .33

The basic military fact of the New Look was overwhelming
U.S. superiority in numbers of nuclear weapons and the means
of their delivery . "It was thus in harmony with the singularly
American view that technology, especially air power, was this
nation's best weapon ."" When the Eisenhower Administration
took office, the USSR's strategic force consisted of a few hun-
dred propeller-driven medium-range bombers, which could not
seriously threaten the continental United States. By most esti-
mates, the U.S., on the other hand, "with its fleet of B-47s, its
overseas bases, its large stockpile of improved fission bombs,
and the increased readiness and competence of its crews . . .
could have effectively destroyed the Soviet Union with little
likelihood of serious reprisal against the United States" . 3S The
targeting doctrine of the era reflected the World War II coun-
terforce orientation, although in the public mind "destruction
of the Soviet Union" presumably included a nuclear attack on
Soviet cities. But the new doctrine, which by its reliance on
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tactical nuclear weapons as a substitute for conventional force
levels also raised the disturbing possibility of limited nuclear
war, failed to answer the uncomfortable question of how the
U.S. might pursue its goals of containing Soviet power and also
avert nuclear war. Eisenhower and Dulles attempted to resolve
this dilemma by a further refinement of the declaratory policy :
The United States was now prepared to go to the "brink of war"
rather than accede to Soviet military moves and political de-
mands. The administration believed that a clearly declared
resolve to risk nuclear war, even if it meant mutual annihila-
tion, would deter the Soviet Union (and the Chinese) from ag-
gressive acts .

Strategically, massive retaliation and brinkmanship dif-
fered little from the deterrent policies of the previous adminis-
tration. The reasons are clear . During both administrations,
American superiority permitted the United States the luxury
of not thinking seriously about the utility of nuclear weapons
or about the role of strategy in deterrence . Few in the West
challenged this view except senior Army and Navy officers who
saw over-reliance on strategic air power as a threat to a con-
tinued U.S. military capability to meet challenges inappropri-
ate to nuclear response . Dulles approvingly cited Winston
Churchill's term-the "supreme deterrent"-in describing
U.S. nuclear capability. Churchill himself expressed the pre-
vailing view when he declared in 1949 :

It is certain that Europe would have been commu-
nized and London under bombardment some time
ago but for the deterrent of the atomic bomb in the
hands of the United States .36

The development of the hydrogen bomb increased signifi-
cantly the amount of bang the nation could get for its buck and,
together with the awesome increase in destructive power pro-
mised by thermonuclear weapons, served to further confirm
the deterrent value of the weapons. At the same time, however,
this quantum jump in destructiveness combined with knowl-
edge that the Soviets also possessed fusion weapons, appears to
have hastened the American perception of a nuclear stalemate .

Hyperbole became the order of the day for senior American
officials. In commenting on the first American hydrogen bomb
test in November 1952, President Truman, in his last State of
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the Union Message, described the H-bomb as providing a "new
order of magnitude" of destruction and concluded that all-out
war would "destroy the very structure of civilization ." 37

"There is," as Winston Churchill declared in March, 1955,
"an immense gulf between the atomic and hydrogen bomb . The
atomic bomb, with all its terror, did not carry us outside the
scope of human control or manageable events in thought or
action, in peace or war." 38

Popular themes that nuclear war would mean the end of life
on earth were also common during the 1950s. Novels and mo-
tion pictures such as On The Beach, combined with extreme
but selective public secrecy on U .S. nuclear weapons tests to
produce a popular image, shared by the political leadership, of
nightmare weapons and science-fiction-like nuclear holocausts .
Concern over the effects of radioactive fallout from weapons
tests, together with the Soviet "peace offensive," strengthened
these views .

Although during these years the U .S. nuclear strike capabil-
ity increased from a handful of atomic bombs deliverable by
piston-powered B-29s to-by 1955-some 200 B-36s and over
1,000 B-47s, as well as a growing carrier-based nuclear strike
capability, American officials were disposed to believe that a
period of nuclear parity was just around the corner . As early
as 1951, Secretary of State Acheson had stated :

. . . We have a substantial lead in air power and in
atomic weapons. At the present moment, this may be
the most powerful deterrent against aggression . But
with passage of time, even though we continue our
advances in this field, the value of our lead dimin-
ishes . . .39

In his first year in office, President Eisenhower spoke of the
"atomic armaments race which overshadows not only the
peace, but the very life of the world," and claimed that no one
should think that:

The expenditure of vast sums for weapons and
systems of defense can guarantee absolute safety for
the cities and citizens of any nation. The awful arith-
metic of the atomic bomb does not permit of any such
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easy solution. Even against the most powerful de-
fense, an aggressor in possession of the effective min-
imum number of atomic bombs for a surprise attack
could probably place a sufficient quantity of his
bombs on the chosen targets to cause hideous dam-
age . . .
Surely no sane member of the human race could

discover victory in such desolation . Could anyone
wish his name to be coupled by history with such
human degradation and destruction .40

It was left to Winston Churchill to describe the new era .
Describing the new "balance of terror," Churchill stated that
by "a process of sublime irony" the world was now facing a
situation "where safety will be the sturdy child of terror," and
"survival the twin brother of annihilation .""

By the mid- and late 1950s, concern over the efficacy of the
massive retaliation doctrine became public in the writings of
Henry Kissinger, Alastair Buchan, Albert Wohlstetter and oth-
ers who doubted its credibility . By the late 1950s the arguments
over a broad range of possible nuclear strategies had been well
rehearsed among the new group of defense intellectuals and it
remained only for the Kennedy Administration to give life to
the struggle among them .

The Soviet Union and the Bomb
When President Truman told Stalin about successful Ameri-

can testing of a nuclear weapon he thought he was letting
Stalin in on a great secret . According to Truman, Stalin showed
little interest, but expressed the hope that the U .S. would put
the weapon to good use against the Japanese . 42 Stalin, of
course, knew a great deal about the U .S. nuclear weapons pro-
gram from espionage . In fact, the researches of Soviet scientists
had probably alerted Stalin to the potential of nuclear weapons
before Dr. Einstein's letter to President Roosevelt that led to
the Manhattan Project . The following milestones on the early
Soviet nuclear weapons program are taken from an article
describing Communist Party (USSR) weapons acquisition pol-
icy by two political officers in the General Staff Journal, Voen-
naya Mysl' (Military Thought) ."
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• Nuclear physics "work" began on "a wide front" in the
1930s.

• By the beginning of World War II academicians A . F . Ioffe,
I. V. Kurchatov and L. D. Landau, their students and
"other outstanding Soviet scientists and engineers had
outlined the main directions in the resolution of the nu-
clear problem."

•

	

The German attack stopped the program. Major laborato-
ries in Kharkov and Leningrad were lost or evacuated .
Kurchatov and a great number of his co-workers were put
to work on "antimine defense of ships ."

•

	

Kurchatov was put back in charge at the end of 1942 . "At
his command, scientists were recalled from the Army and
other military assignments, from blockaded Leningrad
and places of occupation . "

• At the beginning of 1943 a Central Committee decision
directed Kurchatov to organize "a new scientific establish-
ment designated for research on the uranium problem" in
Moscow. Scientists and engineers of the most varied spe-
cialties were attracted to research in the field of the crea-
tion of nuclear weapons."

• After Hiroshima and Nagasaki "the Party Central Com-
mittee outlined the primary state task-to eliminate in the
shortest period of time the monopoly of the United States
in nuclear weapons . . ."

• To coordinate and direct the scientists, engineers and in-
dustrial plants the Soviets had "a specially created govern-
ment organ" headed by B . L. Vannikov assisted by A . P .
Zavenyagin, V . A. Malyshev, M . G. Pervukhin and Ye P .
Slavsky.

• Development of nuclear propulsion systems for ships and
submarines was carried on "simultaneously" with the de-
velopment of nuclear weapons ."

No doubt the Soviet program was accelerated by the informa-
tion provided by Fuchs and others, how much we probably will
never know . It is clear, however, that the Soviets realized the
potential of nuclear weapons in the late 1930s ; an article in the
Saturday Evening Post in 1939 described (for the layman) the
first fission experiments at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute and
the potential of uranium isoptopes as weapons with explosive
power of thousands of tons of TNT. Stalin knew what his scien-
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tists were exploring before World War II began . The extraordi-
nary authority given Kurchatov in late 1942 when the program
was re-established could only have come from Stalin, as did the
1943 Central Committee decision referenced above .
Feigned disinterest to Truman at Potsdam and the subse-

quent playing down of their military significance was a sham
which Stalin adopted while he was doing everything he could
to overcome the Soviet lag in weapons production and delivery
systems. The USSR was not behind because Stalin did not ap-
preciate either the political significance or the military poten-
tial of nuclear weapons but because Soviet technology and in-
dustry simply could not compete with the U.S. in translating
scientific experiments into usable hardware .
U.S. achievements added urgency to Soviet efforts to develop

nuclear weapons, but the Soviets did not start their -program in
reaction to the U .S. In addition to nuclear weapons, Stalin gave
high priority to the development of long-range delivery sys-
tems, both aircraft and missiles, and to a variety of other tech-
nologies for the nuclear age . Contemporary sources ascribe it
all to the collective, the Party, but we know what that meant
in Stalin's day. (Not that things are all that different even now .)

In order to have an initial delivery system for nuclear weap-
ons, Stalin personally gave Tupolev just thirty-six months to
fabricate a production prototype of the U .S. B-29 from several
aircraft that had landed in the Soviet Far East. Somehow Tupo-
lev met the schedule, and the Soviets produced more than a
thousand of these aircraft-the TU-4 .

Stalin saw the ballistic missile as the delivery vehicle of the
future and took the necessary decisions to transform foresight
into fact : 44

At the same time with creation of nuclear weapons,
the most effective means of their delivery to targets
was being sought. The Party Central Committee op-
portunely defined the significance of rocket weapons
and took measures for their development and im-
provement .

In addition to the development of nuclear weapons and ballistic
missiles, the "Party Central Committee ensured the develop-
ment of Russian radio electronics and automation, jet aviation,
radio navigation, means of long range communication" . 45 Nu-
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clear propulsion for ships and submarines also date to Stalin's
time," as does the civil-military organization which manages
the development of ballistic missiles. In 1946 the first ballistic
missile unit was formed from two Guards Katusha regiments .",
At least six senior military men, including Marshals of the
Soviet Union Zhukov and Malinovskiy, and two civilians who
have been promoted to Marshal of the Soviet Union : L . I . Brezh-
nev and D. F. Ustinov, served as Tsars of the missile program
in the post-World War II years. They were supported by design
bureaus headed by S . P. Korovlev, M. K. Iangel, V. P. Glushko,
G. N. Babakin, and others .48

According to Khrushchev, research and development on de-
fenses against ballistic missiles (ABM) began even as long-
range ballistic systems were being conceived." General Batit-
skiy has corroborated that the Soviet ABM program began at
the end of World War II, and was approved by Stalin along with
all of the other Soviet nuclear strategic defensive programs-
interceptors, SAMs and radars .50

While long-range ballistic missiles took many years to de-
velop, Stalin was able to move much faster with aircraft, al-
though the principal fruits of his efforts did not appear until
after his death . The rapidity of Soviet development of jet-pow-
ered medium and heavy bombers surprised the U .S. and led to
talk of a "Bomber Gap." As soon as Tupolev had finished copy-
ing the B-29, Stalin ordered him to develop long-range jet air-
craft. To understand Stalin's role in preparing the USSR mili-
tarily to enter the nuclear age, one must look at the origin of
the Soviet nuclear targeting strategy . First formulated by (or
for) the Long-Range Air Armies," this strategy is used by all
Soviet missile units. In order of priority the targets for Soviet
nuclear weapons, are the enemy's:

•

	

nuclear delivery systems, weapons storage and fabrication
sites;

•

	

military installations and units in the field ;
•

	

military and selected essential industries, transport and
communications facilities ;

•

	

centers of politico-military administration .

As is readily apparent, this listing of targets is designed to fight
a war. As far as can be determined, from Stalin's time the
Soviets have rejected targeting of population and industry per
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se as militarily counterproductive and politically immoral .
When one looks at Stalin's decisions to acquire nuclear weap-

ons, delivery systems, and other advanced (for the time) weap-
onry, one must disagree with a host of American observers and
conclude that he understood very well the military utility of
nuclear forces . George Kennan casts Stalin's understanding of
nuclear weapons entirely in political terms : the U .S. had them ;
the USSR could not afford to be without them ." In Kennan's
interpretation, nuclear weapons had little military utilitity to
Stalin because "the nuclear weapon could destroy people ; it
could not occupy territory, police it, or organize it politically ."
Hence Stalin, who "was entirely rational in his external poli-
cies" (emphasis added) would have preferred no nuclear weap-
ons in anyone's arsenal had it not been for the issues of interna-
tional inspection to ensure compliance . But Stalin planned and
procured nuclear weapons to fight a war in a rational military
manner, and to avoid "slaughtering people indiscriminately ."
More likely than not, therefore, Stalin appreciated the military
as well as the political potential of nuclear weapons as well as
his successors, and better than most of his American critics .

However, one must explain why Stalin, if he understood the
military potential of nuclear weapons, stifled discussion and
formulation of military doctrine and strategy for the nuclear
age. A reasonable hypothesis is available-Stalin's megalo-
mania and his desire to cover up his responsibility for the
military debacle of the summer of 1941 .

The number of victims of Stalin's megalomania and paranoia
from 1928 until his death in 1953 probably rivals the number
of casualities in all the recorded wars of modern history prior
to World War I . That Stalin appointed himself as chief and only
interpreter of Marxist-Leninist dogma is well known . Appar-
ently he also appointed himself chief military strategist of the
Soviet Union . An article in the Soviet Military History Journal
in 1967, cited by Harriet Fast Scott, provides some necessary
insight:"

In 1935 at the Frunze Military Academy, a military
history department was formed. According to the
Department head, a 32-hour course of lectures was
envisaged on the theory of strategy. The Deputy
Commandant, in looking over the program, asked:
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"What is this strategy course? Strategy is Comrade
Stalin's personal occupation and it isn't any of our
business ." 54

The article goes on to say that the Academy Commandant,
Marshal B. M. Shaposhnikov, overruled the Deputy and or-
dered the lectures on strategy prepared . However they were
never read. Little wonder, therefore, that after World War II
Soviet military officers were not permitted to discuss, at least
publicly, the implications of nuclear weapons for Soviet mili-
tary strategy.

Stalin had another reason for downplaying the importance
of nuclear weapons : their great destructiveness offered the po-
tential for a truly decisive surprise attack, accomplished in a
few hours. This issue could not be discussed because Stalin had
refused to heed the warnings of German preparations to attack
the USSR in 1941, as a result of which the Germans achieved
both strategic and tactical surprise and very nearly won the
war in 1941 . This, of course, Stalin could not admit . Hence the
debacle of Soviet arms in the first months, the vast loss of
territory and population, became one more example of the in-
fallible leader's wisdom to defeat the Germans by withdrawing
to Moscow and Stalingrad while preparing the victorious coun-
teroffensive . Stalin did not need any discussion of how nuclear
weapons coupled with long-range bombers and missiles could
do in a few hours what German panzers and tactical aircraft
almost accomplished in a few weeks .
While the U.S. was formulating its nuclear doctrine in terms

of retaliation against Soviet society with little thought of any
rational outcome in a nuclear war, the Soviets were coming to
different conclusions . When the initial Soviet debate of 1953-54
was summarized by the editors of the General Staff Journal,
Military Thought, in March 1955, three central concepts had
been established : 55

1. As in any other war, the objective was "victory."
2. "Victory" could be achieved only by decisively defeating

the enemy's military forces through military operations .
3. Defeating and destroying the enemy's military forces re-

quires a unified strategic concept and coordinated opera-
tions of all types of weapons and branches of the armed
services.



Relatively little information is available on the discussions
during the period from 1955 to 1960 . It is quite clear, however,
that, as Soviet sources have stated, the new Soviet military
doctrine and strategy were hammered out in the period 1953-
1960. In the period 1960-1962 Soviet nuclear doctrine and
strategy were set forth publicly in five publications:

N. S. Khrushchev, Disarmament-The Road to Consolidat-
ing the Peace and Insuring Friendship Between Peoples (Mos-
cow, 1960) .
Marshal Rodion Malinovskiy (then Minister of Defense),
Speech to the XXII Congress of the CPSU, Stenographic Re-
port, Vol . 2 .
Col. G. A. Fedorov, ed., Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the
Peace (Moscow, 1962) ; Marxism-Lennism on War and the
Army, 2nd Edition (Moscow, 1961) .
Marshal V. D. Sokolovskiy, ed . Military Strategy (Moscow,
1962) .

From these publications, the following comprehensive doctrine
may be distilled :

1. A war between the USSR/Warsaw Pact and the U.S ./
NATO would be the third and decisive conflict between
Soviet "socialism" and Western "imperialism" to deter-
mine which social system will inherit the Earth.5s

2. Such a war would be a "just" war for the USSR but "un-
just" for the West . Like previous wars it would be the
continuation of politics by violent means, but because a
world nuclear war would be so destructive, the USSR
would not be justified in initiating it unless circumstances
demanded it by making it rational . The Soviets, therefore,
reject any unprovoked surprise attack ("out of the blue")
on the "imperialists" . 57 Revolutionary movements and
"just" wars of national liberation," however, deserve and
will receive Soviet support .

3. The growing power of the USSR and its allies makes it
possible to deter a U .S./NATO surprise attack, hence, war
is not "fatally inevitable ." Nevertheless, deterrence may
fail, in which case the USSR and its allies must and will
win the war by completely defeating the enemy."
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4. To win the war Soviet forces must limit damage to the
USSR with counterforce strikes by strategic offensive
forces and operations by strategic defensive forces-air,
missile, space, ASW and civil defense ."

5. "Quantitative and qualitative superiority" is the objective
of the Party's "military-technical policy," which provides
guidelines for weapons acquisition . (The Party's military-
technical policy appears in Party Resolutions and Joint
Party-Government Decrees drafted by the defense depart-
ment of the Central Committee and approved by the De-
fense Council/Politburo .)80 61

6. Soviet strategic nuclear strikes-principally by the Stra-
tegic Rocket Forces (SRF)-will be decisive but cannot
defeat the enemy completely, or occupy Europe . Hence
the initial strategic exchange will be followed by com-
bined arms-Ground Forces, Frontal Aviation and Navy
supported by the SRF, Long-Range Air Armies (LRA) and
Navy SLBMs-against enemy forces in the Eurasian thea-
ter of operation and at sea."

7. Soviet forces must be ready and able to preempt a U.S.-
/NATO attack, on warning, at any level of conflict .
Preempting, seizing and keeping the initiative are the
preferred options. At the same time, the Soviets recognize
that they may not be able to preempt and that a preemp-
tive strike can destroy only a portion of the enemy's
forces. Hence Soviet strategic forces also must be able to
survive an enemy attack and deliver subsequent strikes."

8. The priority targets of all Soviet nuclear forces-strategic
and tactical-are the enemy's nuclear delivery systems
and weapons, followed by administrative centers, essen-
tial industries and transport, communication facilities .
Military and other selected targets must be destroyed or
neutralized, but minimum yield weapons are preferred in
order to limit collateral damage to population, urban in-
frastructure and other industries . The Soviets do not tar-
get the general population but they may target selected
elite groups. Similarly the Soviets do not target all indus-
try but only selected industrial elements ."'

9. All of these tenets and objectives of Soviet military doc-
trine and strategy are intimately related to the Soviet
concept of deterrence . To the Soviets, the best deterrent is
a force posture designed to fight and win a nuclear war,



not just punish the enemy for starting the war . In the
Soviet view, the more the West perceives that the USSR
has such forces, and knows how to use them to fight and
win, the more the West is deterred .

10. Winning a nuclear war with the U.S./NATO coalition
means three things to the Soviets . First, the USSR will
survive the initial nuclear exchange and will continue to
carry on military operations . Second, all U .S./NATO mili-
tary forces will be either destroyed or rendered incapable
of further military action by the initial exchange and sub-
sequent military operations in which USSR/Pact forces
will occupy Western Europe. Third, the USSR will recover
from U.S./NATO nuclear strikes with the assistance of
occupied Europe."

11. The political content of victory is the destruction of"impe-
rialism" and its worldwide replacement by "socialism ."
As a 1969 Military Thought editorial put it, "Victories of
the Soviet Army are not simply victories of one force over
another, but an expression of the triumph of that which
is new and advanced over that which is old and reaction-
ary; a victory of true humanity and humanism over impe-
rialist robbery and atrocity .""

Soviet capabilities to acquire forces compatible with their
doctrinal and strategic concepts have been subject to a number
of constraints. While the Soviets emerged from World War II
as the strongest nation on the Eurasian continent, for which
they are understandably proud, ideological pretensions not-
withstanding, they were far behind the U .S. both economically
and technologically. When Europe recovered from World War
II the Soviets also were still as far behind it technologically, as
they had been for many centuries, but they had posted many
relative gains in comparative output of basic heavy industries
-coal, petroleum, iron, steel and the like . Meanwhile the pace
of technological advance and innovation was accelerating . At
the basic research and laboratory stages of technology the Sovi-
ets were able to compete quite well; indeed they overcame
much of their so-called "backwardness" in these stages of re-
search and development (R&D) rather rapidly . But the pro-
cesses of translating laboratory experiment into volume pro-
duction were, and still are, comparatively tedious and very
expensive in the USSR.
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The Soviets refer to the period since about 1960 as a "revolu-
tion in military affairs" brought about by a triad: nuclear weap-
ons, missiles and computer technology. As the Soviets at-
tempted to structure their forces to meet the threat posed by
U.S./NATO along the lines specified by their strategic con-
cepts, they repeatedly found themselves on a treadmill . As soon
as (or even before) they developed a solution for one threat and
began to field it, the U .S. developed an even more technologi-
cally taxing threat or tactic . By the late 1960s the Soviets were
facing technological lags of five to fifteen years in the revolu-
tionary triad of strategic weapon system technologies with the
prospect that unless something was done the lags would persist
or even lengthen in the 1970s .
There is no evidence that the Soviets entered the SALT

negotiations to exchange their concepts for those of the U .S. or
to recast their strategic forces in the U .S . image .
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The McNamara Era and
the Adoption of Mutual
Assured Destruction

It is difficult to overstate the determining effect which Robert
Strange McNamara's seven-year incumbency as Secretary of
Defense has had upon American nuclear strategy and upon the
increasingly perilous strategic situation in which the U .S. finds
itself today. The conscious elevation to orthodoxy of the doc-
trine of Mutual Assured Destruction and the concomitant de-
cline of American defenses from acknowledged nuclear superi-
ority which began during his tenure must be counted among
the most radical revolutions in the history of military affairs .
So radical is the chief legacy of the McNamara era, the doctrine
of Mutual Assured Destruction, that over ten years after
McNamara left office, it still inhibits serious consideration of
measures by which the decline in American power might be
reversed. Indeed, Mutual Assured Destruction, whose sugges-
tive and apt acronym is MAD, has steered official American
thinking away from any kind of strategy . That is, under Mu-
tual Assured Distruction the reasons for war, preparation for
war, and the waging of war do not matter, because weapons are
but means of causing fright and objects for arms-control talks .
Today arms control is the point of reference for American mili-
tary and foreign policy ; as President Carter puts it, the "center-
piece." The U.S. stands without a credible doctrine for safe-
guarding itself while the Soviet Union pursues a military
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strategy in the classical mold . In order to understand how it
could have come to pass that the last three administrations,
populated by men who presumably have meant their country
well, could have brought our nation to its present strategic
dilemma, it will be necessary to examine the McNamara era in
some detail. This chapter examines how American officialdom
came to accept the desirability of MAD, and to trace the mea-
sures by which these leaders hoped to assure its grip on Ameri-
can strategic thought .
When Robert S. McNamara assumed office as the nation's

eighth Secretary of Defense in January 1961, the United States
enjoyed an unchallenged strategic nuclear superiority over the
Soviet Union. Despite the suggestions of inadequacy raised by
the bomber and missle "gaps" of the middle and late '50s, by
the Eisenhower Administration's policy of nuclear self-denial,
and by clever Soviet propaganda and bluff in nuclear matters,
there is little doubt that nuclear war in 1961 would have meant
the military destruction of the Soviet Union . Additionally, the
Eisenhower Administration, although rejecting calls for a mas-
sive increase in American defense spending, nevertheless had
initiated important qualitative improvements to the American
strategic posture, including the development of the Polaris and
Minuteman systems. The new Kennedy Administration, react-
ing to a perceived inadequacy in the level of defense spending,
as well as to serious concern over the credibility of the Eisen-
hower-Dulles doctrine of massive retaliation, adopted a new
damage-limiting counterforce strategy and markedly in-
creased spending for strategic systems . As a result, after less
than four years in office, McNamara was able to describe the
U.S. arsenal as "an aggregation of force without parallel in
human history," adding that "to appreciate the full extent of
this force, we must contrast it to that of our principal adver-
sary. By such a test, our strategic superiority is uncontesta-
ble."' Moreover, during the 1961-63 period while the new tar-
geting doctrine of damage-limiting counterforce was being
publicly expounded, the Cuban missle crisis dramatized to all
the efficacy of possessing ultimate nuclear advantage .
McNamara's initial calculations did not neglect defensive sys-
tems. During his first year in office he ordered development of
a missile system (NIKE-X) to protect the U.S. population
against enemy aircraft and missiles . He also advocated a large-
scale civil defense program . In short, by 1963 the United States
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could look forward to a strategic capability which could deter
a nuclear attack on the U.S ., and protect our allies as well as
other vital interests abroad . Indeed, much of the elan with
which the New Frontiersmen pursued flexible response around
the world was born of the knowledge of American superiority .
This meant they knew that in the unlikely event that deter-
rence should fail, the Soviet Union would be severely damaged,
while damage to the U .S. would be limited, and a program of
civil defense would protect millions of American lives .

Yet by 1968 when Secretary McNamara left office, the strate-
gic situation was radically and fundamentally different . By
1968 American orthodoxy required that the Soviets could,
should, and would adopt the premises of MAD, which Ameri-
cans believed flow from the very nature of nuclear weapons .
U.S. policy, reflecting a supreme American intellectual arro-
gance, had become devoted to the notion that the Soviets could
be tutored, forced, or negotiated into abandoning their pro-
fessed war-winning strategic concepts in favor of MAD . But
while this policy did not constrain the Soviets, it restricted the
numbers and types of American weapons, especially those de-
signed to protect American lives should deterrence fail . This
orthodoxy required that intelligence of Soviet developments
not in consonance with MAD be overlooked, denied, or ex-
plained away each year's National Intelligence Estimate . But
by 1968, when the Johnson Administration realized that the
Soviet Union could gain the upper hand, American policy-mak-
ers had become intrigued by the possibility that arms-control
talks would somehow provide escape from the looming prob-
lems which had been caused by unilateral restraint .

It is essential to understand how this came to pass .

The Early Counterforce Option :
No Cities

After John F. Kennedy's victory in the election of 1960, the
declared strategy of the U .S. changed from "massive retalia-
tion" to "flexible response ." As has been noted, the Eisenhower
Administration had steadfastly refused to accept the premise
that the "bomber gap" and the launching of Sputnik demanded
a massive increase in the U .S. strategic forces. However, follow-
ing Sputnik and the early Soviet ICBM deployments, and
Nikita Khruschev's continuing "rocket-diplomacy," critics in
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Congress, along with a small group of defense intellectuals,
charged the administration with allowing a "missile gap" to
develop and questioned the credibility of America's commit-
ment to massive retaliation . However, President Eisenhower,
who believed strongly in a balanced budget and who doubted
the existence of a missile gap, decided not to order large-scale
production of the first generation of liquid-fueled Atlas and
Titan Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs). Instead, Ei-
senhower chose to accelerate development of second-genera-
tion solid-fueled weapons: Minuteman and Polaris. Contro-
versy over the "missile gap," however, became a major issue in
the 1960 presidential campaign. The Democrats pledged to
change both the doctrine of massive retaliation and the nature
of American strategic forces. Senator John Kennedy had been
a leader among the Democratic critics of the administration's
defense policies. Since 1958 he had charged that the President
had allowed budgetary considerations to dictate strategic pol-
icy. "Eisenhower," said Kennedy, "tailored our strategy and
military requirements to fit our budget-instead of fitting our
budget to our military requirements strategy ."2 Kennedy
called instead for budgets driven by strategy, and for a strategy
which, unlike massive retaliation, offered controlled and flexi-
ble responses, graduated to meet a variety of levels and forms
of aggression . Kennedy selected McNamara as Secretary of
Defense and charged him with developing a force structure
adequate to meet the nation's military requirements without
regard to predetermined budget ceilings . The new administra-
tion recommended a major increase in both strategic nuclear
and conventional forces costing many billions in additional
expenditures .

The new doctrine required clear American nuclear superior-
ity, especially in numbers. The Kennedy Administration's first
budget proposed increasing spending on strategic systems by
$30 billion over five years . A sizable buildup of strategic and
conventional forces began immediately, and programs devel-
oped under the previous administrations were accelerated
dramatically, especially Minuteman and Polaris .

I have instructed the Secretary of Defense to reap-
praise our entire defense strategy-our ability to
fulfill our commitments-the effectiveness, vulnera-
bility, and dispersal of our strategic bases, forces and
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warning systems-the efficiency and economy of our
operation and organization-the elimination of ob-
solete bases and installations-and the adequacy,
modernization and mobility of our present conven-
tional and nuclear forces and weapons systems in
the light of the present and future dangers .'

The administration's new doctrine meant the end of "opti-
mum mix" targeting, which had allocated American weapons
to Soviet targets so as to wipe out Soviet society and its military
forces in one great spasm . Robert McNamara also rejected the
contention that the U .S. could rely on small but supposedly
invulnerable forces targeted only on Soviet cities . In perhaps
the most extreme formulation of this latter doctrine, known as
minimum deterrence, it was argued that, "if the Russians had
ten thousand warheads and a missile for each, and we had ten
hydrogen bombs and ten obsolete bombers . . . aggression would
still be a folly that would appeal only to an insane adven-
turer."' This view, which McNamara later adopted, resurfaced
in almost identical words in President Carter's address on the
State of the Union in January 1979 . However, McNamara ini-
tially rejected this view . McNamara's initial policy was to deter
both nuclear and conventional wars by flexible and determined
responses which would be "suitable, selective, swift and effec-
tive," and would be based on overwhelming capability to de-
stroy enemy forces and on greatly increased conventional and
tactical nuclear forces capable of dealing with other kinds of
aggression . Although first applicable to strategic forces, flexible
response was soon expanded to imply that the U .S. would re-
spond to any tactical nuclear or conventional attack at the
level at which it was offered, and would fight and win at that
level .

Very early in his tenure, Secretary McNamara described the
dramatic doctrinal transformation which had occurred .

The defense establishment we found in 1961 was
based on a strategy of massive nuclear retaliation as
the answer to all military and political aggression .
We, however, were convinced that our enemies
would never find credible a strategy which even the
American people did not believe .

We believed in a strategy of controlled flexible re-
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sponse, where the military force of the United States
would become a finely tuned instrument of national
policy, versatile enough to meet with appropriate
force the full spectrum of possible threats to our
national security from guerrilla subversion to all-out
nuclear war . 5

The new American strategic force was as impressive as the
new doctrine: half-again the number of Polaris Ballistic Nu-
clear Submarines double the production capacity of Minute-
man; and a large number of the 1,700 bombers on fifteen-
minute alert . It was even more impressive because shortly after
assuming office, the new administration discovered that the
"missile gap" of the presidential campaign of 1960 was in fact
an Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM) gap, which
placed Europe in danger. But the new intelligence showed that
the Soviets were much inferior in ICBMs and were hardly capa-
ble of threatening the U .S. at all .' This knowledge, together
with the new strategy, led to further refinements in U .S. target-
ing doctrine with an emphasis upon less than all-out responses
to Soviet agression, and eventually to the option of striking
only military forces, the so-called "no-cities" counterforce doc-
trine .

In a speech delivered at Ann Arbor in June 1962 defining this
doctrine, McNamara sought to strengthen the deterrent value
of the American force and to devise a "rational" way in which
to employ nuclear weapons should deterrence fail . He declared :

. . . [W]e believe that the combination of our nuclear
strength and a strategy of controlled response gives
us some hope of minimizing damage in the event
that we have to fulfill our pledge . The United States
has come to the conclusion that to the extent feasi-
ble, basic military strategy in a possible general war
should be approached in much the same way that
more conventional military operations have been re-
garded in the past . That is to say, principal military
objectives, in the event of a nuclear war . . . should
be the destruction of the enemy's military forces, not
of his civilian population .

The very strength and nature of the [NATO] Alli-
ance forces make it possible for us to retain, even in



the face of a massive surprise attack, sufficient re-
serve striking power to destroy an enemy society if
driven to it . In other words, we are giving a possible
opponent the strongest imaginable incentive to re-
frain from striking our own cities .'

Most importantly, the new strategy acknowledged that the
overwhelming U.S. capability could not guarantee that nuclear
war would not occur . It conceived that nuclear war could occur
as the result of an irrational act, by escalation from a smaller
conflict or through misunderstanding. McNamara observed
that

the mere fact that no nation could rationally take
steps leading to a nuclear war does not guarantee
that a nuclear war cannot take place. Not only do
nations sometimes act in ways that are hard to ex-
plain on a rational basis, but even when acting in a
"rational" way they sometimes, indeed disturbingly
often, act on the basis of misunderstandings of the
true facts of a situation . They misjudge the way oth-
ers will react and the way others will interpret what
they are doing.'

The new doctrine addressed the question raised by a possible
failure of deterrence : how to limit the impact of a nuclear war
on the U .S. population . First, it argued, the number of fatalities
of both sides resulting from a nuclear exchange could vary
significantly depending upon which targets were selected . Se-
condly, the U.S. could seek to limit damage to itself by attack-
ing remaining Soviet bomber and missile sites before they
could launch their weapons. Thirdly, an active antibomber and
missile defense together with a passive civil-defense program
could further reduce American casualties . Finally, the U .S .
would give the Soviets every incentive not to attack the U .S .
population by avoiding deliberate attacks on Soviet cities and
by holding a portion of the U.S. force in reserve to threaten
those cities. In addition to the improvements already in motion,
the administration announced steps specifically designed to
enhance the no-cities option, including efforts to geographically
separate U.S. weapons from populated areas.

The new administration also believed that the ability to limit
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damage to the U .S. made the American commitment to NATO
more credible.
The Ann Arbor speech is noteworthy also because by it a

businessman serving as the American Secretary of Defense
presumed to "educate" the Soviet general staff-composed, as
Richard Pipes has so aptly noted, of professional soldiers who
twenty years before had defeated the Wehrmacht-on the
desirability of a strategy which protects one's homeland . Ironi-
cally, of course, the Soviets, had adopted such a strategy fifteen
years earlier. More ironically, Mr. McNamara himself would
soon loose faith in counterforce under the impact of a hostile
reaction from critics who challenged damage-limiting counter-
force in 1962 even as they do today.

Critics charged that weapons fit for damage-limiting counter-
force can be used as well for a disarming first strike, and are
therefore so provocative and "destabilizing" in crises as to give
the Soviets the incentive to attack first . Secondly, critics
charged, again as they do today, that a doctrine with emphasis
on reducing damage makes nuclear war more "rational" and
thereby more likely . Both of these important issues will be
discussed at length in later pages, but it is instructive that
administration spokesmen initially met these criticisms di-
rectly, defending the new doctrine with sophisticated and com-
pelling arguments . One of McNamara's supporters, Morton
Halperin, argued that whether or not the U .S. went first or
second in a strategic nuclear war, it should not attack Soviet
cities unless the Soviets had previously destroyed American
Cities .

It is very difficult to argue that one prefers a strat-
egy whereby the U .S. would attempt to kill a large
number of Soviet citizens even though this did not
reduce the expected damage to the U .S. In fact, it
would probably work in the opposite direction, while
contributing neither to the effectiveness of the
American military strike nor to the possibility of
bringing the war to an end before the total military
power of both sides had been used .'

However, as the Soviets increased their force and it appeared
that American nuclear superiority would be increasingly ex-
pensive and more difficult to attain, the will to protect Ameri-
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cans lives waned, and arguments hitherto judged weak began
to gain exponents. By 1963, the trends within the McNamara
Pentagon that were to culminate in MAD were already well
delineated .

The Bureaucratization of
Defense Planning
Robert McNamara brought to the Pentagon a number of

skills from his position as president of the Ford Motor Com-
pany. An accountant by training, McNamara had specialized in
statistical control during World War II and had become expert
in the new "science" of operations research. At the Pentagon
McNamara surrounded himself with a number of "whiz-kids"
of similar technical background . Advisors with military back-
grounds were noticeably absent . McNamara set about to "ratio-
nalize" the system by which American strategic plans are
made and weapons purchased : "The Defense Department we
found in 1961 was one in which each military service made its
own independent plans," 1O and these plans according to
McNamara were in many cases either redundant or resulted in
serious shortages in required forces .
Introducing the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System

(PPBS) and an office for "systems analysis," McNamara di-
rected that weapons would be chosen and deployed according
to the same criteria used to judge business investment-"cost-
effectiveness." Under McNamara the budget in effect was the
defense policy of the U .S. "I equate planning and budgeting,
and consider the terms almost synonymous," he said . This em-
phasis on cost analysis and budgetary control was foreign to
purely military considerations, especially as expressed by uni-
formed officers. The Secretary of Defense spent his day, not
with military officers schooled in combat and the writings of
Clauswitz and Jomini but rather with civilian budget analysts
"evaluating efficiencies of allocation" and with RAND thinkers
who shared Brodie's views on minimum deterrence. Robert
McNamara changed the Pentagon's terms of reference from
those of the military strategist to those of the cost accountant .
After McNamara, it became commonplace to talk of "buying"
so much deterrence to attain a desired level of security . While
the new approach corrected a number of serious shortcomings
in the mechanics of previous defense planning, it neglected the
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higher need for serious strategic thought . Strategy, defined in
the classical sense, could not help but be ignored as defense
issues were reduced primarily to questions of which weapons
system would provide the most effective deterrent force at the
lowest cost . The manager and the accountant had supplanted
the military professional with the result that, as Richard Pipes
observes,

Under McNamara the procurement of weapons,
decided on the basis of cost-effectiveness, came in
effect to direct strategy, rather than the other way
around, as had been the case through most of mili-
tary history . It is at this point that applied science
in partnership with budgetary accounting-a part-
nership which had developed U .S. strategic theory-
also took charge of U.S. defense policy."

Having substituted program analysis for strategic thought,
U.S. officials came to view foreign and military policy in terms
of the very management categories they had established . Pro-
grams I/II/III, categories in PPBS, corresponded to Strategic
Offensive and Defensive Forces and General Purpose Forces
(theater nuclear and conventional) . These administrative cate-
gories soon came to define how senior policy makers conceived
the threat to the nation's defense .
It is not surprising that Robert McNamara and his principal

civilian aides soon developed an intellectual bias and a social
class contempt of military men . This bias resulted in a failure
to fully understand just how different the confused and waste-
ful realism of war must be from the precision of "game simula-
tions" and cost analyses. The "civilian scholars of strategy"
that surrounded McNamara, Colin Gray has observed, were
"overimpressed with the potential transferability of theory to
the world of action." 13 For example, in describing the Pentagon
which he had found in 1961, McNamara complained that

we found a weapons' inventory completely lacking in
certain major elements required for combat readi-
ness, but which also contained 270 per cent of the
necessary 105 mm towed howitzers, and 290 per cent
of the necessary 4.2 inch mortars . We believed in
balanced, integrated, military forces equipped to re-
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spond with a level of power appropriate to the type
aggression mounted against us ."

This remarkable passage illustrates the extent to which
McNamara misunderstood his job . A planner might decide he
had too much of some things and not enough of others . But only
an ideologue could presume to know in advance that he had 290
percent of the mortars necessary to fight a war, without know-
ing how, when and under what circumstances such a war might
be fought. This failure to acknowledge the peculiar nature of
war is perhaps the greatest conceptual flaw in McNamara's
budgeting scheme and a first-rate example of educated in-
capacity .

By 1963 the growth of increasingly invulnerable Soviet stra-
tegic power, especially the prospect that the Soviets too would
soon have a "secure" second-strike capability, led McNamara
to question seriously the ability of the U .S. to contain a Soviet
attack on the United States to an "acceptable" level of damage .
It also appears that the Cuban missile crisis had a profound
effect on McNamara's view of the utility of nuclear weapons .
At this time, McNamara's thinking shifted against the virtues
of superiority .

McNamara then embraced the concept of deterrence . Ameri-
can forces could save the country only if they were never used .
But in order to make sure they wouldn't be used, they would
have to be targeted on cities . The "no-cities" option had marked
only an interlude in the development of McNamara's strategic
views. By 1965, McNamara had further refined his views and
had personally decided that MAD should be the American pol-
icy. The subsequent demands which the Vietnam War made on
American resources allowed him to acquiesce to strategic nu-
clear parity with the Soviets without having to convince the
American people .

Development of the Concept of Mutual
Assured Destruction

Beginning in 1963, even as the U .S. was achieving a massive
counterforce capability, and just after the effectiveness of that
capability had been demonstrated in the Cuban missile crisis,
Robert McNamara became convinced that an irreversible nu-
clear stalemate was developing between the U .S. and the Soviet
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Union. In testimony before Congress during the period 1963-
65, McNamara spoke less about defending the United States
and more about the merits of the doctrine of second-strike
assured destruction . Simultaneously he proclaimed U .S. strate-
gic superiority and denigrated the military significance of supe-
riority in nuclear weaponry. Increasingly he described damage
limitation (which had figured so prominently in the earlier
counterforce doctrine, and which he had cited to the NATO
allies as a guarantee of the credibility of the American deter-
rent) as not cost-effective . He warned that in a nuclear war with
the Soviet Union the U .S. could not escape massive destruction .
The futility of nuclear war became the overriding theme of his
statements. Assured destruction soon became, in the words of
John Newhouse, "the supreme doctrine of the ascendant
branch of the defense and arms-control communities ." In 1968
McNamara summed up his doctrine :

Having wrestled with this problem . . . I am con-
vinced that our forces must be sufficiently large to
possess an "Assured Destruction" capability . By this
I mean an ability to inflict at all times and under all
foreseeable conditions an unacceptable degree of
damage upon any single aggressor, or combination of
aggressors-even after absorbing a surprise attack .
One can add many refinements to this basic concept,
but the fundamental principle involved is simply
this: it is the clear and present ability to destroy the
attacker as a viable 20th-century nation and an un-
wavering will to use these forces in retaliation to a
nuclear attack upon ourselves or our allies that pro-
vides the deterrent, and not the ability partially to
limit damage to ourselves .' 5

Unacceptable damage, in turn, was defined in terms of the
"values" that would be destroyed in retaliation, hence the curi-
ous term "countervalue target ." True to the techniques of sys-
tems analysis, McNamara believed that he could identify and
quantify such values, and thereby define deterrence .

Thus, the first quantitative question which presents
itself is : What kind and amount of destruction must
we be able to inflict upon the attacker in retaliation
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to ensure that he could, indeed, be deterred from
initiating such an attack?
As I have explained . . . in previous years, this ques-

tion cannot be answered precisely . . . In the case of
the Soviet Union, I would judge that a capability on
our part to destroy, say, one-fifth to one-fourth of her
population and one-half of her industrial capacity
would serve as an effective deterrent. Such a level of
destruction would certainly represent intolerable
punishment to any 20th-century industrial nation ."

Although the announced formula for assured destruction has
varied somewhat over the years and has been expressed in
other terms (for example, 400 one-megaton nuclear bombs
delivered on the Soviet Union) the essence of this deterrent
strategy consists in credibly threatening another nation with
such a terrible level of destruction to its population centers and
economic assets that it would not dare to attack under any
circumstances . City targeting replaced city avoidance as the
basis for deterrence with a premium on attaining a certain
level of death and destruction .

When both sides possess such a credible deterrent force, a
nuclear stalemate exists and a condition of stable strategic
equilibrium obtains : Mutual Assured Destruction . In Robert
McNamara's words :

To put it bluntly, neither the Soviet Union nor the
United States can now attack the other, even by
complete surprise, without suffering damage in re-
taliation . This is so because each side has achieved,
and will most likely maintain over the foreseable
future, an actual and credible second strike capabil-
ity against the other . It is precisely this mutual capa-
bility to destroy one another, and, conversely, our
respective inability to prevent such destruction, that
provides us both with the strongest possible motive
to avoid a strategic nuclear war ."

The primary, indeed exclusive, purpose of national security
policy and the military capabilities which support it in the age
of MAD then, is to prevent wars, not to fight them . Nuclear war
is no longer a rational policy option because no nation could
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possibly win such a war. Compare Brodie's words : "Thus far the
chief purpose of our military establishment had been to win
wars. From now on its chief purpose must be to avert them . It
can have almost no other useful purpose .""' The unthinkable
nuclear horrors of the '50s had returned. By the second half of
the decade, McNamara had come to embrace a vision of nuclear
horror more simplistic than that of the 1950s . In his Fiscal
Year 1969 posture statement, McNamara quoted at length
from the writings of the Eisenhower defense officials whose
views he had earlier found so seriously wanting . To bolster his
argument on the inevitability of MAD, McNamara recalled
that

in January 1956, Secretary of Defense Wilson noted
that, " . . . independent of what year it might happen,
within a reasonable number of years we are almost
bound to get into a condition sometimes described as
`atomic plenty' or a condition where the two parties
could, as a practical matter, destroy each other ." In
the following month, Secretary of the Air Force
Quarles was even more explicit . He said, "I believe
it will mean that each side will possess an offensive
capability that is so great and so devastating that
neither side will have a knockout capability, and,
therefore, a situation in which neither side could
profitably initiate a war of this kind . . . This has been
frequently referred to as a position of mutual deter-
rence, and I believe we are moving into that kind of
a situation ."

Indeed, as far back as February 1955, a distin-
quished group of scientists and engineers, frequently
referred to as the Killian Committee, had concluded
on the basis of a comprehensive study of our conti-
nental air defense that within probably less than a
decade a nuclear attack by either the United States
or the Soviet Union would result in mutual destruc-
tion. "This is the period," and the Committee's re-
port stated, "when both the U .S. and Russia will be
in a position from which neither country can derive
a winning advantage, because each country will pos-
sess enough multimegaton weapons and adequate
means of delivering them, either by conventional or
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more sophisticated methods, through the defenses
then existing . The ability to achieve surprise will not
affect the outcome because each country will have
the residual offensive power to break through the
defenses of the other country and destroy it regard-
less of whether the other country strikes first .""

McNamara no longer raised questions regarding how nu-
clear weapons could affect politics, questions which had so trou-
bled him as a critic of massive retaliation in the 1950s . Were
the Soviets seeking to "catch up" with the U.S.? Could the U .S .
"stay ahead" of the Soviets? These questions were no longer
significant now that the age of strategic equality was dawning .
The nuclear-tipped intercontinental missile has divorced

force from politics . Anticipating the later celebrated outburst
by Henry Kissinger as to the values of strategic superiority,
Alain Enthoven, head of the Systems Analysis Office under
McNamara argued that

we should design forces and set levels of megaton-
nage, warheads, and missiles to match U .S. objec-
tives . . . not against Soviet objectives or Soviet
weapon characteristics . . . [T]he relationship of
. . . "superiority" to U .S. military and political objec-
tives is unclear . . . notions of nuclear "superiority"
are devoid of significant meaning . . . such "nuclear
superiority" as the United States maintains is of
little significance, since we do not know how to use
it to achieve our national security objectives. In
other words, since the Soviet Union has an assured-
destruction capability against the United States,
"superior" U.S. nuclear forces are extremently diffi-
cult to convert into real political power. The blunt,
unavoidable fact is that the Soviet Union could effec-
tively destroy the United States even after absorbing
the full weight of a U.S. first strike, and vice versa .
Nor do we see that this is likely to change in the
future."

MAD assumes that all that is required for deterrence is the
assured capability for destruction (the attainment of which
technology has made both inevitable and relatively easy) and
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the openly expressed will to use it . Indeed, with both sides
possessing this capability, the danger of nuclear war is reduced .
It is therefore to the advantage of both to foster this state of
things. Beyond the number of weapons required for assured
destruction, attempts to increase the numerical size of one's
forces are not only futile and wasteful, but destabilizing as well
since they cause unease to the other side. Therefore, both sides
would be well advised to save money and to increase their
security by limiting their weapons . In particular, each side
must never appear to threaten the other side's assured destruc-
tion capability in any way . To try this would be futile and
contrary to the principles of MAD, which dictate that each side
must minimize the vulnerability of its own deterrent and the
threat to the opponents' deterrent while maximizing the threat
to the others' society and doing nothing to limit the vulnerabil-
ity of one's own. Again, the arguments came from The Absolute
Weapon : "Neither we nor the Russians can expect to feel even
reasonably safe unless an atomic attack by one were certain to
unleash a devastating atomic counterattack by the other . "I I To
protect cities detracts from strategic stability while protecting
counter-city weapons enhances it . Or as John Newhouse re-
minds us, to MADmen "Offense is defense, defense is offense .
Killing people is good, killing weapons is bad ." 22

The balance of terror must continue until arms control
agreements can finally reduce the danger brought on by these
terrible weapons .

The MAD postulate rests on a number of auxillary proposi-
tions. The first of these is the assumption that a final technolog-
ical plateau has been reached . With the development of the
nuclear powered ballistic missile submarine, and of ICBM silos
dispersed and "hardened" to withstand several thousand
pounds of peak blast overpressure, no combination of increased
numbers, increased accuracy or defensive systems, it was as-
sumed, could negate either side's deterrent . This assumption
rejected the possibility of future technological innovations in
antisubmarine warfare, or of ballistic missile defense which
would neutralize the opponent's assured second strike capabil-
ity. To be sure, of course, the technology of the early 1960s did
favor the MAD standoff ICBMs carried a single relatively inac-
curate warhead, and the nuclear submarine was for all practi-
cal purposes immune from detection and attack . The side
which targeted enemy cities at least had confidence that it
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could destroy its target list while any attacker which attempted
to destroy its victim's weapons by a first strike could not be
assured of doing so, due to his own weapons' inaccuracy .

Even today many American officials appear to believe that
technology has never left the plateau of the 1960s . As some
observers predicted a decade ago and the present administra-
tion openly admits, at some point in the early 1980s, the Soviets
could eliminate the bulk of our ICBM silos in a first strike and
still retain a large number of warheads in reserve with which
to threaten the United States with a credible "third-strike"
capability. Despite this fact, and a number of equally alarming
developments which are addressed in later chapters, American
officials nevertheless find themselves practically stuck with
MAD though they have begun to discount its worth . While the
President of the United States declared (to the plaudits of most
of his aides) that a single American submarine could destroy
the hundred largest Soviet cities, Secretary of Defense Brown
in his Annual Report on the defense budget (FY 1980) observed
that

the threat to destroy some number of cities-along
with their population and industry-will serve as an
all purpose deterrent . . . unfortunately, however, a
strategy based on assured destruction alone no longer
is wholly credible. A number of Americans even
question whether we would or should follow such a
strategy in the event of a nuclear attack on the
United States itself especially if the attack avoided
population centers and sought to minimize the col-
lateral damage from having targeted military instal-
lations. (Emphasis added J23

At another point, however, he stated that

even a surprise Soviet attack would have no prospect
of disarming us-any more than we could expect to
disarm the Soviets if we struck first. Not only would
our surviving forces be very large ; they could now
readily penetrate Soviet defenses and destroy thou-
sands of military and non-military targets either im-
mediately or-if we choose-over an extended pe-
riod of time . . . Even without Minuteman, our
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surviving second-strike capability would remain
large-in the thousands of warheads . Not only could
we still destroy a wide range of targets; we could also
cause catastrophic damage to the Soviet urban-
industrial base. It is difficult, in the circumstances,
to see how the Soviets could expect to gain any mean-
ingful advantage from starting such a mortal ex-
change."

These passages suggest that the conceptual difficulty which
Soviet strategic innovations have caused for American officials
who advocate MAD remain as formidable today as in the 1960s .
Nevertheless, in the early 1960s these advocates of MAD

believed that a second-strike capability was relatively easy to
define, acquire and maintain . In the words of two of
McNamara's systems-analysis planners, Alain Enthoven and
K. Wayne Smith, the requirements of strategic forces were
something of a cinch to calculate :

The problem of calculating strategic force require-
ments was simplified. Indeed, in sharp contrast to
most other types of military requirements, those for
strategic forces lend themselves to calculation. At
least the task presents a problem of definite dimen-
sions, measureable in terms of the number and type
of weapon systems required to do the job under vari-
ous sets of conditions . . . Each of these factors in-
volves uncertainties, but it is possible to introduce
reasonable allowances for them in the calcula-
tions."

Strategic deterrence is simply an extension of systems analysis ;
it is reduced to the same analytic techniques which are used for
other planning decisions . The question became, in the catch-
phrase of the McNamara Pentagon : How Much is Enough?
Deterrence, like any other goal of management can be reduced
to its components, analyzed and "bought ." Under this insidious
logic, one quantifies the number and type of forces needed to
"destroy" the Soviet Union by computing the optimum return
in damage which one can obtain for a given number of dollars.
The point at which this return becomes marginal, at which the
"cost-effectiveness" curve levels off, defines assured destruc-
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tion, since further expenditures bring proportionally less dam-
age. All further analysis centers on how to obtain the given
level of damage most cheaply .

This breathtaking confidence in the ability to define deter-
rence in percentages of Russians killed and industrial floor-
space destroyed suggests the second major premise of MAD :
deterrence rests far more on a clearly articulated determina-
tion to employ nuclear weapons when threatened than on the
size of one's nuclear stockpile. Only the will to retaliate if
attacked can make the deterrent credible. "This capability to
destroy him even after absorbing his surprise attack must be
a virtual certainty and clearly evident to the enemy. This is the
foundation of U .S. deterrent strategy ."26 So persuasive has this
argument seemed that, until most recently, MAD adherents
have openly and repeatedly declared American willingness to
absorb the full consequences of a surprise nuclear attack (to
"ride-out" such an attack in the argot of this theory) before
retaliating. In order to ride-out an attack, a country's missiles
must depend on the "hardness" of their sites and on the attack-
ing missiles' inaccuracy. In 1969 McNamara specifically re-
jected the possibility that the U .S. might protect its missiles by
launching them once it was learned that they were under at-
tack. He termed these procedures destabilizing and dangerous .

Obviously, it would be extremely dangerous for
everyone involved if we were to rely on a deterrent
missile force whose survival depended on a hair-trig-
ger response to the first indications of an attack ."'

Ironically, the Soviets had adopted launch-on-warning doctrine
in the early 1960s to compensate for their gross nuclear inferi-
ority. Even today, declaratory U.S. policy seriously questions
the credibility of such strategic postures . At the threshold of
the 1980s-and of American nuclear inferiority, Secretary of
Defense Harold Brown pointed out that the Soviet planners
must consider the possibility that the U.S. would "launch-on-
warning," but admitted that

we have not made "launch under the attack" a mat-
ter of policy for a very good reason : such a decision
would be a very grave and difficult one to make, even
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if our sensors gave clear and unequivocal indications
of such an attack . 28

Thirdly, MAD proponents believe that should deterrence fail
for any reason, the resulting nuclear war could not be limited
or controlled in any way. In the view of many MAD advocates
the explosion of a single nuclear warhead violates a threshold
which spells the doom of all mankind . "Spasm" nuclear holo-
caust is the result of any use of nuclear weapons whatever,
regardless of the target or yield of the weapon . MADmen an-
swer Herman Kahn's prophetic question of "Whether The Sur-
vivors Will Envy the Dead" in the affirmative . It follows, then,
that to achieve a stable world, strategic (and arms control)
policy should be directed at maintaining and supporting MAD .
For those who believe in it, MAD takes the place of military
strategy: Believers make decisions on the structure and size of
forces, not on the basis of what these forces should do in case
of war, but rather on the basis of whether or not they enhance
MAD.

Nevertheless, the key tenets of the MAD postulate as devel-
oped under McNamara are seriously flawed, both in logic and
as they purport to describe reality . To borrow a phrase from
James Burnham, MAD advocates may be described as "mis-
taken in their predictions, false in their analyses, wrong in
their advice, and through the results of their actions, injurious
to the interests of the' nation ."

In the first place, it is by no means self-evident that because
nuclear war would have consequences of unprecedented hor-
ror, one ought to make no plans to fight, survive and win it
should it occur. Indeed U.S. officials ought to make such plans
precisely because nuclear war would be so horrible, even if the
chance that deterrence might fail is quite small. As one ob-
server has noted,

a belief that war is impossible rests on assumptions
concerning the rationality and benevolence of world
leaders about which history gives us few reasons to
be sanguine; aside from the possibility of war
through miscalculations, even a five percent chance
that an ambitious, ruthless, or even insane con-
queror may appear once again on the stage of history
is a contingency which merits precautionary steps ."



If nuclear war, however remote, is possible, a troubling pros-
pect is raised : Under conditions of Mutual Assured Destruction
the United States would have to choose between two alterna-
tives-surrender or suicide . Robert McNamara's question from
Ann Arbor returns : Is it therefore in the interest of the U.S . to
attempt to make nuclear war, if it occurs, as destructive and
horrible as possible? Here is the paradox : if deterrence fails it
would not be logical or indeed rational to carry out the threat
upon which the entire concept of deterrence is supposed to rest .
In the event of an attack upon the United States, of what
possible benefit could it be to execute a policy whose only result
at that point would be the slaughter of millions of innocent
Russians? The dilemma lies in the fact that the threat of retali-
ation is only meaningful if executing it offers some advantage .
A threat the execution of which would do no one any good
begins to lose its impact the moment one begins to think about
its results . Therefore critics charge that MAD is too simplistic
and, in the final analysis, is incredible precisely at the point at
which it is to be put into practice . These critics focus on the
crucial differences between deterrence, which is in the first
place a peacetime objective, and defense, which is a task for
wartime. Glen Snyder stated the obvious in his classic study of
deterrence and defense published before McNamara assumed
office .

The crucial point is that after the enemy's attack
takes place, our military forces perform different
functions and yield wholly different values than they
did as deterrents prior to the attack . . . That combi-
nation of forces which appeared to be the optimim
one from the point of view of deterrence might turn
out to be far inferior to some other combination from
the point of view of defense should deterrence fail . In
short, maximizing the enemy's cost expectancy may
not always be consistent with minimizing our own."

As another writer on strategic affairs has posed the question :
"If deterrence fails would a President push the button? Of
course not." 31 He would not do it not because he would lack the
courage, but simply because it would make no sense .

Since the 1960s critics of MAD have also raised the moral
issues involved in this posture . They pointed out that MAD
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rests on the threat to carry out an act of vengeful mass-murder,
wholly unrelated to any morally worthy end .

Since the 1960s, critics have also rejected the arguments
implicit in Robert McNamara's MAD postulate that active de-
fenses must be 100 percent effective in order to be worthwhile;
that limited protection is not worthwhile ; and, in fact, can be
worthwhile only to the extent it contributes to deterrence . (On
grounds of cost-effectiveness McNamara had rejected argu-
ments for increased damage limitation or defense which pro-
vided only "marginal" security benefits) . Critics argue, as did
McNamara himself in 1962, that although nuclear war would
be a catastrophe, there is a meaningful difference between 5,
10, 20, 50, 100 and 150 million American causalties. Moreover
critics of MAD believe that MAD theorists have grossly exag-
gerated the actual destructive effects of a nuclear war . They
reject the On the Beach syndrome, which does not differentiate
between attacks on weapons and attacks on cities, which sees
all nuclear exchanges as leading ultimately to the end of life
on earth. They therefore reject McNamara's notion that be-
yond a certain point, additional weapons have no significance,
even if those weapons have the capability to limit damage to
one's own country . Finally, critics reject the argument that a
damage-limiting counterforce posture must be perceived as the
equivalent of a capability to carry out a disarming first strike .
These critics have been quick to point out that if in fact the
second strike against cities is as powerful a deterrent as is
claimed, then no provocation whatever should be able to over-
come it. Above all, they point out that second strikes are as
liable to be deterred as first strikes, and that deterrence at any
given time depends on the balance of force at that time .

A massive literature exists in this field. An entire discipline
has developed around the concept of deterrence, and volumes
have been written exploring facets of deterrence such as "com-
pellence," and "disuasion ." Techniques such as "game theory,"
"conflict resolution" and the psychology of bargaining have
beguiled bureaucrats and made a living for thousands . But it
is not clear that America is any better off because of this-quite
the contrary .

The United States has gone to great lengths to study the
tactics of nuclear war. U.S. targeting doctrine as expressed in
the SLOP (Single Integrated Operations Plan) is continuously
war-gamed against the U .S. perception of the Soviet equivalent
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(RISOP). Despite these efforts, however, it is by no means clear
that we know very much about what it is that deters the Soviet
Union from attacking the United States. The McNamara doc-
trine of MAD, however, supposes that we know precisely what
will deter the Soviet Union. What can be said of this? First,
what may deter the Soviets on a sunny day in June when all
is well, may not in fact deter them when Soviet and NATO
troops are locked in combat on the North German plain. As
Herman Kahn has argued :

Is our deterrent powerful enough to withstand all
the stresses and strains of the Cold War, all the sud-
den and unexpected changes, the possible accidents
and miscalculations, the satellite revolts, the limited
wars, the crises in Berlin and elsewhere, the opti-
mists, gamblers, or logicians who believe in proper
plans, the reciprocal fear of surprise attack and any
other kind of tense or unstable situations? . . . it
would be a dangerous mistake to try to calculate the
minimal force required to deter in some ideal cir-
cumstance . . . our posture should provide insurance
against unforeseen contingencies."

Nevertheless, the numbers and characteristics of American
forces have been planned meticulously to meet precise require-
ments for deterrence .

Secondly, the notion of"unacceptable damage" is necessarily
speculative and subjective, and decidedly incapable of being the
cornerstone of any strategy. It follows that a policy of assured
destruction could not properly be called a strategy at all . Rich-
ard Pipes has cited a telling analysis of precisely this question ;

Although commonly called a "strategy," assured
destruction was by itself an antithesis of strategy .
Unlike any strategy that ever preceded it through-
out the history of armed conflict, it ceased to be use-
ful precisely where military strategy is supposed to
come into effect : at the edge of war. It posited that
the principal mission of the U .S. military under con-
ditions of ongoing nuclear operations against [the
continental United States] was to shut its eyes, grit
its teeth, and reflexively unleash an indiscriminate
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and simultaneous reprisal against all Soviet aim
points on a preestablished target list . Rather than
deal in a considered way with the particular attack
on hand so as to minimize further damage to the
United States and maximize the possibility of an
early settlement on reasonably acceptable terms, it
had the simple goal of inflicting punishment for the
Soviet transgression. Not only did this reflect an im-
plicit repudiation of political responsibility, it also
risked provoking just the sort of counterreprisal
against the United States that a rational wartime
strategy should attempt to prevent ."

In short, the pursuit of assured destruction as if it were a
strategy is in essence a peacetime declaratory policy meant to
put off war. However, whenever it is actually applied, whether
as a criterion for the procurement of weapons, or for actual
military operations, MAD represents the very negation of
strategy .

Finally, critics of the minimal deterrence position argue that
the specific percentages that Robert McNamara used to define
assured destruction i.e., 20-30 percent population fatalities,
and one-half of the Soviet industrial capacity, are not derived
from any understanding of Soviet strategy, values and percep-
tions of deterrence, but rather from the dictates of systems
analysis. MAD has replaced strategy with computerized body
counts. Alain Enthoven, McNamara's chief systems analyst,
set out this latter point in a remarkably candid passage in a
chapter entitled "Yardsticks of Sufficiency" :

Basically, U .S . strategic offensive forces were sized
according to their ability to destroy the Soviet Union
as a viable nation in a retaliatory strike . The level
of destruction required-20 to 25 percent of the So-
viet population and 50 percent of Soviet industry,
commonly called our "assured-destruction" capabil-
ity-was based on a judgment reached by the Secre-
tary of Defense and accepted by the President, by the
Congress, and apparently by the general public as
well. That judgment was influenced by the fact of
strongly diminishing marginal returns . . . beyond
the level of around 400 1-megaton-equivalent deliv-
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ered warheads . . . [D]elivering more warheads would
not significantly change the amount of damage in-
flicted. Indeed, doubling the number of delivered 1-
megaton-equivalents from 400 to 800 would increase
the destruction of Soviet population and industry by
only 9 percent and 1 percent, respectively . Such in-
creases would have little if any additional deterrent
effect. In other words, once U .S. programmed
bomber and missile forces reached the level where
we could, with high confidence, deliver 400 1-mega-
ton weapons on the Soviet Union in a retaliatory
strike, the gain from having more bombers or mis-
siles to deliver still more warheads would be very
small compared with the cost. Thus, the main reason
for stopping at 1,000 Minuteman missiles, 41 Polaris
submarines, and some 500 strategic bombers is that
having more would not be worth the additional cost .
These force levels are sufficiently high to put the
United States on the "flat of the curve"-that is, at
a point where small increases in target destruction
capability would require enormous increases in
forces, and therefore in cost. The answer to the ques-
tion of how many strategic offensive forces are
enough rests heavily on such flat-of-the-curve rea-
soning."'

The doctrine as expressed by Alain Enthoven became abso-
lute: "Once we are sure that, in retaliation, we can destroy the
Soviet Union and other potential attackers as modern societies,
we cannot increase our security or power against them by
threatening to destroy more."" Implicit here is the belief that
if the Soviets are presented with such a deterrent threat with
its guarantee of specific destruction, they will surely be de-
terred .

Such calculations are, of course, not strategy, the legitimate
purpose of which is the weighing of risks and costs and the
choices between them. In an almost off hand dismissal of the
central issues of strategy, a friendly student of McNamara's
PPBS has explained just how narrow a space was reserved for
strategic planning and for the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
within a Department of Defense dominated by professional
managers who believe in MAD :
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As such, the JCS requirements document represents
the sole opportunity within the PPBS framework for
senior military leaders to express their view of forces
and other resources needed to properly perform the
defense job which they have been assigned .36

Thus the American military was largely excluded from pre-
cisely the questions of risk and objective forces that are the
stuff of strategy, and were largely confined to the calculation
of how many megatons might be required to destroy a given
number of targets assigned them by MAD wisdom. Or as one
strategic analyst, currently on the National Security Council
has remarked: "Unfortunately, strategy is more like politics
than like science." 37

After that it is but a simple proposition to determine what
level of damage the U.S. can threaten cost-effectively. In 1967,
Harold Brown, who was then a key aide in the McNamara
Pentagon, and is now Secretary of Defense, was of two minds
as to whether strategy or technology should guide planning for
the procurement of weapons :

Whether strategy or technology comes first is (per-
haps fruitlessly) debatable . . . yet, if we examine how
our strategy got to be what it is, clearly technology
had a big part in getting us there . . . it is easier to
produce military hardware than it is to know what
policy to follow ."

This misuse of the word "strategy" to describe managerial
decisions influenced by the ideology of MAD continues to influ-
ence the debate over defense policy today .

The essence of the MAD postulate is the belief that nuclear
weapons manifest an "iron law" unto themselves which is bind-
ing on all, including the Soviets. To be sure, by definition MAD
requires that it be accepted by both sides . It is ironic that
advocates of MAD, who so often attribute the cause of war to
misunderstandings between states have so far failed to grasp
the importance of the fact that the Soviet Union understands
"strategy" in the way dictionaries define it. Surely here is a big
misunderstanding. In an insightful passage one observer has
summarized the central fallacy of the MAD approach to strat-
egy :
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Above all . . . the assured destruction approach to
strategy at its core constitutes an almost classic ex-
ample of mirror-imaging in political analysis . It
rests ultimately on the assumption that there is a
natural, inevitable "logic"-or logical approach to
policy-inherent in weapons of mass destruction
that will become obvious to anyone who thinks seri-
ously about deterrence . Whatever their preferences,
in this view, Soviet and American policymakers
alike will be driven inexorably toward acceptance of
the assured destruction position . Deterrence is thus
larger than life, immune to the vagaries and influ-
ences of politics, history, culture, social and eco-
nomic forces, and differences in political institutions
and systems. What is sufficient to deter American
decisionmakers will surely be sufficient to deter So-
viet decisionmakers also . . . This is an astonishing
claim."

It is indeed an astonishing claim since it rests on a view of
Soviet perceptions for which the evidence has always been to
the contrary. Neither in Soviet military writing, nor in the
behavior of military and political leaders can the equivalent of
this doctrine be found . As will be seen, apart from whatever
theoretical difficulties the Soviets find in the MAD strategy, the
kinds of weapons they have built suggest that they are not
willing to depend on a MAD deterrent strategy for the defense
of their homelands . In short, from the beginning, Soviet words
and deeds have impeached the relevance of MAD .
A detailed examination of Robert McNamara's views on

MAD reveals at bottom a belief that nuclear weapons technol-
ogy leads to a competitive arms race through misperception
and misunderstanding. This action-reaction phenomenon of
"two apes on a treadmill," in the phrase made infamous by
Paul Warnke, is supposed to be both the driving-engine of the
arms race and the ultimate rationale for MAD . For, in the
absence of MAD, this competition is supposed to lead inevitably
to nuclear war .

But the logic of MAD also dictates the solution to the di-
lemma of the nuclear age: arms control. To understand how
McNamara came to see arms control as the salvation of the
United States, it is necessary to analyze his views on the arms
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race and the degree to which he believed that the Soviets
shared his strategic doctrine .

While denying the utility of the increasing supply of Soviet
weapons, McNamara traced the Soviet strategic buildup to
American overreaction to the "missile gap" of 1960 and to
Soviet misreading of America's true motives. McNamara con-
cluded that the Kennedy Administration in its initial response
to the "missile gap" had overstated the Soviet threat . "The
Soviets," said McNamara in 1962, "simply did not build the
kind of long-range missile force they were expected to build .""
On this point he was partially correct; by the early 1960s

Soviet ICBM deployments had not reached the levels forecast
earlier. The Soviets had concentrated on deploying lesser-
range strategic missiles against Western Europe . At the time
of the Cuban missile crisis the Soviets had only four liquid-
fueled SS-6 ICBMs on nonhardened launchers. The SS-6 was
dangerous above all to those who had to load it with super-
flammable fuels . (The Soviet ICBM force increased rapidly
after this time, reaching well over 400 ICBMs and Submarine-
Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs) by 1966 . By 1969 U.S .
superiority in numbers of ICBMs had vanished.)
In any case Robert McNamara's perception that the U . S .

had overreacted became fixed. In his famous "Mad Momentum
of the Arms Race" speech delivered in San Francisco in Sep-
tember 1967, McNamara propounded his view:

In 1961, when I became Secretary of Defense, the
Soviet Union possessed a very small operational ar-
senal of intercontinental missiles . However they did
possess the technological and industrial capacity to
enlarge that arsenal very substantially over the suc-
ceeding several years.

Since we could not be certain of Soviet intentions
-since we could not be sure that they would not
undertake a massive buildup-we had to insure
against such an eventuality by undertaking our-
selves a major buildup of the Minuteman and Polaris
forces.

Thus, in the course of hedging against what was
then only a theoretically possible Soviet buildup, we
took decisions which have resulted in our current
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superiority in numbers of warheads and deliverable
megatons .

But the blunt fact remains that if we had had more
accurate information about planned Soviet strategic
forces, we simply would not have needed to build as
large a nuclear arsenal as we have today . . .41

Not only had the U . S. misperceived Soviet actions, but in
overreacting had, in fact, been the cause of the later Soviet
buildup .

Furthermore, that decision in itself-as justified
as it was-in the end, could not possibly have left
unaffected the Soviet Union's future nuclear plans .

What is essential to understand here is that the
Soviet Union and the United States mutually influ-
ence one another's strategic plans .

It is precisely this action-reaction phenomenon
that fuels an arms race . . . We both have strategic
nuclear arsenals greatly in excess of a credible as-
sured destruction capability . These arsenals have
reached the point of excess in each case for precisely
the same reason: we each have reacted to the other's
buildup with very conservative calculations. We
have, that is, each built a greater arsenal than either
of us needed for a second-strike capability, simply
because we each wanted to be able to cope with the
"worst plausible case	42

But it is not only mutual worst-case planning that leads to
the arms race. In part this phenomenon is also psychological
and is the result of the inexorable push of technology .

There is a kind of mad momentum intrinsic to the
development of all new nuclear weaponry . If a
weapon system works-and works well-there is
strong pressure from many directions to produce
and deploy the weapon out of all proportion to the
prudent level required ."

Though no evidence ever existed to support these assertions,
they became for Robert McNamara the corollary to his belief
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in MAD. And as with MAD, McNamara's belief in the arms
race was an article of blind faith, immune to factual or rational
refutation. As with many other complex notions which are
accepted as conventional wisdom, the concept of an arms race
is often abused. Albert Wohlstetter thus described the popular
legend of the arms race to which McNamara subscribed :

Systematic overestimation of future adversary stra-
tegic forces is the driving engine of the arms spiral
on our side: We invariably expect the Russian pro-
grams to be larger than they turn out to be : We
compound this overestimate by "worst case" analy-
sis, cautiously over-designing our programs to meet
a Russian threat greater even than the one we ex-
pect-only to find, when the Russian threat turns
out to be less than expected, that we have irrevoca-
bly committed ourselves to new and higher levels of
spending on strategic forces . So according to the re-
ceived doctrine . 44

But, upon examining the real world, Wohlstetter concluded
that McNamara's view is false. Wohlstetter compared the
United States estimates of the numbers of Soviet ICBMs, mis-
sile submarines and bombers made during the 1960s with ac-
tual Soviet deployments and found that, instead of systematic
overestimation, the U .S. has, in fact, consistently undere-
stimated Soviet nuclear deployments .

Therefore, one can only conclude that if American weapons
programs were driven by what Americans thought was hap-
pening in the USSR, they were indeed driven by very little .
Reality is the exact reverse of the stereotype of the "apes on a
treadmill ."

According to Wohlstetter, U.S. strategic budgets and the de-
structive capability of U .S. strategic forces actually went down,
not up, during the period of the alleged arms race . With respect
to the "missile gap," Wohlstetter confirms that it was a gap in
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBMs), and that U .S .
overestimates of the number of Soviet ICBMs corresponded
almost exactly to our underestimates of Soviet deployment of
IRBMs and Medium Range Ballistic Missiles (MRBMs) aimed
at America's forces and America's allies in Europe . The same
cannot be said of the USSR, however . Though the Soviets could
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see clearly that the United States had stopped increasing the
size of its forces, they increased theirs . Had they been "driven"
by the U.S ., they would have stopped .

Robert McNamara's view, of course, was quite different . He
judged that the Soviets :

. . . have decided that they lost the quantitative race
and they are not seeking to engage us in that contest .
It means there is no indication that the Soviets are
seeking to develop a strategic nuclear force as large
as ours . . . [and] their rate of expansion today is not
such as to allow them even to equal, much less ex-
ceed, our own 1970 force."

As Soviet force levels increased, McNamara deprecated their
meaning. In his San Francisco speech in 1967, he asked :

Is the Soviet Union seriously attempting to ac-
quire a first-strike capability against the United
States?

Although this is a question we cannot answer with
absolute certainty, we believe the answer is no ."

When the evidence mounted that the Soviets were indeed
building such a capability, McNamara was struck not with
alarm, but with a sense of the futility of weaponry in the mod-
ern age .

Now, in strategic nuclear weaponry, the arms race
involves a particular irony. Unlike any other era in
military history, today a substantial numerical supe-
riority of weapons does not effectively translate into
political control, or diplomatic leverage . . .

We do not want a nuclear arms race with the So-
viet Union-primarily because the action-reaction
phenomenon makes it foolish and futile . . . we would
much prefer to come to a realistic and reasonable
riskless agreement with the Soviet Union, which
would effectively prevent such an arms race . 47

When it became unmistakable that the Soviet Union was
building arms irrespective of American intentions, McNamara
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judged that the U. S. should not match the Soviets, but rather
should educate, cajole, and if necessary enforce the logic of
MAD on the Soviet Union, which through misperception of
American intent, has mistakenly followed the technological
imperatives of the arms race .

Robert Strange McNamara's belief in MAD was not confined
to theory. His decisions on force posture and weapons require-
ments flowed directly from his strategic view . McNamara de-
termined to educate the Soviets by declaratory policy and by
the example of unilateral American restraint. Beginning in
1963, McNamara refused to accede to demands from the mili-
tary and from certain Congressional quarters for further in-
creases in U.S. strategic forces . In 1963 McNamara ordered the
elimination of the early Atlas and Titan I missiles, most of
which had only recently been deployed . In 1964 McNamara
publicly scheduled the destruction of the B-47 fleet. McNamara
resisted pressure to build anywhere from 1,200 to 10,000 Min-
uteman missiles . On November 5, 1964, the current number of
U.S. land-based ICBMs was frozen at 1,054 although deploy-
ment was not completed until 1967 . The number of SSBNs was
held at 41, with 656 launcher tubes . The number of B-52s
peaked at 639 in 1962 and was down to 460 by the mid-1960s .
No strategic ASW program was developed, so as not to threaten
the Soviet assured destruction capability .

Continuing reductions in America's air defenses and civil
defense were seen as methods of tutoring the Soviets in MAD
by example. McNamara's Antiballistic Missile (ABM) decision,
discussed later, is the classical example of this effort .

In new programs as well, Robert McNamara sought to dem-
onstrate conscious restraint while supporting those weapons
which added only to assured destruction . All weapons with a
counterforce capability were resisted . Even Multiple Indepen-
dently Targeted Reentry Vehicles (MIRV) were put to the ser-
vice of restraint, becoming a rationale for discouraging other
more capable and numerous systems . Small MIRV warheads
could penetrate any Soviet ABM, but were not truly capable of
counterforce. McNamara purposely restrained yield and accu-
racy on the new Poseidon and Minuteman III improvements to
the U.S. missile forces, choosing to arm Poseidon with 10-14
small inaccurate warheads rather than the recommended 3
large, accurate ones. McNamara's decisions were intended to
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strengthen MAD and prevent a U .S. counterforce capability .
These decisions, together with his conclusion that arms-control
negotiations were the solution to the American strategic di-
lemma, led directly to SALT I .
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Meanwhile in Moscow

In the 1960s, while Robert McNamara and the U .S. defense
intellectuals were undergoing a metamorphosis from advocacy
of damage limitation to Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD)
and city-busting, the Soviets were doggedly pursuing the oppo-
site course. Overall, strategic nuclear inferiority had forced the
Soviets to rely on the threat of city-busting for deterrence while
their doctrines stoutly maintained that destruction of military
targets was the only logical use for nuclear weapons since they
had not changed the nature of war, but had merely altered the
means available to accomplish the Clauswitzian object of war
-the destruction of enemy armed forces . They continued to
reject the view of Western nations that new weaponry had
made nuclear war unthinkable and unwinnable-this they dis-
missed as "bourgeois naivete ."
The problem for the Soviets was to build up their forces to

escape dependence on an irrational nuclear doctrine of target-
ing cities; while in Washington the problem became one of
paring down U.S. military capabilities excess to the minimum
required for MAD .

From the outset of the nuclear age, the Soviets had refused
to abandon the Clauswitzian view of war (which they ascribe to
Marx and Lenin, of course, not to Clausewitz) . War is the con-
tinuation of politics by other means; the objective in war is the
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destruction of opposing forces . Nuclear weapons may cause a
revolution in the art of war, but not in its nature or its objec-
tives. The continuation of such military orthodoxy in the face
of the vast increase in the destructive power of weaponry was
only in part the result of a serious and structured approach to
strategy in the Soviet General Staff. Such orthodoxy was rein-
forced by Marxist-Leninist tenets that would have made revi-
sion of military doctrines an act of political heresy .

A Marxist-Leninist cannot concede that the capitalist world
is capable of creating military power superior to that of the
Socialist Camp . Nor can he admit to a world in which the "class
struggle" cannot erupt into violence and war because of some
technological advance in weaponry . Thus the Soviet military
Establishment, in full agreement with the Communist Party,
refused to concede to the Western argument that nuclear weap-
ons had so altered the international scene that major wars
were no longer winnable or even thinkable .

To Western analysts, the Soviet attitude seemed bizarre . The
Soviets insisted that war would be prolonged, nuclear weapons
notwithstanding. They insisted on the continued necessity for
"multimillion man armies," and poured billions of rubles into
air defenses-guns, interceptors and later Surface-to-Air Mis-
siles (SAM). American Intelligence analysts, thoroughly im-
bued with notions such as balance-of-terror and spasm nuclear
war, found it incredible that the Soviets seemed to ignore those
"realities." Thus, Soviet military doctrines were contemptu-
ously ascribed to a cultural lag-a systemic inability of the
Soviets to adapt to new strategic dimensions-or to mere whis-
tling in the dark to avoid panicking in the face of U .S. superior-
ity .

But by the early 1960s the Soviets had already proved by
their actions that they were quite serious about their doctrines .
The Berlin Blockade, the Korean War, and the Cuban Missile
Crisis provided ample evidence that the Politburo did not be-
lieve that military force had been excluded from international
relationships by the advent of nuclear weapons-even if their
opponents held an outright nuclear monopoly or an over-
whelming superiority. Further, Soviet military forces were
structured as best they could be to fight and win a major war
with the West. Since the Soviet Union lacked intercontinental
reach, a "war" had to be confined to Europe. In the face of
Western nuclear superiority, the Soviets would have to rely on
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nuclear-resistant conventional forces, sacrificing staying power
for speed of movement, and in sufficient quantity to withstand
the attrition that would be inflicted by nuclear weapons . These
forces must be ready to go or be mobilized quickly and move
swiftly into Western European territory where the use of nu-
clear weapons by the United States would be inhibited . The
USSR itself would be defended by the best air defense technol-
ogy could produce and damage to the homeland would be re-
duced by civil-defense measures .

Despite Soviet conventional arms superiority and the demon-
strated reluctance of the United States to use nuclear weapons
even in the most serious situations of the Korean War, the
Soviets assumed until the 1960s that a war in Europe would be
nuclear. Here was a case where the Soviets "mirror-imaged"
their views into U .S. military thinking. They simply could not
conceive of the West foregoing employment of its primary mili-
tary advantage in a major conflict, despite evidence to the con-
trary. Thus, they assumed that the U .S. would strike all prelo-
cated garrison areas of their divisions, i.e., military, not
civilian targets-and went to great lengths to ensure that these
divisions were moved out of their normal barracks before they
were mobilized. Reservists reported to spots in the woods, not
to the garrison .
Despite a clear doctrinal commitment to military victory

regardless of modern weaponry, the Soviets entered the 1960s
saddled with a balance of strategic nuclear power which made
their Europe-only war-winning concepts sound hollow to the
West and in part to themselves . In Marshal Sokolovskiy's com-
pendium of Soviet strategy published in 1962, the focus was
almost entirely on war in Europe . The possibility of the U .S .
strategic nuclear superiority being brought to bear was dis-
cussed only in the vaguest of terms . In obeisance to Leninist
ideological constructs, the authors maintained that the Soviet
Union would emerge triumphant in any case because of the
"superior morale of the Socialist Bloc ."

But the Soviets realized that winning a war with the West
was a dubious enterprise until U.S. nuclear superiority was
overtaken; this realization was amply evident in their military
programs. The acquisition of Soviet intercontinental nuclear
strike forces was constrained from the outset by inadequacies
of technology. Until the early 1960s Soviet strategic nuclear
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systems reflected these constraints . Enormous resource outlays
went into medium-range bombers and medium-range ballistic
missiles. By 1964 Western Europe was threatened by nearly
2,000 nuclear delivery vehicles of this category-more than
half of which did not even have nuclear weapons to deliver .
Western analysts were astonished to learn through clandestine
means that many of these Soviet "strategic" systems were to
deliver toxic chemical warheads. This nuclear poverty was re-
flected in the curious tendency of Soviet military spokesmen
and writers to use the more generic term "weapons of mass
destruction" rather than "nuclear weapons" when discussing
strategic matters .

During the early to mid-1960s the tenets of Soviet military
doctrines were refined, but little changed . Only two significant
modifications to doctrine and strategy appear to have been
made: allowance for the possibility that a conflict between
USSR/WARSAW Pact and U.S./NATO might have an initial,
nonnuclear phase, and adoption of launch-on-warning by the
Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF) . Both modifications occurred in
the mid-1960s .

The 1960s were a very difficult period for Soviet force plan-
ners; the requirements of doctrine and strategy went far be-
yond the capabilities of the Soviet economy and technological
base; U.S. strategic forces were growing rapidly in numbers
and technological sophistication; the convolutions in U .S. de-
claratory policy were bewildering . Nevertheless, the Soviets
pushed on with a wide array of strategic programs, adapting to
changes in the enemy's posture as as best they could, given the
constraints under which they labored

Before proceeding to survey these developments, let us look
briefly at the doctrinal modifications focusing on how the So-
viet military's assessment of the "correlation of forces" proba-
bly influenced Soviet SALT policy .

Until the first SS-9, SS-N-6 and SS-11 launchers became oper-
ational in 1966-67, Soviet strategic nuclear forces were very
vulnerable . All the basic decisions on deployment of the earlier
missiles (SS-4, SS-5, SS-7 and SS-8) were taken when the Soviets
thought the U .S. would not be able to locate the launchers .
Hence, prior to the SS-9 and SS-11, virtually all of the Strategic
Rocket Forces' launchers were soft and concentrated . Ameri-
can Atlases, Titans and Minuteman Is, inaccurate as they
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were, could have destroyed such very soft targets . Conse-
quently, until about 1968 the U .S. had a de facto counterforce
capability that it had not sought .

Thus, in the mid-1960s the Soviets were probably concerned
about the American Forces' capabilities for counterforce at-
tacks. They probably neither anticipated nor subsequently be-
lieved that the U .S. would deliberately design its MIRVed mis-
siles so that they would be ineffective against Soviet silos .
Therefore, during the period of their forces' vulnerability they
considered the possibility that they might have to launch their
missiles if they were attacked .

Adoption of launch-on-warning was broadly hinted in a 1966
article by Marshal Sokolovskiy and Gen . Maj . Cherednichenko .
Marshal Krylov, Commander-in-Chief, was very explicit in an
article in Military Thought in 1967 :

With the presence in the armament of troops of
launchers and missiles which are completely ready
for operation, as well as systems for detecting enemy
missile launches and other types of reconnaissance,
an aggressor no longer is able suddenly to destroy
the missiles before their launch in the territory of
the country against which the aggression is commit-
ted. They will have time during the flight of the
missile of the aggressor to leave their launchers and
inflict a retaliatory strike against the enemy . Even
in the most unfavorable circumstances, if a portion
of the missiles is unable to be launched before the
strike of missiles of the aggressor, as a result of the
high degree of protection of the launchers from the
nuclear explosion, these missiles will be retained
and will carry out the combat missions entrusted to
them.

Thus in nuclear conditions, with the presence of a
system for detecting missile launches, an attempt by
the aggressor to inflict a sudden preemptory strike
cannot give him a decisive advantage for the
achievement of victory in war, and, in any case, will
not save him from great destruction and human
losses. Moreover, in a number of cases the aggressor
will have to pay with even greater amount of de-
struction of victims .'
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The Soviet Military Predicament
In the 1960s

In order to understand the Soviet approach to SALT it is
necessary to examine the status of Soviet strategic forces circa
1969 and the capabilities of these forces to meet Soviet objec-
tives. It is also necessary to trace decisions which the Soviets
took in the mid-1960s resulting in Soviet weaponry in the early
'70s .
Classifying Soviet forces into the categories of "strategic

offensive" and "strategic defensive" does no violence to Soviet
concepts. Given Soviet organization and mission assignments,
however, it is more useful for the purposes of this discussion .
Look at Soviet strategic forces by branches of service : Strategic
Rocket Forces (SRF), National Air Defense (PVO Strany), the
Red Navy and the Long-Range Air Armies (LRA). All land-
based strategic missile forces-IR/MRBMs as well as ICBMs-
are in the SRF . PVO Strany has interceptors, SAMs and an
extensive ground equipment for warning, tracking, intercep-
tion and battle management to defend the country against
hostile airplanes, cruise missiles and ballistic missiles . The Red
Navy has both strategic offensive forces-SLBMs-and strate-
gic defensive forces-surface ships, submarines and aircraft .
These forces are fit for strategic antisubmarine warfare and for
operations against U .S./NATO aircraft carriers . Surface ships
are the first priority targets . The LRA has a large force of
medium bombers and a modest number of heavy ones, which
are assigned to strategic offensive forces in all Theaters of Mili-
tary Operations (TVDs) and which also assist the Navy in its
antishipping missions .

In 1968-69 the several branches of the Soviet Armed Forces
were in widely varying states of readiness and at different
stages of modernization .

Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF). From their formation in 1960
until 1968 the SRF consisted mostly of IR/MRBM units for
strategic operations in Eurasia. In 1957-58 the Soviets had
committed themselves to building a large IR/MRBM force-
some 750 launchers and probably about 2,000 missiles were
deployed-and a modest number of ICBMs-a token number of
SS-6s and some 225 SS-7s and SS-8s were deployed .'

Almost all of these missiles were deployed in soft launchers,
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evidently because the Soviets believed they could deny the U .S .
surveillance of Soviet air space and hence the ability to target
the missiles. Moreover, in 1957-58, the feasibility of engineer-
ing missile silos may have been open to question .

By the beginning of the 1960s many of the assumptions upon
which the earlier decisions had been made were no longer
valid. The Soviets may have learned enough from technical
analysis of the U-2 brought down in May 1960 and from their
own space program to realize that they could not deny U .S .
surveillance for long . Any lingering doubts presumably were
dispelled when the U .S. officially informed the Soviets in Sep-
tember 1961 that we knew they had only a few ICBMs, which
in effect also told the Soviets that we could locate and target all
of their strategic missiles . Being concentrated as well as de-
ployed mostly in soft launchers, the entire Soviet strategic mis-
sile force was very vulnerable to U.S. counterforce strikes .
Given the lead times involved, little could be done to rectify the
situation until the late 1960s .

Priority deployment of IR/MRBMs, however, did provide
complete coverage of strategic targets in Europe and Asia in
the early 1960s. In these areas the number of strategic targets
was fairly stable, even declining somewhat, as American Stra-
tegic Air Command (SAC) bombers were being withdrawn from
overseas bases. Most military targets in Eurasia were soft, and
remained so until the end of the decade . On the other hand, the
number of strategic targets in the U.S ., "the transoceanic thea-
ter," was growing rapidly and the upper limit could not be
forecast with confidence . Moreover, many transoceanic targets
were "hard," as the U.S. began to base its ICBMs in silos. With
Soviet missile accuracies of around one nautical mile, even
yields of around 2-5 megatons (MT) did not suffice to make the
SS-7 and SS-8 ICBMs effective against U .S. silos .

It is possible that the Soviets' original (1957-58) plans for the
SS-7 and SS-8 provided for deploying more than some 225
launchers. But the Soviets apparently soon judged that these
inaccurate missiles, deployed in a "soft mode," were not ratio-
nal weapons . In the preemptive or first strike role they would
not be effective against hardened American silos . Further, they
were of doubtful value in the second strike role because they
would not survive. By 1961 the sensible Soviet course of action
was to restrict deployment of these ICBMs even if it meant
prolonging the "missile gap ." It may or may not be a coinci-
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dence that the SS-7 and SS-8 programs were terminated at
about the same number of launchers as the U .S. Atlas and
Titan ICBM programs .
The SRF's principal challenge to rapidly changing U .S .

capabilities were the SS-9 and SS-11 ICBMs . The Soviet Navy
responded with the SS-N-6 SLBM in the Yankee class SSBNs .
With accuracies of 0 .4 to 0 .7 nautical miles and a warhead yield
of 18 to 25 MT, the SS-9 was effective against either Minuteman
silos or launch control centers . 3 With an accuracy of .8 nautical
miles and a yield of 2 MT the SS-11 was effective only against
soft targets .'

Predictably, these systems had been designed for hard and
soft targets respectively. The 3:1 ratio of their deployment
(three SS-11 to one SS-9) represented approximately equal cost
programs (in dollar terms) . This was consistent with the equal
emphasis on preemption and retaliation found in Soviet mili-
tary strategy at the time .'

During this period the Soviets also developed a Fractional
Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS) in an evident attempt to
circumvent the radars meant to warn the U .S. of an attack.
This is an ICBM that goes the "wrong way" around the globe
to reach U.S. targets from the south . But they apparently de-
ployed the FOBS only in limited numbers or not at all. FOBS
may have had technical difficulties and also became outdated
when the U .S. developed over-the-horizon radars for warning
purposes. It was certainly very inaccurate .

The timing of Soviet decisions on the SS-9 and SS-11 ICBMs
and on the SS-N-6 SLBM, is the subject of both uncertainty and
controversy . In general, there are three interpretations of So-
viet decisions on these programs :

1 . Development and deployment of all three systems were
responses to Soviet humiliation in the Cuban missile cri-
sis .

2. Development of these systems was initiated sometime in
the early 1960s, not necessarily in response to the Cuban
crisis, while the decisions for rapid and large scale deploy-
ment date from Khrushchev's replacement by Brezhnev-
Kosygin .

3 . Initial schedules for all three programs were decided long
before both the Cuban crisis and Khrushchev's fall, proba-
bly no later than the XXII Party Congress in October
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1961 . Design and construction leadtimes are such that
Brezhnev and Kosygin could have done little else than
continue programs already underway (or cancel them,
which they did not do) .

Although these alternative hypotheses about the genesis of
the SS-9, SS-11 and SS-N-6 programs are central issues in U .S .
historical perspective of the Soviet strategic force buildup, any
attempt to resolve them is beyond our scope . It is sufficient here
to set forth the alternative interpretations and to mention that
this book follows the third hypothesis because there really is no
evidence to support the first hypothesis, while the second hy-
pothesis is contradicted by construction leadtimes and the
straight line, unbroken buildup in SS-9, SS-11, and SS-N-6
launchers .

It is generally agreed that by 1969 the SRF had eliminated
the U.S. quantitative advantage in the number of ICBMs while
maintaining their large advantage in strategic missiles for op-
erations in Eurasia . However, this Soviet progress was about to
be negated by the American MIRV programs which would soon
give the U.S. an even greater advantage in the number of
warheads carried by U.S. strategic forces than the advantage
the U .S. previously had enjoyed in single warhead ICBMs and
SLBMs. However, the Soviets had long since laid further plans .
In the mid-1960s they had started their own MIRV program in
conjunction with development of their fourth generation of
missiles: SS-17, SS-18, SS-19 and SS-20 . 6 But in 1968-1969 as
the Soviets were deciding what to do about SALT, they knew
that these new missiles would not be ready for flight tests until
around 1972 and would not be fully deployed until after 1975,
or some five years behind the U .S. MIRV program . MIRV pro-
grams for Soviet SLBMs were even further behind the U .S .
pace. (It has been convincingly argued by Dr . Miles Costick in
his small volume, The Strategic Dimension of EAST-WEST
Trade, that the Soviet Lag in MIRVs was curtailed by the U.S .
sale of critical technology to the Soviets .)
Modernization of (LRA) the Soviet Long-Range bomber force,

proceeded at a modest pace during the 1960s: one new medium
bomber (TU-22 Blinder) and a family of Air-to-Surface Missiles
(ASMs) designed to attack carriers, ships and electronic emit-
ters rather than just large ground targets. But in the late 1960s
the LRA was in no position to make up the difference between
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the Americans' superiority and the Soviet SRF's inferiority .
Strategic Defense (PVO Strany). Soviet strategic defenses pre-

sented a much grimmer picture in 1968-1969 . Here the Soviets
were not five years behind the U .S. but at least ten to fifteen
years behind. Most of the Soviet Union's vast effort in air de-
fenses had been directed against high-flying bombers . But even
these defenses-3,000 interceptors, over 10,000 SAMs and 6,-
000 radars for detection and tracking-were by no means air-
tight.' However, the Soviet high altitude defenses were suffi-
ciently formidable to force the U .S. to adapt its bombers to low
altitude penetration and to develop air-to-surface stand-off mis-
siles to replace gravity bombs. It probably is impossible to de-
tect and track bombers at low altitudes well enough to have an
effective air defense with only ground-based radars. Airborne
radars are required, and this means very complex and sophis-
ticated radars that can "look down" through the clutter and
missiles that can be launched at high altitude to intercept
penetrators at low altitude near the earth's surface . Intercept-
ing standoff missiles that can be used both to penetrate and to
suppress the air defenses is in some ways a more challenging
technological problem than intercepting long-range ballistic
missiles. In 1968-1969 the Soviets were ten to fifteen years
away from the airborne radar technology needed to track and
to attack bombers at low altitudes and from developing SAMs
that could even begin to cope with standoff missiles such as
SAC's Hound Dog .'
Soviet Antiballistic Missile (ABM) programs also had a

long history. The Soviets had sunk a lot of money into ABM
defense by the late 1960s, but as in the case of low altitude
air defense, the Soviets were far behind the U .S. in 1968-69 .
In 1961 Krushchev told Arthur Sulzberger that the USSR
initiated development of an ABM system at the same time
work started on the first Soviet ICBM, and there is no rea-
son to doubt him .' Marshal Batitskiy, Commander in Chief
of National Air Defences (PVO Strany) since 1966, suggests
that Soviet ABM R&D began shortly after World War II . 10

Soviet interest in ABM was an independent initiative not a
reaction to U.S. programs .

From the available evidence in the public domain, four pro-
grams can be identified as associated with antiballistic missile
development: two possibly and two certainly . For convenience,
these programs are labeled ABM 1 through 4 as follows :
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ABM-1, the system associated with the Griffon missile .
ABM-2, the SA-5 air defense system which has been the ob-
ject of much U .S. suspicion because of periodic testing in
some sort of ABM role even though the ABM capabilities of
the SA-5 appear inadequate at best .
ABM-3, the system defending Moscow, symbolized by large
phased array radars and the Galosh interceptor .
ABM-4, the system currently under development, appar-
ently much akin in design to the U .S. Nike-X system .

The system designated ABM-1 was developed in the period
from the mid-1950s to the early 1960s. The missile was dis-
played in a Moscow parade in 1963 and initial deployment
at Leningrad evidently was terminated around the same
time." This system could have represented a Soviet attempt
to combine high-altitude air defense with a limited ABM ca-
pability .

The SA-5 air defense system may have represented a similar
attempt to develop a defense against high-altitude supersonic
aircraft, which would also intercept air-to-surface missiles and
ballistic missiles. If so, the Soviets realized early on the sys-
tem's ABM potential . However, this capability was limited and
the Soviets deployed it as an air defense system to counter the
U. S. Hound Dog Short-Range Attack Missile (SRAM) and any
high-altitude supersonic aircraft threat that the U .S. might
choose to maintain .

Some observers have tied development of the Griffon to the
U.S. B-70 and then wondered why the Soviets continued to
deploy the Griffon's follow-on, the SA-5, after the U .S. canceled
the B-70. 12 The explanation may not be difficult, even if some-
what strange to U .S. concepts. First, the Hound Dog, as well as
the B-58 and the SR-71, presented high-altitude, supersonic
threats that strained or exceeded the capabilities of the SA-2 .
While the B-58 was phased out some time ago, Hound Dog was
in the inventory through the early 1970s and the SR-71 will be
around for a long time . Secondly, the Soviet approach to air
defense planning may be likened to the problem of repairing a
dike with several leaks. The Soviets plug each leak as fast as
resource and technological constraints permit. Once they plug
a leak, they do not unplug it simply because the constraints
prevent all the leaks from being plugged simultaneously .
Hence, the Soviets deployed the SA-5 to deal with supersonic
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high-altitude penetrators that the SA-2 could not handle, and
to keep the high altitude approaches covered . After all, the new
U.S. bomber, B-1, was designed for both supersonic, high alti-
tude and subsonic low-altitude penetration operations. If the
Soviets had optimized their defenses for low altitude, they
would have been wide open to the B-1 at high altitude .

Given the information and analysis available, the SA-5 prob-
ably does not have an ABM capability when provided with
tracking and predicted impact data from older Soviet phased
array early warning radars . But if, as dozens of tests in recent
years have indicated, the SA-5 is provided with such data from
the new large phased array radars under construction in the
USSR, the SA-5 might have some capability against US mis-
siles. It is unlikely that the Soviets would rely on the SA-5 to
defend the country against large-scale ballistic attack . But they
might employ some portion of the force in an ABM role on the
grounds that not all of it will be required to engage U .S. bomb-
ers and any attrition of U .S. missiles that could be achieved is
worth the effort .
The system deployed at Moscow, designated the ABM-3,

apparently was developed at the same time as the SA-5, and
overlapped development of the ABM-1 to a considerable de-
gree as well. The Galosh missile was displayed in 1964 and
the decision to deploy it at Moscow must have been made
about 1961 .13 If Krushchev's statement in July 1962 about
being able to "hit a fly in outer space" is taken at face
value, the Soviets may have had high hopes for this system
at one time." But by the mid-1960s they probably realized
how limited the system was ; and did not deploy it beyond
Moscow.

In the mid-1960s the Soviets evidently were well informed on
U.S. ABM developments, on U .S. evaluations of ABM technical
problems and what it would take to solve them. The Soviets
understood that the U .S. Nike-Zeus system had two basic de-
fects: It could engage only small attacks because its radars were
too limited, and it was vulnerable to countermeasures, primar-
ily the use of decoys ." By 1968 the Soviets understood that the
United States planned to remedy both defects in the Nike-X
system by adding the Sprint missile to catch missiles which had
leaked through and substituting large phased array radars for
earlier dish types. Whether the Soviets appreciated the even
greater advances in computer and data processing capabilities
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between Nike-Zeus and Nike-X systems is not clear but they
had a good appreciation of Nike-X design ." As early as 1964
they expected a U .S. deployment decision on Nike-X in 1966-
67, a very accurate assessment ."'
Although the Soviet ABM-3 being deployed at Moscow at the

time incorporated some large phased array radars, the system
as a whole obviously was far less effective than the US Nike-
Zeus design, which did not meet U .S. expectations . Indeed,
Soviet ABM technology overall lagged that of the United States
by at least ten years, probably twenty years .

The Red Navy
The Soviet Navy has both strategic offensive and defensive

strategic missions. SLBMs represent the strategic offensive
mission while strategic defense has two components : aircraft
and submarines to combat U .S./NATO carrier task forces ; sur-
face craft, submarines and other components to combat U .S .
SSBNs-strategic Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW) .
Although the Red Navy was the first to go to sea with an

SLBM circa 1956, this mission evidently had low priority until
some time in the early 1960s when the decision to mass produce
the Y-Class SSBN with the SS-N-6 missile was taken . As was
indicated in the discussion of Soviet decisions on the SS-9 and
SS-11 ICBMs, the timing of the decision on the Y-Class program
is uncertain but probably preceded the Cuban Missile Crisis . By
1968-69 the program was in full swing with construction run-
ning at about 8 SSBNs per year but the operational force was
still small." Whereas the SRF already had about as many
ICBM launchers as the U.S., the Red Navy could not equal the
U.S. in number of SLBM tubes until the mid-1970s . Whereas
the SRF had its MIRV program underway and was about only
five years behind the U .S. in this technology, the Navy was ten
to fifteen years away from matching the U .S. in SLBM MIRV
systems." The first of the Red Navy's two strategic defensive
missions, combat against U .S./NATO carriers, other naval ves-
sels and shipping, was in better shape .

In the late 1950s and early 1960s while the U .S. built 41
Polaris SSBNs, the Soviets only built 9 H-Class SSBNs with
short-range missiles more suitable for operations in the Eura-
sian TVDs than in the "transoceanic theater." At the same
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time, however, the Soviets built 32 E-Class SSNs armed with
SS-N-3 cruise missiles for strategic defensive operations
against U.S./NATO carriers and navies . In addition, the Sovi-
ets built 16 J-Class diesel-powered boats for the same mission .
To cooperate with these cruise missile submarines, Soviet
Naval Air Forces had a fleet of TU-16 Badger medium bombers
equipped with ASMs and a number of TU-95 Bear heavy-
bomber aircraft for reconnaissance . And as previously noted,
supporting the Red Navy's anticarrier and anti-ship operations
had become a major mission of the LRA .
Modernization of these forces also was well underway in

1968-69 in the form of the C-Class nuclear submarine equipped
with new cruise missiles and the Backfire bomber . Indeed the
range of the latter may have been primarily determined by
Navy requirements for the anticarrier mission because the
TU-16 really is short ranged for this purpose .

Things were not so well with the Red Navy's second strategic
mission, antisubmarine warfare (ASW), which evidently dates
from the late 1950s . Strategic ASW has been the primary mis-
sion of every major ocean going combatant commissioned in the
Red Navy since the early 1960s . ASW apparently is the mission
of at least five nuclear attack submarine classes (SSN) as well ."
In the mid-1960s Soviet admirals writing in Military Thought
outlined the advantages of an advanced ASW submarine capa-
ble of operating at depths of 600 to 1,000 meters ." Such a
submarine would need a hull of space-age alloys, probably
Titanium. The enigmatic Alpha class appears to be the only
available candidate for a sub of this type, if one has been built
as yet." Strategic ASW, however, is a tougher mission to fulfill
than air defense because SSBNs in the open ocean are harder
to locate and track than even aircraft (or cruise missiles) at low
altitude.
As the Soviets deliberated the objectives to be sought in

SALT in the late 1960s they were not very far along in acquir-
ing an ASW fleet, to say nothing of an effective capability .
Several conversions and the first of the two Moskva class heli-
copter cruisers had joined the fleet, as has a number of Victor
class SSNs at sea. However, Soviet strategic ASW capabilities
in the late 1960s were limited essentially to their coastal wa-
ters .
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Civil Defense
Civil defense was alive and well in the USSR in the late 1960s

even if it had virtually disappeared from the U .S. perception of
the Soviet strategic posture . Despite many uncertainties and
imperfections, Soviet civil-defense capabilities came closer to
requirements than almost any other Soviet strategic program
in the late 1960s . In 1969 the Soviets published a civil-defense
manual which claimed that the Soviet civil-defense program
could reduce Soviet casualties from a U .S. attack from 90 to 5-8
percent of the Soviet population ." Similar estimates were inde-
pendently made in the U.S. at about the same time, although
Soviet civil defense attracted little attention in the U .S. until
the mid-1970s . During the heyday of the U .S. declaratory policy
of "assured destruction" of Soviet population in the 1960s, So-
viet civil defense was systematically excluded from U .S. official
analyses. All such estimates are subject to large uncertainties
and require several favorable circumstances-adequate warn-
ing time, efficient execution of evacuation and shelter occu-
pancy, fairly soft soil for temporary fallout and shelter con-
struction and substantial stocks of necessary supplies where
they would be needed-but at least something approaching
requirements could have been achieved by the Soviet civil-
defense program under some plausible scenarios."

Skeptics of USSR civil-defense programs often allege that
adequate stocks of supplies do not exist to support evacuation .
The facts are : (a) stacks of "clothing, provisions, footwear and
other emergency requirements" do exist-in State reserves,
MOD depots, and civil defense organizations-for evacuation
and other civil defense purposes ;26 (b) no one in the U .S. knows
whether these stocks are adequate or inadequate, could or
could not be distributed efficiently . The tone of Olshevskiy's
and Galitskiy's article, particularly the former, suggested that
much had yet to be done, and the appointment of General
Altunin as head of Soviet civil defense in 1971 apparently was
made to reinvigorate the program. Soviet civil-defense capabili-
ties should not be overdrawn but neither may they be dismissed
as inconsequential . In 1968-69 civil defense probably was one
of the more reassuring Soviet damage limiting measures .

In sum, as of 1968-69, as the Soviets pondered their response
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to the U .S. initiative on SALT, they were making great efforts
but had a long way to go. One Soviet writer noted :

Strengthening of its defenses is now the foremost
political function of the socialist state . . . Never
before has the internal life of the country been
subordinated to a war so deeply and thoroughly as at
the present time."

Another noted that the 8th Five Year Plan, 1966-1970, was
providing larger numbers of more technologically advanced
weapons,

for maintaining a military superiority over imperial-
ism in the field of principal and decisive types of
weapons, and first of all nuclear-rocket weapons ."

These frank statements, of course, escaped the notice of the
U.S. intelligence community which in 1967-68 was still in a
state of euphoria about Soviets accepting strategic inferiority.
Great as the Soviet efforts were, however, they were far short
of what was needed . The following sections will develop this
theme in the context of the challenge posed by U .S. MIRV and
ABM programs .
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A Snapshot in Time :
When MAD Seemed Real

"Stay, 0 moment, you are so lovely." Thus did Faust express
the all too human yearning which has led so many to perdition .
It seems that the more emotional capital, the more personal
stake, one has committed to a static plan which depends for its
success on the existence of certain conditions, the easier it is to
convince one's self that these conditions will come to stay .
When, moreover, one sees that circumstances beyond one's con-
trol are producing something very like the hoped-for condi-
tions, one tends to forget the possibility that the happy state of
things might be transitory . Sometimes, like Faust, one may be
willing to forget a great deal to affirm that a fleeting moment
in time is the end of history .
In 1967, Americans who were committed to achieving the

condition of Mutual Assured Destruction looked at the world
with satisfaction. The United States' Minuteman and Titan
missiles were in hardened silos, and Polaris was safely aboard
submarines . Neither was vulnerable to any weapon the Soviets
had. The Soviet Union, for its part, was furiously building SS-9s
(which looked like Titans) and SS-11s (which looked like Min-
uteman) and putting them into hardened silos ; and it was build-
ing "Y" class ballistic missile submarines, which looked like
models of the American Ethan Allen Class SSBN . The Soviets
only had about half the missiles the U .S. had, but now few
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doubted they would catch up . The Soviets' forces were indeed
becoming more powerful, but they were also becoming "safer ."
The SS-9s and SS-11s, unlike the SS-6s, -7s, and -8s, were invul-
nerable to attack by American weapons . Minuteman and Pola-
ris-Poseidon had been engineered not to threaten them . If the
Soviets wanted to, they could ride out an American attack.
With invulnerable weapons, it was reasoned, the Soviets would
now have less incentive to strike first . No matter that in 1965
Secretary Robert McNamara, backed by the CIA, had declared
that the Soviet leaders had "decided they have lost the quan-
titative race, and they are not seeking to engage us in that
contest." Now that the Soviets were building in ways so appar-
ently parallel to America's, it was clear to McNamara, to
Henry Kissinger, to Cyrus Vance-indeed to the American Es-
tablishment-that the Soviet Union's purposes must be just
like America's. How could their purposes differ? Had not Dr .
Jerome B. Weisner of MIT, the President's Science Advisor,
declared in 1963 that the "scientific revolution" had "stabil-
ized," and that technology applicable to weapons stood on a
plateau? The Soviets were simply climbing onto that plateau .
Now American cities were vulnerable, just like Soviet cities
had been. But since both sides had secure, second-strike
capabilities, the certainty of Mutual Assured Destruction made
the world truly safer than ever . Soon, safety would grow into
confidence . Now that the Soviets were equals, of sorts, they
could afford, for the first time in their history, to stop being
paranoid. They could safely relax and think about what the
world truly offered them . The state of things envisaged in The
Absolute Weapon had been realized. Military history had come,
if not to an end, at least to an indefinite halt . Attempts to gain
military superiority would deny the Soviets true partnership
with the United States . How could they refuse such partner-
ship? After waking up to the cold dawn of mutual vulnerability,
both nations would experience a long, sunny day .

The proponents of MAD had but one apprehension . Although
neither nation could escape from MAD, either or both could try.
Neither could increase its security by trying, but both could
find themselves stuck with unneeded weapons, with economies
stunted by the cost and with relations poisoned by mutual
suspicion . The United States, in this view, was most likely to
cause trouble, because the United States had technology suffi-
cient to build an antiballistic missile system, the NIKE-X, capa-
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ble of handling dozens of incoming warheads at once . The Sovi-
ets' systems, the Griffon and the Galosh, could hope to handle
only a small fraction of that number at once . But either side's
offensive forces could generate many hundreds of warheads .
ABMs, it was reasoned, could not offer protection to either side,
but could be a first step in a vain competition which could only
spoil the promising mood which the achievement of the balance
of terror was creating. Therefore, if both nations could bring
themselves to ban ABMs, they could then settle down to follow-
ing the peaceful logic of MAD.
But the "lovely moment" never existed fully . Even in 1967,

neither the U .S. nor the USSR actually targeted the bulk of
their weapons on the other's civilian population. Had a nuclear
exchange occurred in 1967, American civilians would have sufr
ered only collateral damage, primarily from Soviet attacks on
airbases. Even when the Soviets had few warheads, they pre-
ferred to assign them to minor American military targets
rather than to major American industries . The Soviets' prac-
tice of targeting was consistent with declared Soviet policy, and
with the Soviets' vociferous disdain for MAD . The American
case is more interesting. In 1974, James R . Schlesinger, then
Secretary of Defense, reported to the Congress that the United
States had never really aimed its weapons at the Soviet popula-
tion per se. ' Indeed, it has been reported that, even at the
height of MAD, some four-fifths of American weapons were
assigned to "soft" military targets such as airbases, army
camps, naval ports, and military factories, while the remainder
was assigned to key industries and "centers of command and
communication," i.e ., "downtown." Doubtless, a surprise
American attack on these targets would have killed millions of
people. But it would have done so incidentally, and would have
put only a small dent in the Soviet population .

Why the discrepancy between declaratory and actual policy?
Probably because something so monstrously stupid as MAD is
difficult to superimpose on an essentially rational world . The
military men who actually did the targeting doubtlessly argued
with their civilian superiors that if only so many warheads
were available for, say, the Leningrad area, they ought to be
laid down on the suburban industrial complex instead of on the
rows of apartment buildings close to downtown . They argued
that, if the U .S. were ever to strike the Soviet Union, it ought
to do it some real harm, and not kill a lot of civilians while
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leaving intact military forces and the industries which support
them. American leaders talked Armageddon. They publicly
scorned Herman Kahn's commonsensical observation that
there is a big difference between suffering damage from which
a nation can recover in five years and damage which will take
fifty years to repair . But the military men nonetheless targeted
the Soviet Union in the most rational manner possible, given
the irrational weapons they had available, and the irrational
precepts of MAD.

But the primordial fact about the military situation at the
time when MAD seemed closest to being a reality is that it was
changing rapidly in ways that bode ill for MAD . Of course, the
great prospects for technological change were visible to all
interested Americans. But few Americans in official positions
were willing to admit that the very technological trends which
had created the mutual invulnerability of strategic forces
would cancel it out in the foreseeable future. At odds were
those who believed that America's military posture could and
should remain essentially static, exclusively offensive and
aimed at parity; and those who believed that in both technology
and military strategy a nation either strives for supremacy or
condemns itself to defeat. Thus 1967 saw the beginning of a
great debate in the United States .

It cannot be stressed enough that this debate took place
among Americans, and that the Soviets were not at all involved
in it because they never wavered from the belief that balances
of power are way stations to the superiority and victory of
some, and to the inferiority and ultimate defeat of others. Ironi-
cally, the central dispute in the American debate which began
circa 1967 was over the Soviet Union's capabilities and inten-
tions regarding armaments for the coming decade or so. A
dozen years later, what the Soviets actually did is no longer at
issue. Yet it is instructive to review the opposing American
arguments because, a dozen years after 1967, thoroughly simi-
lar ones are being advanced. Let us examine two of the most
salient .

The first of these arguments was over what importance one
should assign to the throw-weight available to a nation-that
is, the amount of weight its missiles can lift-and what impor-
tance to the number of warheads a nation possesses . The argu-
ment began when Americans realized that each Soviet SS-9
could lift ten times the weight that a Minuteman I could, and
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that the Soviets appeared to be deploying 300 SS-9s . Three
hundred such missiles could carry nearly three times the pay-
load of 1,000 Minutemen . There was reason to worry, said the
American Security Council and Fortune magazine.' There was
not, according to the New York Times and Robert McNamara's
Department of Defense. They explained that Minutemen were
more accurate, and that in order to destroy a city or an indus-
trial complex one did not need the twenty megatons that an
SS-9 could carry. But, they pointed out, neither Minuteman nor
the SS-9 could destroy a silo . Given their lesser accuracy, 300
powerful SS-9s were no better than 300 Minutemen . The SS-11s
were somewhat inferior. So, on balance, once the Soviets had
deployed all their missiles, they would be equal to the U.S. The
worries were not so easily dispelled, however . Large missiles
may be crude ones, but they don't have to remain that way,
given the will to refine them . The ability to lift large payloads
can offer a variety of opportunities . Technological improve-
ments yield disproportionately good results on missiles with
large throw-weights .

Almost immediately, the Soviets placed three nonindepend-
ent Multiple Reentry Vehicle (MRV) warheads on the SS-9,
each with a yield of up to five megatons . By landing in a pat-
tern, the three would destroy a larger area than would a single
twenty-megaton bomb . The increased coverage made up for the
missile's inaccuracy, so that the SS-9 might well have posed a
threat to the 100 Minuteman launch-control centers. About
that time, however, the U .S. changed the wiring on its silos to
allow each one to fire independently, thus negating the threat
to the launch-control centers . But some Americans had been
sobered. The Soviets had shown that they were obviously striv-
ing for a capability to destroy the U .S. ICBM force in a first
strike. These Americans now questioned the administration's
claims that the Soviets would need 1,000 of the huge SS-9 mis-
siles to launch such an attack. They reasoned that 300 such
missiles with multiple independently guided warheads
(MIRVs) could present such a counterforce threat . The Soviets
would but need to place ten warheads on each missile, each
yielding a megaton or so, and make each accurate to one-tenth
of a nautical mile. Impossible, wild talk, said the Establish-
ment. Who could imagine the crude Russians doing such a
sophisticated thing? Besides, were the Soviets to attempt it,
they could not count on the U .S. not reacting and wiping out
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the gain by superior technology. In 1978 the Soviets carried out
the last in a five-year-long series of tests of the SS-9's follow-on,
the SS-18, which have met those exact specifications . All of this
occurred without countervailing moves by the U .S.

The Soviets' exploitation of their large missiles' throw-
weight was not a triumph of extraordinary proportions, but
rather another example of Soviet scientists and technicians
turning ideas into hardware, and another demonstration of the
homely truth that, given the will, much is possible that the
unwilling cannot even conceive .

The second argument concerned the possibilities of defense
against ballistic missiles. As of 1967, the only active defenses
on the technological horizons of both the U .S. and USSR were
highly imperfect. But the superiority of the American Spartan
missile over the Soviet Galosh was not so salient as the atti-
tudes of official Washington and Moscow on the subject . The
defense intellectuals in the Pentagon were embarrassed by the
lead they had, sought to negotiate it away, and pursued re-
search amidst bureaucratic controversy . The few who
thoroughly believed in MAD turned the majority of policymak-
ers-who did not-against the ABM on the ground of technical
imperfection and uncertain performance in demanding envi-
ronments. Since the treaty limiting ABM, the U.S. has con-
ducted some research-in a stinting, half-hearted manner-
and has thoroughly abandoned the old Spartan missile .
The Soviet leaders, on the other hand, did not take their

inferiority in technology as a reason to forego trying to improve
it. They hungered for more effective technology and the time
in which to develop it. The story is often told that Khrushchev
used to keep on his desk a piece of steel which had been scarred
by a laser to impress upon his visitors the promise of Soviet
science. But, as we shall see, while the Soviets have been work-
ing hard on an antimissile system based on beams of directed
energy, at the same time they have been refining the older
antimissile missile technology as well . On dozens of occasions
during the mid-1970s, they violated Article II of the SALT I
treaty and tested the radar associated with the Galosh "in an
ABM mode" to track objects reentering the atmosphere from
space. This attitude may be compared to that of a businessman
who, on his way to closing a multimillion dollar contract, parks
his car illegally in order to make a few dollars by avoiding the
garage fee. The Soviets, like that businessman, may be de-
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scribed either as foolish or as single-minded in the pursuit of
their ends. In sum, since 1967, the Soviet Union has exploited
every means, no matter how limited, that could provide any
degree of protection against American missiles . No Westerner
can be sure what they have achieved . But it is clear that what
they have is better than nothing, and that they are prepared
to accept the opportunities that the defensive technology of the
1980s will likely give them .

In 1967 Robert McNamara told a British television audience
about MAD that " . . . technically it's a relationship that's very
difficult for either of us to move out of unless the other simply
fails to act in a rational fashion ." But in the years following
1967, the American leaders' conception of rationality was re-
stricted by the desire to hold on to the fleeting prospects for
MAD. The American scientists whose job it was to tell policy-
makers what could and could not be done were allowed to
consider only systems that responded to "clearly defined"
threats. In practice this meant they could only think about
defending against what the Soviets already had, and not about
anticipating what would be needed to fight and win a war in the
future. Thus, in 1967, Dr . Harold Agnew, head of the Weapons
Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory complained
that national policy was "stifling innovation ." In December of
1979, as he resigned that post, he confirmed that innovation
had been stifled .

The lesson of 1967 is that MAD, the balance of terror, became
possible for a few years because technology permitted ballistic
missiles to fly intercontinentally, but not yet accurately enough
to destroy each other, and because technology temporarily
placed defensive forces at a disadvantage. But while the United
States based its policies-indeed bet its existence as an inde-
pendent nation-on the proposition that these conditions
would not change, the Soviet Union based its drive for suprem-
acy on a determined effort to change them .

The great pity of the late 1970s is that the legacy of the few
years in the late 1960s, when MAD seemed real, persists. The
national debate over SALT II is at the core a debate between
those who have recognized the collapse of the MAD concept and
those who insist that MAD is still alive and well-even in the
hearts of the Soviet leaders who denied its existence from the
beginning.
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5.

The Real World

This chapter deals with the effects and the uses of nuclear
weapons. To some, the task of distinguishing between the
effects of a thousand nuclear bombs of one kind, and a thousand
of another kind will appear as arrant nonsense . As we have
seen, we have been taught to associate even the slightest acci-
dent at a nuclear power plant with Armageddon. Clearly, any-
one who will not distinguish between the effects of a hundred
bombs exploding on remote military bases and ten thousand
blasting centers of population will find this chapter incompre-
hensible, and may even accuse the author of taking catastrophe
lightly or of allowing for nuclear war in "his" world . The an-
swer is simply that neither this world nor the weapons in it are
of the author's making, that only by an ostrich-like act of will
can one ignore what these weapons can and cannot do, and that
one would have to ignore both morality and common sense in
order to treat catastrophes of different sizes as if they were all
alike .

Those who continue to hold tenaciously (if not fanatically) to
the precepts of MAD are unwilling to deal with the world as it
really exists. They perceive a world in which their own terror
of nuclear conflict is equally active in the minds of the Soviet
leadership . Unwilling to face the realities of the nuclear age,
they cling to science-fiction descriptions of the effects of nuclear
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war and attempt to terrorize everyone else into accepting their
pacifist point of view . Theirs is the vision of a postnuclear-war
world of mutants and perpetual radioactivity, a burnt out cin-
der of a planet wheeling lifeless through space . The very words
"nuclear" and "radiation" trigger in them apocalyptic reac-
tions.

Regrettably, the gospel of nuclear terror has not been ineffec-
tive. The sophomoric allusion to nuclear explosive power being
able to "kill everyone in the world five times over" is standard
fare in most public discussions of nuclear weapons . (There are,
of course, enough revolver bullets-even rocks lying about-to
kill everyone five times over .)

The effect on public opinion of these apocalyptic visions is
reinforced by political literature disguised as scientific trea-
tises; by widespread ignorance of the facts concerning nuclear
weapons; and by the myriad science-fiction tales, written and
dramatized, which draw on the theme of a total, global calam-
ity brought on by nuclear war.

Those who wish to argue the case for common-sense nuclear
strategies have first to cause the discourse to focus on the real
world. This puts the proponent of rationality at an extreme
polemical disadvantage . For in the process of dispelling the
fantasies of the apocalyptic view, one runs the risk of appearing
sanguine about the truly awesome features of nuclear conflict .

Nuclear war cannot destroy the world, but may conquer it
less damaged than Europe and Japan were damaged by World
War II. That is so because nuclear weapons and the systems by
which they are delivered, far from being all-powerful and all
alike, have their own peculiar capabilities and vulnerabilities .
Though it is true that the world's nuclear arsenals have a
combined yield of several tons of TNT for every man, woman
and child in the world, it is physically impossible to distribute
these weapons' effects in a way that would achieve anything
close to the end of mankind or even of any large nation . More-
over, no one has the slightest military or political incentive to
even try. If there were such incentives, nuclear weapons would
not really be needed to pursue them . In the ancient world cities
were extinguished forever by sword and fire . Carthage was
finished off by plows, followed by soldiers who spread salt . The
bombing of Dresden caused 135,000 fatalities . Neither act
made sense militarily. Nuclear weapons can also be used in a
senseless manner, but one should realize that these weapons'
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characteristics lend themselves to certain rational uses . Above
all, these weapons' effects depend upon the targets at which
they are directed, and on the strategy which they serve . Let us
therefore put aside loose terms such as "total destruction,"
"nuclear holocaust," "cease to exist as a modern nation," "dev-
astating retaliatory strike," and consider just what nuclear
weapons can do.

The destructive power of nuclear weapons is measured by the
weight of TNT which would have to be exploded in one place
to create equivalent effects . The smallest nuclear weapon pub-
licly known to exist is the warhead for the Navy's Harpoon
antiship missile . It yields only one-tenth kiloton (0.1KT); that
is, an explosion such as would be produced by 100 tons of TNT .
Blasts of 500 tons of chemical high explosive-five times this
warhead's yield-have taken place without public notice . The
biggest nuclear weapon is a device set off in the upper atmo-
sphere by the Soviet Union in 1963, which yielded fifty eight
megatons (58 MT). That is, it was the equivalent offifty eight
million tons of TNT. The fireball from that blast may have
been eight miles in diameter . The United States has never
tested such a big device, and doubts its military usefulness . The
largest warheads common in the American arsenal are be-
tween 1 and 2 MT on the Minuteman II ICBM. The largest
Soviet warheads are about 25 MT. The most common warhead
in the American arsenal is 40 KT, on the Poseidon submarine-
launched missile . The most common Soviet warhead beginning
in 1980 will be between 1 and 2 MT on the SS-18 ICBM . The
relative destructiveness of these weapons is not measured di-
rectly by their TNT-equivalent . That is, a 1-MT warhead does
not destroy an area a thousand times as large as is destroyed
by a weapon yielding only 1 KT . Rather, the area of destruction
increases by the cube root of the yield . Thus, a 1-MT weapon
destroys only ten times the area as a 1-KT weapon . Thus many
small weapons spread their effects over a larger area than a
single very large weapon . Yet big warheads have their own
peculiar uses . Since each concentrates enormous amounts of
energy in a relatively small area, it is most likely to destroy
even a target which is very well protected-providing it is close
enough. Nuclear weapons release half their energy as blast (50
percent), less in the form of heat (30 percent) and even less as
nuclear radiation (20 percent) .

Radiation is the most widely feared and talked-about effect
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of nuclear weapons . But that fear is unjustified both because
the other effects are more fearsome, and because these weapons
are least likely to be used in a way that would expose huge
numbers of people to lethal doses of radiation . If the explosion
takes place outside the atmosphere, where radiation can travel
without being hindered by air, X rays and gamma rays can be
exceptionally destructive . But, within the atmosphere, a per-
son who has escaped the blast and heat of a nuclear explosion
is unlikely to die of radiation . The dose of radiation that is
allowed to X-ray technicians in dentists' offices and to workers
in nuclear power plants is 50 roentgens in any ten year period .
Before 1960 that dose was 150 roentgens in any ten year period .
If a healthy person is exposed to 100 or more roentgens over a
twenty-four hour period, he is likely to feel discomfort, as if he
had an internal infection . If he receives between 300 and 500
roentgens in twenty-four hours, he will probably be so sick as
to require at least a month's care . If he receives between 500
and 1,000, he may die within two weeks. Three-fourths of any
nuclear bomb's radiation is given off within the first fifteen
seconds or so. It is attenuated immediately by the surrounding
air and by obstructions, both natural and man-made . Air alone
reduces the X and gamma rays from a 10-KT explosion to below
the sure-sickness dose of 100 roentgens just .7 miles away from
"ground zero." A 1-megaton bomb, however, pushes a lethal
dose of 1,000 roentgens out to 1 .8 miles from the center of the
blast. But just four-tenths of a mile farther out, the dose is down
to 100 roentgens. At such distances from "ground zero," blast
and heat pose a danger to human life far greater than does
radiation. Moreover, radiation is cut in half by a half inch of
lead, or by four inches of concrete, or by six inches of earth . If
one is far enough away from an explosion, or is otherwise shel-
tered against its blast, he will not die from radiation .

With the sole exception of the enhanced radiation weapon-
the so-called "neutron bomb"-nuclear weapons were never
meant to kill by radiation and even the "neutron bomb,"
though deadly to troops attacking in the open or in tanks, is
harmless to troops and civilians dug in defensive positions or
shelters or even in buildings . With the above-mentioned excep-
tions, radiation is not very useful as a military tool for three
reasons . First, as we have mentioned, it is the least lethal of the
three effects, especially against military personnel, who are
likely to have some protection against it . Second, radiation has
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little effect on military equipment-which must be the primary
target in modern war. Long ago both the U.S. and the Soviet
Union apparently rejected plans for building the "cobalt
bomb," which releases much of its energy as highly radioactive
fallout, because there is no military utility to poisoning enemy
cities . (For that matter, neither is it useful to blast them or
burn them .) Third, radiation is especially irrelevant to the tar-
gets which are most likely to be struck by nuclear weapons : the
"hard sites" which contain intercontinental ballistic missiles .
These, incidentally, are far from centers of population, so
strikes against them cannot expose large numbers of people to
direct radiation. Residual radiation, or "fallout," can be very
dangerous indeed. But its toxicity is spread thin over wide
spaces, and diminished by time, so that one week after an
explosion, well over 90 percent is gone . After a massive nuclear
exchange the long-term effects of fallout on health and on ge-
netic mutations would certainly be statistically noticeable . Life
expectancies in the U .S. and the Soviet Union might be reduced
by 5 percent or so, and perhaps one-fourth more birth defects
would occur after an attack than occurred before .' These effects
would be serious . But since they would be both deferred and
diffused, their military relevance is doubtful, as is their capabil-
ity to incapacitate, let alone destroy a nation's population-
especially if reasonable defensive action is taken .

Heat is of greater military use . A nuclear explosion's fireball
may be as hot as 10,000 degrees centigrade. A 20-KT weapon
will send out thermal radiation for three seconds, while a
10-MT weapon will radiate heat for over twenty seconds. This
pulse is measured in calories per square centimeters . Four to
ten calories per square centimeter will damage exposed human
skin like a severe sunburn. More than 10 calories per square
centimeter (cal/cm2) can cause fatal burns . A 100-KT airburst
will produce 6 cal/cm 2 3.7 miles away, while a 1-MT airburst
will produce the same heat ten miles away. Soldiers in battle
gear can get somewhat closer in relative safety, while those in
armored vehicles can get as close to the fireball as their vehi-
cle's design will permit . Thermal radiation, however, can ignite
fuel, supplies, etc . In general, heat is not very effective against
spread-out armored forces . It is not effective at all against hard
targets such as missile silos . It truly disastrous only against
cities, because it is sure to start a multitude of fires, which could
well become a firestorm .
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Nuclear weapons are militarily useful primarily because of
their explosive effects . In the atmosphere, blast is measured by
the greatest number of pounds per square inch of air pressure
caused by the shock wave resulting from an explosion .' One
pound per square inch (PSI) of overpressure is enough to do
some damage to frame houses . Five PSI is enough to demolish
some brick houses . Other objects are not so fragile . The human
body, for example, can bear up under about 10 PSI . But wooden
boxcars are smashed at 7 .5 PSI. At Hiroshima, people in build-
ings survived where the overpressure in the open was 15 to 20
PSI. Concrete runways can resist about 400 PSI . Tanks are
similarly tough . The silos which contain ICBM's are toughest
of all, and some are able to stand 2,500 PSI . Of course, every-
thing except buildings-people, stores of food, industrial ma-
chinery, etc.-can be hardened to resist any overpressure one
wishes to defend against. More on this below .

A 20-KT airburst will cause 30 PSI overpressure in a circle
with a radius of less than two-tenths of a mile. Less than eight-
tenths of a mile from the center of the blast, the overpressure
will be below 10 PSI--enough to do severe damage to buildings,
but not enough to destroy, say, a locomotive, or indeed any-
thing which is protected at all seriously . A 1-MT blast will
damage steel-frame office buildings up to two and one-half
miles away, and will impose over 50 PSI within a half mile-
enough to destroy all structures above ground in that area .

What, then, is the rational way to use such weapons? For the
moment, let us put aside the question of what sort of nuclear
threat may achieve which purpose, and consider only how, if
threats failed, rational governments would actually employ the
weapons. Incidentally, the worth of any threat cannot but be
based on what he who threatens is actually capable of doing in
his own interest. What is the least rational way to use nuclear
weapons should be immediately clear. If a 1-MT weapon can
destroy all buildings in an area about eight square miles, and
since New York City occupies 365 square miles, one would have
to use about 45 1-MT weapons to level the five boroughs . The
Los Angeles area spreads over about 3,000 square miles, de-
pending on how one defines it . Up to four hundred 1-megaton
bombs would be required to level it completely . The natural
dispersion of the Soviet population--only 33 percent live in the
200 largest cities-would require more weapons than we could
make. Just to begin such calculations is enough to show that
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it is impossible to thoroughly raze every city in the U .S. or in
the USSR-assuming anyone would want to . As we have seen,
Robert McNamara, the best spokesman for the notion that
nuclear weapons ought to be targeted on cities, settled on one-
fifth of the Soviet population and one-half of what the U .S .
judged key Soviet industries as the maximum destruction
which the U.S. could inflict on the USSR at a rational cost to
itself. That cost was defined as some two thousand warheads .
But when American defense planners asked themselves what
rational purpose would be accomplished by striking Mr .
McNamara's target list, they could find no good answers . The
question had to be reshaped as follows : Assuming we want to
hit cities, what is it in cities that we wish to destroy most? The
best answer found was that it would be in America's interest
to deprive the USSR of certain industries, so as to keep the
USSR from recovering from a war more quickly than could the
United States. Thus, during the Ford Administration, the De-
partment of Defense changed its targeting doctrine so that
Soviet industry would now be struck, instead of targets less
related to military capacity .'

But, one may reasonably ask, what does it really take to
destroy an industrial operation? Or, more specifically, what is
it about any industrial operation that we would wish to destroy
most? Clearly, it is not enough to knock down the buildings,
because they are the most easily replaceable parts of the whole .
Indeed, in World War II the Soviets assembled aircraft out in
the open. Basic shelters are easy to build . The most difficult
assets to replace are trained workers and machinery . Interest-
ingly enough, the Soviet Union has long made preparations to
protect these assets in case of war . The things we would most
wish to destroy happen to be the ones which would be hardest
to destroy. The Soviet civil-defense manual has been tran-
slated, and is available from the U .S. Government Printing
Office .' Its precepts are simple and easy to follow . Each factory
is to have a blast shelter for the skilled workforce . When the
warning is given, workers turn off machinery, drain fuel and
corrosives away into holding tanks, then "harden" the machin-
ery by piling bags of earth or metal chips over and around
them. The shelters' hardness has been variously estimated at
about 100 PSI. This will not protect the occupants from a direct
hit, but would reduce the lethal radius of the most numerous
large warhead in the American inventory (175 KT, carried on
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the Minuteman III ICBM) to about one-third of a mile . The
most numerous American warhead, indeed the one most likely
to be assigned to the job of destroying Soviet industry, the
40-KT warhead on Poseidon, would pose little danger to such
protected key workers unless it were to explode within about
500 feet . Interestingly, it has been reported that these war-
heads are fused to explode between 1,000 and 200 feet above
their targets . That would mean that, at ground zero they would
cause no more than thirty PSI! That would be of little military
significance . It is publicly known that the Soviet Union has
built extremely hard shelters for about 110,000 top leaders and
hard shelters for about 19 million "key workers," about 15
percent of the urban population . Construction of shelters is
continuing. There may well be other shelters . Moreover, Soviet
subways have the capability to shelter millions . In sum, the
Soviet urban population is most important to making the So-
viet Union a world power and would be very hard to kill with
American weapons .
The machinery would be even harder to kill . The Boeing

company tested the Soviet civil-defense manual's directions
with regard to machinery, covering several kinds with the pre-
scribed thickness of earth bags, and setting off 500 tons of TNT
near enough to cause the overpressures which would result
from nuclear explosions . In so doing, Boeing followed the stan-
dard procedures used for testing the hardness of American
ICBM silos.' Previous nuclear testing had shown that un-
protected machinery would be destroyed by as little as 10 PSI .
Yet Boeing showed that even at the peak overpressure
achieved by its explosion (1,300 PSI), industrial machinery set
on Styrofoam® and packed with dirt remained operable. Fi-
nally, two industrial buildings were subjected to 200-300 PSI .
One was protected by Russian methods, the other was not. The
unprotected shop was destroyed beyond repair "while the pro-
tected shop was returned to nearly full productive capacity
within the equivalent of four days ."' This means that in order
to destroy what really matters in a nation's industry, an ex-
traordinarily high number of high-yield weapons would have to
be used. The conclusions of the Boeing study are that "It would
take eight 1-MT yield weapons on target to achieve 70 percent
damage on the industry of a city the size of Leningrad, even
with no industrial civil-defense protection. If the machinery
were hardened to an average of 40 PSI, it would take 24 1-MT
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weapons to achieve 70 percent damage . . . Minuteman III and
the cruise missile have warheads in the 200-KT range . It would
take 56 of these to achieve 70 percent damage . If one uses the
most numerous warhead in the U .S. arsenal, the Poseidon
SLBM warhead (40 KT), 111 weapons on target would produce
only 40 percent damage." 8 But it must be remembered that the
Poseidon warhead is quite inaccurate and therefore, although
fit for "city busting" could not easily be targeted on protected
industrial machinery . To get the effect of 111 Poseidon war-
heads on target, one would have to use more .

As the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has noted, whereas
in 1968 Robert McNamara had judged that 400 one-megaton
equivalents would be sufficient for an American retaliatory
strike on the Soviet Union, the "new targeting doctrine" re-
quires at least 8,500 warheads arriving on targets, not just in
inventory! The CBO goes on to note that the change is ex-
plained not by what has happened in the Soviet Union, but by
different American conclusions about what nuclear weapons
can really do.' As studies such as Boeing's have shown, the
closer one looks at what is required to "bomb 'em back into the
stone age," the more remote the goal appears-and the more
criminally foolish. That is because as one thinks in detail about
how nuclear weapons may be used to reduce an enemy's rela-
tive power-for that is ostensibly the purpose of striking his
industry-one easily comes up with targeting plans which in-
clude few industries and no citizens per se .

In military terms, the most threatening parts of an enemy
nation are its ICBMs in place, its ballistic missile submarines,
and long-range bombers . Next to these, even the factories
which manufacture them are not nearly so threatening . Soviet
industry has never turned out more than 2 ICBMs every three
days. Production of long-range bombers has been under 4 per
month, while the USSR's production of ballistic missile subma-
rines has been 8 to 10 per year. In contrast, the U .S. has some
2,000 of these strategic systems already deployed, and the
USSR some 2,500. Any military man who wished to reduce his
adversary's power would be foolish not to strike these deployed
systems before striking at the factories . In World War II, it
became fashionable to believe it was easier to destroy the facto-
ries which produced tanks, airplanes and field guns rather than
the systems themselves . Given the high rate at which these
systems could be produced, and their mobility once they were
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produced, there was some reason to believe this . But modern
systems for delivering nuclear weapons are different . They are
so complex as to be difficult to turn out in large quantities . Once
deployed, they are relatively immobile. Even nuclear subma-
rines spend about half their time in port . Moreover, these sys-
tems are more destructive than their counterparts of World
War II. Thus, reason demands that they and nothing else be
each others' targets of highest priority . If one wishes to reduce
the enemy's capability to strike one's own country, there is no
alternative to destroying his weapons. Indeed, the moment one
ceases to think of nuclear weapons as a means ofpunishing the
enemy and begins to think of them in terms of lowering his
ability to do harm, one must begin to think less of killing the
enemy's people and more about safeguarding one's own . The
logic of reality then leads inescapably to targeting the enemy's
weapons .

Operational weapons are by far the most urgent targets be-
cause, once they are destroyed, the factories which build them
may be attacked at leisure or blackmailed into inactivity . True,
some deployed strategic weapons are "hardened" to a high
degree. But, as we have seen, those parts of industry that mat-
ter most are almost as well protected. 1° Moreover, there are
many more industrial targets than there are deployed strategic
weapons. In the U .S. there are 1,054 ICBMs, and about fifty
bases for B-52s. Around the world there are about twenty-five
places where American missile-firing submarines may be
found, and about fifty key command-and-control points . That
adds up to less than 1,200 targets . If American bombers were
to disperse, about another 150 targets would be added. By con-
trast, American industry is far more fragmented . The known
Soviet strategic inventory is larger and more widespread-
about 1,420 ICBM launchers, 400 possible bomber bases, plus
about the same number of submarine bases and four times the
number of command-and-control centers as the United States .
Soviet industry is about as widespread as American industry,
and better protected .

What, then, is required successfully to attack hardened stra-
tegic weapons? In simple terms, one must be able to generate
tremendous overpressures-in the case of Soviet ICBM silos,
these pressures must exceed 3,000 PSI. That can be done only
by putting a nuclear weapon very close to the silo. How close
it must get in order to knock it out depends on how powerful
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the weapon is . So what is needed is a peculiar combination of
power and accuracy . Improvements in accuracy have a propor-
tionally greater effect than increases in yield, but large yields
make up for small errors and are fit for a variety of uses .

The accuracy of a weapon is measured in terms of the radius
of a circle (centered on the target) within which half of the
warheads from such weapons are likely to fall. This measure
is called Circular Error Probable (CEP) . To say that the Ameri-
can Poseidon missile has a CEP of one-half mile is to say that
half of the Poseidon warheads are likely to fall within a half
mile of their target . In order to generate the perhaps 3,000 PSI
needed to dig up a super-hardened missile silo, a 1 .5-MT
weapon-such as found on the Soviet SS-18-would have to
explode on the ground no farther than about 1,400 feet away ."l
In order to make sure that nearly all warheads fell within that
circle, a weapons system would have to have a CEP of about 600
feet-.1 nautical mile (NM). Latest published reports credit the
new SS-18 with a CEP of .1 nautical mile." This means that
just about every SS-18 warhead which is successfully launched
will kill a silo . Now, the Minuteman III ICBM also has a CEP
of . 1. However, its warheads generate only 170 KT-about one-
tenth of the SS-18 warhead's yield . If half of the Minuteman's
warheads fall within 600 feet of superhardened silos, perhaps
fewer than half of those which do would fall close enough to the
silo to kill it . This means that only about a fourth of Minute-
man III's successfully launched warheads would kill a silo .
Even when the Minuteman is fitted with the new Mark 12-A
warhead, which will yield 350 KT, it will still have no better
than a fifty-fifty chance of killing a silo . The American Poseidon
warhead, at 40 KT, would have to land directly onto the silo in
order to be effective . But its CEP is such that only an insignifi-
cant percentage would do that . Missiles launched from subma-
rines are inherently less accurate than land-based missiles,
because the submarine as it launches its missile, cannot be as
certain of its precise location on the earth's surface as can an
ICBM launcher, fixed in the ground . A decade ago the United
States developed techniques to provide submarine-launched
ballistic missiles in flight with stellar navigational data to in-
crease their accuracy but we declined to install it in order not
to even appear to threaten Soviet silos . The Soviets are trying
to do the same . In the future, therefore, one may expect Soviet
SLBM's to be capable of killing silos . As we have seen, however,
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the United States has heretofore chosen not to deploy this
capability .
Submarines themselves are made to sustain tremendous

pressures. At or near the surface, they should be as hard to kill
as silos, unless explosions cause them to collide with other
objects. Bombers at their bases are very soft targets . Their
survival depends on getting airborne and away from their
bases before an attack strikes .

Another outstanding feature of the real world is that not
every missile and bomber in a nation's inventory can be ex-
pected to deliver its weapon on target according to factory
specifications . Even if the environment is permissive, any of
thousands of parts may malfunction . Modern Soviet missile
systems are guessed to have something over 80 percent chance
of functioning according to specifications . The reliability of
American missiles is expected to be somewhat better. There-
fore, when striking targets as important as enemy silos, pru-
dent planners assign two warheads to each target, even if each
could be expected to do its job alone .

But of course, wartime conditions are anything but permis-
sive. Therefore, in order to consider the effectiveness of a
weapon, especially against hard targets, one must consider
what can be done to a weapon before it reaches its target .

Discussions of this topic are inevitably replete with assump-
tions. It cannot be otherwise here. But let us try to make those
assumptions clear . The most significant assumption regards
the initial attack's timing, for an attack "out of the blue" will
destroy many more weapons on the ground than one which
comes during full alert . Neither possibility should be dismissed .
Though it is often assumed that a nuclear strike would come
at the height of a "crisis, it seems useful not to neglect the
figures which would result from a "bolt out of the blue ." This
is because although a country might very well make the deci-
sion to strike another at the heighth of a crisis, and having
considered how great a leverage it would gain by abstaining
from the attack until its opponent had relaxed its guard, such
a nation would be well-advised to await the first opportunity for
a strike "out of the blue ."
Bombers are most vulnerable . Of the 330-odd American

B-52s, none are on airborne alert. Some 25 to 40 percent are on
strip alert. Since bombers cannot stand more than about two
to four PSI, a surprise attack would doubtless destroy all the
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60-75 percent which would not be on alert . The ones on alert
would be far from certain to get very far . It has been reported
that a B-52 on alert can be off the runway five minutes after it
has been ordered to "go." Three minutes or so later it would be
out of harm's reach . But there is doubt that American bombers
-and their KC-135 tankers, without which they are of little
use-would have eight full minutes to escape . That is because
the Soviet Union is unlikely to shoot at American bomber bases
with ICBMs whose flight-time is thirty minutes and whose
launch can be detected immediately by American infra-red
sensors in space. ICBMs would give American decision-makers
about ten minutes to launch bombers . But submarine launched
ballistic missiles, fired from close to the American coast, and
flying low trajectories, could reach their targets less than
fifteen minutes after launch, and some ten minutes after detec-
tion by coastal radar . This would give American decision-mak-
ers two minutes or less to perceive, evaluate, and react to the
threat . . . Under the best conditions, less than 100 American
bombers would get airborne .
Until about 1982, any American bomber that got off the

ground would have to either overfly his Soviet target in order
to drop gravity bombs, or approach within 100 miles of it to fire
a SRAM missile at it . Awaiting this maximum of, say, 100 or
so American bombers would be 6,500 Soviet air-defense radars
facing in every direction, 12,000 antiaircraft missile launchers,
and nearly 3,000 interceptors . Neither gravity bombs nor
SRAMs are good against hard targets .

By 1985 there should be some 2,400 cruise missiles (ALCMs)
on some 120 American bombers. These would carry 200-KT
warheads, and be so accurate as to be quite good against hard
targets. Indeed the principal studies done by the executive
branch of the U.S. government to compare the American and
Soviet capabilities to kill hard targets assume that all these
2,400 American warheads would survive an initial Soviet
strike and go on to reach their targets." Both assumptions are
unwarranted. Any Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM)-car-
rier that got off the ground would probably face a Soviet barrier
defense before he could launch his missiles . This would consist
of ships carrying a version of the SA-10, and of long-range
Soviet fighters, ferried out over the polar region by Soviet air-
borne tankers or simply committed on one-way missions to
intercept B-52s prior to launch of their missiles . If, neverthe-
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less, the ALCMs were launched, they would be by no means
sure of reaching their targets . American defense officials point
out with some satisfaction that though the Soviet SA-10 is
capable of shooting down cruise missiles, Soviet radars and
computers will not be up to the task of identifying and tracking
them before about 1985 ." But then again, the American
ALCMs may not be deployed until then . At any rate, as ALCMs
approach their targets and become visible, they will encounter
point-defenses. How many ALCMs would reach their targets is
anyone's guess . But it is silly to equate an ALCM's reliability
as a counterforce weapon with an ICBM's . Therefore a clear
distinction must be made between weapons able to kill hard
targets quickly and reliably and forces that could do so only
after long hours and high percentages of attrition .
Perhaps American planners confuse prompt counterforce

with slow counterforce because American defenses against
bombers and cruise missiles hardly exist . The Distant Early
Warning line of radars in northern Canada, built in the 1950s to
provide warning of high-flying bombers, is easily penetrable by
modern, low flying ones . Moreover, the DEW line looks in one
direction only. Once through it, Soviet bombers would be de-
tected only by chance . There are no Surface-to-Air Missiles
(SAM) protecting American cities, and only a single military
installation at Anchorage, Alaska is protected . The Defense
Department closed down the next to last American SAM site, in
Florida, in 1979. The U .S. has six regular squadrons of F-106
interceptors, the last of which was manufactured in 1961 . The
tactical air command's F-14s and F-15s could be called upon, and
reserves could be called up . But slow counterforce would suc-
ceed against the U .S. as indeed would any attack by the Soviets
against soft American military targets after an initial strike .

Another reason for the confusion between prompt and slow
counterforce is that some American planners have thought
that they could partially compensate for the vulnerability of
American land-based missiles by announcing the intention to
launch them when they were attacked but before they were
destroyed. But the Launch-Under-Attack (LUA) doctrine neg-
lects an essential fact and two important variables . The fact
would be that the Soviet Union would have struck first and
prepared itself to minimize its own vulnerability . If American
leaders were to launch their threatened missiles with a few
minutes' notice, they could not pick their targets and would
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find slim pickings of their preprogrammed ones . Soviet subma-
rines would be at sea, all bombers would be dispersed and on
alert, and many ICBMs-the U.S. would not have time to tell
its ICBMs which ones-would be in flight . The first variable is
the size of the warheads "launched-under-attack ." Because of
their size, Minuteman warheads could expect to damage less
than one-fourth of the hard targets they shot at . That total
would be diminished because some of the targets would be gone .
In short, LUA would not do much good against military targets .
The second variable is time. While it is impossible to make
rational choices of targets during the flight time of an attacking
ICBM, it is quite possible to make rational choice during the
hours which cruise missiles require to reach their targets . In
sum, launch-under-attack, which makes little sense for Ameri-
can forces attacked by Soviet ICBMs, makes eminent sense for
Soviet ICBMs attacked by American cruise missiles .

Defense against ballistic missiles fired from submarines is
more difficult, but not impossible . It is somewhat easier to spec-
ulate on the locations of American submarines and of Soviet
Yankee-class subs than of the Soviet Delta-class subs . That is
because the former carry missiles of such short range that they
are obliged to frequent certain operating areas next to enemy
coasts. Nevertheless, conventional techniques of antisubma-
rine warfare could not be expected to threaten a large percent-
age even of these ships. Given present technology, however, the
submarine's Achilles' heel is its need to come close to the sur-
face, and put out an antenna in order to communicate with its
home base. The U.S. has developed a method which would keep
submarines from exposing themselves-a grid of cables laid
over hundreds of square miles of rock in Michigan . But is has
never built this system because of political opposition . Once a
submarine's general location is gathered by electronic monitor-
ing of its communication-perhaps by a satellite-it would be
possible (theoretically for both U.S. and USSR, but only the
Soviets have enough weapons to do it) for an ICBM to deliver
multiple nuclear depth bombs to the area . If the targeting of
the missile were done within twenty minutes of the time the
submarine had been detected, the missile could lay down a
barrage which would destroy any submarine some fifty miles
from its center .

Thus far we have discussed but two means of defense against
ballistic missiles-counterforce strikes and "hardening."
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There is a third, largely decried and neglected in American
official circles : active defense, the destruction of attacking mis-
siles in flight. During the early 1960s, the United States, and
later the Soviet Union, learned how to make defensive missiles
fast enough and accurate enough to destroy incoming ones . The
technical difficulties of Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) lay not
in the individual intercept, but in the ability of a BMD system
to handle a large-scale attack. One could always postulate a
number of attacking missiles in a given target area deploying
several real warheads and a number of decoys which could
degrade the defense. There are enormous difficulties in build-
ing radars and computers which can scan a large number of
targets instantly, instantly discriminate the real warheads
from the decoys, and direct the interceptors to their targets .
There are enormous costs as well . But, as we have seen in
Chapter 2, the objections to BMD flowed less from these techni-
cal considerations than from the ideological preference for Mu-
tual Assured Destruction and from the absolutist tenet that a
defense less than perfect is wholly worthless . As we will see
below, technology has improved the effectiveness of BMD. But
even the systems of the early 1970s can be very effective, pro-
viding the dimensions of the threat are scaled down . Suppose,
for example, that one side had reduced the other's missile force
to about one thousand warheads by counterforce attacks . If
that side had emplaced several hundred missile interceptors
around targets of high value, such as missile fields or military
factories or the capital city, it could count on reducing damage
to those targets quite substantially . Most important, that side
could have some confidence that its opponent, finding itself
with few weapons and learning that these would not be very
effective, would not use them . Such a partial BMD system could
be mounted by the Soviet Union rather quickly . Even if one
believes the CIA's statement that the large phased-array ra-
dars now being built in the Soviet Union have only a limited
ability to manage a battle involving many thousands of incom-
ing warheads, one cannot but realize that such radars have
substantial ability to handle a smaller battle. The radar as-
sociated with the SA-5 surface-to-air missile, when used in the
ABM mode, is anything but foolproof. But it could handle doz-
ens of targets. The SA-5 missile is old. But the Soviets are
building a new ABM, the ABM-4 . Since they have not deployed
it, they have not violated the treaty of 1972 . But the United
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States has no idea how many antimissile missiles the Soviet
Union is building. American satellites can see how many are
deployed, not how many are built . If many were built, they
could be deployed on mobile launchers more quickly than the
U.S. could do anything about them .

So, as we have seen, although nuclear weapons are indeed
destructive, a nuclear war can result in widely different de-
grees of damage depending how countries prepare for war and
on how they actually use their weapons in war. Size, accuracy
and relative invulnerability of weapons are factors to be consid-
ered, as are measures of active and passive defense, and the
decision whether or not to strike first. But the paramount fac-
tor affecting the final effect of nuclear weapons in war is strat-
egy-the purposes and plans with which the possibility of con-
flict is approached . It is not surprising that the Soviet Union,
determined as it is to prevail, has put together means which,
overlaid one upon another, would afford substantial though not
total protection to its weapons and to the bases of its power,
while the United States, deeply committed to Mutual Assured
Destruction for many years, has developed the capability to kill
millions of Soviet citizens who could do it no harm, but finds
that its own military forces, as well as its citizens, are becoming
ever more vulnerable .

In the coming years changes in technology are very likely to
alter the real world in ways that will give even greater impor-
tance to decisions regarding how nuclear weapons may best be
used and defended against, and they will make the outcome of
nuclear war more dependent than ever on factors within
human control. These changes will affect both offense and de-
fense .
The offense will be aided by continuing improvements in

accuracy and in yield-to-weight ratios . In 1945 the first atom
bomb could barely be lifted by a B-29 . In that same year, had
the guidance system of a German V-2 been placed on an inter-
continental missile, it would have produced a CEP of 50-100
miles. In 1980, the first American Mark 12A warheads employ-
ing the NS20 guidance system are expected to weigh under 800
pounds, to yield 350 KT and to have CEP's of . 1 nautical miles .
Once placed on the MX missile, the MK-12A would have a CEP
of .07 nautical miles and become a true hard-target killer .
There is reason to believe that in future years larger yields may
be packed into smaller warheads, and near unanimity that,
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given the will, CEP's can be reduced to near zero, if by nothing
else then by terminal precision guidance. This will have two
results. First, all fixed "hard targets" will become absolutely
vulnerable. The very existence of such targets will be powerful
incentive to strike first . Hardening will lose all value, while the
value of deception will be even greater than at this writing.
Second, the number of warheads which may be packed on top
of existing missiles will increase drastically . If the Soviet Union
is, as it appears, to be on the verge of the technology of the
Mark 12-A and the MX, it could soon put some twenty mighty
accurate weapons on a single SS-18 . As a consequence, a nation
so inclined may attempt a disarming first strike with an even
smaller portion of its forces than it would need at this writing .
The premium for striking first and for avoiding civilian targets
cannot but increase. These developments diminish even fur-
ther the relevance of claims such as President Carter's that a
single American ballistic missile submarine can devastate the
Soviet Union's 100 largest cities .
By the late 1980s technology may well serve the defense

better than the offense . Since the early 1970s, phased-array
radars and computers, the design of interceptors and space-
based surveillance of missile launches, have improved radi-
cally. At this writing the technology exists to build systems to
detect the launching of a missile attack, to track the incoming
missiles before they reach the highest point in their trajecto-
ries, to send antimissile missiles with multiple warheads to
intercept them in midcourse, and to defend against the war-
heads that get through by means of interceptors that acceller-
ate three times faster than the Sprint missile of the early 1970s
(300 Gs against 100 Gs). The effectiveness of such new intercep-
tor missiles can be sharply increased if the targets to be de-
fended are missiles deployed in a deceptive mode. If, for exam-
ple, 200 MX missiles were deployed randomly in 4,000 shelters,
the Soviets, assuming they wanted to attack, would have to
commit warheads against all 4,000 . But the U.S. would not
have to pay attention to any but the warheads heading for the
200 shelters it knew were occupied . The Soviets would waste
3,800 warheads, and have a high percentage of the other 200
intercepted . The attack would certainly fail, and, therefore
would not be tried . Even without deceptive basing of the tar-
gets, interception of incoming warheads will become easier in
the coming years .
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These changes are congruent with the Soviet Union's strate-
gic views and policies, but run against the grain of the policies
adopted by the United States . One need but consider the in-
creased importance of deception . No nation is less capable of
practicing it on others than the United States . The number and
characteristics of missiles and other weapons the U .S. produces
are known to every reader of Congressional publications and of
trade magazines such as Electronic Countermeasures and A via-
tion Week and Space Technology . The Soviet Union does not
need satellites to monitor the production or deployment of
American weapons . But the United States, despite its excellent
imaging systems and electronic wizardry, is unsure of the quan-
tity and quality of Soviet weapons .
Perhaps the part of reality which has been hardest for

American leaders to grasp of late is that nuclear power is rele-
vant to nonnuclear conflict. Many Americans reason that, be-
cause the U .S. did not often use nuclear superiority when it had
it, the Soviet Union could not use it in the future . This belief
may be partially explained by the fact that, during the period
of American nuclear superiority (1945-1968), the Soviets en-
joyed a substantial advantage in several elements of conven-
tional forces . Consequently, the U .S. could not have gained
cheap conventional military victories even if it had wanted to .
But in the forthcoming period of American nuclear inferiority,
the balance of conventional forces will not favor the U .S .
Rather, American general purpose forces will be more inferior
than ever in just about every category . Here are a few exam-
ples. In 1979-1980, the U.S. will produce about 400 to 500
fighter-type aircraft . The Soviets will produce about 1,100 . The
Soviet Union will produce some 3,600 tanks, to between 690
and 820 for U.S. The forces-in-being resulting from such rates
of production are similarly unbalanced : 45,000 tanks to 10,000 ;
eight airborne divisions to two, 2,600 interceptor aircraft to
300. This means that the Soviets will be able to engage in
conventional armed operations, and present the United States
with the unattractive choice of losing on the conventional level
or of introducing nuclear weapons and losing worse .

A reputation for success, Hans Morgenthau once wrote, is as
necessary to a nation's existence as any army . If a nation is
deemed by others to be incapable of success, it will find enemies
and neutrals aplenty, but no allies . Heroes excepted, people do
not wait to have their actions forced by irresistible power.
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Rather, they anticipate its exercise and bend themselves to
accomodate what they decide its demands might be . The broad
hints of accomodation to the Soviet Union given by the Saudi
royal family, by German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, and
French President Giscard d'Estaing do not in the least indicate
that either Islam or German Social Democracy or French Na-
tionalism have discovered new virtues in Soviet Marxism . They
mean only that these statesmen inhabit the real world, and
that they are beginning to adjust to the adverse trends place in
America's possibilities for success .

Some Americans, recognizing the failures of American for-
eign policy in the late 1970s, believe that it will not be neces-
sary to build armed forces capable of defeating the Soviet
Union-and which might provoke the Soviet Union-in order
to improve America's position in the world . They agree that the
Soviets will try to exploit their looming military superiority .
But, they believe, well-crafted, unflappable American foreign
policy should give no credence to Soviet threats-which the
Soviets do not want to carry out-will continue to support
America's key allies in the world, and will encourage defections
among the Soviet Union's allies. The trouble with this view is
that America's key allies in the world do not wish to hold their
lives and prosperity hostage to an America incapable of gua-
ranteeing them . One successful Soviet venture after another,
especially against Europe's and Japan's oil supplies, would
leave the United States alone in the world . But surely, so goes
the argument, in such circumstances the United States would
rearm massively! One must examine that argument in the
military circumstances of, say, 1982 . Given Soviet forces then,
how would the American people react to a Soviet admonition
that American rearmament would be considered an act of war
and that the Soviet Union would punish it accordingly? At such
a time, regardless of one's doctrine, one would be forced to look
at Soviet forces and ask, "What can they really do to us?" and
at ours, asking "What can we really do to protect ourselves?"

It is fitting that this discussion should end with a description
of Secretary of Defense Harold Brown's fiscal year 1980 report
to Congress on American military posture . It is the most inter-
esting such statement in years despite the fact that, for the
second year in a row, it gives no data on Soviet forces-e .g. on
the accuracy of Soviet missiles-which might embarass the
administration's attempt to sell SALT II to the Senate. Never-
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theless, the statement is revealing. Gone are the self-assured-
ness, the bravado, and much of the jargon of previous years .
The 1980 statement is a Hamlet-like soliloquy by a corps of
officials that no longer has confidence in Mutual Assured De-
struction, but that is genuinely trying to understand the conse-
quences of MAD's failure . Moreover, this corps of officials is
stuck with a military force designed for MAD purposes . Most
important, these officials represent an administration that is
still officially committed to MAD and which deems ratification
of a SALT II treaty, which makes no sense except in terms of
MAD, essential to its own political survival . Consequently, the
FY 1980 statement is full of painful contradictions . It points
out the necessity of "being able to cover hard targets with at
least one reliable warhead with substantial capacity to destroy
the target . . ." and commends the proposed SALT II treaty for
leaving open for America the possibility of doing just that . But
it does not recommend speedy production of a force which could
deliver such warheads, and states that it is unrealistic for any
nation to expect to limit damage to itself in nuclear war . If it
is impossible for any nation to escape destruction in nuclear
war, regardless of circumstances, then why should one want
one warhead on each Soviet silo? On one page the statement
bristles with worry about the vulnerability of American
ICBMs, while on another there is the expectation that, in the
future, this will matter less. On one page the statement says
that present programs are adequate . On another it says that
present trends will lead to clearcut Soviet superiority within
five years. Such a performance can come only from minds
deeply divided and insufficiently in touch with reality . The
statement admits as much: "We have to admit that we have not
developed a plausible picture of the conflict we are trying to
deter."

Secretary Brown, a former disciple of Secretary McNamara,
is in a quandary . Though he recognizes concrete dangers, he is
unable to recommend that they be met. Although he appears
to have recognized the follies of MAD, he works for an adminis-
tration which has not. The only possible compromises between
dreams and reality are confusion and suspension of judgment .
The FY 1980 posture statement is full of both .
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6.

SALT I :

Cold Dawn Revisited

As we have seen, the legacy of the McNamara era was three-
fold. McNamara halted acquisition of U .S. strategic missiles in
the mid-1960s at a programmed level of 1054 ICMBs and 656
SLBMs and deliberately rejected or delayed serious attempts at
development of strategic defensive measures, believing that a
capability for assured destruction would be sufficient to deter
even a considerably expanded Soviet threat . Second, because of
his oft stated conviction that the Soviet Union had also ac-
cepted the MAD strategic doctrine and was interested only in
achieving strategic parity with the United States, he rejected
indications and down-played the significance of a massive So-
viet buildup of ICBMs, although these indications were clear
even to lay observers as early as 1967 . 1 Third, he bequeathed
the novel idea that because the "logic" of the nuclear arms race
made nuclear parity the only rational national security policy
for any nation, the Soviet leaders, as they drew equal to the
United States, would be willing to enter into serious arms-
control negotiations. In the words of one sympathetic MAD-
man,

it was in nuclear strategy that McNamara seems to
have done best . . . He did turn the Air Force away
from counterforce and toward deterrence. He



chopped off Minuteman deployment at 1,000 . He
kept warheads small . He taught public opinion that
security no longer lies in superior numbers of weap-
ons. He struggled to start talks with Russians on
limiting strategic arms, especially defensive arms
. . . McNamara, to his credit, effectively blocked the
push for a massive ABM program .'

In addition to the McNamara legacy, there was also by 1968
a somewhat limited and erratic history of peripheral Soviet-
American arms-control agreements which had begun with the
Partial Test Ban Treaty in 1963 . 3

However, SALT should not be seen simply as a logical conse-
quence of Robert McNamara's legacy, and Mr . McNamara
should not bear sole responsibility for the SALT I accords.
Rather, the consummation of SALT I required the political
context of "detente" as it came to be understood in the Nixon-
Kissinger approach to Soviet-American relations .

The Nixon Doctrine' was founded on the belief that virtually
all of the forces and factors that had determined the structure
of world politics since World War II had changed . Richard
Nixon and Henry Kissinger identified these changes : Europe
and Japan had recovered economically and politically from
World War II; the new nations of Africa and Asia had devel-
oped to the point where with aid they could resist external
aggression ; the Communist world was no longer monolithic and
had its own intramural conflicts; the old, and once vibrant and
attractive ideologies-the "isms"-had lost their vitality ; and
the more traditional national goals and concerns of security
and economic progress had replaced them . Finally, and of
greatest immediate importance, American foreign policy was
now, according to Nixon, constrained by the exhaustion of
American psychological resources and the undermining of its
moral strength that followed the unpleasantness in Vietnam .
Moreover, Nixon and Kissinger argued, previous administra-
tions had neglected the American armed forces . Thus Ameri-
can preeminence had given way to a condition of strategic
parity between the U .S. and the USSR. Not all of these changes
were seen as necessarily bad for the U .S. In fact, as a result of
these changes, it was now possible for the U .S. to maintain
international security by lesser effort than had been required
previously. Most importantly, Nixon and Kissinger hoped that
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for the first time there existed an opportunity to create a "new
structure of relations" with the Communist nations, which
would lead to a "durable peace ." The U.S. could foster a "gener-
ation of peace" by giving the Soviets a vested interest in im-
proving political and trade relations. This would flow in part
from an increased interdependence between the economies of
the superpowers. Accordingly, Nixon and Kissinger believed
that agreement to limit strategic arms could be an exemplary
instance of cooperation that might lead to gradual changes in
perception by the Soviets, and in turn lead to still wider cooper-
ation .
However, the Nixon Administration had come to office

strongly supporting the value and feasibility of "nuclear supe-
riority" over the Soviet Union. As a candidate, Nixon had ac-
cused the Johnson Administration of having created a "secu-
rity gap." He criticized nuclear parity as a "peculiar,
unprecedented doctrine ." 5 Once in office, however, the Nixon
Administration quickly accepted the McNamara doctrine of
strategic parity, merely changing its name to "sufficiency," and
later replacing references to an "assured destruction capabil-
ity" with the more palatable term "realistic deterrence ."
Even as Nixon and Kissinger were adopting Robert

McNamara's views, the Soviet strategic buildup continued . By
the end of 1969, America's superiority in numbers of ICBMs
had vanished, and the Soviets were making progress in closing
the gap in SLBMs as well . On March 19, 1969, Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird testified to the Senate Armed Services
Committee :

As of today, the Soviets have in being and under
construction more ICBM launchers than the 1,048
possessed by the United States .'

On April 25, 1969, Secretary Laird reported that the Soviets
possessed 1,000 ICBMs in hardened silos and 140 ICBMs on soft
launching pads, and estimated that they could have a total of
2,500 ICBMs by 1975 .' Furthermore, the Russians had begun
testing MRVs (Multiple warheads that cannot be indepen-
dently targeted but are dispersed over a general target area) in
the summer of 1968, suggesting the possibility of an eventual
Soviet capability to deploy MIRV.' With MIRVs, a single mis-
sile could strike several targets at the same time . The relevant
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questions regarding MIRV, were: how many each missile could
carry, how powerful each would be, and how accurate . The
U.S ., which was developing MIRVs, planned to place them on
Minuteman and on Poseidon, its newest SLBM . But by con-
scious design neither missile, especially Poseidon, possessed
enough throw-weight (payload), yield or warhead accuracy to
be considered a true counterforce weapon . The SS-9 which had
first been introduced in 1965 was capable of carrying a 25
megaton warhead. Up to this time it had made little strategic
"sense" to American MADmen . But it soon became startingly
clear that, for example, 300 SS-9s, each of which could carry six
huge MIRVs could effectively destroy the U .S. land-based mis-
sile force in a single strike providing they were accurate
enough. By February 1970, the Soviets had deployed 275 SS-9s .
Only dyed-in-the-wool believers in MAD doubted that the Sovi-
ets were striving to the utmost to improve accuracy .'

The growth of the Soviet threat could also be seen in esti-
mates of Soviet military spending . The Soviets were outspend-
ing the United States by two to one for strategic forces and for
military research and development." In April 1969, the Insti-
tute for Strategic Studies in London concluded that : "The So-
viet Union must now be treated as a full equal in terms both
of strategic power and of her ability to control conflict in the
developing world."'' Although the U .S. still possessed a signifi-
cant lead in overall capability, the trend was clearly with the
Soviets .

The Soviet buildup, however, did not shake the Nixon Ad-
ministration's determination not to redress the military bal-
ance. In Congress and elsewhere, arms control advocates and
MAD supporters had mounted an intense campaign against the
Johnson Administration's program to produce the Sentinel an-
tiballistic missile system, designed to protect the general popu-
lation. As has been noted, McNamara had recommended Senti-
nel only reluctantly . In response to this political opposition,
Nixon reoriented the ABM program from city-defense to the
defense of Minuteman silos . Nixon thereby subscribed to the
MAD doctrine of protecting deterrent forces but leaving popu-
lation centers vulnerable . Richard Nixon stated his conclusion
that there could be no effective defense against the level of
strategic power which the Soviets could eventually bring to
bear and, in keeping with MAD dogma, sought to moderate any
Soviet fears that the U .S. might actually be planning a "thick
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defense." In the best tradition of Robert McNamara, Richard
Nixon sought to persuade the Soviet Union to match this
American restraint by refraining from making provocative im-
provements on weapons. He also repeatedly indicated his in-
tention not to engage in programs that appeared to threaten
the Soviet deterrent ." In August 1969, after a major Senate
debate, Safeguard was approved in the Senate by the Vice
President's single vote . Had the ABM been defeated, there
would probably have been no SALT I .

On the advice of Henry Kissinger, Nixon rejected a recom-
mendation by the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the United States
increase the number of both ICBMs and of nuclear missile
submarines. Dr. Kissinger argued that since the U .S. already
possessed enough weapons for "assured destruction," to in-
crease their number might unnecessarily antagonize the Sovi-
ets and "jeopardize the prospects for SALT."" In late 1969, the
administration also declined to recommend an Air Force pro-
gram to develop a larger warhead and more accurate reentry
vehicle for Minuteman III ." Indeed for Nixon and Kissinger,
SALT came to represent the answer to the Soviet buildup and
the key to the broader U .S./USSR relationship. Meanwhile, a
number of bureaucratic forces within the U .S. Government
were battling intensely over the questions raised by the Soviet
buildup, especially whether the huge Soviet SS-9 ICBM could
be taken to indicate the Kremlin's intention to achieve a first-
strike capability. Amid these and other bureaucratic cross cur-
rents, opponents of the U .S. MIRV warhead, who had urged a
moratorium on MIRV testing and deployment, began to press
their case .

In this atmosphere, in November 1969, the administration
sat down to the first SALT session with the USSR . The ensuring
negotiations, which were long and complex, included seven
formal sessions over the next two-and-one-half years, plus the
famous "back-channel" communications and the political in-
tervention of Nixon and Kissinger at critical junctures . The
detailed story of the SALT negotiations has been recounted in
a number of places and has occasioned considerable analytic
comment." Nevertheless, it may be summarized very briefly :
it is in essence a story of virtually unbroken retreat by the
United States from every proposal offered and every position
taken during the course of the negotiations . Shortly after SALT
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went into force, Senator Henry Jackson assessed the results of
the negotiations .

Partly because of our failure to define our objectives
clearly, and partly because of the unseemly haste
that overcame our effort to conclude the Moscow
accords in an orderly fashion, the United States
failed to stand firm in support of its negotiating posi-
tion on a number of key issues . For example, we
dropped our insistence on the right to substitute sea-
based for land-based intercontinental missiles and
we failed to obtain a low ceiling on the overall num-
ber of Soviet launchers. Both objectives had been
part of earlier U .S. proposals . Indeed, there is aston-
ishingly little resemblance between our early
proposals and the final agreements . What is more,
there is little doubt that if the May 26 agreements
had been proposed early in the preparation for the
talks they would have been dismissed out of hand by
American planners as conceding too much to the
Soviet Union. The history of the American position
is one of unimpeded deterioration ."

The Accords
SALT I includes three separate agreements signed by Rich-

ard Nixon and Leonid Brezhnev in Moscow in May of 1972 . The
major agreements consist of a Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-
Ballistic Missile Systems (ABM Treaty), an Interim Agreement
with a Protocol, on "Certain Measures with Respect to the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms" (Interim Agreement)
and a statement of "Basic Principles of Mutual Relations ."
Both the ABM Treaty and the Interim Agreement and its Pro-
tocol have a number of far more complex Agreed Interpreta-
tions (which were initialed) appended to them, all of which are
intended to be as binding on the two parties as the text of the
formal signed agreements themselves . SALT I includes as well
two executive agreements which had previously entered into
force on September 30, 1971 . In addition, each side made a
number of "noteworthy unilateral statements" interpreting
certain aspects of the accords on which there apparently was
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not agreement. It is now clear that these unilateral interpreta-
tions were not binding, although the Nixon Administration
assured the Congress during the ratification debate that they
were. The meaning of SALT for the American side is also ex-
pressed in the presidential papers transmitting the SALT ac-
cords to the Congress in a detailed analysis of the agreements
by the Secretary of State in the legislative record developed
during the course of the Congressional hearings and debate ;
and in particular the so-called "Jackson Amendment" (section
3 of Public Law 92-448, the law resulting from the Joint Resolu-
tion on the SALT I accords) . By such explanations and unilat-
eral legislative actions, the U .S. Government committed itself
to SALT I .

The ABM treaty, the most straightforward, detailed and con-
straining of the agreements placed severe numerical and
qualitative limits on missiles capable of shooting down incom-
ing ballistic missiles and on the radars which would guide
them. SALT I defines an ABM system as "a system to counter
strategic ballistic missiles or their elements (i .e . warheads) in
flight." Each side is permitted two defensive sites, each of
which may have a maximum of one hundred interceptors. One
may protect the national capital; the "National Command Au-
thority (NCA)" and one may protect a distant ICBM field . The
treaty further restricts the number and size of the associated
Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) radars, the transfer of BMD
technology to other nations, and the testing of mobile ABMs .
The treaty is of unlimited duration, although either party may
withdraw on six-months notification if it believes that "extraor-
dinary events" have jeopardized its "supreme interests ." The
treaty also commits the two signatories to continue negotiation
for a comprehensive agreement on offensive weapons . An addi-
tional protocol signed in July, 1974, reduced the number of
ABM sites to one each. The Soviets never built a site to protect
a missile field. The only one they built protects Moscow and
incidentally covers some ICBMs. The United States never built
a site to protect Washington and, in early 1975, deactivated its
site protecting missiles at Grand Forks, North Dakota . In sum,
the treaty, which limits launchers, interceptor missiles, and
which cancelled out the American lead in ABM technology, has
effectively prohibited conventional ABM systems .
The Interim Agreement on Offensive Weapons, which is

more complex and ambiguous than the ABM treaty, is also
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accompanied by a protocol as well as by the various amplifying
statements. The agreement, together with its protocol, provides
for a "freeze" after July 1, 1972, on new construction of fixed
ICBM launchers together with numerical limits on ballistic
missile submarines and their associated SLBM launchers . As
of May, 1972, the Soviets had 1,618 launchers, and the U .S .,
1,056." The "third leg" of the so-called "strategic triad," bomb-
ers, were not addressed by SALT I, nor were IRBMs, MRBMs
or other so-called forward-based systems. Qualitative improve-
ments in missiles, such as accuracy and MIRVing (ie ., numbers
of warheads), were not affected by the agreement .

The most meaningful parts of the agreement are the defini-
tions. In an agreed interpretation, an ICBM launcher was
defined as a launcher for a missile with a range in excess of
approximately 5,500 kilometers . All launchers so deployed, no
matter what their apparent target, are to be counted as such .
"Modernization" and replacement of strategic offensive mis-
siles and launchers is explicitly permitted, but the replacement
of so-called "light" ICBMs (such as the U .S. Minuteman or the
Soviet SS-11 Sego and SS-13 Savage) and of "older, heavy"
ICBMs (the U.S. Titan, or the Soviet SS-7 Saddler or SS-8 Sasin)
deployed prior to 1964, with "modern, heavy" ICBMs (at the
time this referred to the Soviet SS-9 Scarp) was prohibited . This
provision acted as a "grandfather clause" to permit the USSR
a total of 313 launchers for very large missiles, but to prohibit
the U.S. which had no such missiles, from acquiring any . The
U.S. was not successful in getting the Soviets to agree on a
precise definition of "light" and "heavy" missiles . Existing
launcher silos were not to be enlarged by more than 10-15
percent of the present dimensions . But the supplemental un-
derstandings do not make clear whether the 10 to 15 percent
increase in launcher size refers to the silo's volume, to its depth
or to its diameter (which would increase volume by approxi-
mately 50 percent) or to one dimension only (the interpretation
presented by the administration during Congressional debate) .
Although the U .S. attempted to resolve this issue via "unilat-
eral interpretations," no clear and enforceable limits were im-
posed on the volume of replacement missiles . Subsequent So-
viet missile deployments have, in any case, rendered moot the
question of the SS-9 threat to Minuteman. Also, the Soviets
would not agree to ban land-mobile ICBM launchers, although
the U.S. made a unilateral statement stating that it would view
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deployment of operational land-mobile ICMBs as "inconsistent
with the objectives of the agreement ."

The overall result of the limits on ICBMs was to afford the
Russians a substantial advantage over the U .S. in numbers of
ICBMs-approximately 1,618 land-based launchers while the
U.S. was permitted 1,054 . Additionally, because the Soviets are
permitted a 313 to zero margin over the U .S. in modern large
ICBM launchers, the Soviets are granted an approximately
three-to-one advantage in missile throw-weight. Although
throw-weight is only one measure of strategic capability, it,
along with accuracy, is important as a measure of capability to
kill hard targets . But neither accuracy nor throw-weight per se
are limited at all by SALT I, or for that matter, by SALT II .

The agreement itself also limits SLBM launchers and mod-
ern ballistic missile submarines on both sides to the number
either deployed or alleged to have been under construction as
of July 1, 1972. This limited the U .S. to 656 SLBMs and the
Soviets to 740 . 18 However, the attached protocol provided for a
complex conversion proceedure under which each side may
trade in a number of its older land- or sea-based missiles for
new SLBMs (and for the submarines with which to carry them) .
This provision, the so-called "one-way freedom to mix" or
"blue-water option" acknowledges and implements the MAD
concept that SLBMs, because they are relatively inaccurate
and are not "prompt," are city-busting weapons to be preferred
over land-based ICBMs which, being potentially accurate,
prompt hard-target killers are therefore destabilizing. There
are upper limits to the blue water option . After exercising full
rights of substitution, the U .S. cannot have more than 44 mod-
ern ballistic missile submarines carrying 710 modern SLBM
launchers, and the Soviets cannot have more than 62 subma-
rines carrying 950 modern SLBM launchers . The provisions
are further complicated because the Soviets, who at the time
had deployed some "older" nuclear power ballistic missiles sub-
marines (Hotel class) and some diesel-powered submarines
(Golf class) which have older and shorter-range ballistic mis-
siles, have thus far chosen to retain them rather than trade
them in on modern SLBM submarines (choosing instead to
trade in older ICBMs) . Under this option the Soviets could have
deployed a maximum of 1,016 SLBMs (old and new) on 84
submarines .

In any case, once again the Soviets were permitted a decided
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advantage, particularly since the U .S. had stopped its ballistic
submarine construction at 41 . Remarkably the USSR actually
possessed only 25 operational SSBN's at the time the accords
were signed, with from between 17 and 23 under construction .
With remarkable understatement, one observer close to the
SALT negotiations stated that there "was no agreed rationale
for the higher Soviet numerical limits on SLBM launchers on
ballistic missile submarines" ." Sources in the American dele-
gation contend that Henry Kissinger personally accepted the
Soviets argument that since geographic factors and the short
range of SLBMs allowed more American submarines than So-
viet submarines to be on station during routine periods, the
Soviet Union should be compensated with a higher number .
This argument wholly neglects the obvious fact that, were
these weapons ever to be used, it would not be during a routine
period, and the attacker would have nearly all his submarines
at sea. Ultimately, the disparity between numbers of Soviet
and American launchers for both ICBM and SLBM under
SALT I could be as large as 2,414 to 1,710 .

Above all, it must be also noted that SALT I limited only
launchers (silos or submarine missile tubes) but did not limit
delivery vehicles, (missiles, and apparently under SALT II, also
bombers armed with air-launched cruise missiles) and reentry
vehicles (warheads, either single, MRV, or MIRV) . There are
many ways in which missiles in excess of the number of opera-
tional launchers may be used . Submarines may reload their
tubes at the dock. Some Soviet ICBMs are also launched in a
manner that allows easy reloading of silos . This method, simi-
lar to that used to launch SLBMs, is called "cold launch." The
missile is ejected from the silo by means of compressed gas, and
ignites only after it leaves the silo. Unlike conventional tech-
niques, cold launch does only minimal damage to the silo which
may be reloaded right away. As a result silos, which are rela-
tively easy to "verify," are not synonomous with missiles
which, by themselves, are exceedingly difficult to verify . It
should also be noted that missiles may be launched in a number
of ways that do not in the least involve silos or SLBM tubes, but
rather that use simple, easily concealable equipment . More-
over, since the cold-launch technique obviates the need for
bulky protective shielding normally installed in a "hot-launch"
silo, the new technique effectively nullifies whatever remaining
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limitations remain in effect from SALT I regarding launcher
size .

It must also be noted that neither the Interim Agreement
and Protocol nor the various agreed interpretations spell out
the number of ICBM launchers permitted, nor the number of
SLBMs either side had in being or under construction . Of
course, figures for the U .S. forces were well known, but the
Soviets refused to discuss the numbers of their own weapons .
The United States contented itself that it could verify the provi-
sions of the agreement through photographic satellites because
these satellites could count silos and submarines . The agree-
ment was intended, by the U.S. at least, to be an interim mea-
sure, only to last five years, from October 1972 when SALT I
went into force until October 1977, during which time a perma-
nent comprehensive treaty (to be known as SALT II) was to
have been negotiated . Interestingly, the U .S. appended a uni-
lateral statement that stresses the objective of reaching a com-
prehensive offensive agreement reducing threats to the surviv-
ability of the strategic retaliatory force and that notes if such
an agreement is not achieved within five years, American "su-
preme interests" could be jeopardized, thereby constituting a
basis for U .S. withdrawal. The statement did not commit the
U.S. to withdrawal if no SALT II was reached by 1977, and the
status of this unilateral statement, as indeed with all such
statements, is unclear. The so-called Vladivostok agreement of
November 1974 was said to mark 95 percent completion of
SALT II. Nevertheless the Interim Agreement officially ex-
pired in October 1977 in the absence of a SALT II treaty . How-
ever, U .S. and Soviet negotiators framed a document entitled
a "Parallel Unilateral Policy Declaration" by which the Carter
Administration promised to continue observing the Interim
Agreement limits provided the Soviets likewise observe them .
A number of critics have claimed that failure to submit the
continuation of the Interim Agreement to Congress is a viola-
tion of Section 33 of the Arms Control and Disarmament Act
of 1961, which requires Congressional advice and consent for
actions that obligate the United States "to disarm or to reduce
or limit" its armed forces or armaments . 2O

Two other aspects of SALT I deserve mention . The first was
a statement of "Basic Principles of of Mutual Relations Be-
tween the U .S. and the USSR," which in essence provided
something of a written "charter" for detente . It commits the
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U.S. and USSR to promoting "the reduction of tensions in the
world, and the strengthening of universal security and interna-
tional cooperation," based on the principles of "reciprocity,
mutual accomodation and mutual benefit." Both sides pledge to
"do their utmost to avoid military confrontations and prevent
the outbreak of nuclear war ." The agreement also contains a
thinly veiled statement of the underlying tenet of MAD . Ac-
cordingly, each side

will proceed from the common determination that
in the nuclear age there is no alternative to con-
ducting their mutual relations on the basis of
peaceful coexistence. Difference in ideology and in
the social systems of the USA and the USSR are
not obstacles to the bilateral development of nor-
mal relations based on the principles of sove-
reignty, equality, non-interference in internal
affairs and mutual advantage ."

Finally, there is the legislative history of the SALT I . As
required by the Constitution, the ABM treaty was submitted to
the Senate for its advice and consent . The administration, how-
ever, transmitted the Interim Agreement to both houses for
approval by a simple majority, requesting not approval, but an
"expression of support." The Senate resisted this wording, how-
ever, and Congress "approved" the whole on September 30,
1972, but only after enacting the Jackson Amendment as fol-
lows :

. . . the Congress recognizes the principle of United
States-Soviet Union equality reflected in the anti-
ballistic missile treaty and urges and requests the
President to seek a future treaty that, inter alia,
would not limit the United States to levels of inter-
continental strategic forces inferior to the limits pro-
vided for the Soviet Union; and the Congress consid-
ers that the success of these agreements and the
attainment of more permanent and comprehensive
agreements are dependent upon the maintenance
under present world conditions of a vigorous re-
search and development and modernization pro-
gram as required by a prudent strategic posture ."
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Nixon and Kissinger presented the SALT I agreements to the
people and the Congress as a great achievement-the jewel in
the crown of detente-despite the rather obvious disparity in
numbers of missile launchers permitted the two sides . Today
even Henry Kissinger, SALT I's foremost architect, is in the
process of denying it three times . 23 What has happened? The
agreements have been evaluated not for their contribution to
detente, but rather have been measured against the purposes
they were supposed to achieve, and they were found wanting .
SALT I as an arms control agreement was supposed to help
return the nuclear genie to its bottle by equalizing and reduc-
ing each sides' capacity to harm the other . But, if it was so
intended, why was the USSR permitted a substantial advan-
tage in numbers of offensive missile launchers? The answers to
such questions occupy a critical place in the debate over
whether America shall be defended. To repeat once again the
theme of this book, neither the details of the SALT I agree-
ments, nor even those that comprise SALT II, threaten the
defense of this land so much as the philosophy and motivation
of those who argue that such agreements make America more
secure by making her more vulnerable .

In defending the accords during the Congressional debate in
1972, Nixon and Kissinger advanced five principal sets of argu-
ments .

SALT I Enhances Mutual Deterrence
The first such defense of SALT I, especially the ABM treaty,

is that by reducing ballistic-missile defenses to strategically
insignificant levels, SALT guarantees the mutual vulnerability
of both societies and thus assures mutual deterrence. As Dr .
Kissinger described it, because the offensive missiles of each
side are afforded a "free ride" or "unchallenged access" to the
cities of the other, assured destruction is mutual . Under the
MAD postulate, the risks of nuclear war should be greatly
reduced thereby."' Kissinger stated, "Under virtually no fore-
seeable circumstances could the United States or the Soviet
Union avoid 100 million dead in a nuclear exchange ." 25 For
this reason alone, true believers see the SALT I accords as a
major move toward stability in the nuclear age, particularly
since it is argued in this regard that the Soviets, by agreeing
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to SALT I, have likewise recognized the futility and risk of an
unrestrained strategic arms race . Indeed, it is argued that the
Soviet Union's acceptance of a treaty aimed at "parity," "equal
security" and "mutual deterrence" is an historic achievement
of some magnitude ." Further, by the "logic" of MAD, the se-
vere curtailment of ballistic-missile defense has, in effect also
constrained offensive systems that would have been built by
each side to overcome the threat to assured destruction posed
by ABM deployments . Similarly, while most defenders of SALT
I acknowledge the limits on offensive weapons to be "modest,"
they argue that by limiting total numbers of strategic missile
launchers an important first step on the road to further reduc-
tion has been taken . They argue that the offensive agreement
was an interim agreement intended as a short-term freeze, and
point to the possibility of significant reductions in offensive
weapons in SALT II . Finally there were those who, while not
fully sharing the minimum deterrence position, nevertheless
saw SALT I as a step toward "crisis stability," in that it ap-
peared to indicate a Soviet desire for a more stable nuclear
relationship, a mutual desire to bar the attainment by either
side of a first-strike capability . The Joint Resolution stated that
the success of SALT I rested on : "the preservation of longstand-
ing United States policy that neither the Soviet Union nor the
United States should seek unilateral advantage by developing
a first-strike potential." 26 In short, SALT appeared to be a
major step away from the type of nuclear confrontation exhib-
ited, for example, in the Cuban Missile Crisis. Those with an
almost religious belief that arms-control agreements were the
only proper goal for American diplomacy judged that, what-
ever the risks of the agreements, (termed "joint strategic plan-
ning" by one advocate), they were less than the risks of "unre-
strained competition ." 27 Additionally, arms-control advocates
saw SALT I as an important restraining influence domestically.
SALT would serve to restrain "zealous military professionals
from undermining the possibility of stable arms limitation by
superfluous technological innovation ." 28 Finally, it was argued
that SALT would mean a significant cost savings to both sides
since they could now forego not only the expensive systems
limited by the agreement but also the inevitable counter-weap-
ons these would have called forth .
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SALT I Stymies the Soviet Buildup
Second, the administration argued that the SALT accords

were necessary to halt the massive buildup of Soviet strategic
weapons that had occurred since the middle '60s . In particular
the administration pointed to the limit of 313 launchers placed
on the SS-9, arguing that such a limit substantially delayed, if
it did not render impossible, the Soviets' achievement of capa-
bility to threaten Minuteman with a first strike. Claiming that
the agreements placed a freeze on Soviet offensive missile pro-
grams, the administration argued that without an agreement,
Soviet forces would have increased at an even faster pace .
Americans were repeatedly urged not to contemplate the So-
viet numerical advantage but rather to reflect on what would
have been the results of the Soviet buildup in the absence of a
treaty. Spokesmen noted the effect of unilateral American re-
straints dating from the McNamara period and pointed to
SALT as the means by which the resulting imbalance could be
kept from getting worse . Henry Kissinger argued that because
of the inferior U .S. posture, the only option left to the U .S. was
to restrain the degree of Soviet numerical superiority .

The question to ask in assessing the freeze is not
what situation it perpetuates, but what situation it
prevents. The question of whether the freeze per-
petuates a Soviet numerical superiority is beside the
point. The question is: What would the margin have
been without the freeze? That is the justification for
the margin.29

The Soviets, he said, were constructing 250 ICBMs and 128
SLBMs a year, and by 1977 would have deployed well over
2,500 and 1,350 of these missiles respectively if they had not
been halted by the SALT 1.30 Henry Kissinger further la-
mented the U.S. strategic position in his famous aside during
his Moscow press conference following the SALT signing . In
defending the Soviet SSBN advantage, Kissinger explained :

The United States was in a rather complex position
to recommend a submarine deal since we were not
building any and the Soviets were building eight or
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nine a year, which isn't the most brilliant bargaining
position I would recommend people to find them-
selves in."

Most recently, as he has become more critical of SALT II, Kiss-
inger has fully developed the theme of the American strategic
military need for SALT I :

In the early 1970s, in the face of an ominous Soviet
buildup, the administration in which I served sought
to reverse this process. But under the impact of the
Vietnam turmoil its defense programs were being
cut by the Congress every year . Every new weapons
program we put forward was systematically at-
tacked or dismantled . As a result, starting in 1970,
our defense department was pleading with us to ne-
gotiate a freeze on the Soviets lest the disparity in
numbers would continue to grow . We needed a freeze
not only for arms-control but for strategic reasons
. . . We froze a disparity which we inherited in order
to gain time to reverse the situation . . . If there had
been no agreement, we could have been worse off
because the Soviets were in a position to add num-
bers immediately and we were not . 32

The argument, in brief, was that because of the momentum of
the Soviet program and the quiescence of the Americans, SALT
was necessary to U .S. security . Any disparities in the agree-
ment were a result of this fact and the U .S. was lucky to get the
deal it got.

SALT I Did Not Affect America's
Qualitative Lead

Third, it was alleged that whatever the numerical advan-
tages permitted the Soviets, in the final analysis, it was more
than offset by the American qualitative advantage in virtually
every area of strategic weaponry. Spokesmen cited the U.S .
lead in MIRVs then believed to be on the order of years, the
American warheads' greater accuracy, the superior technology
of our SSBNs, the greater range of our SLBMs, and the sizable
American B-52 bomber force with its short-range nuclear at-
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tack missiles. Implicit also was a general belief in the ability
of superior American technology to offset any real strategic
disparity between the two sides should one in fact, develop . On
the other hand, SALT I was also seen as having a substantial
restraining effect on qualitative improvements to strategic sys-
tems on both sides . Advocates cited the specific prohibitions in
the ABM treaty on a wide range of potential future BMD devel-
opments and suggested that a precedent had been established
for similar limits on offensive improvements such as MIRV,
rapid reload systems, and numbers and types of test launchers
that could be negotiated at SALT II .

SALT is an Ongoing Process
Fourth, it was argued that the agreement, while by no means

perfect, had nevertheless established a process for dealing with
the terrible issues of nuclear war . Any deficiencies in SALT I
could be rectified by future negotiations during SALT II, or
even SALT III. As the Soviet buildup continued following SALT
I, this theme became increasingly prominent . In the words of
one participant :

Not withstanding the slow and uneven progress of
SALT I . . . the flawed and weak Interim Agreement,
and the persistence of serious differences over a
number of aspects of strategic arms limitation, the
task was launched by SALT I and was shown not to
be impossible."

SALT is thus seen as a glorious culminiation of a decade of
cajoling, educating and tutoring the Soviets, not only to the
subtleties of MAD, but also to the intracacies of great power
bargaining. It is seen, in a larger sense, as the first fruit of
attempts starting with the Baruch plan to bring nuclear weap-
ons under the rule of law. Those involved in SALT are proud
of their diplomatic efforts, often commenting on the "progress"
made by the Soviets in the years of SALT negotiations . The
Soviets are believed to have "matured" in their views as they
have achieved strategic parity with the U .S. and as they have
moved through the SALT process . Also, to those who see SALT
largely as a study in bureaucratic politics, the SALT I accords
are praised for having caused strategic arms control itself to
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come of age. Arms-control considerations now drive American
military programs and plans . Arms control, claimed one de-
fender of SALT, can no longer be pigeonholed as a matter for
disarmament specialists ; it is more widely recognized as a di-
mension of military policy-and of foreign policy ."'

SALT I Contributes to Detente
Finally and most important of all, the Nixon Administration,

particularly in the person of Henry Kissinger, defended the
agreements for their contribution to reduced tension and to
political detente with the Soviet Union . SALT was a means of
substituting negotiations for confrontation. But SALT was also
seen as something more . Its product, strategic parity, was in-
tended to serve still broader foreign policy objectives. As the
lynchpin of detente it was seen as the crucial first step in a
series of improvements in relations between the two powers,
and was valued for its political contribution to the "momentum
of detente ." In Dr. Kissinger's words:

The agreements on the limitation of strategic arms
are thus not merely a technical accomplishment, al-
though it is that in part, but it must be seen as a
political event of some magnitude . This is relevant to
the question of whether the agreements will be eas-
ily breached or circumvented . Given the past, no one
can answer that question with certainty, but it can
be said with some assurance that any country which
contemplates a rupture of the agreement or a cir-
cumvention of its letter and spirit must now face the
fact that it will be placing in jeopardy not only a
limited arms control agreement, but a broad politi-
cal relationship . 35

In sum, whatever the technical deficiencies and shortcom-
ings of SALT I, it is deserving of support because of its vital
contribution to detente, and it is detente that ultimately en-
sures and guarantees the viability of the agreements them-
selves.

These then are the five sets of arguments that have been
offered in support of the SALT I accords . However, it is clear
that its authors, Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger, valued
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SALT most for its contribution to detente . In their view, argu-
ments regarding the real world of nuclear weapons-what they
can do and cannot do-were misplaced . To ask the question of
why SALT I was on its face unequal was to ask, in the opinion
of Nixon, Kissinger and its defenders, the wrong question . The
importance of SALT was not to be found in its details but in its
broader implication for a Soviet-American co-domination of the
world. Nevertheless it is necessary to carefully analyze each of
the claims about SALT I on its own merits .

SALT I Enhances Mutual Deterrence
In analyzing the impact of the SALT I agreements one Brit-

ish author observed that "more than one Soviet strategist and
military planner these days must still be rubbing his eyes in
order to make sure that he is not, after all, dreaming" ." By
virtually every major criterion SALT I must be judged an
unambiguous failure for the United States . SALT I neither
slowed nor altered the course of Soviet strategic weapons de-
ployments. Rather, the force levels established in SALT I codify
a Soviet three-to-two superiority in numbers of ICBMs and
SLBMs while calling a halt to deployment of a highly promis-
ing American ABM, the purpose of which had become the de-
fense of U .S. ICBM silos against the emerging Soviet threat .
SALT I simply froze the results of the Soviet strategic buildup
of the 1960s. Further, it left the Soviet Union free to modernize
its massive strategic forces, allowing it to replace the older
missiles with a fourth generation of MIRVed ICBMs possessing
more throw-weight, more accuracy and more reliability . The
arguments on the benefits of SALT have come a cropper . One
member of the U .S. SALT negotiating team described SALT I
thusly :

Throughout the SALT negotiations period, from
1969 to the present, the Soviet Union has continued
the pace of both its quantitative and qualitative im-
provements over the full spectrum of weapons
capabilities. The Soviets have carefully and decep-
tively negotiated provisions to accommodate the de-
ployments originally programmed by them, and
they have taken maximum advantage of every loop-
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hole and ambiguity in the agreements . Indeed, So-
viet strategic advantages in many categories have
widened throughout this period . At the same time,
the Soviets successfully thwarted the U .S. strategic
program of greatest concern to them : the more tech-
nically advanced U.S. ABM program . The Soviets
have used the SALT negotiations process as a
smokescreen to conceal their mounting strategic su-
periority from a complacent United States ."

All of this has occured under an agreement which was said
to have guaranteed not only the condition of mutual vulnera-
bility but a mutual acknowledgement of its desirability. In fact,
SALT I did not lead to a condition of mutual vulnerability, to
true and balanced arms control, nor to an increase in "crisis
stability" : in short it did not enhance the American deterrent .
However true it may be that SALT fully codified MAD as the
supreme American strategy, there is simply no evidence to
support the notion that the Soviets have come to accept the
validity of the American view of minimum deterrence or to
adopt the postulates of MAD as a basis for its nuclear strategy .
Nor is there evidence that the Soviets were motivated by the
"logic" of MAD and the seven-year demonstration of U .S. re-
straint into entering the SALT negotiations in order to consoli-
date its acceptance of mutual deterrence . In fact, it is clear that
the Soviets entered the SALT negotiations with very different
goals, deliberately seeking to gain strategic advantage over the
United States .

When confronted with the absence of evidence to support the
thesis that the Soviets had accepted MAD, defenders of SALT
I claim the Soviets de facto accepted the principle of mutual
vulnerability when they signed the ABM treaty . But in fact, it
is clear that the Soviets saw the ABM treaty very differently .
The evidence suggests that the Soviets never intended to deploy
more than the 64 launchers that had been operational around
Moscow since 1969. Rather than indicating acceptance by the
Soviets of MAD, the ABM treaty in effect constrained only the
superior American ABM. Moreover Soviet intentions were by
no means obscure to all observers . Senator Henry Jackson tried
to discredit the administration's attempt to ascribe to the Sovi-
ets acceptance of MAD on the basis of the ABM treaty :
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According to this view both countries, in subscribing
to the ABM . . . treaty, have in effect "agreed" to
remain vulnerable to a retaliatory attack, thereby
assuring that even quite small deterrent forces will
be adequate to deter. The logic of this interpretation
escapes me. First, it fails to take account of the mas-
sive Soviet air defense system . For another, it ig-
nores the basic principle of strategic deterrence ; the
certain survivability of one's retaliatory force . The
fact that we will not have to contend with sophis-
ticated ABM systems is not in itself a guarantee that
enough of our nuclear force could survive attack to
assure retaliation. Finally, it seems to me far more
plausible to explain Soviet interest in the ABM
treaty as an effort to stop the United States from
continuing with its much more advanced ABM de-
ployment at a moment when comparable technology
was unavailable to the Soviet Union . The last thing
I would read into the ABM treaty is the otherwise
unsupported notion that the Soviets have accepted
the doctrine of minimum deterrence as it is under-
stood by some of our own arms control specialists ."

Events were to prove Henry Jackson precisely correct. The
Soviets saw the prospects for an ABM treaty as a signal to
accelerate their civil-defense program . The ABM treaty would
remove the chances for the U .S. to achieve superior strategic
defenses via technologies in which the Soviets were noncom-
petitive, and throw the competition for defenses (if it should
continue) into the arena of civil discipline in which the Soviet
system excels.

SALT Stymied the Soviet Buildup
The mindset of the American officials who negotiated SALT

I prompted two critics to remark that "the United States' im-
mersion in its own policy of mutual assured destruction was so
complete that it excluded the possibility that the USSR con-
ceivably could be operating on different assumptions ."" Indeed
only recently have many come to understand that MAD is the
essential ingredient of SALT, and that SALT is the codification
of MAD. Only recently have Americans criticized SALT for
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leaving the United States more vulnerable than it need be .
To answer this charge, the administration turned to a new

line of reasoning . Henry Kissinger no longer evoked the vision
of the Soviet Union in strategic lockstep with the United States
sharing goals of arms control and nuclear stability . Instead, he
now pointed to the dangers of the expanding Soviet strategic
arsenal and to SALT as the only way of coping with them .
Indeed administration spokesmen used the strategic numbers
game in a variety of ways to defend SALT I . On the one hand,
the administration argued that the Soviet numerical advan-
tage was of no significance because under MAD, numbers of
weapons above those necessary for a minimum deterrent have
no strategic meaning. Hence Kissinger's outburst : "What, in
God's name, do you do with strategic superiority." Any offen-
sive "launcher gap" could therefore be ignored and, thus, SALT
I was all right regardless of the imbalances it permitted . When
pressed, however, the administration turned to the argument
that because of the momentum of the Soviet buildup, the U .S .
was forced to accept a disparity in order to prevent a still
greater one from developing. According to Kissinger's later
explanations (witness Kissinger's interview in the Economist,
February 1979), SALT I was the brilliant diplomatic handiwork
of a bargainer negotiating from the weaker position .
It was not always this way however. Those who believed

SALT would guarantee mutual deterrence had long believed
that a SALT agreement with the Soviets had become possible
because the Soviets were becoming more and more like the
United States every year. President Nixon, for example, had
described the Soviets' drawing abreast in strategic weapons as
an "opportunity ."" Now, however, with the U .S. in the inferior
position, the advocates of MAD and SALT grudgingly acknowl-
edged the importance of numbers, but only in order to argue
that a three-to-two Soviet advantage in launchers was the best
option available, and that the U.S. ought to take it and be glad .
The argument that "this is the best deal we could get" has
become a hardy perennial of the continuing SALT debate .

However, arguments to the effect that SALT I was needed to
check the Soviet buildup are essentially phony . First, they rest
on the assumption that the United States was unable to match
or to counter Soviet developments with weapons and doctrine
of its own, and therefore had to reply on diplomacy . Henry
Kissinger made this case as follows :
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By 1969, therefore, we had no active or planned pro-
grams for deploying additional ICBMs, submarine-
launched ballistic missiles or bombers-in other
words, as a result of decisions made in the 1960s, and
not reversible within the time-frame of the projected
agreement, there would be a numerical gap against
us in the two categories of land and sea-based missile
systems whether or not there was an agreement .
Without an agreement, the gap would steadily
widen."

Later in his Economist interview, Kissinger claimed that he
had seen SALT as a means by which the troubled American
polity might purchase the time it needed to put its internal
affairs in order, and do the groundwork necessary to overcome
the effects of a half decade's neglect of American military
forces. The retreat embodied in SALT I, then, was supposed to
be the prelude to renewed American superiority . Thus spoke
Kissinger:

Our strategy was to agree on a five-year freeze-the
interval we judged would enable us to catch up by
developing cruise missiles, a new submarine [Tri-
dent], a new ICBM [MX] and the B-1 bomber . No
sooner had we concluded the agreement than it was
criticised for giving the Soviets a numerical advan-
tage. That argument was absurd and showed the
disintegration of seriousness in our domestic debate .
What gave the Russians their numerical advantage
were the American decisions of the mid-1960s not to
react to the Soviet buildup coupled with the congres-
sional decisions to cut our military budget anywhere
from 5-10 percent, each year, even when we were
presenting extraordinarily lean budgets ."'

The argument that in 1972 the U .S. was helpless to respond
to the Soviet buildup is patently false . If the Nixon-Kissinger
military budgets were lean, the justifications presented on their
behalf were leaner still. Henry Kissinger has been quoted as
believing that "the American people have only themselves to
blame" for his having negotiated SALT terms favorable to the
Soviet Union." But Kissinger has no right to blame American
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public opinion for his policies, especially since he never once
tried to lead public opinion in any other direction . One looks in
vain for a single word of warning from the mouth of Dr . Kiss-
inger during his headlong pursuit of SALT I . Former Arms
Control and Disarmament Administration (ACDA) director
Fred Ikle has eloquently put the Kissinger argument to rest .

He who mistakes his eroding evaluations for the
trend of history can be made to believe that slowing
down his retreat is a gain, that preventing further
enemy advances must be the limit of his ambitions,
and that trying to recover what has been lost would
be utter recklessness."

The true reason for American failure to keep pace with the
Soviet strategic buildup is to be found in the acceptance by
Nixon and Kissinger of Robert McNamara's theory of MAD
and in the belief that the Soviets would be content with a
condition of strategic parity . Of course there was never evi-
dence to support this view, just as there was no earthly reason
why in 1969-1972 the United States could not have met and
exceeded every strategic challenge posed by the Soviets . There
is in fact no good reason why the U .S. could not do so today .
Indeed it must ultimately be asked if anyone seriously doubts
that if it chose, the United States could create such an arsenal
as to dwarf the Soviet Union in every conceivable measure of
military power. Those who today imply that the U .S. has much
to fear from the arms race that they allege would result from
Senate failure to ratify SALT II would do well to reflect on
which side that fear should rest .

In any case, there is every reason to believe that SALT itself
prevented an American response to the Soviet buildup . Surely
in the absence of an agreement, the U.S. would have ac-
celerated its new strategic weapons : B-1, Trident, and MX. At
the very least, the U .S. would have constructed the Safeguard
system that of course would have protected Minuteman . Sec-
ond, the arguments justifying SALT I on the grounds that the
accords restrained the Soviet numerical buildup are false be-
cause they postulate a Soviet strategic doctrine that does not
exist, and neglect the characteristics of existing Soviet weap-
ons. Administration leaders apparently accepted the popular
"peasant-image" of Soviet strategy, according to which an un-
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sophisticated, xenophobic, Soviet Union blindly acquires more
and larger weapons out of an irrational affinity for things mas-
sive and ignorance of the subtleties of nuclear doctrine-wit-
ness the cavalier dismissal of Soviet nuclear warfighting doc-
trines as primitive and not to be taken seriously. If the Nixon
Administration truly believed that the Soviets would have con-
tinued to deploy additional missiles at the 1969-71 rate (ap-
proximately 250 ICBMs and 128 SLBMs per year), it misread
egregiously both the Soviets and their strategic goals. By 1971
the Soviets had enough big boosters . It appears, therefore, that
Soviet planning called for exploiting their advantage in throw-
weight by turning to qualitative improvement of their force .
There is no military reason why they should have done other-
wise, even in the absence of SALT I . From the first, Soviet
intentions were dictated by their own strategic view, a view
that was not at all unsophisticated . American officials, on the
other hand, blinded by MAD, could not take the Soviets seri-
ously and assumed simply that the Soviets, in their stupidity,
would build more and more launchers .
Alarmingly, many advocates of SALT appeared to believe

also that increased numbers of Soviet offensive weapons, which
they alleged were restrained by SALT I, somehow would have
presented a danger to the U .S. greater than that posed by the
Soviets' qualitative improvements, which were not restrained .
Several analysts have argued, however, that administration
spokesmen were not sincere about the threat that increased
numbers of Soviet launchers might pose, but spoke of it as an
after-the-fact rationalization for having granted the advantage
in offensive weapons to the Soviet Union . 45 These analysts ac-
cuse Kissinger of outright duplicity for claiming that SALT I
restrained Soviet SLBM deployment. SALT I in fact limited
Soviet SLBM launchers to approximately the maximum level
that they could have achieved anyway .

Finally, the arguments that justify SALT I because it re-
strained the Soviet buildup are false on their faces : the Soviet
strategic buildup, far from being stymied, expanded greatly .
SALT I did not restrain Soviet progress toward superiority
either quantitatively or qualitatively . Nor did informed observ-
ers even expect that it would. In fact, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) told Congress that their support of the agreements was
contingent upon accelerating the development of several key
American weapons systems . Admiral Thomas Moorer, Chair-
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man of the JCS, declared that action "must be taken now if the
U.S. is to guard against a degredation of its national security
policy."" Secondly, some analysts have contended that in ex-
change for accepting the principle of ceilings, the Soviets were
permitted to determine these ceilings and that the final levels
agreed upon by the negotiations represented the Soviets' origi-
nal proposals."

Of course SALT I was not supposed to restrain the Soviets
from improving the quality of their offensive systems and did
not do so, despite American musings on the "spirit of SALT ."
Within a year following the signing of the agreements, the
Soviets tested four new, more accurate ICBMs, including three
with MIRVs. They also introduced a new SLBM, the SS-N-8,
that was tested to a range of approximately 4,000 miles, subs-
tantially greater than the range of the U .S. Poseidon. The SS-
N-8, whose range is now believed to be about 4,300 nautical
miles, made nonsense of the administration's claim that the
Soviets had been allowed more SLBMs in SALT I to offset the
American numerical advantage alleged to result from U .S. for-
ward submarine bases. Now, submarines carrying the SS-N-8
could strike the U .S. from their home ports-and quickly re-
load .

The Soviets also reaped a number of qualitative advantages
through a combination of "evasion and avoidance" made possi-
ble by the loopholes in the SALT I agreement itself and by
outright "violations" of the American "unilateral statements"
appended to the agreement . First, by interpreting the "15 per-
cent" increase permitted in launcher size to mean 15 percent
in each dimension (giving a 52 percent increase in silo volume)
and by using cold-launch techniques on the SS-17 and SS-18 the
Soviets have, given their current generation of missiles, the
potential for increases in throw-weight from 50 to 250 per-
cent." Secondly, the Soviet interpretation of the 15 percent
restriction was used in combination with the lack of any real
definition of "light" and "heavy" missiles to effectively circum-
vent the restrictions on missile size without technically violat-
ing the agreed terms of SALT I which stated that :

The Parties undertake not to convert land-based
launchers for light ICBMs, or for ICBMs of older
types deployed prior to 1964, into land-based launch-
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ers for heavy ICBMs of types deployed after that
time .

The U .S. had believed that this provision, together with the
unilateral interpretation, had prevented or deferred the threat
to the Minuteman force posed by the large Soviet ICBMs . In
fact, the Soviets have successfully thwarted this American in-
tention. The SS-19 which replaced the SS-11 is clearly and
unequivocably a "heavy" missile as understood by the United
States at the time of SALT I, exceeding by approximately 30
percent the volume which the U .S. considered "heavy ." Since,
however, this increase in missile size did not violate the expan-
sive Soviet definition of what was meant by a 15 percent in-
crease, it was not technically a violation . SALT I was "sold" to
the Congress by claims that it would prevent exactly what then
proceeded to occur. Colin Gray has remarked that :

The ineptitude of U.S. SALT negotiators is illus-
trated by reference to the testimony of Secretary of
Defence Melvin Laird before the Senate Armed Ser-
vices Committee on July 24, 1972 . Having just stated
that a ten to fifteen percent increase in more than
one dimension of a silo would be considered by the
United States to be "a violation of the agreement,"
he proceeded to claim that "in no case would it be
possible for the Soviet Union to retrofit their SS-11
silos with a new significantly larger missile . . ." He
was wrong, and, given the language of SALT I, no
violation has occurred .49

In sum it seems clear that the arguments supporting the
proposition that SALT prevented a worsening of the American
position in the strategic balance were at best naive and ill-
informed . At worst it seems that administration spokesmen
simply used whatever plausible argument was at hand in order
to win Congressional and public acceptance for agreements
that had become important to the reelection of the sitting ad-
ministration .
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SALT Did Not Affect America's
Qualitative Lead
Enough has already been said about Soviet deployments

post-SALT I to show that Soviet capabilities were not con-
strained and the U.S. advantage has not thereby preserved .
Moreover, Soviet technological improvements continue to mul-
tiply the effects of the numerical superiority granted by SALT
I .
One of the arguments most often advanced in support of

SALT I was that whatever the deficiences of the agreements
themselves, they could be remedied in the SALT II agreement .
It is not often admitted that subsequent agreements can also
make matters worse . In fact the indications are that after
SALT II (in 1985), the U .S. would be relatively worse off than
when SALT I expired in 1977. The Carter Administration, fol-
lowing trends already visible in the Nixon and Ford Adminis-
trations, has abandoned what had earlier been America's chief
practical goal in SALT : reducing the likelihood that the U .S .
land-based missile force might be threatened . Certainly that
force will be completely vulnerable by the early 1980s. Instead,
the administration has concentrated on trying to restrict the
modernization of Soviet strategic forces in some ill-defined
ways. As a result, SALT has become irrelevant to the central
question of nuclear strategy .

Supporters of SALT, however, argue that to reject SALT II
is unthinkable if only because the negotiating process gives
hope of leading to meaningful arms control-later. Critics dis-
agree. William Van Cleave, a former advisor to the SALT I
delegation, has argued that this American view is "politically
naive."

Our driving assumption has been that arms control
negotiations are a uniquely cooperative process,
wherein compromise is a mutual objective and nego-
tiation a non-zero sum game where both sides stand
to gain mutually and equally . . . The Soviet Union,
however, seems clearly to have regarded SALT as
another competitive endeavor, where the objective is
unilateral advantage and where one can gain at the
expense of the other . 5 o
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Indeed the "process" of SALT I itself suggest serious ques-
tions regarding American performance in future SALT
negotiations . First, there is a fundamental difference in the
approach taken by the two sides . The U.S. believed in a cooper-
ative process leading to mutual advantage . The Soviets ap-
proached SALT competitively, as an integral element of
broader political strategy . Paul Nitze, who served for five years
as a member of the SALT negotiating team, has recounted
these divergent approaches :

At the initial sessions of SALT I at Helsinki, the U .S .
delegation dwelt at length on the distinction be-
tween a zero-sum game, in which one side's gains are
equal to the other side's losses, and a non-zero-sum
game, in which both sides can either win or lose . It
was our contention that the nuclear relationship be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union is
analogous to a non-zero-sum game, not to a zero-sum
game. We argued that an agreement which provided
essential equivalence, and which maintained or en-
hanced crisis stability, would add to the security of
both sides, reduce the risk of nuclear war, do so at a
reduced cost in resources, and thus be of mutual
benefit. We further contended that only if both sides
approached the negotiations with the objective of
optimizing mutual gains could the conflicting views
be resolved as to whether one side's gains would be,
or appear to be, the other side's losses . . . The Soviet
side did not accept this viewpoint . Soviet doctrine
has always placed heavy emphasis upon what they
call the "correlation of forces ." In this term, they
include the aggregate of all the forces bearing upon
the situation-including psychological, political,
and economic factors . Soviet officials took the view
that the correlation of forces had been moving and
would continue to move, in their favor . They de-
duced from this the proposition that, even though
we might, at a given time, believe their proposals
to be one-sided and inequitable, realism would even-
tually bring us to accept at least the substance of
them."1
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The history of SALT is indeed that of a shift in the "correlation
of forces" and of America's acceptance of Soviet positions . Crit-
ics of SALT I catalogue a number of specific negotiating mis-
takes made by U .S. officials during SALT I and SALT II . These
include :

• Regarding American weapons not as more or less useful in
themselves, but as helpful or harmful from the standpoint
of SALT .

•

	

Assuming the role of supplicant by taking the initiative in
laying specific proposals on the table, and by continually
promising results to the American public .

•

	

Tabling final positions, instead of "going-in" options . This
has resulted in repeated wholesale substantive revisions in
the U.S. position . The Carter Administration's initial
SALT proposal of March 1977, and its subsequent retreat
from it, is a classic example of this practice .

•

	

Excessive attention to devising alternative positions by
which to accommodate Soviet objections. This has led
American negotiators to negotiate with themselves . In
Senator Henry Jackson's words : "To discard in advance
propositions that are meritorious but believed to be unac-
ceptable to the other side is to abandon the effort to per-
suade the adversary of the wisdom of one's position-to say
nothing of abandoning the effort to influence ." 52

•

	

Emphasis on analyzing individual technical questions
while ignoring broader strategic issues .

•

	

Legal and technical incompetence on the part of the top-
level U.S. policymakers, which resulted in a number of
verbal loopholes, technical errors, and gross ambiguities in
the agreements, especially during the negotiations in Mos-
cow in May 1972, and in the later negotiations in Vladivos-
tok in November 1974 .

John Newhouse described the frantic atmosphere in which
the SALT I accords were finalized as representing "a kind of
vertiginous confusion reminiscent as much as anything else of
the Keystone Cops." 53 In particular, the technical experts of
the U.S. SALT delegation were cut off from Richard Nixon and
Henry Kissinger during the final negotiations, while Leonid
Brezhnev was surrounded by Soviet experts . Amazingly, the
isolation of the senior U .S. delegation during the critical final
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negotiations was intentional, and not uncommon American
practice. According to Nitze,

Nixon had such a passion for secrecy and such a lack
of confidence in the reliability and judgment of what
he considered to be the bureaucracy, that not even
the head of the U .S. delegation was kept precisely
informed of what was happening at the higher level .
This went to such lengths that at discussions at the
highest level, Nixon would rely on the Soviet inter-
preters rather than the more competent American
interpreters whose notes might be made available to
others on the U.S. side. As a result, there is no pre-
cise U.S. record of what was said . . . A further conse-
quence of these procedures was that the President
and his immediate advisers were deprived of availa-
ble expertise and of the ability to fine comb the rele-
vant detail. This resulted in unnecessary difficulties,
some of significant consequence, in parrying Soviet
strategy and tactics."

Soviet negotiating tactics, in SALT I, however, were of a very
different order . Paul Nitze has described the Soviet negotiating
style in detail .

They made an attempt to break down individual
members of the U .S. team. Initially they tried to get
people to drink too much . . . They tried to flatter
individual members of the team, hoping to play on
possible disagreements within it.

In the actual substantive negotiations they em-
ployed an amazing tactical versatility . They used
words in other than their normally accepted sense,
or quotations out of context or subtly modified, and
exploited the differences in nuance between Russian
words and their English quivalents .

Another technique was to attempt to get an agree-
ment in principle, without exposing how it would be
implemented. Still another was to package elements
of the problem together in a manner advantageous
to their side. Another was to create expectations
that if we conceded a given point, then other im-
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portant points would become easy to resolve .
They would use imprecise language in present-

ing provisions which would limit their side and
precise language where the object was to limit U .S .
actions . . .

They thoroughly understand the value of endless
repetition, of taking the high ground to gain trading
room, of making concessions grudgingly and only for
equal or greater concessions, of moving to stronger
positions rather than compromising, of unexpect-
edly shifting the subject of negotiations from one
field to another .

They understand the importance of deadlines and
uses of delay, the ways in which multiple levels of
negotiations can be exploited, and the importance of
negotiating on one's home territory .
They always negotiate ad referendum to higher

authority. Even Chairman Brezhnev has withdrawn
positions he had previously agreed to, on grounds
that the Politburo had not concurred .55

Obvious as Soviet tactics might be to the average intelligent
human being, they have mystified generations of American
officials . These officials have performed real tours de force in
order to put a favorable gloss on Soviet behavior . Unfortu-
nately, having done so, they have proceeded to shape American
policy as if their fancies were reality .

Leslie Gelb, currently director of the State Department's
Bureau of Political and Military Affairs, thus answered the
question of why "leaders in both countries build more war-
heads" :

The answer lies in some combination of the follow-
ing: lack of trust in the other side ; concern that mar-
ginal nuclear advantage can be turned into diplo-
matic successes ; bureaucratic and technological
momentum; worry about being vulnerable to politi-
cal attack from the right . 56

Even Secretary of Defense Brown has been quoted as sub-
scribing to this view . In response to a question as to why he
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believed that the Soviets had engaged in a fifteen-year buildup
of strategic forces, Brown answered that,

nobody really knows . It could be a mixture of causes .
To some degree, it may be an expression of bureau-
cratic inertia . . . an expression of the strength of the
Soviet military in the decision-making process of the
Soviet Union ."'

If one holds such views, SALT understandably appears as a
powerful check on the forces of bureaucracy, fear and obscu-
rantism. However, though there is simply no evidence of any-
thing resembling a debate between hardline and softline fac-
tions within the Soviet hierarchy, there is more than ample
evidence that such a debate is the essence of American policy .

In that debate, the supporters of the "softline" have weighed
far more heavily than they could possibly believe their counter-
parts in the Soviet Union have . These are the words of Victor
Utgoff, currently on the staff of President Carter's National
Security Council :

Even if the United States could attain strategic
superiority it would not be desirable because I sus-
pect we would occasionally use it as a way of throw-
ing our weight around in some very risky ways
. . . It is in the U .S. interest to allow the few remain-
ing areas of strategic advantage to fade away."

Likewise the thoughts of Walter Slocombe, in charge of
SALT matters in President Carter's Pentagon :

There are huge differences between the existing
U.S. and Soviet strategic forces and in problems the
two superpowers confront . . . Thus, it is inevitable
that on some measures-indeed on many measures
-one will enjoy a "gap" over the other . But it cannot
be emphasized too often that these relatively small
differences make no military or political difference .
If there is to be any stability to the nuclear balance,
it cannot be an objective of the United States to seek
to ensure that all such gaps must run in our favor
. . . More fundamentally, achieving some bilateral
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agreement on ceilings, whatever their level, by no
means eliminates the need for the U .S. to practice
unilateral restraint-not to be nice to the Soviets,
but from an intelligent recognition of our own vital
self-interest in their reactions to our programs ."

Supporters of such views have also made their mark on
Congress and on Congressional actions. In the years follow-
ing SALT I measures were introduced to eliminate various
American weapons systems or to stop qualitative improve-
ments. For example, the McIntyre-Brooke amendment
(which would have eliminated all funds for research, devel-
opment and testing of improved accuracy and yield capabili-
ties for U .S. warheads) was defeated only narrowly, 49-47
and 52-42 in 1975. One amendment by Senator Hubert
Humphrey to delay flight testing of the U .S. MIRV until the
Soviets began such tests passed by two votes, while another
by Senator George McGovern to prohibit cruise missile tests
beyond 200 kilometers drew thirty-three supporters on the
Senate floor.

In essence, the following is only a mild overstatement: SALT
agreements are not the result of negotiations between the So-
viet negotiators and their American counterparts . They result
from negotiations between various groups of protagonists
within the public and private sectors of the United States . The
Soviets state their "bottom line" requirements for a treaty and
let the U.S. sides go home and sell to the other Americans their
rationales for caving in .

How the Soviets looked at SALT
In Chapter 3 we saw that, on the eve of SALT I, most So-

viet forces could not do what was required of them . In some
areas, such as the SRF's missiles, programs underway pro-
mised to narrow the gap between requirements and capabili-
ties some time in the mid-1970s . But in other areas, solu-
tions to fundamental problems were much farther off . To
better appreciate how the Ministry of Defense (MOD) may
have viewed the military "correlation of forces" between the
two superpowers in the late 1960s, let us look at a Soviet
method for measuring the military "correlation of forces"
between the two superpowers and then at some statements
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published in mid-1969 that appear to provide unique insight
into the MOD's approach to SALT .

In 1967 Maj . Gen. III Anureyev, a senior staff member of the
General Staff Academy, published a methodology for analyzing
the relationship between strategic forces . 60 Anureyev's method
may be summarized as follows: How much of the surviving
enemy force penetrates one's own defenses and how much dam-
age is inflicted on one's own reserve forces and industry?

The "bottom lines" for the Soviet negotiators in SALT I (and
subsequent negotiations as well) were based primarily on the
recommendations of the Ministry of Defense . There is ample
evidence of this including the testimony of Igor Glagolev, a
Soviet defector who had helped prepare Soviet SALT positions .
Glagolev points out that there is no nonmilitary counterpart in
the USSR to the U .S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
and very little impact to the arms-control process from any
source but the Ministry of Defense . Of course, Secretary (Mar-
shal of the Soviet Union) Brezhnev and Defense Minister (also
Marshal) Ustinov have final authority to approve . The MOD
probably insisted upon pursuit of the following objectives in
SALT I :

1. Prohibit America's projected ABM defenses, or limit them
to the point that they could have but negligible effects on
Soviet offensive forces, whether these were used in a pre-
ventive or in a second strike .

2. Place a limit on the number of U.S. MIRVed ICBM and
SLBM launchers and on the number of SAC bombers, so
that the MOD would have a stable threat against which
to plan .

3. Since the USSR would have to accept the same general
constraints on antiballistic missiles and on the number of
strategic offensive missiles and bombers as the U.S., the
USSR should negotiate the limits in such a manner that
the development and deployment of the new generation of
Soviet weaponry-four MIRVed ICBMs, the SS-N-8
SLBM, and the Backfire bomber-could proceed as sched-
uled .

4. Negotiate a large, secure, SLBM force which could be kept
in reserve as a hedge against future U.S. counterforce
capabilities.

5. Make sure that most of the USSR's strategic forces for use
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on the Eurasian land mass be excluded from SALT, while
trying to include U .S./NATO tactical nuclear systems in
such limits .

6. Place no limits on R&D, and on funding for any Soviet
strategic systems .

Some surely will argue that this list credits the Soviet Minis-
try of Defense with too much prescience and consensus . Per-
haps so; perhaps not. No one can be sure. The Soviets probably
did not have a precise set of numbers in mind as early as 1969 .
After all, they didn't know what the U .S. would propose, much
less be willing to agree to. Nevertheless, Anureyev's methology
and the modus operandi of Soviet institutions suggest the possi-
bility that the Soviet MOD, however painfully, worked out the
set of objectives outlined in SALT. Certainly the outcome of
SALT I was consistent with these postulated objectives . This
consistency could be coincidental-most of these objectives
could have evolved out of the negotiating process, between and
within the two delegations. On the other hand, most of these
objectives appeared in Soviet proposals and positions in the
initial stages of the negotiations . It is hard to believe that the
Soviets improvised their initial positions on such fundamental
issues after the negotiations began .

Certainly the Soviet approach to ABM defenses in SALT was
completely contrary to the positions that Soviet spokesmen had
articulated all over the world from 1963 to 1968, and was dia-
metrically opposed to the standard Soviet view of defenses .
Kosygin's statements after the Glassboro summit meeting
(1967) were typical of the traditional Soviet view : defenses don't
kill people, they save lives ; defenses are not a threat to anyone
and should not be limited, least of all by the Soviet Union . But
in SALT the Soviets took exactly the opposite approach . Be-
cause of this, a number of American observers jumped to the
conclusion that the Soviets had been converted to MAD, that
years of patient "tutoring by American officials had worked ."
But the reason for the Soviets' change of mind had nothing to
do with MAD. Given their (one sided) concept of deterrence,
their fear of a U .S./NATO nuclear attack, and the net assess-
ment of the Soviet strategic position vis a vis the U.S. that
would have resulted from the use of Anureyev's method, it is
not difficult to understand why the Soviets did not follow the
logic of Kosygin's 1967 statement .
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The Soviet and
American Strategic
Arsenals: 1972-1985

The American Arsenal
Whatever the outcome of the SALT II negotiations, and de-

spite the continuing Soviet strategic buildup, the American
strategic arsenal will look in 1985 (when the SALT II treaty
would expire) very much as it looked in 1979, and not so differ-
ent from the way it looked in 1972 at the time of the signing
of SALT I. Indeed, with the exception of the cruise missile, the
basic structure of the strategic "triad" of ICBMs, SLBMs and
intercontinental bombers will be much as it was in 1967 when
the number of U .S. ICBMs and SLBMs was frozen at 1,054 and
656 respectively-except that the number of bombers will have
shrunk by half. Although strategic defensive systems are prop-
erly included in discussions of strategic weapons, the absence
of American defenses against ballistic missiles, due in part to
the ABM treaty, the paucity of American defense against
bombers, the lack of a strategic antisubmarine warfare pro-
gram, and the absence of an American civil defense, confines
this review to U . S. offensive strategic forces . The U.S. strategic
triad today is essentially structured as a deterrent force . Ironi-
cally, although the U .S. has tried to avoid acquiring a true
counterforce capability, the current American targeting doc-
trine does require some weapons to be assigned to military
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targets, both soft and hard, with obviously limited chances of
success. Analysts have employed a variety of standards by
which to judge strategic power, such as numbers of Strategic
Nuclear Launch Vehicles (SNLVs), numbers of launchers,
numbers of warheads, megatonnage (or equivalent megaton-
nage), throw-weight, warhead yield, accuracy (CEP), launcher
survivability, Single-Shot Kill Probability (SSKP) and "lethal-
ity."' While a full technical discussion of these various mea-
sures is beyond the scope of this book, available figures for yield
in megatons, accuracy (CEP) in nautical miles, and the proba-
bility that a given warhead can destroy a target hardened to
withstand 1,000 PSI peak blast overpressure (SSKP) will be
given. Soviet silos however, are reportedly almost three times
as hard as American ones, so that any given SSKP is to be
considered overly optimistic when applied to Soviet silos .
Today, U.S. forces consists of the following :

1. Fifty-four Titan II liquid-fueled ICBM's in hardened silos .'
First deployed in 1963, the Titan II has a single MK 6
warhead with a relatively large yield, reportedly on the
order of 10 MT. However, it is the least accurate of Ameri-
can ICBMs with a CEP of .8 nautical miles and an SSKP
of 25 percent. Although long considered obsolete and diffi-
cult to maintain, the size of the Titan II warhead has
argued for its retention in the arsenal. There are as yet no
firm public plans to retire it. The Titan II is not a counter-
force weapon .

2. One thousand Minuteman II and III solid-fueled ICBMs in
hardened silos. In 1972 the U .S. had deployed 500 Minute-
man IIs, each with a single MK-11B or 11C warhead of 1
MT, a .3NM CEP and a 33 percent SSP K . Since 1972, fifty
of these Minuteman II's have been replaced with Minute-
man HIS, as has been the entire fleet of older 400 Minute-
man Is deployed at that time . The U .S. has now deployed
550 Minuteman Ills which it first introduced in 1971 .
Slightly larger than the Minuteman II, Minuteman III is
the only U .S. ICBM to carry a MIRV warhead . The Min-
uteman III carries three MIRV MK-12 warheads of . 17 MT
each with a CEP of . 1 nautical miles and an SSKP of 24
percent. Recommendations to place a large multimegaton
reentry vehicle with a high degree of accuracy on Minute-
man were rejected under both McNamara and the Nixon
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Administration, because such a counterforce weapon was
not in keeping with the MAD doctrine. However, in 1974,
Secretary of Defense Schlesinger, finding the MAD pos-
ture to be wanting, announced a new "limited strategic
nuclear options" doctrine for the U.S., under which imme-
diate massive retaliation against Soviet cities was no
longer to be the President's "only option and possibly not
the principal option." As a result a number of accuracy
and yield improvements were planned for the Minuteman
III. The substitution of the MK-12A reentry vehicle will
increase the yield to .35 MT per warhead and computer
software improvements to the NS-20 guidance system are
expected to improve accuracy to a bit better than . 1 NM,
increasing SSKP to 80 percent (assuming Soviet silos are
hardened to 1,000 PSI) . Against targets hardened to 2,500
PSI the MK 12-As SSKP is 50 percent . These improve-
ments will give Minuteman III a limited counterforce ca-
pability, the only credible counterforce capability in the
U.S. missile arsenal. Likewise the land-based missile force
is the only "prompt" force capable of attacking some So-
viet missile silos before they could launch their missiles .
Bombers, even those armed with cruise missiles, are far
too slow. In summary, the U .S. land-based missile force
consists of 1,054 strategic nuclear launch vehicles, of
which 550 are MIRVed . This force has 2,154 warheads,
and, with deployment of the MK-12A, will have 1,488
megatons of destructive power .

It is unlikely that the proposed MX could be deployed
by 1985. So far the Carter Administration has delayed
work on the MX and has been unable to decide upon a
scheme for protecting the land-based missile force from
the growing Soviet counterforce threat . Under considera-
tion are several proposals including air-launching, air mo-
bile, multiple protective structure systems, and others .
Assuming that this problem can be solved, there remains
a serious question as to whether the administration actu-
ally desires to build a more accurate and powerful ICBM .
The Secretary of Defense's fiscal year 1980 posture state-
ment is ambiguous, particularly as it suggests a "com-
mon" Trident/MX missile .' Traditionally, to require that
a weapons system be redesigned to make it fit for multiple
uses has been a favored way of delaying its development



until its bureaucratic enemies can kill it . "Studies" have
proved to be effective weapons against weapons . The Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement for the MX, for example,
took years and multiple millions of dollars. A single copy
stands nearly three feet high!

3. Sea-launched ballistic missile systems include :
a. Forty-one SSBN nuclear-powered ballistic missile sub-

marines with 656 SLBMs .
b. The ten oldest SSBNs operate in the Pacific with 16

Polaris A-3 SLBMs each. These missiles with a range of
2,500 NM carry 3 MRV MK2. warheads of approxi-
mately .22 MT each with a CEP of .5 NM .

c. The 31 other SSBNs carry the 2,500-3,200 NM range
Poseidon C-3 SLBM which have from 10 to 14 MIRV
warheads of approximately .04 MT each and a CEP of
.3NM. Because of this extremely low yield, these weap-
ons have virtually no counterforce capability whatso-
ever .

The improvements to the sea-borne leg of the strategic
triad are the furthest along of any U.S. system with devel-
opment of the follow-on Trident SSBN and the C-4 SLBM
with a range of 4,000 nautical miles . The first of at least
13 Trident SSBNs each with 24 tubes has been christened
although delayed. The Trident I (C-4) SLBM, also delayed,
is scheduled to be retrofitted into 12 Poseidon SSBNs be-
ginning in October 1979 . The C-4 is reported to carry eight
MK 4 MIRVs of . 1 MT each. The U .S. has also tested the
MK. 500 MARV "Evader" RV that can perform prese-
lected maneuvers to penetrate BMD. However, the MK
500 is less accurate than a strictly ballistic RV and was
not tested with terminal guidance. The Polaris/-
Poseidon/Trident force has been consciously denied any
counterforce capability, such as would have been provided
by the MK 17 high yield, high accuracy warhead, or by a
"stellar update" navigational system, or by a terminal
guidance system . A follow-on missile, the Trident II (D-5)
is scheduled to be developed possibly as part of a common
missile program with MX . There have been reports that
the D-5 would have a range of 6,800 NM and would be
fitted with a larger warhead, the MK 20, which would be
capable of counterforce . For that reason the Trident II is
drawing strong opposition within the Carter Administra-
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tion. In sum the U .S. SLBM force consists of 656 SLBM
SNLVs (which could be increased to 744 under SALT II
when Trident replaces older Polaris boats) with from be-
tween 3,803 and 5,552 warheads depending on configura-
tion) and between 307 and 388 megatons.

4. The U.S. Strategic Bomber Force, the third leg of the
triad, is comprised of approximately 330 B-52 bombers (D,
G, and H series) of which a number are in "active storage,"
and are designated for training or are not equiped for
strategic nuclear attack. Sixty-six FB-111 medium bomber
aircraft are also assigned to the strategic air command,
although they are not included in the SALT II accord . The
B-52s can carry several multi-megaton nuclear bombs, as
well as a number of nuclear armed Short-Range Attack
Missiles (SRAMs) designed to suppress enemy air defense .
The FB-111 can carry proportionally fewer bombs and
SRAMs, but retains a good capability to penetrate Soviet
air defenses at low altitudes . The B-52 force is quite old,
the first aircraft having been introduced in 1955, and seri-
ous questions have been raised as to its continued ability
to penetrate the Soviet air defenses . It was to have been
replaced by the B-1 .

On June 30, 1977, President Carter canceled the B-1
supersonic bomber, negatively deciding the question of
whether or not the U .S. would deploy a follow-on bomber
to the B-52. The B-1, of which 244 were to be built, was
designed to have an increased chance to escape a suprise
attack by Soviet SLBHs because it could get off the ground
faster and was hardened against nuclear effects. Moreover
the B-1 was designed to penetrate the massive Soviet air
defenses . It can carry twice the payload of a B-52 over the
same distance as the B-52, but at a much higher speed .
The Carter Administration claimed that the cruise missile
could substitute for the B-1 . Secretary Brown announced
in the FY 1980 posture statement that research and devel-
opment will continue on the B-1 "in the very unlikely
event" that the U.S. would reconsider deployment. Money
for research on a new manned bomber is also budgeted, as
well studies for a aircraft to carry cruise missiles . But no
other American airplane, existing or proposed, can pene-
trate the increasingly sophisticated Soviet air defenses or
better the B-1 as a cruise-missile carrier.



5. The Cruise Missile, the only new category of weapons
system that could enter the U .S. inventory in substantial
numbers by 1985, was first flight tested in 1975 . This rela-
tively low cost, highly accurate, subsonic, airbreathing
missile will be able to fly beneath conventional air de-
fenses hugging the wrinkles in the terrain thanks to a
"terrain contour mapping system" (TERCOM) . Because of
its extreme accuracy to hit hard targets while avoiding
enemy defenses, it adds greatly to the capabilities of
manned bombers. The cruise missile was derived from a
combination of advances in engine and guidance systems,
resulting from work on remotely piloted reconnaissance
drones and armed decoys for the strategic bomber force .
It was developed technologically before a strategic doc-
trine had been developed for its use .

Cruise missiles can be launched from a number of plat-
forms: air-launched (ALCM), sea, or undersea-launched
(SLCM) and ground-launched (GLCM) . The U.S. has sev-
eral ALCMs, under development that face a "fly-off" com-
petition in 1979, and a Sea Launched Cruise Missile, the
Tomahawk. All of these systems have been delayed by the
Carter Administration, and face an uncertain future due
to SALT and opposition from arms-control advocates . (In-
terestingly, however, the administration's published as-
sessments of American forces under SALT II always as-
sume that the cruise missile is already deployed.)
Nevertheless, a well-conceived strategy for their deploy-
ment would introduce a serious addition to the mix of
threats that the Soviets would have to consider before
attacking the U .S. Such a strategy, which took advantage
of the potentially high deployment rate, low cost and the
myriad possibilities for launch vehicles, could be an im-
portant "quick-fix" for the U .S. until other improvements
are made to redress the strategic balance . But if the num-
ber of cruise missiles deployed by the U.S. is not several
times that of the Soviet ICBM warheads they are supposed
to offset, then the cruise missile will have proved to be yet
another pacifier for the American public. That is because,
as we have seen, any given cruise missile warhead is not
nearly as useful as any given warhead on, say, a Soviet
SS-18 .
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The Soviet Arsenal
1 . Strategic Forces: Until the ABM treaty was ratified and the
Interim Agreement signed, no great change occurred in the
pattern of Soviet force development, or Soviet strategic con-
cepts, or economic priorities . Whether from inertia or the de-
sire to retain hedges and bargaining chips at the SALT I
negotiations, the Soviet order of the day for the period 1969-
1972 seemed to be "steady as she goes ." Western observers
expected that once the Soviets had accepted limits on strategic
offensive forces, had made the commitment to negotiating fur-
ther reductions, and had banned national ABM defenses from
their plans "forever," they would begin to make some changes .
Western observers expected a slackening of the pace at which
Soviet weaponry was being improved . Instead, the pace quick-
ened, and the Soviets' emphasis on counterforce weapons was
reinforced .

Since 1972 the Soviets have tested all four of the new ICBMs
on which development had begun in the mid-1960s and are
deploying at least three of them . The SS-18 turned out to be the
counterforce weapon some observers had long predicted, and
the improved accuracy and large payloads of the SS-17 and
SS-19-about eight thousand pounds, or more than three times
that of the SS-11-could give these systems some hard-target
kill capability as well. Four new ICBMs are under develop-
ment. Obviously the Soviets want to be able to do much more
than just retaliate against U .S. cities .

At sea, the Soviets have built to the upper limit of SALT I-
62 SSBNs with 950 launchers . Development and deployment of
the SS-N-8 has proceeded as scheduled and the SS-N-17 and
SS-N-18 are being flight-tested. Development of the Typhoon
SSBN and missile, comparable in size and range to the U .S.
Trident II system, has been reported . Presumably some of the
Y-class boats either will be scrapped or converted to other mis-
sions .

In the Eurasian theaters of operations the SS-20 will replace
the SS-4s and SS-5s, while the Long-Range Aviation is being
modernized with Backfire bombers . The improvements in accu-
racy, and the correspondingly lower yields, in these new
MIRVed systems provide military capabilities the Soviet
Union has long sought . It is not generally recognized that the
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Soviets' very earliest missiles, some 750 SS-4 and SS-5
IR/MRBMs, were meant to achieve a counterforce capability
against NATO and U .S. bases in the Eurasian theaters of oper-
ations. Because most of the targets were soft, even these rela-
tively inaccurate IR/MRBMs constituted an effective force .
With the SS-20, for example, the Soviets will be able to do
precisely what they had aimed to do with the more powerful
but less accurate SS4s and SS5 : counterforce in the European
theater of operations . But they will be able to do it more effec-
tively and while causing less collateral damage .

Development and deployment of both the SS-9 and SS-11 as
hard and soft target systems respectively were successfully
predicted in the early 1960s . In the mid-1960s it was predicted,
much against the conventional wisdom of the time, that the
Soviets would develop new ICBMs with MIRVs for counterforce
capabilities in the 1970s because it was not practical to deploy
enough single warhead SS-9s to destroy all the hard targets in
the U.S. Now it is generally conceded, although not univer-
sally, that Soviet ICBMs-primarily the SS-18-are acquiring
a counterforce capability against U .S. land-based ICBMs . This
capability will improve in the future, most specifically under
the SALT agreement now being negotiated, unless the U .S.
takes some expensive countermeasures such as building a large
number of dummy silos .'

It is still overlooked in the public discourse that the new
Soviet ICBMs, and to a lesser degree the new SLBMs, will
extend coverage and improve effectiveness against soft targets
as well, while also reducing collateral damage because given
greater accuracy one can do the job with smaller yields .
Contrary to many expectations after the ABM treaty was

signed, the USSR has continued to develop and to deploy ad-
vanced air defense weapons systems. For the first time since
World War II the Soviets have been able to provide their na-
tional air defense forces with an interceptor (evidently the MIG
23 Floggers) that has some low altitude capabilities . Several
other new air defense systems are being developed and are
expected to be deployed in the early 1980s : one or more inter-
ceptors with "look-down-shoot-down" capabilities, an AWACS
system to counter bombers and cruise missiles at low altitudes,
the SA-10 for the same mission and possibly to engage SRAMs
as well, and new ground based radars for warning and target
tracking.' Moreover, deployment of new interceptors and
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SAMs must be accompanied by advanced ground-based systems
for command, control and communications even if such sys-
tems are seldom mentioned publicly .

Clearly, investment in Soviet strategic air defenses has risen
in recent years and is likely to surge in the next few years . How
much effectiveness has been gained, or, more appropriately,
can be gained against current and programmed U .S. bombers,
SRAMs and cruise missiles? That question is hard to answer
quantitatively with confidence and precision in either the U .S .
or the USSR. But the answer clearly is "some" no matter how
much we debate the uncertainties of bomber and cruise-missile
attrition rates . The important point is that the Soviets are
trying harder to solve their national air defense problems de-
spite the treaty prohibiting ABM defenses (beyond limited de-
ployment at one site) and are going to try harder yet in the next
few years.
The Soviet's renewed testing of an antisatellite system at-

tracted public attention in the West when it became clear that
they had tested it sufficiently to achieve some operational capa-
bility.

Soviet civil defense has been "rediscovered" by U .S. strategic
analysts of diverse persuasions and by the U .S. intelligence
community. Estimates of the (equivalent) cost of the Soviet
program vary, but they range from a few to several billion
dollars annually,' while the most the U .S. has ever spent on
civil defense in any one year is on the order of 0 .5 billion
dollars. Currently the U .S. is spending less than 100 million.
The Red Navy continues to invest heavily in surface ships,

submarines and aircraft for strategic Antisubmarine Warfare
(ASW). Strategic ASW has been the primary mission of most
major surface combatant converted or built for the Red Navy
since the early 1960s . Production of these surface craft, a new
class of nuclear-powered submarine and possibly a long-range
ASW aircraft is forecast .' The Soviets already have built at
least two units of the Alpha class SSN which probably is de-
signed to operate at depths of 600-1,200 meters .' Operating at
these depths would require a titanium hull. Now a nuclear
carrier has been reported under construction .' It remains to be
seen whether this is more strategic ASW or a strike carrier in
the U.S. tradition, or something else . Because American mis-
sile-firing submarines are difficult to locate, however, Soviet
strategic antisubmarine forces remain relatively ineffective .
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Nevertheless, the amount of effort the Soviets continue to de-
vote to this mission is impressive and probably increasing.
They must think it is going to pay off some day .

When SALT talks began in 1969 the USSR was about fifteen
years behind the U .S. in all basic components of ABM technol-
ogy, except possibly in large phased array radars . They are still
behind, but are now reaching the levels of ABM technology
that the U.S. had achieved by 1969. Recent reports in the Soviet
and American press indicate that the Soviets are well along in
the development of several of the essential elements. According
to Soviet sources, their Ryad computer, roughly the equivalent
of an IBM 360, finally is in series production . According to U .S .
sources, large phased array radars suitable for battle manage-
ment are being installed, and a smaller ("mobile") phased
array radar has been developed . Test firing has begun on a
high-acceleration missile that should permit low altitude inter-
cepts."

Soviet Defense Outlays in the 1970s
SALT has had no discernible effect on Soviet defense expen-

ditures except, perhaps, to push them upwards . True, since
1972 the growth rate in total expenditures has been less than
the frantic pace of 1959-1963, or of 1966-1970 . But the pace of
general economic expansion has slowed much more . Conse-
quently, the burden of defense on the economy has risen much
more rapidly in the 1970s than in the 1960s, and the diversion
of resources from investment to defense in the 10th fiscal year
period (1966-1970) is greater than even during the Korean
War.
The magnitude and growth of Soviet defense expenditures

since 1970 is shown in Table I, and the trend in the share of
USSR Gross National Product (GNP) in Table II . Note that the
growth rate since 1970 has averaged more than 8 percent per
annum; Soviet defense expenditures in 1980 constant prices
will be more than double the 1970 level . Note also the rapid rise
in defense outlays as a share of Soviet GNP : from about 12-13
percent in 1970 to about 18 percent in 1980 . The latter trend
is due in part to the declining growth rates of Soviet GNP,
which in turn is due in large part to the rising burden of de-
fense. Several other factors are at work-notably declining
growth in the labor force, increasing costs of basic materials,
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Table I

Soviet Defense Expenditures 1970-1980

Defense Expenditures Billions of Rubles"
1970 Prices 1976 Prices

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

43-49
48-55
52-60
59-68
64-74
71-81

Table II

70-77
73-82
82-92
88-102
96-112
108-126

Structure of Soviet GNP, 1970-1980 12

Billions of Rubles, 1969-1970 Estimate and Current Prices

Civil R&D
and Budget

Administration GNPConsumption Investment Defense

1970 215 .1 116.0 49.0 7 .7 387 .8
1971 227.6 119.7 53.5 8.5 409 .3
9172 240.6 128.8 58.5 9.3 437 .2
1973 251.6 140.8 64.5 10.0 466 .9
1974 265.5 149.2 69.5 10.7 494 .9
1975 282.9 158.5 76.0 11 .4 528 .8
1980
(projection)

362-368 182-190 107-121 15-21 666-698

Percent
1970 55.6% 29.8% 12.6% 2.0% 100%
1971 55 .6 29.2 13 .1 2 .1
1972 55 .0 29.5 13.4 2 .1
1973 53 .9 30 .1 13.8 2 .1
1974 53.6 30 .1 14 .0 2 .2
1975 53.5 29.8 14 .4 2 .2
1980 13
(projection)

54 27 17 2



the perennial problems of Soviet agriculture-but the growth
in defense expenditures is one of the most important reasons
why the rate of growth of Soviet GNP has been declining so
much.

In sum, Soviet defense expenditures have increased very ra-
pidly since the SALT process began in 1969 . Indeed the case can
be made that SALT has stimulated the growth of Soviet defense
expenditures on the grounds that the Soviets saw SALT as the
means of catching up with and surpassing the U .S. in military
capabilities and have made the most of it . In order to finance
the heavy burden on the Soviet economy, the Soviet leaders
have had to make an unprecedented (in peacetime) diversion of
resources from investment to defense .
Machinery and equipment allocated to consumption (con-

sumer durables) are a small and fairly stable share of total
domestic output and about 10 percent of the output of machin-
ery. No precise data on total consumer durables output are
available since 1975 but reported growth in the production of
television sets and the like do not suggest much change, if any,
in the share of total machinery and equipment allocated to
consumption .

The impact of rising military spending on investment has
been eased by imports of machinery and technology, much of
which has been financed by loans and credits extended by West-
ern nations, against whom most of the Soviet buildup is di-
rected, and by the rise in price of gold and petroleum products
in recent years .

It is not difficult to see where most of the money has gone .
The well-publicized expansion of Soviet strategic offensive mis-
sile capabilities-primarily replacement of relatively inaccu-
rate, single RV systems with accurate MIRVed versions and
building up to the SALT I ceiling of 950 "modern" SLBMs-has
been very expensive, even if the CIA cannot measure the ex-
pense accurately . Some modernization of strategic air defenses
has occurred and large new programs appear to be underway .
Most of the budgetary impact of modernizing Soviet Ground
Force and Frontal Aviation has been felt in the 1970s though
the relevant programs begun in the later 1960s. The new weap-
ons generally are much more complex and technologically ad-
vanced than the weapons they replace. Although the number
of ships in commission has declined, the Red Navy's tonnage
has grown at a steady pace, and the ships are armed with more
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complex, capable expensive weapons . Last but not least, re-
search and development expenditures have increased to pro-
vide options for an even greater variety of technologically ad-
vanced weapons for the 1980s .

Today, there is little dispute about the enormity of Soviet
military expenditures compared with those of the United
States. President Carter, in a speech at the Naval Academy in
the fall of 1978, noted that the Soviets spend 15 percent of their
gross national product on military forces . This is the highest
percentage of GNP devoted to military matters that has oc-
curred in a major nation in peacetime, matched only by Nazi
Germany the year before the outbreak of World War II. The
U.S. on the other hand, devotes less than 5 percent of GNP to
defense-the lowest figure since before the outbreak of the
Korean War. The CIA reports that the USSR is outspending
the U.S. on military matters by up to 45 percent (in dollar
terms). The Soviets devote three times as much resources as the
U.S. to strategic attack forces, over ten times the resources to
active strategic defense, and at least fifty times the resources
to civil defense. It is obvious that such discrepancies in effort,
extending as they do over a decade or more, cannot but create
huge gaps in military capability between the two countries in
favor of the USSR. No presumption of Soviet inefficiency,
bureaucratic inertia, or misguided military doctrine can erase
this inescapable conclusion, yet the protaganists of MAD and
of SALT choose to ignore intelligence information on Soviet
military expenditures .

This was not always the case. There was a time when the
authors and adherents of the MAD doctrines and the an-
tidefense elements lovingly embraced every word that ema-
nated from the CIA on the subject of Soviet military expendi-
tures. This was so because those earlier estimates of the Soviet
military budget were gross underestimates . They put Soviet
expenditures at one-half to one-third of actuality .

The McNamara "whiz kids" and their allies in the executive
branch and in Congress seized joyfully on these erroneous cost
estimates to discredit the much harder evidence of burgeoning
Soviet military programs .

In the fall of 1975, shortly before the abrupt dismissal of Dr .
James Schlesinger as Secretary of Defense, this author found
himself embroiled in a sharp public debate over the size of the
Soviet defense budget. The row was sparked by the Secretary's
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public statement that the Soviets were spending as much as 50
percent more on military forces than was the United States .
Congressional budget-cutters and some elements of the press
sharply criticized this estimate, accusing Dr . Schlesinger of
distorting intelligence. Senator William Proxmire maintained
that both William Colby, then Director of the CIA, and this
author, as Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA),
supported his own claim that the Secretary's figures were in-
flated. In fact, Secretary Schlesinger's figures came from Mr.
Colby's CIA. My own view was that the Secretary, far from
overstating the case, was understating it. In March 1976, after
Mr. Colby's forced retirement, the CIA published figures that
again supported Dr . Schlesinger's warnings about the gross
imbalance between Soviet and U .S. military outlays. The CIA
analysis was again too conservative and understated the actual
Soviet defense effort .

Estimating Soviet military costs has been one of the toughest
jobs for American intelligence analysts . This is an area in
which the new information gathering satellites don't help
much. The military analysts in the Pentagon today can state
with remarkable precision how many missile sites, aircraft,
ships and divisions the Soviets have . Further, they can do a
pretty good job of using such data to estimate how many Soviet
soldiers and sailors it takes to man the USSR's military ma-
chine. But when it comes to estimating with reasonable confi-
dence how much it all costs, analysts have been far less effi-
cient.

The task would be a lot easier if the Soviets openly published
their defense expenditure figures as the U .S. does and if there
were open debates in Moscow about the costs of various defense
programs. Of course, this is not the case . If there are debates
about military spending, they are among very few persons in
Moscow, and they are held in utmost secrecy . The Soviets do
publish the total state budget, but the figures for military ex-
penditures are patently phony. For instance, Leonid Brezhnev
in 1975 announced the official military budget figures for 1976
-17.4 billion rubles. At the Soviet official rate of exchange for
foreign-trade purposes of 1 .35 dollars to the ruble, this
amounted to about 23 .5 billion dollars, a totally unbelievable
figure. Ostensibly, the 17 .4 billion figure was a decrease of 200
million rubles from the previous year. All this meant abso-
lutely nothing except as an indicator of what figure best suited
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the needs of Kremlin propagandists . The Soviet official budget
figure must be high enough in comparison to previous figures
to assure the faithful that the socialist guard will not be let
down; low enough to allay any guns-versus-butter worries in
the general Soviet populace . The figure must also be both low
enough and tending in the right direction to back up the Soviet
peace offensive in Western minds. No reputable scholar of So-
viet economics should give the slightest credence to these an-
nounced Soviet military expenditures . Moscow's official figures
have remained at 17-point-something billion rubles since 1970 .

To make matters worse, we would still have serious intelli-
gence problems even if the Soviets did release an accurate
account of military expenditures . There are a number of large
items which Western countries count as military expenditures
that the Soviets do not . For instance, the retired pay for mili-
tary men is carried in the budget of the Soviet welfare ministry .
Much of the basic training of Soviet soldiers takes place in
secondary and higher civilian schools. This is paid for by the
Ministry of Education . Most of the costs of movement of mili-
tary units and material in the USSR are carried in the budget
of the Ministry of Transportation . The wages of the hundreds
of thousands of reservists periodically called to active duty
training are borne by the factories and farms where they work .
Civil Defense costs are buried in other accounts . Thus, even if
the Soviets should release a frank presentation of the budget
of the Ministry of Defense, it could not be taken as a fair
presentation of Soviet military costs when compared with those
of the United States or any other Western power .

For many years, intelligence people, both at the CIA and in
the Pentagon, simply didn't try to estimate the Soviet military
budget in dollar terms . It was not until the early 60s that the
CIA felt compelled to try to express the Soviet military budget
in dollars. The pressure came from Mr. McNamara's "whiz
kids." At that time, "systems analysis" and "cost-effectiveness
studies" became the big game in Washington as far as military
planning was concerned. The indispensable yardstick in such
studies is the dollar . Nothing would do but to come up with
dollar figures attached to Soviet military programs .
The CIA, with its usual "can-do" attitude, responded to the

pressure for dollar estimates of Soviet defense expenditures
and gave it a try . The CIA adapted its basic approach which was
to take a Soviet weapon system, e .g ., a missile, estimate what
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it would cost to build it in the U.S ., then estimate a "ruble-
dollar" ratio, and multiply the results by an estimated number
of such missiles in the Soviet inventory . Thus far, the process
involves countless imponderables and is open to considerable
error. But the problem only begins with the cost of weapons . It
is also necessary to calculate the costs of the men to man the
weapons, maintain the equipment, train the crews, build the
launch pads and so on . One can imagine the enormous complex-
ity of such efforts covering thousands of weapons systems from
aircraft carriers to pistols. Naturally, the process was comput-
erized to a large extent .

Some CIA analysts connected with this effort to estimate
costs of Soviet military expenditures recognized some of the
method's inherent drawbacks and inaccuracies . However it
was not recognized that the results of the system consistently
and seriously understated the total burden of military expendi-
tures on the Soviet budget . This fact did not become apparent
until several years after the method had begun to crank out
estimates of the Soviet military budget in dollars and rubles .
But by the time the method came under attack, many of its
adherents had forgotten their initial misgivings . It became a
matter of institutional and professional pride to defend the cost
estimates . Figures originally suspect had become sacred cows .

The first official challenge to the costing methods came in
1970 from the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) . That agency
has the responsibility for projecting ten years into the future
the number and types of Soviet weapons and units . Since such
projections are bound to be imprecise, DIA always gives a range
of possibilities for each weapons system . There is a low figure,
a high figure and one between the two representing a "best
guess." The high figure usually represents what would happen
if the Soviets made very strong efforts to acquire quantity and
quality in a particular type of weaponry . DIA is always worried
that someone might try to add up all the high figures for the
various types of weapons and units, that is, all the worst cases,
and exaggerate the threat . Therefore, all such projections have
for many years carried the warning to readers that the high-
side figures should not be added together because it would be
unlikely that the Soviet Union would maximize its effort in all
areas and thus "place an intolerable strain on the Soviet econ-
omy."

In fact, Soviet efforts resulting in all high-side estimates com-
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ing true would dislocate their economy, but not according to
the CIA's method. When that method was applied to all the
high figures, it produced a strange result . The method seemed
to show that the Soviets could go all out on all types of military
capabilities at once, and that their doing so would take up an
ever-decreasing percentage of their Gross National Product!
From that time forward, at least until my departure as Direc-
tor, DIA never used the results of the CIA costing method in its
publications .
Shortly thereafter, the validity of the costing methodology

came under fire again. This time the analysis was a National
Intelligence Estimate, a paper that has to be agreed to by all
intelligence agencies-the CIA, DIA, State Department and
others. During the process the same case was made against the
method, but from an historical point of view . The CIA provided
estimates of the Soviet military budgets for the period 1960-
1971 . These figures indicated a very modest 2 or 3 percent per
annum increase in the Soviet budget, which to DIA estimators
was incredibly low, because, during those eleven years the Sovi-
ets had deployed 1,500 or more ICBM launchers, had built over
50 missile-launching nuclear submarines, had deployed most of
700 medium- and intermediate-range missile launchers, had
deployed over 7,000 surface-to-air missile launchers, had de-
ployed a large theater force opposite China, had created 20 new
Army divisions, and had introduced five or six new fighter
aircraft. And this is only a partial list . This simply could not
have been done at the low costs indicated by the CIA's method .
The most dubious figures were those ascribed to Soviet strate-
gic attack forces . In 1960, the Soviet strategic offensive force
consisted of four intercontinental ballistic missile launchers,
no missile subs, 200 heavy bombers and 200 or so medium-
range ballistic missiles. By 1971, the Soviets had overmatched
the U.S. in ICBMs, had nearly matched the U .S. in missile subs,
deployed over 700 medium- and intermediate-range missiles
and still had the 200 heavy bombers . Further, they were under-
taking a massive construction program to accommodate the
four new ICBM systems then being tested. We were to believe
that costs for strategic forces in 1971 were only 0 .33 per cent
higher than in 1960! From that point on, the DIA would never
agree to the inclusion of such cost figures in national estimates,
even though the CIA continued to produce them on a regular
basis .
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I was the Deputy Director for Estimates at the DIA during
this period and became the chief antagonist of the low-cost
estimates. I became even more determined to correct this
anomaly in intelligence when I found that these underesti-
mates were being used by the whole world . I discovered that the
U.S. was publishing an annual unclassified report on world-
wide arms spending as a service to the UN . The Soviet and
Warsaw Pact figures in that document were simply the totals
derived from the CIA direct-costing method, cleaned up a bit to
protect intelligence sources and methods . Excluding research
and development costs, these CIA estimates had the Soviets
spending less than their announced budget. As a result, the
report, which found its way into the reference files of most
universities and research institutes around the globe, stated
that NATO outspent the Warsaw Pact on arms by about 30
billion dollars a year! The Soviets must have been enormously
pleased to see the U .S. making Moscow's case for them .

Although I and my estimators at the DIA were the first to
balk at the Soviet budget figures, I would not like to leave the
impression that the controversy was a purely Pentagon versus
CIA issue. There were analysts in the DIA who supported the
figures, and analysts at the CIA who shared my doubts. A
doubter from the outside was Joseph Alsop, the well-known
columnist, whose pungent criticisms of low intelligence esti-
mates of the Soviet military budget sparked half-joking barbs
directed at me by my CIA colleagues. Alsop seemed to use a
number of my arguments in his columns, and there was a
strong suspicion that I was leaking them to him . I wasn't, but
I must confess to enjoying his efforts .

This controversy boiled and bubbled along for about three
years. The CIA continued to publish the results of their suspect
method; indeed they had no other choice because there was a
constant demand for such figures . There was no other official
source for them. And we continued to get into controversies
over dollar costs of Soviet and even Chinese efforts . During the
debate over continuing aid to South Vietnam, we were asked
by Congress to estimate the dollar cost of Communist aid to
North Vietnam. The minute we were asked, I knew we were in
for another round of expressions of outrage from some Con-
gressmen, based on the proposition that the U .S. had put more
dollars into South Vietnam than the Soviets and Chinese had
put into North Vietnam . Later we had the same problem with
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regard to North and South Korea. It seemed impossible to avoid
providing these rather useless dollar figures, and all the warn-
ings of intelligence people about our lack of respect for the
figures could not prevent them from becoming the centerpiece
of arguments over policy .

Both the DIA and CIA, meanwhile, were trying to find alter-
nate ways of assessing the defense expenditures of the USSR .
Experts on Soviet economics from academia and the "think-
tank" world were assembled on the subject . Only one of them,
however, had a strikingly different approach . That was Wil-
liam T. Lee, a young analyst who had been previously employed
at the CIA .

Lee's approach was essentially this : In order for the Soviets
to manage their economy, they must publish real budget
figures; otherwise, they would confuse their own bureaucrats
and managers. Therefore, the real defense expenditures are
somewhere in Soviet published economic data . Lee analyzed
this data and arrived at estimates of the Soviet military budget
essentially available but disguised in that data. This all made
some sense, but unfortunately for Bill Lee, his method in-
dicated that the results from the old direct-costing method
were not just a little too low, they were 100percent too low. His
results at that time showed an expenditure of 40 billion rubles
in 1970 versus about 24 estimated by CIA . Neither the CIA nor
DIA analysts could swallow that big an admission of error .
Thus Lee's results were rejected with much criticism of his
analytical approach . But Lee was eventually to have the last
laugh; his method yielded results far closer to the truth than
those of his critics .

The whole matter of Soviet defense spending came to a head
again in the spring of 1975 . The intelligence controversy over
costing was settled for a while by the acquisition of good evi-
dence. By April 1975, evidence from a variety of sources com-
bined to provide solid proof that we had indeed been undere-
stimating the Soviet budget by at least 100 percent. In terms
of percentage of GNP devoted to the military, the new evidence
showed that our old estimates of 6 to 8 percent were wrong . In
my view, the Soviets are spending 15 percent of their GNP on
the military. The actual figure is probably closer to 20 percent
because the 15 percent figure still excludes hidden costs such
as pensions, much training, and transportation costs that re-
main hidden in the budgets of various nonmilitary ministries
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of the USSR . Regrettably, while the CIA changed its estimates
sharply upward at the time, they continue today to cling to the
discredited method that produced the low estimate .

This new information came to light right in the middle of the
first big U .S. defense budget fight with the new post-Watergate
Congress, one that promised to be most hostile to the military
establishment in many years. Evidence of the substantially
larger Soviet defense expenditures, particularly compared to
those of the U.S ., could conceivably be used to persuade the
Congress to increase or at least maintain the existing level of
defense spending . If one chooses to believe the conventional
wisdom around Washington, one would expect military intelli-
gence to have immediately used this bombshell to help fend off
broadaxe cuts in the defense budget . This was not the case.
With the agreement of Dr. Schlesinger, Mr. Colby and I, now
Director of DIA, elected not to release the new evidence pend-
ing a thorough reestimate of costs . We judged that its use at
this time in the Congressional arena would evoke a furious
attack on the validity of the evidence and endanger the sources
of the information.
We were able to continue this policy until July, when Sena-

tor William Proxmire requested Mr . Colby and me to testify on
the Soviet budget. We did so. We both mentioned the new
evidence and informed the Senator that our estimates of the
Soviet budget were going to rise sharply . Senator Proxmire
asked that we be as liberal as possible in declassification of the
testimony for publication . We were, and the declassified testi-
mony was ready for publication within a few days . It seemed
strange to me that the testimony remained unpublished and
unreleased for three months . I cannot escape the suspicion that
had Mr. Colby and I testified that the Soviet military budget
was lower than we had previously held, that testimony would
have been released with alacrity.

Senator Proxmire finally released the testimony in October
1975, in a press conference following Secretary of Defense
Schlesinger's public statement that the Soviets were outspend-
ing us on military matters . To my astonishment-and, I am
sure, to Mr . Colby's-Proxmire's press conference managed to
convey the impression to newsmen that both of us would quar-
rel with Dr. Schlesinger on the grounds that he was overstating
the case. The facts were that Dr . Schlesinger was using Mr .
Colby's estimates of dollar costs of Soviet military expenditure,
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and my only quarrel would have been that, the revisions not-
withstanding, the dollar estimates still tended to understate
Soviet expenditures .

The uproar over the size of the Soviet military budget will
wax and wane, but is sure to crop up frequently during the
SALT debate. Lee estimates Soviet defense expenditures at 110
to 130 billion rubles in 1980; the CIA estimate almost certainly
will not exceed 65 billion rubles, because they cling to their old
methodology .
In December 1975, the Soviet government announced that

the civilian economic output for the year had been drastically
short of expectations, particularly in agriculture . Further,
Moscow announced that 1976 was going to be another bad year .
Of course, part of the reason for this remarkably bad perform-
ance was bad weather that reduced harvests, as well as the
chronic bungling of an overcentralized economic system . But to
these factors must be added the impact of enormous military
outlays over the previous several years . Not just weather
caused a 10 percent drop in agricultural output! It was also a
lack of good farm machinery. Soviet military hardware is pro-
duced in the same factories that produce farm machinery . In
a Soviet plant that turns out both tractors for farms and tanks
for the military, high tank production lowers tractor produc-
tion. In a plant producing both war gases and insecticides, the
more gas manufactured, the less insecticide. And so it goes .
Heavy military expenditures are putting a severe strain on
other sectors of the Soviet economy, and the Soviet leaders
seem determined to endure that strain rather than check the
growth of military power . They would rather expend their lim-
ited hard currency to buy grain from America than alter mili-
tary priorities .

The huge Soviet military expenditures alone do not lead to
the conclusion that the U.S. is today in a militarily inferior
position. They do, however, demonstrate Moscow's resolve to
extend Soviet military advantages where they exist, cancel out
the few remaining U.S. advantages where they exist and
achieve recognition as the prime military power in the world .
If this happens, U .S. intelligence officers can throw away that
comforting lexicon of words used in past intelligence appraisals
to describe Soviet behavior .

Among the arguments put forward by the SALT protagonists
is one that postulates a massive Soviet speedup in strategic
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armament should the new treaty not be ratified . This is an old
gambit in the SALT-selling bag of tricks, with which I have had
some further personal experience .

As noted earlier, one argument for the acceptance by Con-
gress of SALT I was that the Soviets would build up much
faster in the absence of the agreement . A request was made for
an estimate of future Soviet strategic forces in the case of non-
ratification of SALT I . Since the Defense Department's intelli-
gence analysts had already made such projections of Soviet
programs using a SALT case and a no-SALT case, we recom-
mended that our highest level projection-the no-SALT case-
be used. But this wouldn't do . CIA analysts dutifully prepared
a frightening projection of Soviet buildup should SALT I be
rejected. Even the State Department balked at the unrealistic
figures. But this estimate, nonetheless, went forward to support
the administration's contention that SALT I would result in a
Soviet military posture less threatening to the US .

It was especially galling to Defense intelligence analysts to
have their highest "worst case" estimates rejected as being too
rosy, because for years those very same estimates had been
denied by arms-control enthusiasts as "bloated, unrealistic
scare stories." It is especially ironic that those "worst case,
no-SALT" estimates became reality after SALT I was notified .

Today one cannot maintain unequivocally that if SALT II is
defeated the Soviets will not try to build up strategic forces
faster than they have been. However, one can be certain that
there will be no sudden burst of new urgency in Soviet military
programs. The Soviet economy is under enormous strain to
maintain a 15 percent (or more) allocation of resources to the
military. It cannot stand much more .
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The Real Possibilities of
the Soviet and American

Arsenals in the 1980s

With more conventional weapons than the United States,
more nuclear weapons capable of counterforce, more long-
range land-based naval aircraft, more naval combatants, more
active defense, more passive defense, more agents capable of
turning foreign crises in directions desired by its own leaders,
and possessed of a strategy that aims at victory, the Soviet
Union will have the luxury of choosing among a number of
attractive ways of winning what it sees as its epochal struggle
against the United States .

Because the Soviets expected that these conditions would
come to pass and they believed that the "correlation of forces"
in the world was shifting their way, the twenty-first Party
Congress (1959) adopted the dogma that a final catastrophic
climax in the competition between "imperialism" and commu-
nism-read a massive nuclear exchange-is not "fatalistically"
inevitable. The imperialists, said Khrushchev, have become
weaker. As they weaken further, their options will be even
narrower and less attractive . The stronger the socialist camp
-the camp of peace-grows, the lower the degree of force it is
likely to have to employ to push the imperialists over the brink,
to their destruction. However, as we have seen, the Soviets
believe that changes in the correlation of forces do not repeal
the laws of war . This means that, in their views, the decisive
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weapons of this age, nuclear weapons, will probably have to be
used in any major confrontation . That is to say, they appear to
believe that the correlation of forces must be forcefully demon-
strated in order to have its full political effect . Beginning in the
early 1980s, the Soviet arsenal will lend itself to rational use
in pursuit of this ideological formulation-a limited but deci-
sive war employing the full range of superior forces.

The American arsenal was built not to fight but to deter . But
while its makers often asked "What will deter the Soviets,"
they seldom asked "What would deter the United States from
using any part of its arsenal?" Americans coined the term
"Extended Deterrence" to signify the ability of either the U .S .
or the Soviet Union so to project the threat of its nuclear arse-
nal as to protect its allies, or its own operations in faraway
lands. The most outstanding formulation of that concept oc-
curred in President Kennedy's speech to the people of Berlin :
"We will defend your cities with our cities ." But American
policymakers never explained to themselves, never mind to
their allies, just how the vulnerability of New York would
render Frankfurt less vulnerable, much less how, say, the
Saudi royal family should feel about the vulnerability of
American cities or (and) of American ICBMs . The fundamental
reason for this lies in the belief, widespread among American
policymakers, that deterrence is an undefinable phenomenon,
based ultimately on an absurd willingness to commit suicide,
and that deterrence is diminshed by excessive attention to the
real capabilities of forces which may never be used . Thus, in the
1980s, despite its relative disadvantages, the American arsenal
may be engaged in precisely the kind of war envisaged by the
Soviet Union for two principal reasons : first, the Soviets have
seized the political and military initiative around the world .
Second, the United States may well engage inferior forces
against superior ones in the belief (or hope) that the very uncer-
tainty of deterrence will suffice to cover them .
We can imagine few ways in which the U .S. could fight the

Soviet arsenal in the early to mid-1980s and escape without
complete defeat. The United States' major assets are a blue-
water Navy much superior in carrier-based airpower, and a
superior number of small submarine-launched nuclear war-
heads. If, for some inconceivable reason, the Soviet Navy could
be drawn into a set-piece battle in the South Atlantic or the
mid-Pacific, the United States Navy would stand a good chance .
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The Soviet Kynda and Kresta I cruisers could not get close
enough to our ships to use the 380 mile range of their SS-N-3
antiship cruise missiles, nor the Kresta IIs, Karas and Krivaks
within the thirty mile range of their SS-N-10s . American car-
rier aircraft would intercept them far out . The V/STOL air-
craft from the Soviet carriers Minsk and Kiev would be no
match for American F-14s . Nor could the Soviets protect the
two antisubmarine carriers, Moskva and Leningrad, from
American air attack . The Soviet surface fleet would be routed .
The Soviet submarines would pose a greater danger . The 15
"C" class nuclear boats would launch thirty-mile missiles
against both surface and subsurface targets while submerged .
The 29 "E II" class boats would launch 250 mile cruise missiles
against surface targets . These missiles have nuclear warheads .
It is unlikely that the American surface fleet would escape
without losses. The 40 nuclear and 60 "F" class attack subma-
rines would add to the troubles . But the U .S. Navy's 70 nuclear
attack submarines are quieter, and would enjoy an unequal
battle against Soviet subs, should these come anywhere close to
massing for a set-piece battle . Such massing would also expose
them to the antisubmarine helicopters carried by an American
surface fleet that would now have but one immediate task :
antisubmarine warfare . Hence, in set-piece battles in mid-
ocean, where landbased aircraft could not come into play, the
Soviet Navy would stand a good chance of being mauled and
losing nearly all surface vessels and attack submarines . With-
out the Navy's cover, Soviet ballistic missile submarines would
be vulnerable, and Soviet shipping around the world highly
vulnerable . This might well cause the Soviet Union to keep its
"Y" class submarines in the White Sea, out of firing position,
and not to try to move forces anywhere in the world where they
would have to be supplied by sea .

Above all, though the Soviet Union could still destroy most
American missiles and might still be able to conquer Europe,
the drastic reduction of the Navy would make it more difficult
for the Soviet Union to follow up its successes and might make
it impossible to consummate overall victory . Certainly, with
the U.S. Navy in control of the seas, a battle in Europe would
be much more difficult for the USSR . Not only could allied
forces be resupplied at will, but the full force of some ten car-
rier air wings could go some way toward equalizing the balance
of air forces in Europe . Certainly also, given the reduced threat
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from Soviet SLBMs, the U .S. could afford to dedicate a thou-
sand or so more Poseidon warheads to the battle in Europe .
Under these conditions the Soviets might well decide that the
destruction of American ICBMs would not be worthwhile-the
war would have started badly, and the ratio between possible
futher gains and losses might not appear attractive .

In contrast with the single unlikely scenario for an American
victory in the early 1980s, it is all too easy to imagine a great
number of scenarios that would lead to American defeats . Let
us limit ourselves to one .
The chain of events could well begin in Saudi Arabia, where

a pro-Western royal family of about one-thousand individuals
rules a native population of less than 8 million desert-dwellers,
where much of the organized work is done by more than 1 .5
million immigrant workers, mostly Palestinians and Yemenis,
and where about 10 million barrels of oil are produced every
day. The connections between the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation (PLO) and the Soviet Union are well known . The role
played by the PLO in the events leading to the Shah of Iran's
downfall in January 1979 is also clear : the PLO acted as con-
duit for Soviet arms and money to the Shah's opponents. In
Saudi Arabia, the PLO would probably take a more direct
hand, eschewing the organization of large-scale riots and mind-
ful of how the founder of the Saudi dynasty took power little
more than a half-century ago-by climbing over the Palace
wall, knife in hand, one moonless night. The PLO could count
on mobilizing the immigrants who crowd the cities in support
of a coup d'etat .

Let us suppose, then, that in June 1982 the PLO struck the
Saudi royal family, but with only partial success . While King
Khalid died and the cities of Riyadh and Mecca were in turmoil,
Crown Prince Fahd survived. Saudi elements in league with
the PLO formed a "constitutional, social, Islamic monarchy"
which immediately received the Soviet Union's recognition .
Prince Fahd, from Jidda, called for American help . The United
States, judging that the Arabian Peninsula's entry into the
Soviet sphere of influence would seal Soviet control of Europe,
decided to send one brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division . In
addition, the President dispatched two aircraft carriers to the
Persian Gulf. They arrived a week later . Every European coun-
try but Germany refused landing rights to the twenty-five giant
C-5 cargo airplanes in which the lightly-armed brigade trav-
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eled. The brigade flew directly from Rhein-Main Air Force Base
Germany, to Riyadh, with one midair refueling to avoid stop-
ping in Israel, so as not to stir up additional Arab animosity for
the expedition . For the same reason, the U.S. refused Israel's
offer to provide fighter cover over Riyadh . The Americans sent
one C-5 one hour ahead of the others. It was supposed to drop
200 paratroopers who, with light equipment, would secure the
airport. However, as that aircraft approached Riyadh, three of
its engines were hit by Soviet-made SA-7 heat-seeking missiles .
The resulting crash-landing left 150 Americans dead and 100
prisoners of the provisional Arabian government . The latter
asked for Soviet assistance to repel "American aggression ."
Thus, by the time the American brigade was forced to land in
Israel's Negev desert for lack of fuel, the first Soviet forces were
on their way to Arabia .

The Soviets airlifted a Cuban division from Ethiopia and a
Soviet air defense regiment from Moscow. Fifty Backfires flew
directly to Riyadh, and 50 MIG 23s and 25s flew by way of Iran .
The Soviet Union then warned the United States that if the
American carriers came within fifteen-hundred miles of the
Arabian coast, they would be met by a swarm of 100 new cruise
missiles released by the Backfires as much as 800 miles away
from the carriers. Eight-hundred miles is beyond the carrier
aircraft's normal combat radius . But in order to even consider
sending its aircraft out so far, the carriers would have to detect
the attackers some fifteen-hundred miles away-which they
could hardly be expected to do . The U.S. therefore held its
carriers in the mid-Indian Ocean .

Now determined more than ever not to lose Saudi Arabia, the
U.S. decided to overwhelm the Soviet-Cuban force in Riyadh . It
discounted Arab reactions and secured both bases and active
assistance from Israel . In the Negev desert the U .S. prepared
a force of 100 F-14s and F-15s from Germany, backed up by the
Israeli Air Force, by an Israeli airborne brigade and by the
entire 82nd Airborne Division, the rest of which was brought
to Israel directly from Fort Bragg, North Carolina . That force,
American analysts agreed, could take Saudi Arabia easily . The
day before the attack was to take place, however, the Soviet
Union accomplished the following:

a. Following hasty claims of border provocations, an East
German armored division moved north from the town of
Salzwedel (Brandenburg) along the east bank of the river
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Jeetze, then stopped just west of Domitz on the Elbe . The occu-
pied territory, some seventy square miles, is little populated
and had formed an indefensible western salient into East Ger-
man territory. The only casualties in the operation were a
platoon of British soldiers on a training exercise who were
captured, along with a five-man American detachment which
was manning an electronic listening post. Thirty West-German
border policemen were killed, however .

b. The entire Warsaw Pact's troops were mobilized and
drawn up in marching order in the rear and in battle formation
along the border between East and West Germany . Along that
front the forces of the Warsaw Pact and of NATO were roughly
equal, except that in three sectors the Warsaw Pact's superior-
ity was four to one . These sectors were: the Jeetze River front,
and the fronts facing the West German cities of Fulda and
Liibeck .

At the same time, however, the Soviet Union declared that
it did not intend to attack any part of Europe or the United
States, and would not do so unless its troops or those of its allies
were attacked .

In response, the United States placed its entire armed forces
on alert, deferred plans for acting in Arabia until the situation
in Europe could be rectified, and ordered its two carriers in the
Indian Ocean to transit around Africa to Northern European
waters .

While American and NATO military officials wrestled with
the problem of how one might concentrate a Western force
superior to the ten Eastern divisions around the captured
Jeetze River salient without exposing other NATO sectors to
even more dangerous imbalances, the Soviet Union moved dip-
lomatically to destroy NATO . In meetings with German, Brit-
ish and French officials, the Soviets disclaimed any desire for
war, and agreed to negotiate the future of the captured area
without preconditions and in the context of Mutual Balanced
Force Reductions. Nevertheless, they pointed out, should
Europe wish to sacrifice itself for the United States' sake, So-
viet forces would be more than equal to their task . They pointed
out that, before the armies would even clash at the front, the
East's long-range weapons would damage if not destroy all
military installations in Western Europe, while Europe's long-
range weapons could do but little damage to the Soviet Union .
The Soviets pointed out that, in this exchange, the Soviet
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Union would stand to lose relatively little and Western Europe
much .

First the Soviets listed the aircraft available in Western
Europe capable of reaching even the Western Soviet Union :

30 old British V-bombers
40 old French Mirage IVs
140 American F-111 Gs and F-4s
70 American carrier planes-a total of 280 western aircraft .

The Soviet Union, in the meanwhile, could send 500 Badger
and 200 Backfire bombers, and at least 400 S-U 19s and Mig 23
attack aircraft-a total of 1100 .

The balance in medium-range missiles, the Soviets pointed
out, favored them even more : Britain could fire 80 Polaris mis-
siles, while France could fire 80 Polaris-type missiles plus 18
land-based MRBMs-a total of 178 . The Soviet Union, on the
other hand, could fire 500 SS-5s, 200 SS-20s, plus some 70 older
SS-N5s from 70 Golf II submarines cruising the North Sea-a
total of 770. Thus, the Soviets promised that they would not use
these weapons as long as the Europeans ceased to act provoca-
tively, but that they would use them if the Europeans attacked
now, or attempted to build or buy more "irrational weapons of
mass destruction" in the future. The Europeans agreed to do
nothing for the moment, but to consult the United States .

The Soviets then added that Europe's troubles, including the
interruption of oil supplies from Soviet allies like Lybia, Alg-
eria, Iran, and the new Arabian Government, were due to the
United States. Given European policies of peace, the Soviet
Union could assure Europe long-term contracts for oil at prices
somewhat below those of 1974 if Europe were to commit itself
to "a policy of peace." A policy of peace, according to the Soviet
Union, would require the removal of American nuclear weap-
ons from Europe . European leaders, while agreeing to work for
a political situation in which American nuclear weapons would
not be needed in Europe, recognized that the current crisis had
been caused by American ambition and promised that they
would not allow the U .S. to use Europe to escalate the crisis
further. They also underlined their eagerness to contract for
their oil supplies through the Soviet Union which, they recog-
nized, was now the only power capable of guaranteeing them .
The Europeans opened the subsequent negotiating session
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with their American allies by asking what America could pro-
pose. The President of the United States flew to Europe and
personally argued that accession to the current state of affairs,
much less accession to Soviet demands, would be the beginning
of world domination by the Soviets . He urged the Europeans to
mobilize fully and then to carry out a conventional assault on
the East German salient by the Thuringian town of Heiligen-
stadt, guarded by a single East German division, to take at least
something which could then be traded for a return to the status
quo ante. The President assured Europe that the Soviets would
not dare use nuclear weapons as long as it was clear NATO's
action had such a limited scope. The Europeans asked what the
U.S. would do if the Soviets replied by blasting Europe's troops
and airfields with nuclear weapons . Clearly Europe could not
reply in kind . Would American Poseidon submarines strike
similar "soft" military targets in the USSR? Under European
pressure the President agreed to commit Poseidon to Soviet
targets in case the Soviets "went nuclear" in Europe . He also
agreed that the attack on Heiligenstadt would be carried out
by two U.S. divisions, ostensibly on their way from Bavaria to
relieve the Dutch corps on duty by the Jeetze River, and that
no European forces need be involved.

The first part of the American plan worked well . The two
American divisions on their northward march wheeled east
just south of Gotingen, then south through Heiligenstadt and
the East German division, and were at the Werra River within
four hours of their first offensive act, having taken about forty
square miles of East German territory . But a Soviet counter-
attack by sixteen SCUD-B nuclear-tipped tactical missiles de-
stroyed about a hundred tanks and killed 4,000 of the 30,000
American soldiers involved in the operation . The President
decided to withdraw the two divisions, and that, since the So-
viet Union had not struck the US-indeed had not killed any
American civilians at all-a retaliatory strike against targets
in the Soviet Union would bring on a strike against the United
States. Upon learning of this, the European leaders decided to
end the crisis on Soviet terms, while the number of victims was
still below the number of traffic deaths throughout Europe in
a typical summer. They bitterly decided to ask the United
States to withdraw all its troops from Europe and wished that
they had abided by the first Soviet suggestion, which had dealt
only with American nuclear weapons. On balance, however,
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they did not regret the Americans' departure-who knows how
much disaster their unrealistic expectations regarding deter-
rence might bring?

In the United States, the crisis had driven home the lesson
that military superiority in general and nuclear superiority in
particular is indeed useful, especially to a nation capable of
making quick political conquests and willing to defend them .
The crisis had pointed out several American shortcomings :

• lack of a competent apparatus for covert action which
could have prevented the PLO's coup against the Saudi
royal family

• lack of a competent covert paramilitary organization
which could have fought the PLO's provisional Arabian
government

•

	

lack of long-range strike aircraft
• inferiority by the NATO alliance of 4 to 1 in tanks, 2 to 1

in fighter-type aircraft, 4 to 1 in artillery, 1 .8 to 1 in person-
nel, and 3 to 1 in nuclear delivery vehicles in Europe capa-
ble of reaching the respective combatants' homelands .

Moreover, American planners had learned that they could
not use American strategic weapons to deter anything at all
which happened anywhere else in the world, because they had
been forced to acknowledge that, in a nuclear exchange with
the Soviet Union, the United States would be hurt far worse .
America had not been able to protect its own troops in Europe,
nor European territory, nor the King of Arabia, nor the Shah
of Iran, for the good and sufficient reason that it was unable to
protect itself against a superior power .
Some Americans pointed out that these shortcomings had

been known years before the crisis, and that it might now be
too late to remedy them. But Americans generally avoided
recrimination and concentrated on the task before them .
American policymakers agreed that they had just suffered a
defeat of much greater magnitude than the one which the Sovi-
ets had suffered in the Cuban Missile Crisis twenty years be-
fore. They realized that henceforth the U.S. would be utterly
alone in the world, and that it could not even count on sympa-
thy from its former European allies, much less on the oil of the
Persian Gulf or on the minerals of Africa . They resolved there-
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fore to build up American armed forces, just as the Soviets had
done, following their defeat .

The President of the United States therefore presented to the
Congress an emergency request for weaponry, to the end that,
in a few years, the United States might have a force capable of
withstanding a Soviet first strike against its weapons and of
retaliating by destroying a high proportion of Soviet weapons .
Thus, the President asked for a crash program to build 820 MX
missiles to be deployed on mobile-and therefore invulnerable
-transporters. He also asked for money to retro-fit all missiles
on the 31 Poseidon submarines with two MK 12-A warheads,
each capable of prompt-hard-target-kills. He asked for the im-
mediate production of the B-1. In addition, the President asked
for the production of 10,000 Patriot surface-to-air missiles and
associated radars for purposes of terminal air defense, as well
as for 2,000 F-15 interceptors . A portion of the President's mes-
sage proposed that all the monies, personnel, equipment and
contractors associated with the Federal Highway Program be
henceforth employed to build shelters and emergency stores for
the American people . Finally, the President advised the coun-
try to invest in defenses against ballistic missiles . Old Spartan
and Sprint antimissile missiles would be emplaced in the Min-
uteman missile fields, and the nation's best engineers would be
asked to build a space-based laser antiballistic missile system
which would make the U .S. well-nigh invulnerable to ballistic
missiles. These programs, he said, would cost about 100 billion
dollars per year for the next five years, after which the United
States would go on to build other facets of its military power .
Excepting a few "Better-Red-than-Dead" diehards, the Con-
gress accepted the President's message with enthusiasm .

The Soviet Union, however, denounced the President's mes-
sage as a danger to peace and said that it would regard the
actual building of the proposed weapons as an act of war . The
Soviets asked for an end to the dangerous state of alert on both
sides, for resumption of the negotiations for a SALT III treaty,
and for suspension of America's decisions regarding arms until
a treaty could be concluded . The United States replied that it
would be happy to negotiate and to end the state of alert-
indeed American strategic forces needed some time for crew
rest and for maintenance . But the U .S. told the Soviet Union
that, just as the Soviet Union had pursued its expansion of
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forces in the 1960s and 1970s while negotiations were going on,
so now would the United States do likewise . The alert would
end, but American rearmament would begin . American
negotiators thought this a balanced proposal, and were happy
when the Kremlin reacted favorably . The new defense pro-
grams were voted by Congress on July 15 . The negotiations
began on August 1, and the alert ended the next day .

However, the Politburo had decided that it could not allow
the United States to work its way out of strategic inferiority .
The Politburo reasoned that the correlation of forces had
shifted so dramatically in favor of the socialist camp, that the
concrete situation demanded resolute Soviet action . An
aroused America, now vulnerable, would certainly not remain
so for long and would build up forces to threaten the new
predominance of Soviet power. On August 2 the Politburo
therefore ordered the Soviet SRF to prepare to destroy the
Americans' land-based missiles and bombers and cripple the
U.S. submarine force, while killing as few civilians as possible .
The Politburo reasoned that, with most of their forces gone,
and their country just about intact, the Americans would stand
to gain little and lose much if they chose to retaliate against a
Soviet Union which retained most of its armament .
On September 2, 1982, over the Labor Day weekend, the

Soviets struck with a part of their strategic nuclear attack
forces .
The attack hit only U .S. military targets. The U.S. Minute-

men and Titan force was reduced by 95 percent by 2,500 MIRVs
delivered by the SS-18; U.S. bomber bases were hit by de-
pressed-trajectory SLBMs ; reconnaissance, navigation, and
communications satellites were struck by Soviet antisatellite
weapons. U.S. aircraft carriers were attacked by bomber and
submarine-launched cruise missiles . No U.S. city was attacked .

After the attack, the United States had lost less than a quar-
ter-million people-six years' traffic fatalities . But it was left
with some 50 active bombers, 50 ICBMs, and 20 missile-firing
submarines, and a sharply reduced electronic network for
warning. With these assets it faced the strategic rocket forces
of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Navy, which had expended
less than a fourth of their warheads .
Even as the attack was occurring, the leader of the Commu-

nist Party of the Soviet Union was teletyping its results to the
President of the United States, asking if the President had
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learned from recent events that an inferior power cannot pro-
voke a superior one ever-more seriously without suffering ever-
more disastrous consequences . The Soviet leader then begged
the American President to realize that the Soviet Union had
rolled out several hundred mobile ABMs that morning and had
begun sandbagging industrial machinery a few days before . He
asked the American President to think of how little the United
States could do to protect itself and to act rationally . He asked
that American submarines be called to the surface and that
they proceed to certain American ports without delay . Finally,
he urged in the strongest terms that the United States not
delay in sending sensible instructions to its negotiators at
SALT III in Geneva . The Soviets promised that their negotia-
tors in Geneva would have a list of proposals for on-site inspec-
tion and control of weapons and for prosecution of war crimi-
nals that would guarantee absolutely that war between the
United States and the Soviet Union could never happen again .

The President's orders to the surviving American forces to
take no action against the Soviet Union were generally deemed
wise by the commanders who received them, though many
cursed the strategy which had brought them to defeat without
firing a shot. A few wished they were irrational enough to
destroy a Soviet city or two and perish in some kind of glory .
Only one commander of a ballistic missile submarine in the
Norwegian Sea disobeyed the President's orders . He ordered
his sixteen Poseidon submarines to be salvoed. Soon, 160 40-KT
warheads were on their way to the northern Soviet Union .
Seventy warheads were directed at radar sites in the arc from
Tallin to Arkhangelsk. Twenty of these were intercepted by the
Soviets new mobile ABM-which much resembled the old
American Sprint missile, and the remaining 50 destroyed
thirty radar sites. Forty were directed at four airbases south of
the Finnish border . They did heavy damage to the buildings,
heavy to moderate damage to the airplanes, and little damage
to the runways. The remaining 50 warheads were directed at
industrial targets on the outskirts of Leningrad. Some were
intercepted by SA-5s . The remaining weapons killed a quarter
of a million people and did enough industrial damage to forty
factories to require at least a year's refurbishing of those facto-
ries. The Soviet Union's response was restrained . Over the hot
line, the President of the United States prayed the Soviet lead-
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ership to be allowed to more than make up the damage, and the
Soviet leadership agreed .

Is the foregoing scenario probable? No . As a matter of fact,
this particular scenario has a very low probability of occurring .
This is but one of hundreds of scenarios for a U .S: Soviet mili-
tary confrontation, each with a low order of probability . Other
plausible scenarios begin with the death of Tito and an irresist-
able temptation for the Soviets to intervene or, with a new
effort to dislodge Khrushchev's "bone-in-the-throat," West Ber-
lin, or with a new adventure by Cuban proxies in Latin Amer-
ica. These hundreds of possible scenarios with individually low
likelihoods add up to a serious possibility if not a probability of
confrontation with the USSR wherein the strategic nuclear
capabilities of both sides come to bear critically . If measured
against the current Soviet trend toward overt aggressiveness,
the likelihood of confrontation is steadily increasing . If mea-
sured against the risks to the United States involved, the chal-
lenge posed by Soviet military capabilities to the survival of the
entire Western value system is unmistakably clear .
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The Acme of
MADness: SALT II

As noted earlier, SALT I and detente were launched in an era
of general confidence that Mutual Assured Destruction was a
viable concept. U.S.-Soviet-watchers, including the bulk of
those within the intelligence community, had become so at-
tached to the concept that they could not or would not recog-
nize the clear signals in Soviet behavior that MAD was bank-
rupt .
Detente and disarmament were based on a number of opti-

mistic assumptions about the state of U .S.-Soviet relations .
Among these were :

•

	

The Soviets lost the Cold War when they retreated from
Cuba in 1962 .

•

	

The USSR had become a status quo nation, no longer bent
on expansion, especially by force of arms .

•

	

Soviets efforts in strategic arms were designed only to
"catch up" with the United States-to ensure a credible
deterrent against American nuclear aggression or black-
mail .

• The Soviets, despite their adamant statements to the con-
trary, actually accepted the "reality" of Mutual Assured
Destruction .
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From the very beginning of the detente-SALT era, many
knowledgeable people could and did argue that these assump-
tions were unrealistic . They pointed to the undiminished So-
viet hostility toward all noncommunist polities, to persistent
political and economic warfare against the Free World's inter-
ests, and to the Soviets' costly struggle to gain the military
upper hand over the United States . However, such warnings
fell on deaf ears .

SALT's Two Foundations
Two general attitudes bolstered the United States' determi-

nation to accept the above mentioned shaky assumptions and
to make detente and disarmament the keystones of foreign
policy. First was the confidence born of nearly thirty years of
U.S. military supremacy and of Soviet failures to compete effec-
tively with the West. The argument from this quarter was that
the blundering, stumbling Soviets could never really threaten
the West. The USSR-with its economy stagnating, with its
satellites in Eastern Europe straining to emulate the West
rather than Russia-was suffering from a widening gap in tech-
nology, was on the verge of military conflict with Red China,
and therefore was to be more scorned than feared . To this
school of thought the Soviets' rout in the Cuban Missile Crisis
was proof-positive that the Soviets had lost the Cold War and
had no alternative but to cooperate with the United States . To
Americans of this general opinion, detente and arms-control
were not policies of retreat and appeasement, but more of a
capstone to the obvious triumph of the West . MAD, to them,
was a logical, immutable American concept that the Soviets
were obliged by circumstances to accept regardless of their own
Leninist military doctrines .

Second, detente, disarmament and SALT I received enthusi-
astic support from the antimilitary, pacifist spectrum of Ameri-
can politics, bolstered and fanaticized by the Anti-Vietnam
War "Peace Movement." The everpresent pacifist current in
the American body politic had been greatly energized in the
immediate post-World War II period by the existence of nuclear
weapons. The Ban-the-Bomb, Peace-at-Any-Price, Better-Red-
than-Dead school of thought had been highly active, but not
very effective in the '50s and early '60s . But their ranks ex-
panded and their influence in American politics grew enor-
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mously in the late '60s and early 1970s. By 1972 they were able
to run one of their number, George McGovern, for President.
They accepted the assumptions undergirding detente and
America's disarmament for their own peculiar reason . In their
view, the Cold War could be terminated easily by the United
States since America had started it in the first place . In their
view the Cold War and all other evils afflicting the interna-
tional scene were the result of the machinatious of the U .S .
"military-industrial complex" and of simple-minded American
anticommunists. Their view of nuclear weapons was one of
open-mouthed, unreasoned terror . They accepted science-
fiction accounts of the results of nuclear warfare uncritically,
treating them as facts. They so terrified themselves of nuclear
weapons that they found any U.S. effort to defend the nation
militarily an outrageous affront to peace . And they found any
Soviet military program perfectly excusable as mere defensive
reaction to the inherent wickedness of the Pentagon . For this
school of thought, SALT I was not the final answer, but it was
a step in the direction of bridling the United States and thus
to be wholeheartedly supported .

The complementary effects of these two schools of thought-
one based on overconfidence, the other on pacifism and terror
-simply overwhelmed the cautioning voices about arms-con-
trol and detente. Thus SALT I sailed through the US political
machinery with little opposition . Nearly a decade later, while
arguments based on American self-assurance are indeed made
on behalf of SALT II, they are laced with uncertainty . How-
ever, the voice of the pacifists and terror-mongers is even more
strident. For, after 1972, events and trends have wrought havoc
with the confident assumptions that underpinned the non-
pacifist support of SALT, while they have strengthened the
apocalyptic visions of the pacifists . Where they once could
plead that the United States should have no defense against
nuclear attack, they can now state that the United States has
no defense except agreement with the Soviet Union . But these
voices should not concern us excessively here . The more honest
and pragmatic arguments based on self-confidence were always
the most influential .
Interestingly the more pragmatic school of thought that ear-

lier supported detente and SALT is in the greatest intellectual
difficulty . The assumption that the Cold War was over and that
detente signaled its demise, has been shattered by ever increas-
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ing Soviet aggressiveness and by the United States' ever de-
creasing ability to cope with the crises precipitated by that
aggressiveness. The assumption that the Soviets merely wished
to "catch up" with the United States and escape inferiority was
shattered by Moscow's unprecedented post-SALT I efforts to
achieve across-the-board military superiority. The assumption
that the Soviets deep in their hearts accepted the MAD theory
was shattered by the belated revelation that they had poured
enormous resources into civil defense thereby creating a situa-
tion in which the destructive effects of nuclear war would be by
no means mutual. When the Carter Administration revealed-
albeit in somewhat disguised language-that American fatali-
ties from a nuclear exchange would be as high as 160 million,
while Soviet fatalities would be as low as 10 million,' the MAD
theory should have collapsed . The Soviets were making a real-
ity of their long-held contention that they would create
capabilities to fight and win a nuclear war by creating forces
capable of destroying and defending against the U .S. deterrent .

As these trends became more evident, more and more previ-
ous supporters of SALT (of the pragmatic stripe) switched to
the opposition . Some were previously engaged diligently in the
SALT process itself such as Paul Nitze, Fred Ikle, and Dr .
William Van Cleave. Even Henry Kissinger, architect of SALT
I, has recanted somewhat his previous support. The refusal of
these previous SALT supporters to ignore the realities of Soviet
actions was not reflected among members of the pacifist-unilat-
eral disarmament school of thought-Paul Warnke . SALT II is
worrisome to the diminishing ranks of the old "confident"
school because of the Warnke-esque parts of the treaty, and
worrisome to the pacifist school because of the parts negotiated
prior to the Carter Administration that do not force greater
disarmament on the U .S. and do not in fact limit nuclear weap-
ons.

The administration tries to hold the two groups of supporters
in line by making gestures in both directions . To calm the
worried pragmatist, the administration rid itself of Warnke
and replaced him with a retired general, George Seignious .
(Actually, he was only half-replaced by Seignious, who took
only one of Warnke's jobs, Director of ACDA ; the chief negotiat-
ing job remained with Ambassador Earle, a Warnke hand-
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picked man .) Further, the administration-after two years of
cutting, delaying and cancelling U.S. defense programs-tried
to assume the image of defense-mindedness and proferred a 3
percent increase in the defense budget . The polemics of ad-
ministration SALT-selling efforts became laced with assur-
ances that U.S. forces remained and would remain superior to
those of the USSR .
At the same time, the administration courted the most

steadfast supporters of SALT, the pacifist school, with assur-
ances that the President really wished to rid the world of
all nuclear weapons. The President attested to their belief
in the benign nature of the Soviets by declaring Leonid
Brezhnev's goals in SALT and his own to be identical . The
administration's SALT-sellers hammered home the theme
that SALT II, despite its flaws, was essential to arriving at
SALT III, IV and V treaties, which would bring on the mil-
lenium of disarmament .

Thus, SALT II looms as the ultimate obeisance to the discred-
ited concept of MAD . But SALT II lacks the support of many
who have seen the intellectual underpinnings of MAD evapo-
rate. If SALT II is ratified by the Senate, it will be due largely
to the less cerebral but more passionate support of the unilat-
eral disarmers. At the time of this writing a SALT II agreement
had not been signed . Therefore no text had been made public .
Nevertheless, the basic provisions of the SALT II agreement
have been public knowledge for some time . 2 The SALT II ac-
cords as now envisioned will consist of :

• A treaty limiting offensive strategic arms that is to remain
in force through December 31, 1985, unless replaced ear-
lier by an agreement to limit offensive forces even further .

• A protocol integral to the treaty that is to cover the period
through December 31, 1981, and that will expire on that
date unless renegotiated earlier .

•

	

A joint statement of principles which would provide the
basis for future negotiations, i.e ., SALT III .

•

	

An exchange of statements on the Soviet Backfire bomber .

The basic provisions of the agreements are as follows :
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The SALT II Treaty
1. The treaty will set equal numerical limits on the total

aggregate number of launchers for Strategic Nuclear
Launch Vehicles (SNLVs)-sometimes termed Strategic
Nuclear Delivery Vehicles (SNDVs)-allowed for each
side. As we will see below, because there is no precise,
inclusive definition of a launcher, it is not altogether clear
what this provision limits . This limit, which includes
launchers for ICBMs, SLBMs, and Air-to-Surface Ballistic
Missiles (ASBMs) with ranges in excess of 600 kilometers,
as well as "heavy bombers," is to be initially set at 2,400
each. By December 31,1981, the total SNLVs on both sides
are to be reduced to 2,250 .

This provision will require the Soviets, who have cur-
rently deployed close to 2,500 SNLVs to reduce their total
of deployed SNLVs by approximately 100 initially and by
up to 250 by the end of 1981 . However, the Soviets could
comply with this provision without any adverse impact
upon their military capabilities . Indeed, by carefully de-
ploying systems not covered by the treaty as replacements
for older systems, the Soviets could easily gain in capabil-
ity. For example, in order to reach the 2,250 limit, the
Soviets could scrap their approximately 140 older Bear
and Bison bombers, or could convert them to tankers to be
used in support of the Backfire bomber, which is not cov-
ered by the treaty. Additionally, the Soviets could remove
from their silos 100 of the SS-11 ICBMs deployed in the
Western Soviet military districts and targeted against
Western Europe. The Soviets could then replace these
missiles, which are due for modernization in any case,
with the much more capable and MIRVed SS-20, a weapon
which is not covered by the treaty . But nothing in the
treaty would require the Soviets to scrap any missiles
removed from an operational silo . Such missiles could be
stored and used in other ways .

For the U.S ., of course, the 2,400 and 2,250 figures will
require no reduction in forces . The U.S. does not have
more than 2,000 SNLVs deployed . But the U.S. may wish
to count its mothballed B-52s in order to arrive at the
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conclusion that SALT II codifies equality between the U .S .
and USSR in the number of SNLVs .

2. Although each nation is free to determine the composition
of its forces within the total aggregate, there are three
sublimits on MIRVed SNLVs .3 Note that these sublimits
apply to launchers fit for firing SNLVs and to heavy bomb-
ers, but not to the actual missiles themselves .
a) Neither side may have more than 1,320 MIRVed

ICBMs, SLBMs and aircraft equipped to carry armed
Air-Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCMs) with a range
greater than 600 kilometers ."

In the case of the U.S ., the sublimit of 1,320 means
that, at present, a maximum of 274 aircraft which
carry ALCMs can be deployed without scrapping any
Minuteman III or Poseidon missiles . However, as the
U.S. Trident I is deployed, the total number of U .S.
MIRVed ICBMs and SLBMs will rise to 1,200. This will
mean that the number of ALCM carriers allowed to the
U.S. will drop to 120. It should also be noted that the
American force contains a high proportion of bombers
and the Soviet force a high proportion of ICBMs, and
that it is far from obvious that bombers should be con-
sidered as the equivalent of MIRVed land-based mis-
siles .

b) A sublimit of 1,200 is to be placed on the number of
MIRVed ICBM and SLBM launchers. Note once more
that the number of these kinds of missiles is not limited
at all, only the number of missiles deployed in known
launchers is counted. But again, it is clear that missiles
can be launched by means other than known launch-
ers. Each side is free to "mix" between these sea and
land-based missile launchers subject to one additional
sublimit :

c) A sublimit of 820 is to be placed on the number of
MIRVed ICBM launchers . Also, within this limit, the
Soviets will be permitted to have 308 (or 326, if opera-
tional launchers at test sites are counted) Modern
Heavy Ballistic Missile (MHBM) launchers (Launchers
for the Soviet SS-18) . The U.S. which has no MHBMs
will not be permitted any . Neither side may develop,
test, or deploy ICBMs which have a throw-weight ex-
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ceeding that of the heaviest deployed ICBM of either
side at the time of signing, i .e. the Soviet SS-18. ICBMs
are defined in the treaty as missiles which have been
tested at ranges of 5,500 kilometers are more . But some
experts claim that lesser range missiles such as the
SS-20 can be fired confidently to the range of ICBMs
merely by lightening their payload.
This agreement in no way limits the threat to the U.S .

Minuteman posed by the Soviet SS-18 and, in fact, permits
the Soviets to add an additional 500 MIRVed SS-17 and
SS-19 ICBMs if they choose, which they probably will . The
Soviet counterforce threat that was foreshadowed in
SALT I thus becomes reality in SALT II .

3. There are a number of other limits on ICBMs and SLBMs :
a) For purposes of the treaty, any missile of a type that

has been tested with a MIRV warhead is to be consid-
ered a MIRV missile, whether or not it is deployed with
such a warhead . Likewise, any launcher of a type from
which a MIRVed missile has been launched is to be
considered a MIRV launcher .

b) The start of additional, and the relocation of existing,
fixed ICBM launchers is banned. This provision would
seem to preclude the multiple-aim-point or multiple-
protective-shelter systems for the U .S. MX missile if it
is to be considered as fixed. However, if MX is consid-
ered mobile, then it is not restricted under the treaty .
Mobile missiles are addressed in the protocol .

c) Each side is permitted to test and deploy only one "new
type" "light" ICBM (either MIRVed or unMIRVed)
during the period of the treaty, subject to the other
limits of the treaty. This provision would permit the
U.S. to deploy the MX, although development of the
missile has been pursued at such a leisurely pace that
deployment may not be feasible prior to 1985 . The Sovi-
ets, who insisted on this provision, are believed to be
readying a new ICBM for test and deployment .

d) The exact definition of "type" has not been reached .
e) There are no limits on improvements in accuracy and

no limits on modifications of existing types of ICBMs .
However, any test of an ICBM with more reentry vehi-
cles than have previously been tested on that type of



ICBM will cause it to be classified as a "new type ." U.S.
and Soviet ICBMs have been tested with the following
number of RVs and these will be the limits for each
missile :

MINUTEMAN III 3*
SS-17 4
SS-18 10
SS-19

	

6
f) The testing and deployment of a larger number of RVs

on any "new type" ICBM than the largest number al-
ready flight-tested by either side on any ICBM is
banned. The limit therefore is 10. There is a similar
limit on SLBMs (14) .

There has been public speculation that it is possible
to test a MIRV system without releasing all the war-
heads, and it has been suggested that the Soviets may
have a capability to deploy more MIRV warheads than
the limit. Press reports indicate that there is evidence
that the Soviets have tested a SS-18 with up to 14 RVs .

g) There are no limits on the number of missiles or war-
heads that may be produced and stored. The storage of
ICBMs in excess of those needed for associated launch-
ers near known operational launching sites is banned .
The development, testing and deployment of rapid re-
load systems for ICBM launchers is also prohibited . In
this regard, however, with the deployment of the cold-
launched SS-17 and SS-18 ICBMs, the Soviets have
seemingly already acquired such a capability for rapid
reload and refire of these missiles .

h) Both parties agree not to increase "significantly" the
number of ICBM and SLBM launchers for purpose of
tests and training . A significant increase is defined to
be in excess of 15 percent .

i) There is no limit on the number of "new type" SLBMs
which each side may test and deploy during the treaty .
This provision allows the planned modernization of
each side's SLBM forces, e.g ., the U.S. Trident and the

`Although Minuteman was tested with 7 RVs under the Pave Pepper
program, only 3 RVs are deployed . The U .S. has accepted 3 as the limit
on its ICBM warheads .
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Soviet Typhoon. No agreement has been reached as to
the range which will be used to distinguish between
SLBMs and other submarine-launched missiles that
are judged nonstrategic and therefore are not limited .

4. There are also provisions in the treaty regarding "heavy
bombers" and ALCMs :
a) Although it is extremely difficult to craft a definition

for a "heavy bomber," heavy bombers are to include
the U.S. B-52s and B-is and the Soviet Bears and Bi-
sons. Additionally, all other aircraft, such as transport
aircraft, equipped to carry ALCMs with ranges greater
than 600 kilometers, are to be counted as "heavy bomb-
ers" under both the aggregate and the sublimits. All
U.S. heavy bombers, including B-52 in "active stor-
age," training aircraft, and even the four B-1 test air-
craft, are covered under this provision . Soviet heavy
bomber variants, such as Bears and Bisons reconfi-
gured to tanker, antisubmarine or reconnaissance
roles but which still retain their bomb bays, are not
however counted as heavy bombers . Presumably these
aircraft will be differentiated by either externally ob-
servable differences (EODs) or functionally related ob-
servable differences (FRODs) for purposes of verifica-
tion by National Technical Means (NTM) . 5

The treaty does not address the vast disparity be-
tween the elaborate Soviet air defense system, which
includes over 10,000 SAMs and • intercept of aircraft,
and the U .S. system which has virtually been disman-
tled. These U.S. defensive forces which remain are to
"ensure the sovereignty of U .S. airspace in peacetime."
The treaty provides no compensation to the U .S. in
numbers of bombers for this disparity in bomber de-
fense .

b) If new bombers, such as the two new bombers report-
edly under development in the USSR are deployed,
agreement by both sides will be required for them to be
classified as "heavy bombers ." This provision would
appear to portend precisely the same problems over
definition of a strategic or "heavy" bomber that have
surrounded the development of the Soviet's SS-17s and
SS-19s, which were much heavier than America's light
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missiles, but which the Soviets nevertheless refused to
consider heavy missiles .

c) For purposes of the Treaty, the Soviet Backfire bomber
is not to be counted as a "heavy bomber" unless it is
equipped to carry ALCMs of greater than 600 kilome-
ter range. The arrangement regarding the Backfire are
discussed later .

d) In addition to heavy bombers, only aircraft newly con-
structed for the specific purpose of carrying ALCMs
may be equipped to carry ALCMs. However, it appears
that FRODs will be used to differentiate, for example,
a commercial 747 from one configured to carry ALCMs .
Heavy bombers carrying ALCMs will have EODs to
distinguish them from those bombers that do not carry
ALCMs. This provision would seem to be extremely
difficult to verify. For example, the U.S. B-52 can carry
ALCMs internally in its bomb bay as well as on the
racks designed to carry the SRAM. Soviet civilian air-
liners may be modified to carry ALCMs without any
Westerner knowing of it . B-52, B-1s, Bears and Bisons
will be limited to 20 ALCMs per bomber. The average
number of missiles carried on all ALCM carrying air-
craft is to be limited to a number less than 30 . The
range of ALCMs is to be defined as the distance that
the missile can travel, measured by projecting its flight
path onto the earth . Deviations from this straight line,
e.g ., for "jinking" to avoid defenses, will mean that
operating range could be considerably less than maxi-
mum range .

5. There are a number of additional provisions to the treaty ;
most significant are :
a) A noncircumvention agreement . Both sides agree not

to undertake initiatives, either directly or through
third countries that would circumvent or undermine
the viability of the treaty .

b) Both parties agree not to interfere with the national
technical means of verification of the other, and not to
take deliberate concealment measures that would im-
pede the monitoring and verification of compliance
with the terms of the agreement. Each side has agreed
not to encrypt information that it judges necessary to
the other for adequate verification of matters limited
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by the agreement. Any disagreements are to be re-
ferred to the Standing Consultative Commission whose
decisions require agreement by both sides . There is, of
course, the problem of how one side is to know if data
that is encrypted by the other is or is not required for
verification if that side has no access to the information
in the first place. Press reports indicate that the ques-
tion of encryption is one of the key remaining issues of
the SALT II negotiations .

The Protocol
The Protocol that is to cover the period to December 31, 1981,

is concerned with limiting mobile ICBMs, ASBMs and launch-
ers for armed, ground and sea-launched cruise missiles . The
treaty permits deployment of the systems affected after the
protocol expires . The protocol has the following provisions :

1 . The deployment of mobile ICBM launchers as well as
ASBMs is banned for the duration of the protocol .

2. Flight testing of ICBMs from mobile launchers is also
banned, although testing of the launchers themselves is
not prohibited provided that no missile is fired from such
launchers .
Again, the absence of precise definitions of launchers

leaves open a wide range of possibilities for associating
equipment necessary for launching missiles and the mis-
siles themselves . The advantage here goes to the power
that is least afraid of being charged with violating the
spirit of the treaty .

3. Agreement to ban the deployment of GLCM and SLCM
launchers with a range in excess of 600 kilometers . Test-
ing and development of such vehicles of any range is not
restricted by the protocol. The U.S. is at least five years
ahead of the Soviet Union in technology for such cruise
missiles, particularly in guidance systems . However, the
United States has no such cruise missile of any type de-
ployed at this time, and, because of delays induced by the
Carter Administration, there is doubt that any will be
deployed during the protocol . The Soviets, on the other
hand, have deployed at least 5,000 cruise missiles of all
types in the past twenty-five years, some of considerable



range, fully capable of inflicting heavy damage on Ameri-
can population centers and industrial targets.' Because it
is almost impossible to know the range of a cruise missile
without extremely intrusive verification techniques, it
will be almost impossible for the U .S. to verify the Soviets'
compliance with any restrictions upon it .

Additionally, according to Paul Nitze, the Soviets are
reportedly demanding that the protocol ban cruise mis-
siles with multiple warheads, and that the limits on
armed cruise missiles be extended also to cover remotely
controlled unmanned vehicles (RPVs) even if not armed .'

Joint Statement of Principles
A Joint Statement of Principles is to accompany the treaty

and to become the "guide" for SALT III, much as the SALT I
agreement was to provide the framework for SALT II . The
objective of SALT III will be to:

1. Further reduce the number of offensive strategic weapons
and to qualitatively restrict these forces .

2. Bring the so-called Soviet "gray area" and U .S. "forward-
based" systems into a comprehensive system of arms-con-
trol .

There appears to be certain fundamental disagreements as to
the purpose of SALT III . Paul Nitze has reported that the U .S .
has proposed the following principles :'

•

	

A reduction in the aggregate number of SNLVs .
•

	

A lowering of the limit on MIRVed missile launchers .
•

	

Provisions further restricting the development, testing,
and deployment of new ICBMs and SLBMs .

•

	

Provisions restricting the flight testing of ICBMs and
SLBMs.

•

	

Further restrictions on strategic defenses, including air
and civil defense .

•

	

Steps to strengthen verification through "cooperative mea-
sures," in addition to "national technical means ."

According to Nitze, the Soviet Union's position is that such
a statement of principles should make clear that the theater
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nuclear weapons possessed by the United States and its Euro-
pean allies capable of reaching the Soviet Union must be taken
into account in arriving at new ceilings, that the subject of
restrictions on strategic defenses beyond those contained in the
ABM treaty is not appropriate for SALT, and that no "coopera-
tive measures" other than in support of "national technical
means" should be considered .

An Exchange of Statements on the
Soviet Backfire Bomber

1. The Soviet Backfire bomber is not to be counted as a
"heavy bomber" (unless it is equipped to carry ALCMs of
range greater than 600 kilometers) .

2. According to Nitze, the Soviet Union is reported to have
agreed to make an informal declaration-outside the con-
tractual forms of the treaty-of its intention not to raise
the production rate of the Backfire above the current rate
of about 30 per year. The United States, on its part, will
declare its intent to retain the option of producing and
deploying a new penetrating bomber of a type similar to
Backfire that also would not be counted against the SNLV
limit. There is no possibility, of course, that the U.S ., given
its current practices for approving new weapons, could
deploy such a new bomber during the duration of the
treaty.

The Backfire issue is extremely troubling for several reasons .
First, it perpetuates in SALT II the unfortunate SALT I expedi-
ent of placing contentious but critical issues outside the treaty
for the purpose of conferring quasi-legality on two different
interpretations. The American unilateral statements in SALT
I, although presented to the Congress as a binding part of the
agreement, were totally rejected by the Soviets . Likewise, the
"agreed interpretations" and "common understandings" have
not been well honored by the Soviets . An exchange of letters is
only worse .

Secondly, quite apart from the negotiating methodology in-
volved, the restrictions that the exchange of letters would place
on the Backfire are militarily worthless . The Soviets could
build hundreds of these bombers by 1985 under the proposed
restrictions. Within the U .S. intelligence establishment there
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is some disagreement as to the Backfire's range . Nevertheless,
arguments that it is not "strategic" because it must be refueled
in the air in order to carry-out an attack on the U .S. evaporate
when one realizes that all strategic bombers, including the
B-52, require midair refueling to perform intercontinental mis-
sions .

Thirdly, the Backfire issue raises a fundamental question
with regard to the American approach to verification . It de-
monstrates the unlikelihood that a serious Soviet violation of
the agreement would be challenged, given the inability of the
U.S. intelligence community to agree on so basic an issue (in
the case of Backfire) as range . How much more difficult would
it be to achieve enough consensus on a more ambiguous issue
in order to challenge the Soviets on a violation of something as
undefined as the building of a "new type" of missile! The
Backfire issue, in short, is symptomatic of the broad, un-
resolved problems of SALT .
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The Salt II Debate

It should be clear at this point that the precise terms of the
SALT II treaty are of only limited relevance to the strategic
situation in which the United States finds itself at the thresh-
old of the 1980s . Ratification or nonratification of SALT II by
the U.S. Senate cannot change a balance of forces that has
resulted from a long-term neglect of U .S. capabilities and an
unprecedented buildup on the part of the Soviets . As we have
seen, SALT and the hopes for SALT have seriously affected
what the U.S. has and has not done in the field of offensive and
defensive strategic weaponry . In a quite different way SALT
has played a role in encouraging the Soviet buildup .

The specific provisions of SALT II are consistent with the
strategy and the military building programs that have brought
the Soviets to the brink of a decisive nuclear superiority and
with the non strategy of Mutual Assured Destruction that has
driven the U .S. in the opposite direction, from preeminence
toward impotence. But the specific terms of SALT II do not
disallow a change in either U.S. or Soviet behavior in the field
of strategic competition .

Thus the arguments pro and con in the SALT II issue in the
United States fall generally into three categories . The first
regards the wisdom and fairness of the specific provisions of
SALT II. The second regards the sort of international behavior
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that the very fact of a SALT II Treaty may be expected to foster
in both nations, irrespective of the treaty's terms. The third
category of argument regards the question of whether the res-
trictions imposed by SALT II on both sides will in any way
check the vigorous Soviet strategic nuclear programs or change
the lassitude of U .S. strategic efforts .

These three kinds of considerations are reflected in countless
specific arguments for and against SALT II . Over and above all
other arguments are two fundamental questions-verification,
i.e ., whether each of the parties to SALT II can be sure that the
other lives up to the bargain, and the question of how well
SALT II has fulfilled the objectives that its proponents set out
for it in the first place.

The Artificial World of Verification
The beginning of wisdom concerning the question of how

compliance with the terms of SALT treaties may be verified
may be reduced to three propositions : First, there is a world of
difference between what the Soviet Union has to do to find out
whether the U .S. is complying, and what the U .S. has to do to
try to find out whether the Soviet Union is complying. The
Soviets need do next to nothing . Subscriptions to America's
major newspapers, a few trade journals, and Congressional
publications, will tell the Soviets the numbers and specifica-
tions of American weapons years before they are deployed-
without fail. Only the United States has to spend labor and
scratch with elaborate National Technical means to gain a few
insights into the other side's weapons . Above all the Soviet
Union can count on the existence of people within the Ameri-
can executive and legislative branches who would oppose any
attempt by the United States to cheat and would expose any
plans to cheat. They would be heavily reinforced in the private
sector by the Arms Control Lobby . It is certain, but often forgot-
ten, that the United States could count on the absolute solidar-
ity of the Soviet Establishment in any plan to cheat . Second,
the SALT agreements have been written in such a way that the
Soviet Union does not have to cheat in order to gain massive
superiority. It just has to do what it has been doing : exploit
loopholes in the drafted language and count on the "Spirit of
SALT" continuing to do to the United States what it has done
for a decade. Third, the entire intellectual and political struc-
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ture of verification consists of a set of assumptions and prac-
tices that make it well-nigh impossible for the Soviets to be
declared in violation of the agreements .

The first two propositions are self-evident . The third requires
explanation . The complex of electronic and other methods
upon which the U .S. relies for data on Soviet armaments need
not be discussed here. Too much harm has already been done
to them by excessive discussion of what they can do, in the press
and especially by the American negotiators in Geneva . But the
prime reason they should not be discussed is that they are of
secondary importance. The tools for answering questions re-
garding verification are pretty fair. But the questions them-
selves are far less clever. The mindset of those who ask them
inspires even less confidence . The Executive branch divides
verification into two stages : Monitoring, the technical surveil-
lance of Soviet activities in order to detect possible violations,
and verification, the political process by which American lead-
ers decide whether the data collected justifies calling some-
thing a violation . Now, it is important to note that the kind of
technical monitoring that the intelligence agencies do is deter-
mined by the kinds of political considerations by which the
results of the monitoring are ultimately evaluated .
The foremost example is the very first decision ever taken

regarding verification . Contemporary historians agree that
during the early stages of SALT I, the United States and the
Soviet Union were discussing limitations on the production of
ICBMs, but that the Soviet Union would not agree-and still
does not agree-to allowing the United States to inspect the
factories where Soviet missiles are built . The United States was
then faced with the choice of declaring that SALT I could not
be verified or adjusting its definition of verification so that the
information the U .S . could gather without inspection would
appear adequate. The U.S. chose to do the latter for the sake
of "the SALT process ." The adjustment was a simple one . Ac-
knowledging tacitly that it had no idea how many missiles the
Soviets were building, the U.S. decided, by fiat, that it would
regard as significant only the launchers from which missiles
could be fired. In practice, the U.S. would consider one silo as
the equivalent of one missile, assume that there existed but one
missile per silo, and assert that however many missiles the
Soviets had over and above the number of silos, these missiles
would not count because they could not be used in a first strike .
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The U.S. chose to regard as not pertinent to SALT limits the
fact that the Soviets could reload their silos and fire again .
SALT I established the absolute equation-one silo, one missile
and vice versa . As Paul Nitze pointed out, pressures to declare
that SALT I is verifiable have resulted in the United States'
acceptance of launchers as the currency of SALT . This has
proved to be the wrong currency . On the other hand, all of this
makes sense if one believes that once "both sides have the
ability to annihilate each other" a few hundred or thousand
missiles more don't make any difference .

SALT II, like SALT I, limits the number of launchers that
each nation may deploy-not the number of missiles it can
produce nor the number of missiles it can deploy. But of course
a missile can be launched only with the aid of some equipment .
The natural question would appear to be just what minimum
of equipment is required to launch a missile? It would appear
doubly reasonable to make the answer to that question a part
of any treaty limiting strategic arms . But SALT does not re-
strain the production of missiles, nor does it contain a compre-
hensive definition of what it takes to launch a missile . It does
not for the single simple reason that not much is needed to
launch a missile except fuel tanks, a means of erecting it on a
surveyed site and some electric power. All of this can be pro-
vided in any big building without much chance of detection by
sophisticated "National Technical Means ." For practical
American purposes, then, a launcher means a tube on a sub-
marine or something similar laid out in the open for a satellite
to see, but does not mean anything that a satellite can't see .
Once again, the United States has shaped the SALT agree-
ments so that they are "verifiable," and reality be damned .

Within the intelligence community, success in monitoring is
measured by how well a system or a combination of systems
fulfills certain requirements . Elaborate and costly studies ex-
amine just how the requirements are being met . But the entire
process is no more meaningful than the requirements them-
selves. And it appears that these have been tailored to be met .
One example will suffice . How does the U.S. know whether the
USSR is developing new missiles? The treaty defines new mis-
siles as those whose dimensions differ from new ones by plus or
minus 5 percent; thus U.S. intelligence agencies will try to
determine if the new missiles differ from the old by any greater
amount. Whatever may be their determination, it will be quite
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useless. The external characteristics of a missile say very little
about its performance . With missiles as with ability : "It's not
the size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the
dog." Throw-weight, reliability, and accuracy are not necessar-
ily related to size. Traditionally, the United States has obtained
its information about the throw-weight, reliability and accu-
racy of missiles from the telemetry of Soviet tests. Tradition-
ally, both U .S. and USSR placed radio transmitters aboard
missiles being tested, which broadcast data on how the missile
was performing . By intercepting that date from Soviet tests,
the U.S. felt confident it knew a great deal about Soviet mis-
silry. The two American listening posts in northern Iran, closed
down by Iran's new leftist revolutionary government in 1979,
have provided an important part of interception of such teleme-
try. Of course the Soviets knew the telemetry was being inter-
cepted, and took some known measures to diminish its useful-
ness. One of these was to put the telemetry in unbreakable
electronic codes . Some of the development of the SS-18 was
conducted with coded telemetry . In December 1978, the Soviet
Union agreed no longer to encode telemetry on tests important
to any part of SALT, but reserved the right to determine unilat-
erally which tests are important. America's agreement to this
-fantastic as it is-is very much in line with previous practice :
verification by definition .

Actually the controversy over encryption of telemetry is a
tempest in a teapot . No law of God or man stipulates that
missiles shall emit telemetry when tested . It is quite feasible to
record a missile's flight data in a capsule that may be recovered
later. SALT does not prohibit this . Also, nothing says that the
telemetry that a missile emits has to be correct. It can be
wholly false-the real data being picked up in a capsule later
-or partially false to give the wrong impression. There are no
technical barriers to the Soviets doing either of these interest-
ing and profitable things .

The upshot of all this is that it is entirely possible for the
American verification system to work perfectly as advertised,
and for the Soviets to produce as many missiles of whatever
kind they like without being detected .

The philosophical separation of "verification" from "intelli-
gence monitoring," making the former a political function and
the latter a technical function, is very important to under-
stand. The distinction is honest enough in an intellectual sense .
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After all, to accuse the USSR of cheating on a treaty is an act
of great political import, not an automatic response to the
findings of U .S. intelligence. But the SALT protagonists who
bandy the words "verification" and "adequately verifiable"
about in the debate know perfectly well that Senators, Con-
gressman and the public at large read those terms as measures
of the U .S. Intelligence Community's capabilities to detect So-
viet attempts to circumvent provisions of the treaty. And they
know perfectly well that pressure on intelligence chiefs to de-
clare SALT II "adequately verifiable" in the in-house political
sense of the phrase is an attempt to obscure actual limitations
on intelligence .

Intended or not, the Carter Administration's new concept of
verification is misleading. The signs of a new approach were
evident in the early decisions of the new Director of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency (and Chief Negotiator with
the Soviets), Paul Warnke . He disbanded that element of
ACDA that dealt with verification, thereby downgrading the
entire function . A new outlook on verification became vogue in
administration statements on the subject . Verification was de-
scribed as adequate if "cheating on a scale large enough to alter
the strategic balance would be discovered in time to make an
appropriate response ."' This is a fundamental change from the
definition of verification generally understood by those of us
involved in the process in previous administrations . Verifica-
tion used to be "adequate" if U .S. intelligence had high confi-
dence (never total confidence) that Soviet attempts to circum-
vent the treaty provisions would be detectedperiod. The old
question to intelligence chiefs was a legitimate one that could
be answered by a careful review of intelligence assets available
to monitor Soviet activity pertinent to the treaty provision in
question. For instance, I could (and did) affirm to my policy-
making masters that those provisions of SALT I dealing with
numbers of launchers could be verified with high confidence .
With regard to other arms-control proposals, I have answered
frankly that there was little or no assurance that intelligence
assets could detect Soviet attempts to circumvent them .
The new concept of verification, however, includes two very

subjective aspects: the scale of cheating that would upset the
"strategic balance" and the time required for the United States
to make an "appropriate response ." The first of these depends
entirely on one's view of what constitutes "strategic balance" ;
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the second depends upon one's view of what kind of a U .S .
response would be "appropriate" and how long it would take to
effect that response .

If one accepts the view of Mr. Tom Holstead, an important
official of ACDA, who stated on April 13, 1979 at Colorado
University that "even Soviet secret acquisition of 1,000 nuclear
weapons over and above the SALT II limitations" would not
endanger strategic balance, it follows that Soviet compliance or
noncompliance with the treaty has very little to do with bal-
ance. Therefore "adequate" verification by the new definition
can be accomplished with little or no monitoring of Soviet mili-
tary programs. Thus does the manipulation of the term "verifi-
cation" resemble the Newspeak of George Orwell's 1984.

It is only by applying this contorted definition of verification
that the SALT-sellers can insist that the enormous damage
done to U.S. intelligence capability by the compromise of the
KH-11 satellite and the loss of key collection facilities in Iran
do not alter their confidence that SALT II will be "fully verifia-
ble from the day it is signed." Only a conviction that the Soviets
are to be trusted in arms-control matters plus a belief that it
doesn't really matter if they should cheat can explain the san-
guine views of the administration on the verification issue .
Such faith and nonchalance toward keeping the Soviets honest
is not shared widely in the U .S. Senate nor in the American
body politic as a whole .

Objectives and Results of SALT II
Negotiations for SALT II were supposed to enhance the secu-

rity of the United States by producing a treaty that would
accomplish three objectives . The first was to lower the total
amount of destructive power in the hands of both sides so that
in case of war, the catastrophe would not be so large, and above
all, so that both nations would demonstrate to each other and
to themselves that nuclear arsenals could be placed on the road
to ultimate extinction . The SALT II agreements did not achieve
this because the Soviet Union did not want to constrain its
program for building strategic weapons. The agreement allows
the Soviet Union and the United States to do almost anything
they might wish to do to improve the quantity and quality of
their strategic forces except build "new" silos or increase the
overall number of "strategic" launchers . The number of war-
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heads that the Soviet Union and the United States could have
by the end of the SALT II Treaty will be considerably higher
than when the treaty was negotiated-20 percent higher for
the United States and 300 percent higher for the Soviet Union .
The striking power of both sides-but especially of the Soviet
Union's-will increase.

The second American objective of SALT II, mandated by the
Jackson Amendment of 1972, was to achieve equal limits on
strategic weapons. Perhaps no one could expect a mere treaty
to produce equal arsenals given that the building programs and
the strategies of the two nations are so different . (We have seen
that in order to reach its allowed equal aggregate, the U .S .
must count mothballed B-52s as if they were brand new SS-18s .)
The U.S. has fewer ICBMs, but more SLBM warheads than the
Soviets. Therefore, every American demand that the Soviets
reduce the number of their ICBMs to American levels was met
by the demand that the U .S. reduce the number of its SLBM
warheads to the Soviet level . If American planners were work-
ing according to Soviet strategic precepts, they might well have
found such offers appealing . But American "strategy"-Mu-
tual Assured Destruction-prefers small, inaccurate SLBM
warheads to large accurate ones on ICBMs. In fact, the Soviet
Union's preference for ICBM warheads fit for war-fighting is
such that Soviet negotiators insisted on high limits for MIRVed
ICBMs. This is the reason they rejected high handedly the
American proposals of March 1977. They did this even though,
as of 1979, the Soviet Union had not yet deployed as many
MIRVed missiles as the United States. The obvious explana-
tion is that the Soviet building program is certain to provide
the Soviet Union with at least 800 MIRVed ICBMs by 1982,
with a total of at least 5,500 warheads fit for hard targets . The
Soviet SS-18 has become symbolic of this inequality between
American and Soviet forces, because it carries 10 warheads of
1 .5 megatons each (as compared with the Minutemen Ills 3
warheads of 170 kiloton each) and because SALT II does not
allow the U .S. to build any launchers for missiles as large as the
SS-18. Critics of SALT have focused on this provision as the
central inequality in the treaty . That is warranted, but only in
a sense. Supporters of SALT rightly point out that American
strategy (which they have long controlled) does not require
weapons such as the SS-18 and heretofore has rejected weapons
with a capability for assured, prompt, hard-target kills . There-
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fore, it is fair to say that although SALT II ratifies American
inferiority with respect to MIRVed ICBM warheads capable of
hard-target kill, the treaty is not the cause of that imbalance .

Proponents of SALT claim that the treaty does provide equal-
ity, and point to the equal limits on the aggregate number of
launchers, to the equal sublimits on MIRVed ICBMs, on com-
bined MIRVed ICBMs and SLBMs, and on combined MIRVed
ICBMs, SLBMs and aircraft fitted with ALCMs . They concede
that these equal figures hide deeper inequalities . They admit
that each of the Soviet Union's ICBMs would be allowed more
MIRVs than Minutemen, that the U.S. would not be allowed
any "heavy" missiles, and that, given present American poli-
cies, it is impossible for the U .S. to even have as many ICBMs
as the treaty would allow. Finally, proponents of SALT some-
times even agree that one can no more compare Soviet war-
heads to American ones than one can equate Cadillacs and
Volkswagens because both are cars . True, they concede, Soviet
warheads do what the Soviets want, but they insist that Ameri-
can warheads allowed by SALT II are sufficient to do what
American planners want to do . Thus, they conclude, though
American warheads may be as Volkswagens they are equal to
Soviet Cadillacs because they take the U .S. where its leaders
want it to go. By the same token they dismiss the inequality
resulting from the Soviets being allowed the Backfire bomber
while the U .S. has no comparable aircraft .
The third American objective in SALT II was something

called "crisis stability," or a situation in which neither side
could hope to gain a military advantage by striking first at the
other side's weapons. We have seen that this situation did not
exist in the early '60s when the U .S. had a massive advantage,
that some American planners rejoiced when it came to exist in
the late 1960s as the Soviets began to deploy their third genera-
tion of missiles, and that most American planners worried that
"crisis stability" would vanish as the Soviet Union deployed
their fourth generation. But no one claims that SALT II has in
any way impeded the Soviet Union from achieving the ability
to gain an overwhelming military advantage by striking first .
No one disputes that this situation gives the Soviet Union a
rational military incentive to strike the United States .
Whether or not this is a sufficient incentive is another matter
entirely. However, the American proponents of SALT have
unanimously and without exception taken the position that
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"crisis stability" no longer matters, because calculations of
military advantage in nuclear war are mere "parlor war-gam-
ing,"' and because anyone who can believe that the Soviets
would exploit such a military advantage "can believe any-
thing."' Rational military incentives are not supposed to mat-
ter in nuclear war or threats of nuclear war . Yet, curiously, the
very same people who dismiss the importance of "crisis stabil-
ity" when arguing for SALT II insist that it is absolutely essen-
tial when they argue against America's deployment of the MX
missile. America's possession of the MX would endanger peace,
they say, because for the first time since the mid 1960s, the U .S .
would have the ability to destroy Soviet missiles . This would
give the U.S. an incentive to strike first, and would make the
Soviets dangerously uncomfortable . One is tempted to question
the honesty of people who claim that a treaty that gives the
Soviet such an incentive enhances America's security, but who
support the treaty's provisions that make it difficult for the
U.S. to acquire a countervailing capability, and who even work
against such U.S. efforts to gain that capability permitted the
U.S. by the treaty. But the temptation should be resisted . One
can do all of this honestly if only one believes that military
advantage is so useless that America should not aggravate the
Soviet Union's supposedly ignorant paranoia by trying to "ape"
its ways.
Once again, then, arguments concerning what America

negotiators achieved in SALT II reduce themselves to argu-
ments concerning the fundamental American posture of Mu-
tual Assured Destruction. If that posture is correct, then SALT
II could be said to have achieved its three chief objectives well
enough. If MAD is wrong, then SALT II did not achieve those
objectives at all .

Wisdom and Fairness of Some Specific
Provisions
It is healthy that discussions of SALT have gone beyond

individual provisions and have focused on the effects of those
provisions on certain parts of the military balance . Neverthe-
less, such discussion cannot help but refer back to the provi-
sions of the treaty, to what they limit and what they do not
limit .

It is a standard claim of the SALT-sellers that "SALT II puts
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a cap on strategic nuclear weapons ." To support this conten-
tion, the figures on total delivery vehicles-2,250 for each side
-and the subtotals for vehicles carrying more than one
weapon are cited. This claim is further adorned with the decla-
ration that the Soviets, who today have 2,500 missile launchers
and strategic bombers, will have to actually get rid of 250 sys-
tems .

This is a false claim . SALT II appears to reduce the total
number of delivery systems allowed each side only by the de-
vice of not counting certain Soviets bombers and missile
launchers as having intercontinental capabilities . The most
celebrated of these noncounted systems is the new Soviet stra-
tegic bomber nicknamed Backfire . This bomber is the best that
the Soviets have ever produced for intercontinental nuclear
attack against the United States . For instance, this supersonic
jet bomber has far better capabilities for such attacks than the
propeller-driven Soviet Bear bomber that is counted in the
SALT II totals .

Backfire is the Soviet equivalent of the U .S. B-1 bomber that
the present administration elected to cancel . There is abso-
lutely no doubt of its capabilities to reach the United States and
to drop nuclear bombs on our weapons or cities . Backfire will
have a far easier task in penetrating the nearly nonexistent
U.S. air defenses than the U .S. B-52 will have penetrating the
dense array of surface-to-air missile defenses and interceptor
defenses of the USSR . But the B-52s count in the 2,250 limit ;
the Backfire does not .

This Soviet bomber is not even addressed directly in SALT
II. However, there is an accompanying note from the Soviet
leadership (without the force of the treaty) that is designed to
allay U.S. concern about its exclusion . This note will affirm
Soviet intent not to threaten the United States with Backfire
in time of peace, and not to build it any faster than current
rates. At current rates, the Soviets-according to administra-
tion estimates-can have up to 400 Backfires operational by the
end of the treaty period. This is a reduction of previous esti-
mates, which indicated that Backfires would number up to 700 .
Since that estimate was made a second factory was erected by
the Soviets, apparently to double the output of Backfires . It is
something of a mystery why and how the more optimistic figure
of 400 has been calculated .
Comrade Brezhnev's nontreaty statements about Backfire
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are scarcely comforting. First of all, one would not expect to be
threatened by Backfire in peacetime . Secondly, his implied
promise not to build over 400 Backfires during the period of the
treaty is merely a unilateral statement of present intent and
not actually binding. And finally, the Soviets can produce an-
other 400 modified Backfires and insist that they are a "differ-
ent" aircraft not covered by the treaty and not even covered in
the unilateral statement .

Thus the much-touted 2,250 "cap" on Soviet nuclear delivery
systems is in fact 2,250 plus the Soviet equivalent of the U.S .
SAC bomber force-400 or more strategic bombers . While it is
true that about 150 old Soviet strategic bombers (Bison jets and
Bear propeller-driven) are counted in the 2,250 total, they will
soon be replaced by Backfire, probably being converted into
tankers to refuel Backfire . The Soviets would be foolish indeed
to keep in active service these obsolescent bombers that count
when they can replace them with modern bombers that do not
count .

Ironically, the new Soviet bomber does not count while the
four prototype U .S. B-1s do count. Even U.S. B-52s no longer
in active service count against U .S. totals until they are liter-
ally cut in two .

Also excluded from the Soviet total of delivery systems are
the mobile ICBM launchers now being displayed in the USSR .
This is the launcher developed for the new solid-propellant
Soviet intercontinental missile SS-16 . The rationale for not
counting these launchers is that they are being deployed with
lesser-range SS-20 missiles-shorter-range "ammunition,"
that is to say that while the launcher is equally capable of firing
either the intermediate-range ballistic missile SS-20 or the in-
tercontinental version SS-16, we have elected to count it in the
category of nonintercontinental launchers . While it is known
that the ICBM SS-16 has been fired many times from this
launcher in tests, this intercontinental "ammunition" is not in
evidence around the launchers deployed to operational areas .
Since the shorter-range ammunition is in evidence, we do not
count the launchers in SALT . The danger in all this is that we
don't know how many of the longer-range missiles have been
produced by the Soviets . (More than can be accounted for, to be
sure.) And we don't know whether or not the longer-range
"ammunition" is stored near these launchers out of sight of
satellite cameras . We do know that it would take only a few
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hours to change "ammunition" from the SS-20 to the SS-16 .
It has been estimated in intelligence that the Soviets will

deploy about 750 of these launchers . This estimate is based on
the fact that the Soviets have maintained a force of less-than
intercontinental-range missiles, directed primarily against
Western Europe, of about that magnitude. If these uncounted
ICBM launchers and the uncounted Backfires were not ex-
cluded from SALT II totals, the number of strategic delivery
vehicles allowed the Soviets would exceed the 2,250 touted in
the treaty by as much as 1450!

And the picture is still incomplete .
Curiously, the noncounting of the mobile launchers just dis-

cussed is the only one that was resolved in SALT on the basis
of the weapon rather than the launch vehicle . In the SS-20 case,
the actual missile was the determining factor, not the
launcher. The obvious capability of the launcher to accommo-
date ICBMs became subordinate to the perception of less worri-
some "ammunition," i.e ., the SS-20 shorter-range missile was
the real threat, but not to the U .S .
This stress on the weapon rather than the launcher is a

unique phenomenon in SALT II. For the other ICBM systems,
all silo-launched, there seems to be an assumption that the
United States is threatened by the holes in the ground rather
than the nuclear-tipped "ammunition," the missiles .

This approach opens up another broad avenue for the Soviets
to pile up nuclear weapons without constraint . By counting the
launcher as the threatening element, US . negotiators in SALT
II and the SALT-sellers tend to ignore the fact that about half
of the Soviet silos can be fairly quickly fitted with a second
ICBM and fired again .
Since the signing of SALT I, the Soviets have employed a

"pop up" or "cold launch" technique on their new SS-17 and
SS-18 launchers . It is similar to the technique used for sub-
marine launched missiles where compressed gas launches the
missile and its rocket engines do not fire until the missile has
cleared the launching tube and popped out of the water . With
this technique, the launcher can be readied for refire in a mat-
ter of a few hours. By contrast U .S. ICBMs fire inside their
silos, burning out wiring and other fixtures so that a major
overhaul is required before another missile can be fired . Thus
the Soviet nuclear threat from ICBMs cannot be measured in
terms of launchers alone.
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Can we assume that the Soviets have the spare missiles avail-
able for refire? This is of course a critical question . We certainly
cannot assume that spare ICBMs are unavailable. The Soviets
have already replaced some 1,500 ICBMs with new models and
by the end of the SALT II treaty period will have replaced over
2,200. We cannot say with any confidence what happens to
replaced ICBMs . Some few can be accounted for in practice
firings by Soviet missile crews and a few more may be assumed
to have been used for other purposes . But the bulk of them
remain unaccounted for . What we do know is that the Soviets
rarely dispose of military equipment that can conceivably be
useful to them. We should assume refire missiles for every
"cold launch" Soviet ICBM silo and even extras that could be
launched from presurveyed hard surfaces such as highways . In
addition to probable refire missiles for Soviet ICBM silos, it is
important to note that the mobile SS-20/SS-16 launchers are
also refireable and the fact that some of the Soviet submarines
have missiles with enough range to reach the U .S. from home-
ports makes them essentially refirable silos as well .

When one takes into account the Soviet strategic systems
deliberately left out of SALT II and the numbers of weapons
that can be amassed by the Soviets for refire, the notion that
a "cap has been placed on nuclear weapons" appears preposter-
ous. For those more interested in putting a cap on US. nuclear
weapons it is apparent that while we will be far more con-
strained than the Soviets, we can add more weapons as well .
Indeed we would be foolish not to do so.

A critical problem intrinsic to SALT II as a treaty is that it
aids and abets the Soviet drive for global military superiority .
The lopsidedness aspects of the agreement discussed above
would be encouraging enough to the Soviet General Staff . But
of more precise import is the granting to the Soviets of a monop-
oly in "super heavy" highly accurate ICBMs . We are agreeing
to permit the Soviets to acquire a capability using less than
one-fifth of their ICBM force to eliminate almost our entire
ICBM force. We are agreeing to deny ourselves a comparable
capability .

The weapon system involved is the Soviet SS-18 ICBM . It has
very high accuracy and carries 10 to 14 individually targetable
warheads (MIRVs). Each of these warheads has a yield in the
1 .0 to 1 .7 megaton range. SALT II permits the Soviets 326
launchers for these missiles or a minimum of 3,260 extremely
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effective deliverable warheads-it would take 2,000 of them to
destroy over 90 percent of our U .S. Minuteman missiles . Others
could be used to hit U .S. submarines in port and to attack the
command and control systems for U .S. retaliatory forces . After
such an attack, the Soviets would still retain more ICBMs than
the U.S. started with . Such a "balance" of forces is simply
intolerable. It is in fact a war-winning capability .

Much of the treaty's meaning depends on prohibition of all
but one "new type" of missile. One might well think that as
long as the treaty lasts, the U.S. will face Soviet missiles no
more capable than the ones we have already discussed . But
that would be wrong. As we have seen, since the only operative
definition of "type" is gross external size and number of war-
heads, and since we have seen that it could well prove impossi-
ble for the United States to verify the number of warheads the
Soviets placed in new missiles, it is not only possible but virtu-
ally certain that the Soviets will be able to deploy a wholly new
generation of missiles that will deliver counterforce blows
more accurately and more reliably. The argument is often
made that the very same provision would allow the U .S. to
build not only the MX but a radically "improved" Minuteman
except that the U .S. could not cheat by deploying more war-
heads than allowed by the treaty (remember that the treaty
allows the Soviets a maximum of 10 warheads per ICBM and
allows only 3 for the U.S .) . That is true. But even if the U .S.
built its planned 200 MXs and could overcome internal objec-
tions to building an "improved" Minuteman, it could never
catch up to Soviet capabilities because the Soviets have come
close to matching the U.S. in the technology of guidance and
miniaturization . They could always deploy more warheads of
the same quality as the U .S. There is ultimately no way for the
U.S. to redress the balance in ICBMs except, by acquiring as
much throw-weight as the Soviet Union-and . that is precisely
forbidden by SALT II.

Of course no provision of the treaty would prevent the U .S .
from undertaking a crash program to build 820 MXs by, say
1982. That would certainly redress the balance for at least a
decade. But such a move would be anathema to the American
spirit of SALT, and it could be undertaken politically only by
a Congress that had already rejected that spirit .
Opponents of SALT have generally remarked upon the ex-

clusion of the Backfire bomber and the SS-20 missile generally
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for reasons which, though good and sufficient, hide even weigh-
tier ones. True, these systems can strike the United States. But
the argument of the administration-and of the Soviet Union
-that these systems are intended primarily for Europe de-
serves greater attention. We have seen that in the Soviets' own
view, Europe is quite as strategic a theater of operations as is
the United States. Of course Europe is of even greater signifi-
cance to America's European allies . Beneath the embarrassed
endorsements of the "purposes of Arms Control and SALT,"
thoughtful Europeans resent the fact that the United States so
airily dismisses nuclear delivery systems aimed at them . This
bolsters the Soviets' argument to the Europeans that the U .S .
considers them simple pawns. The American definition of what
is strategic neglects 4,000 warheads that the Soviets consider
strategic. These are over and above the thousands of tactical
nuclear warheads arrayed against America's tactical nuclear
warheads in Europe . These 4,000 are testimony more eloquent
than words of the Soviet Union's interest in Europe . In this
regard, the United States may give such verbal reassurances as
it wishes to Europe regarding the meaning of the clause that
prohibits the U .S. from giving technical information to its al-
lies on the grounds that it would constitute a "circumvention"
of the treaty. Regardless of any assurances or any number of
consultations, Europeans would look at the reality of American
inaction with regard to developing weapons to counter the
Backfire and the SS-20, and at SALT as the vehicle by which
America's abandonment of Europe was being consummated .
The Soviet concept of what is and is not strategic would simply
prove more relevant to Europe than the United States' concept .

The provisions limiting the testing of long-range Ground
Launched (GLCMs) and Sea-Launched Cruise Missiles (SLCMs)
practically reduce the cruise missile to being launched from
aircraft, while the number of such aircraft is kept low by in-
cluding it within the total of MIRVed strategic launchers. The
U.S. can choose an ICBM that can be launched on a moment's
notice and be almost sure of destroying its hard target, or an
ALCM-carrying B-52 that may not get off the ground, and that,
if it even reaches its target, will do so only after a delay of eight
or more hours. In this comparison, considerations of the
ALCM's range are insignificant. The U.S. apparently has cho-
sen to have at least 120 of these ALCM-carrying B-52s instead
of 120 MIRVed ICBMs. The treaty's negotiators can hardly be
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blamed for agreeing in effect to eliminate GLCMs and SLCMs,
since their strategic vision prefers B-52s loaded with ALCMs to
MXs. Rather, that strategic vision is responsible for the treaty.

Political Considerations in SALT
As this book was being completed, it appeared that some

proponents of the treaty were willing to concede all the argu-
ments on numbers, throw-weight, accuracy, effectiveness
against various types of targets, survivability of forces on both
sides, as too arcane and inconclusive even for the "experts ."
Joseph Kraft and Meg Greenfield bid us not worry about these
technicalities, but rather to concentrate on the political rela-
tionships symbolized by SALT as an exercise in political "pro-
cess." "Treaties aren't meant to last forever," said Ms . Green-
field, so it really is unfortunate and pointless that "We will beat
each other's brains out over SALT because the treaty to some
extent rearranges the vital U.S.-Soviet strategic nuclear rela-
tionship." Comparing the SALT II Treaty to the Israeli-Egyp-
tian Peace Treaty, Greenfield wrote: "Finally, then, these docu-
ments symbolize progress and motion. They aren't meant to
last forever . You could even say they are rather like weapons
these days. Their power to influence events has been dimin-
ished-but they can buy everyone a little time and security to
push ahead." So never mind the realities of what the strategic
forces of each side can and cannot do to the other, never mind
the immediate political consequences of "some" rearrange-
ment in the "vital" strategic force balance between the U .S .
and the USSR. Concentrate instead on the political symbolism
of "progress," "process," and "motion" to be found in the
treaty .
Mr. Kraft also bases his support for the treaty on political

symbolism and the delicate state of Mr . Brezhnev's health . The
critics may well be right on the technical issues, concedes Mr .
Kraft, but these conditions are as nothing against the transcen-
dent power of the treaty as the political symbol and essence of
the "only major bilateral business being conducted by the
United States and the USSR . If there is no arms treaty, the web
of contacts known as detente will dwindle to almost nothing .
Mr. Kraft sees Mr. Brezhnev as the paladin of SALT and "de-
tente": Brezhnev has made SALT his special affair, resisting
clear challenges from the military and other political leaders ."
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If Mr. Brezhnev dies before the U .S. ratifies the treaty, so Mr .
Kraft argues, the Soviets may back out. Zbigniew Brzezinski
presents a similar argument: The U.S. should approve the
treaty in order to provide a politico-strategic framework that
Mr. Brezhnev's successors will be hard put to discard .
These arguments boil down to three essentials. First, the

political process of the negotiations is more important than the
substance of the resulting agreements. The fact that the U .S .
and the Soviets have spent some seven years negotiating a
treaty to replace the 1972 Interim Agreement, the prospect
that Mr. Carter and Mr. Brezhnev will sign the same piece of
paper-with the same pen?-at a summit meeting is more im-
portant than what the piece of paper says . Second, the Soviet
military, and perhaps some of the top political leaders too, are
very dissatisfied with the treaty . Only Mr. Brezhnev's personal
power and prestige has forced and cajoled the recalcitrants to
go along. So we must sign before nature has its way with Mr.
Brezhnev's increasingly frail body. Third, Mr. Brezhnev's
successors are likely to represent those bureaucrats who don't
like the treaty now . But once the treaty comes into force, the
future leaders of the Soviet Union are not likely to abrogate it
even if it does not provide them the kind of military security
they want .

However, a treaty limiting the nuclear arms of the two super-
powers deserves better political justifications than these . Any
nation is well advised to beware of the real price it is paying
when it agrees with another nation, on any issue, on the
grounds that the negotiating process itself is more important
than the substance of the agreementjust as any citizen would
be ill-advised to enter into a contract for a house, a car, a loan
or what have you just to gain good will . Common sense warns
that one gains not good will but contempt for being stupid .
Moreover, the argument that the process is more important
than the substance is contradicted by what has happened in the
decade since the process began . In prior chapters we have dis-
cussed the buildup in Soviet forces since SALT began. Let us
review a few of these .
First, when SALT began in 1969 the U .S. had many more

ICBMs and SLBMs than the Soviets . The U.S. was about to
quadruple its advantage in deployed warheads . Now the Sovi-
ets have more launchers, about 60 percent as many warheads
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on ICBM and SLBM launchers, and soon will close that gap
whether the treaty is ratified or not.

Second, in 1969 the Soviets had no counterforce capability
against U.S. ICBMs despite all the SS-9s they were building . On
the other hand, in a counterforce response in 1969 the U .S .
could have destroyed over 40 percent of Soviet ICBM launchers
and, equally important, virtually all of the 750 IR/MRBMs the
Soviets had targeted on our overseas bases and our Allies . Now
the Soviets are near the point where they can destroy virtually
all U.S. ICBMs while the U .S. would be hard put to destroy 10
percent of the Soviet launchers . Once SS-20 deployment is com-
plete (probably in 1982-83), the U .S. will have little counter-
force capability against Soviet IRBMs. But with the SS-20s the
Soviets can virtually disarm our allies, destroy all our bases in
Eurasia, and ensure that Soviet armies will occupy Europe
relatively intact so that European economic assets would be
available to assist Soviet recovery .

Third, in 1969 the Soviets were fifteen years away from the
technology required for any degree of effective low-altitude air
and ABM defenses . Now they are just a few years away from
weapons effective enough to justify employment of such de-
fenses with good prospects for advanced optical and other tech-
nologies needed to improve the effectiveness of air and missile
defenses in the next two decades.

Fourth, in 1969 the U .S. margin of nuclear superiority was
the basis for corresponding political perceptions of U .S.
strength and purpose by Allies, neutrals and foes. The USSR
was strong enough to interfere in some areas but still had to be
relatively circumspect . Now the political perception abroad has
changed dramatically as the nuclear balance has changed in
the USSR's favor as a result of the SALT process. Quite true,
other factors have contributed to changing foreign political
perceptions of the U.S ., but the erosion of our nuclear superior-
ity probably is the most important factor . The Soviets have not
been rash in projecting their power abroad as they redressed
the nuclear balance in the SALT process, but one has only to
compare the Soviets' recent conduct-in the 1973 Mideast War,
in Angola, Somaliland, Ethiopia and Afghanistan-with their
probes of the previous decade to see how much bolder the Sovi-
ets have become. They make no bones about it : the continuing
shift of the "correlation of forces" in their favor provides ever
increasing latitude to aid and abet anti-U .S. and anti-Western
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revolutionary movements and client states . Even friendly ene-
mies such as the mainland Chinese, who also have been known
to aid revolutionary movements, tell us we have gone much too
far .
So much for the argument that the SALT process is more

important than the terms of the treaty .
That the Soviet military, and some top political leades, have

been opposed to SALT from the beginning has been an argu-
ment in search of some shred of evidence . No doubt Soviet
military and political leaders have not reached an instant con-
sensus on every SALT issue and objective. Perhaps some dis-
putes are still smoldering, but it is difficult to find any evidence
for this proposition, much less convincing evidence . Almost
certainly, the parties to any serious disputes have not split
neatly along formal bureaucratic lines . Most importantly, the
evidence indicates that rather than opposing SALT, the Soviet
military establishment has been one of its strongest supporters .
Not only has SALT saved them from the very adverse shift in
the military balance they faced in 1968-69, SALT also has
given them a bit of strategic superiority and promises much
more .

SALT proponents are hard pressed to answer the question :
"What aspect of SALT II do you believe engenders any opposi-
tion from the Soviet General Staff or any other quarter of
important opinion in the Soviet hierarchy?" The usual answer
is a list of items-such as U .S. forward-based-systems-not in-
cluded in the treaty that the Soviets would have preferred to
restrict. The fact is that there is no provision in SALT II that
in any way evokes the kinds of serious concerns to the Soviets
that most of the provisions evoke among serious-minded
Americans .

Zbigniew Brzezinski's argument that we need to constrain
future, less amiable Soviet leaders by the treaty is equally
unconvincing. Mr. Brezhnev's successors are unlikely to want
more strategic offensive forces than the treaty provides them .
The treaty allows the Soviets about as much offensive advan-
tage against U.S. strategic weapons and all other U .S. military
forces as any military man could rationally want . What more
can strategic offensive forces do for future Soviet military and
political leaders than to destroy virtually all U .S. ICBM silos,
the President and most of the top echelons of the Federal Gov-
ernment (if they are where they are expected to be), all com-
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mand and control facilities serving U .S. strategic forces and
national intelligence, all SLBMs in port, as many bombers as
can be caught on the ground, all nuclear weapons in U .S. (fixed)
storage sites, all U .S. nuclear weapon production facilities, and
most or all other major U .S. military installations?

As has been noted, unless frustrated by multiple basing of
U.S. ICBMs (to which the Soviets have not agreed), the treaty
permits the Soviets all the strategic offensive systems they can
use effectively against the United States . The strategic forces
they need to defeat, disarm and occupy Europe with its eco-
nomic assets intact to aid Soviet recovery-from whatever
damage the U .S. would inflict on the USSR in such circum-
stances-are outside the treaty . Moreover, these forces are ra-
pidly being modernized so that they no longer will be vulnera-
ble to U .S. attacks .

Since SALT began, the Soviets have improved strategic ASW
forces and made much progress in catching up in ABM technol-
ogy. They are reported to be installing large radars required for
national ABM deployments . They are developing and are ex-
pected to deploy an advanced air-defense interceptor, an Air-
borne Warning and Command System (AWACS) and the SA-10
system, all to acquire defenses (for the first time) against bomb-
ers and cruise missiles at low altitudes . Construction of a nu-
clear-powered aircraft carrier has been reported and construc-
tion of submarines for the ASW mission-probably models
with titanium hulls for operations at depths of 600 to 1,200
meters, which the Soviets consider the "deep sound channel of
the ocean"-can be expected to increase as nuclear propulsion
units are freed from the SSBN program .
From Mr. Brezhnev's point of view, this is a worthy legacy

to his successors, who will probably appreciate it, and the rea-
son why Mr . Brezhnev may well be the first Soviet leader to be
honored by his successors since Lenin . But it is hardly a reason
why Mr. Brzezinski should urge the U .S. Senate to ratify the
treaty .

On Balance: to Ratify or Not to Ratify
In the definitive book on SALT I, John Newhouse described

the reaction of American officials to the Soviet SS-9 with words
such as "technologically regressive," "out of all proportion to
any national strategic mission" and "aesthetically contempti-
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ble." We have seen that in Soviet eyes the SS-9 is quite ratio-
nal (and possibly even pretty) and that the negotiations for
SALT II have changed neither the Soviets' priorities nor their
aesthetics. During these negotiations the Soviets sought to
trade minimal concessions in their strategic program against
maximal concession by the United States! They succeeded . In
a sense the treaty reflects what both sides have thought their
strategic posture should be . The process of ratification is de-
signed to force the Senate to express its consent or its disagree-
ment with the views of the administration on what may be
required to defend the nation .

Selling SALT II
As of this writing the SALT II debate has already been in full

swing for at least six months. Under prodding from Senator
Barry Goldwater, the administration admitted to spending in
excess of six-hundred-thousand taxpayer dollars by April 1,
1979, on the direct costs of the SALT-selling effort . (This is
essentially the wages and travel costs of government spokes-
men on the road; support costs of the effort would swell this
figure considerably.) This intense effort has been mounted even
before the negotiations on SALT II have been completed . That
fact is quite significant .
Administration spokesmen have launched an extraordinary

propaganda attempt for a SALT II, which in their own words
is 95 percent complete . The remaining 5 percent can scarcely
be perceived as addressing only "minor" points since they have
been the subject of intense negotiation for a year and a half .
How then could the administration ask public support for an
incomplete treaty? They could not, of course, unless they were
determined to get a SALT treaty passed regardless of its actual
content! Only thus can such selling of a pig-in-a-poke be logi-
cally explained .

The opposition (using private funds) has tried to offset this
governmental campaign and can be asked the same questions :
How can you oppose an incomplete treaty? But the opposition
can reply with intellectual honesty. Enough is publicly known
about SALT II that will not be changed by the remaining 5
percent under negotiation to make the case for rejection . Even
in the unlikely event that the Soviets concede all remaining
points to the U.S., the treaty would remain unacceptable .
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It must be presumed that those who have insisted on Senate
ratification of an incomplete SALT II would not retract their
sales pitch even though all remaining points in the unresolved
"5 percent" were settled by capitulation to Soviet positions!
What could bring an administration to risk a substantial

charge of intellectual dishonesty in order to peddle SALT? One
imperative is the quadrennial conviction of the sitting Presi-
dent that "progress" in SALT is essential to reelection . This
was true of Nixon in '71, Ford in '75 and now Carter in '79 . The
other imperative springs from a more basic conviction that any
SALT treaty is better than none . While the pure political im-
perative is strong and galling to all concerned with the actual
substance of SALT, the latter imperative-dedication to SALT
as a process-is the most dangerous . It represents commitment
to SALT for its own sake, putting the United States in the role
of supplicant at the bargaining table dealing with Soviets who
can count on U .S. concessions to their demands for the sake of
preserving the "process ."

Driven by these imperatives, the administration's SALT-sell-
ers have sallied forth to convince a skeptical U .S. public and
lobby the states where senatorial votes for SALT II might be
secured. A smooth sales-pitch was developed and administra-
tion Oaks were trained in its delivery, and by the spring of 1979
the State Department Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
pitch had settled into a routine .

Chambers of Commerce and universities in the cities of key
states were approached to "sponsor" the SALT-selling effort .
Audiences were then carefully selected from the membership
of organizations that could be expected to be supportive of
SALT-e.g., League of Women Voters, Urban League, Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews, and the United Nations Associa-
tion. Carefully excluded were those organizations apt to be
skeptical, e.g ., veterans' groups, service clubs and patriotic soci-
eties. Vigorous efforts were made to avoid the appearance of
any spokesmen for the opposition point of view . This carefully
staged effort was to produce an impression, to be amplified by
the local press, that civil leadership supported SALT II .

The administration learned early that these well-orches-
trated efforts and the best of the SALT-sellers could be brought
to naught by knowledgeable opposition . Paul Warnke was
badly mauled in debate with Eugene Rostow early on in the
selling effort . From that point forward, the "big names" in the
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SALT-selling circuit declined to show up if the sponsors al-
lowed the opposition to speak . And the schedule of SALT-sell-
ing events around the country became one of the few secrets
that could be kept by the administration . The Coalition for
Peace Through Strength and the Committee on the Present
Danger could only determine where to send opposition speak-
ers by tip-off from local citizens . When they were able to do so,
the SALT-sellers tended to come off second best. The mere
presence of knowledgeable opponents dampened the SALT-sell-
ers penchant for the unsupportable hyperbole that they used
freely in the absence of anyone to dispute it . But the main
problem lay in the basic weaknesses of the pro-SALT II argu-
ments. They tend to collapse under careful scrutiny .
Of course, the pro-SALT arguments of the government

spokesmen are couched in much more reserved language than
those of the dedicated nongovernment disarmament lobby .
Further, the pro-SALT rhetoric has become progressively more
restrained as effective counterarguments have been put for-
ward effectively. In fact, by the spring of 1979, government
spokesmen for SALT II were pleading that the treaty should be
ratified because it does not really limit arms much .
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11 .

SALT, Defense and

Assured Destruction

Treaties regarding strategic arms, whether accepted or re-
jected by the U .S. Senate, have come to be the only instances
in which the American political system considers the Repub-
lic's common defense . When military planning was taken over
by civilians in the early 1960s, it did not become more rational
and more democratically accountable than it had been, but
rather less so . As a consequence, although over nearly two
decades the United States has bought billions of dollars' worth
of weapons, adopted libraries of plans, and conducted itself
according to a certain set of views, it has never adopted any
strategic outlook on an open, official, responsible basis . In 1980,
as in 1959 when Herman Kahn wrote On Thermonuclear War,
minor officials in the executive and legislative branches must
thrash out for themselves what America's strategic outlook is
every time they are called upon to make decisions that would
make sense according to one and not another outlook . MAD
became all the rage among American officials in the 1960s and
began to lose adherents in the late 1970s . But neither the rise
nor the decline of MAD has followed conscious decisions by the
American people . Nowhere in the American administrative
and political system, except in the U.S. Senate during a debate
on an arms-control treaty, are responsible officials apt to look
up from thick budget books listing program after disjointed



program and ask themselves "what could this country's ene-
mies do to defeat the United States, and what could the U .S. do
to stop them?"

As American Senators ask this question in conjunction with
SALT at the threshhold of the 1980s, they get discouraging
answers. Only those ill-informed or ideologically bound can
seriously abide descriptions of America's strategic predicament
such as given by Senator Edward Kennedy to the Arms Control
Association on February 20, 1979 . Such descriptions typically
credit the United States with weapons it does not have (usually
swarms of cruise missiles), assume that America's warheads
are as useful as Soviet warheads and further assume that So-
viet purposes are indistinguishable from America's . Finally,
those who deny that America is in danger never fail to mention
that the American economy is capable of winning any sort of
race with the Soviet Union-even an arms race. But this begs
the question of whether America could or should want to de-
fend itself. For the most part, however, Americans approach
debates over SALT with the growing realization that the
United States is in trouble. Everyone knows the U.S. will not
strike first, and that given the kinds of weapons it has, the U .S .
would derive little benefit from doing so. On the contrary, the
more one looks at the Soviet force, the more one realizes that
the Soviets would stand to gain much by striking against
American weapons and that no moral scruples would prevent
them from doing so .

But if these facts are clear, their meaning is controversial .
Some, led by the President of the U.S., deny outright that these
facts are significant and point instead to the absolute deterrent
power of a single ballistic-missile submarine. At other times,
those who follow the President argue that indeed Soviet forces
have grown ominously, but that only SALT II and SALT III can
keep them from getting even worse . At the same time, they
argue that SALT will not constrain them from doing anything
that they themselves believe to be required for the nation's
security. The President's opponents hear such reassurances
with disbelief, and argue that anyone who trusts in the magical
powers of a single submarine cannot be counted on to under-
stand what may actually be needed to prevail in war. The
President's critics look askance at SALT because it allows the
Soviet Union to have more powerful forces, because it allows
the threat to the United States to increase, and because it is
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impossible for outsiders to tell whether the Soviet Union is
complying with its terms . Nevertheless, the President's critics
are often hard-put themselves to say why the forces that SALT
would allow to the United States would be inadequate for the
nation's security and what forces would be adequate .

Given the Soviet Union's superior forces in the early 1980s,
American planners face no pleasant alternatives . If one wished
to build forces to substitute for the ICBMs and bombers that the
Soviets will be able to destroy in a first strike, and to overcome
Soviet civil and industrial defense, one would have to invest in
15 or 20 Trident I submarines at a billion dollars per copy. But
since Trident I is not a counterforce weapon, the U .S. would not
be increasing its ability to protect itself by building it . If the
U.S. decided to build forces capable of counterforce, it would
have to quadruple its planned investment in the MX missile,
retrofit its submarines with powerful, accurate warheads, and
modify the Trident to be a counterforce weapon. But if the U.S .
were to do these highly expensive and "provocative" things
during the mid-1980s, the Soviets could apply considerable
pressure to stop them .

In order to acquire true counterforce weapons as well as
active and passive defenses without excessive risks, the United
States would have to decide by 1980 that war is possible and
that preparations for the possibility of fighting one should
begin. This would be a painful awakening . On the other hand,
most Americans have come to realize that failure to improve
radically American defenses will mean some kind of Soviet
hegemony in the world. The debate over SALT is significant
because it is widely seen as the first part of any decision about
the shape of America's defenses in the 1980s and beyond . This
perception is entirely correct because, although the precise
terms of SALT do not prohibit the United States from making
any of the above mentioned improvements-meaning it would
not be legally inconsistent for the Senate to approve SALT and
the building of a war-fighting capability by the same vote-a
decade's experience has shown that the spirit of SALT stifles
American defenses very effectively indeed .

The Soviet Union and the Carter Administration-though of
course for different reasons-present SALT to the Western
public in identical terms: Both ask the public not to consider
what each side's forces are and are not capable of doing . Both
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ask the public to overlook the fact that, under SALT, Western
forces will become increasingly inferior . Rather, they ask the
public to consider whether, regardless of the above, it wishes to
take a step in the direction of peace by approving SALT, or in
the direction of the end of mankind by rejecting it .

In order to accept the above formulation of the choice before
them, the Western public would have to accept the two false
assumptions which underlie it. The first of these assumptions
is that modern war can have no winners, that defense is impos-
sible, and therefore that military superiority is meaningless
and may be safely disregarded . Yet we have seen that this
assumption is wrong-that the Soviet Union exports it but does
not accept it. We have seen that Soviet forces have been built
on precisely the opposite assumption, that nuclear war can be
deterred only by superior forces capable of limiting damage to
one's own side and of destroying the enemy's armed forces. The
technology that makes nuclear weapons all too rational exists .
At the threshold of the 1980s there is no technological or mili-
tary reason why any missile need be aimed at any but military
targets and no reason why collateral damage to civil society
resulting from the destruction of such targets should exceed
the tragic devastation of previous wars . In the same period,
only ideology and the tendency to wish horror away stand in
the way of providing civilian populations with a defense
against nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union, renowned more for
its realism than for any tender feeling toward human life, is
providing its people (key people first, of course) with civil de-
fense. Finally, the technology of the 1980s promises effective
active defenses against both bombers and ballistic missilesfor
those who want them . These defenses would not eliminate the
possibility of nuclear war, but they would radically diminish
the effectiveness of all known nuclear delivery systems . Once
these defenses were deployed, nations would probably turn to
other offensive weapons and in turn to other defenses . It must
be realized that not only is war, however terrible, a rational
enterprise, but also that, given human nature, changes in
weapons and tactics follow one another endlessly . Each change
presents nations with new difficulties and new opportunities .
But even as war is not caused by weapons in general or by any
weapon in particular, no change in weapons' technology per se
can either raise or eliminate the chances of major war . The
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chances of war increase when aggressive powers like the Soviet
Union build more and better weapons than peaceful countries
such as the U.S .

The second major assumption that underlies the joint argu-
ments of the Soviet rulers and of the Carter Administration is
that the distinction between peace and modern war is para-
mount in human affairs and renders all other distinctions in-
significant . If nuclear war is the end of mankind, so goes the
argument, the reasons that might lead nations to fight lose all
importance. Therefore, it does not matter if one side is fighting
to enslave the other, and the other is fighting for its freedom .
Distinctions between free men and totalitarians, between ag-
gressors and victims, between benign and malignant ends, can-
not be allowed to becloud the central question : How may war
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union be made less likely? In
U.S. practice of the past decade that question reduces itself to
how may the Soviet Union's displeasure be avoided . The only
meaningful consideration now is whether any act of any indi-
vidual or nation makes war between the U .S. and the Soviet
Union less likely or more likely. By this standard, any act by
the United States-be it building a new weapon, ABM defenses
or the MX missile, or sending troops to any country threatened
by the Soviet Union, or failing to ratify SALT-may be judged
counterproductive to American security . That is because the
security of the United States is supposed to be already assured
by the capacity of even a single submarine to do "unacceptable
damage" to the Soviet Union, and because any attempt to
achieve more than this is supposed to fuel tensions between the
two superpowers and to provide points of friction that may
ignite an unintentional conflagration. However, the second as-
sumption, like the first, is the product of American intellectu-
als alone and is propounded by the Soviet Union exclusively for
foreign consumption . As we have seen, the Soviets believe that
nuclear weapons have not altered the fundamental enmity be-
tween the "working class" and its "exploiters" around the
world, but rather that these weapons have increased the for-
mer's arsenal of means by which to do in the latter . They have
decided that nuclear superiority can be a decisive sword in war
and, in peace, a shield stout enough to cover the "working
class' " ability to win revolutions and wars of liberation around
the globe. The Soviets know perfectly well that unless one is
willing and able to go "all the way" militarily, one will be hard
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put to find the political wherewithal to conduct even diplomacy
with any degree of success.

Significant numbers of American intellectuals, led by Henry
Kissinger, failed to understand that they could not tell the
American people that military superiority is meaningless, that
safety lies in a series of thinly camouflaged retreats, and yet
expect the people to support any measure meant to keep any
sort of military balance . The logic of the "so what?" school of
geopolitics, once accepted, is relentless . Why not abandon Is-
rael, or Germany, as thousands of individuals who had cast
their lot with the U.S. in Vietnam and in Iran were abandoned
to their fates? Would it be worth the effort to protect them
knowing that the Soviet Union could pour vast resources into
the struggle against them, that the effort would raise the possi-
bility of nuclear confrontation, and that all of this would surely
raise political opposition at home? By the same token, why not
abandon, no, first defer and then quietly abandon MX and
space-based laser defensive systems just as the Nike X, the B-1
and the neutron bomb were abandoned? Would the increase in
capability provided by these weapons really balance out the
increased tensions with the USSR and the attendant rise of
political opposition at home? Given these premises, this ques-
tion can have but one answer regardless of the circumstances .
Significant numbers of American intellectuals, who long ago
lost touch with reality, failed to understand that once a democ-
racy grants legitimacy to the proposition that safety can be had
with little sacrifice, it grants an advantage in internal politics
to whomever will declare that his opponents have overstated
the price of safety . In defense policy, too many American intel-
lectuals have tended to try to purchase the image of peacemak-
ers in the present at the price of the nation's physical and
moral ability to defend itself in the future .

American officials, and large numbers of "opinion-makers,"
again led by Henry Kissinger, regarded SALT as the center-
piece of detente . The Soviet Union agreed, but for entirely
different reasons . These Americans believed that the various
SALT agreements, as well as the series of commercial deals
between the U .S. and the Soviet Union, would create new inter-
ests within the Soviet Establishment that would make that
Establishment less capable of aggressive behavior in the world.
The Soviets' view of detente varies only slightly . They believed
that SALT and trade would vest a number of American officials
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and businessmen with personal interests in good relations with
the Soviet Union, and that this web of interests would make it
more difficult for the United States to resist Soviet advances in
armaments and in world politics . It appears that the Soviets
took the better measure of their adversaries than did Henry
Kissinger, and that they understood the dynamics of popular
government better than did American officials . Because of the
SALT process, and during the decade since it began, countless
American politicians have built their images before the public
by predicting a safer world if only the American people would
not build certain weapons, withdraw from Vietnam, not plunge
into Angola, not get excited about the Arabs' embargo of oil,
etc. The American people listened to their leaders. At the
threshold of the 1980s, however, many of those leaders recog-
nize that the world has become less friendly to the United
States and that the Soviet Union has become much, much more
dangerous. The nation's interests would require that they re-
verse their field . But they recognize that to do so they would
have to argue against themselves. Moreover, they have reason
to doubt that the American people, habituated as they have
become to being told that they could be safest by worrying
about defense least, would listen to the exact opposite, espe-
cially from them . Thus, objectively, the personal interests of
many politicians now runs against that of the people they are
supposed to serve. A decade of SALT has created a de facto
community of interest between the Soviets and whomever in
the United States might wish to promise peace on the cheap .
This growing community of interest makes a mockery of

promises that the United States can use every opportunity
afforded by the SALT agreements to build up its forces, and
makes nonsense of assurances that the U .S. will be able to force
the Soviet Union to comply with the terms of the treaty . The
U.S. could not exploit the meager possibilities offered by SALT
II or SALT III for the same internal reasons it did not exploit
the ones offered in SALT I . The U.S. could not declare outright
that the Soviet Union had violated any terms of the SALT II
or SALT III treaties for the same reason it never declared the
Soviets had violated SALT I . The data to indicate such viola-
tions was not lacking. But to have used that data to impeach
the Soviets would have impeached the sitting administration
for having allowed itself to be fooled for so long, and would have
forced the administration to ask for some expensive, dangerous
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weapons-something which is always politically risky . On the
other hand, as we have seen, the SALT process has not hin-
dered the Soviet Union from acquiring the ability to protect
itself through counterforce strikes and civil defense and will
not hinder it from improving its active defenses. Indeed, SALT
insured them against the risk of the American people's reac-
tion to what they were doing . As SALT bears its fruits-a more
intimidating Soviet arsenal and evermore compromised Ameri-
can officials-the personal incentives operating on those offi-
cials not to deny their own handiwork can only grow .

This is not to say that one cannot conceive of agreements to
limit strategic arms that would benefit both the Russian and
the American people. Quite the contrary is true . Both peoples
would benefit were the two governments to agree to build great
numbers of systems to defend against nuclear attack and to
limit the means by which such attacks could be delivered . Such
an agreement would have to allow both sides to inspect the
other's facilities for the testing and production of weapons . If
both sides built up formidable defenses and relatively puny
offensive forces, neither would have the slightest incentive to
attack. Even more significantly, if both sides contracted to
structure their forces this way-and if they agreed on mea-
sures to enforce such a contract-they would thereby be giving
proof of their intention not to use nuclear weapons to any
advantage. There is reason to believe that Soviet leaders would
never agree to such an arrangement. The reason is precisely
that everything we know about them indicates unequivocally
that they see the great political and military usefulness of
nuclear weapons to hasten the end of the West's way of life . In
addition, the Soviets would have no reason to abandon the
SALT process, which has yielded them such advantage in the
past decade. But, sadly, no one can be certain that the Soviets
would reject such a plan, because American negotiators have
never proposed any scheme of arms-control except ones based
on mutual vulnerability. So, whereas the Soviets would pre-
sumably reject an argument of the conventional type because
it would restrain their plans for conquest, American officials
have not even suggested one because it would run afoul of their
foolish private ideology .
Thus, when the American people consider a SALT treaty,

they have every reason to regard it as the American negotia-
tors' attempt to turn into reality their private dream-world of
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Mutual Assured Destruction . The American people, whose will
to live is unencumbered by ideology, have no reason not to react
to the American negotiators' requests as the Soviets have
reacted for so many years. There is no reason to believe that the
"SALT-sellers," having failed to "teach" the Soviet Union the
virtues of Mutual Assured Destruction, will succeed in teach-
ing those virtues to the American people . When the amend-
ments to the Constitution became the law of the land only if
supported by two-thirds of the Senate, the Founding Fathers
knew that, in most cases a two-thirds majority could be
achieved only by widespread public debate. They knew that
public debate is the means by which the popular view is
"refined and enlarged" and the means by which the public can
force its representatives to abandon what fancies they may
have adopted and to reflect the popular view .

Given all this, there is no reason why the American people
should not demand of their government that negotiations with
the Soviet Union over strategic arms be either redirected to-
ward lowering the United States' vulnerability to nuclear at-
tack, or be broken off so that the United States might achieve
lower vulnerability through unilateral effort .

Yet the American people cannot dismiss the ideology of MAD
and the fruits of SALT quite so easily . There is danger, real
danger, in showing a Soviet Union that has become very power-
ful and quite used to success that in the future its relative
power will decrease and its successes will likely stop. But above
all, to reject the several variations on the theme of MAD is to
accept the fact, to be willing to live with the fact, that the
modern world is a highly dangerous and thoroughly nasty
place partly because of nuclear weapons, yes, but chiefly be-
cause modern totalitarian systems are more ruthless than
Genghis Kahn could have been . To reject MAD is to accept the
fact that living in the modern world will surely require sac-
rifice, and could involve tragedy .

Some of the things that America needs are clearly within
America's grasp . The United States needs an honest-to-good-
ness military strategy to protect itself in case of war and to
replace the body-count mentality that has affected the Penta-
gon for so long. The United States needs to decide just how it
will restore the "nuclear umbrella" that once covered its allies
in Europe and Asia, but which vanished when it became clear
the U.S. could not even protect itself in case of war, much less
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its allies. The U.S. needs to decide what kind of military forces
and policy are necessary to keep the Soviet Union from win-
ning victory after victory in the Third World . Then the United
States must build the proper mixture of forces to make these
decisions work . But in order to do these things, the American
nation must overcome a fearsome obstacle: It has not only to
discard much of the intellectual baggage accumulated since
World War II-and that should not be impossible-it has also
to discard the last vestiges of an innocent view of life that did
not admit the constant threat of finite tragedy. In short, in
order to avoid war with the Soviet Union and to survive such
a war if it comes, the American nation will have to become
willing to look the present danger in the eye and not flinch .

There will be no final holocaust of fire and radiation . That is
physically impossible . But what is possible is sufficiently fright-
ening. The ordeals of slavery and slow death that have been
visited upon Russia, China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Angola, Tibet,
Hungary, Cuba, by conquering communists are not figments of
anyone's imagination . They happened, and they are happen-
ing, wherever communists have come to power, without even
a single exception . Ragged, hungry survivors have walked,
crawled and swum to tell the tale . How, ultimately, can West-
erners spare themselves from such ordeals except by being able
to fight, survive and win wars against the leading communist
power? They cannot . To prepare for such a war lessens the
chance that one will be forced to fight it . Moreover, to fight is
not necessarily to die. Better defensive weapons could make
war less likely and less destructive for the West. Nevertheless,
there is no denying that even if the West increases its readi-
ness, sometime in the future it may well have to fight, and to
take grievous losses.

Proponents of MAD rightly accuse their opponents of saying
that nuclear war may be acceptable under some circumstances .
But the converse is also true, and even less appealing-that the
proponents of MAD might prefer the Gulag Archipelago even
to a victorious nuclear war because the latter would involve
greater casualities . Unless one is willing to accept that under
some circumstances he will fight in a rational manner to maxi-
mize his own chances of survival in freedom, he will avoid
neither war nor slavery, and he will only deter himself from
rational planning while his enemies gather the forces to defeat
him.
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